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Preface
The Space Programs Summary is a six-volume, bimonthly publication that documents
the current project activities and supporting research and a,Jvanced develc.pment
efforts conducted or managed by JPL fo; the NASA spcce exFIoration programs. The
titles of all vohl._es of lfle Space Progr_s Summary are:
,
"_ Voh h The Lunar Program (Confidential}
.-- Voh i:. The Planetary-Interplanetary Program _Confidential)
-_ Voh IIh The Deep Space Network (UnclassH',edl
I Voh IV. Supporting Research and Adva,_ced De'lelop,_ent (Unclassified}. _ nced ,_eiopme,; 4. (Confident al)
Voh Vh Space Exploration Programs and Space Sciences (Unclas.."f_d}
I The Space Programs Summary, Voh VI consists of an unclassified digest of apprc,-priate material from Vols. I, II, and III; an original presentation of technical s.uppc.rting
activities, including engineering development of environmental-test facilitie., "_rJ :lual-
ity assurance and reliability, and a reprint of the space science instrumentation st idles
of Vols. I and Ih
W. H. Pickering, Director
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
_E
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I. Sys+ems Analysis? .
:i
A. Effect of Non-Grcvi:-ational i.t_o._.Mathematicalmodel:forthepertmbing effects
ii evaluated here were discussed previously in SPS 37,.30,Perturbations on Minimum Vol. iv, pp. 6-14. The notation used is defined in Table 1.
Energy Interplanetary Table I. Definition of symbols
Transfer Orbits
G. A. Ftandro a, semi-major axis of unpe_'uxbed orbit
I A projected area of spececrah in radial direction
1. Introduction AB change _n impact parameter due to perturbation
: The purpose of this article is to establish _he re]a_ve c, parameter defining magnitude of ith t.mrturbation
importance of several non-aer{_ynamic, non-gravitational (C_)Jr solar radiat;.on pressure force eoel_cient (K = r, _,, n)
orbital perUlrbations. Numerical res._lts are given for the (C=) x solar radiation pressure moment coefficient (K : r, _, n)
e effective spacecraft sudace emissivity
following effects: (1) solar radiation pressure, (2) reaction (F,) z force due to gas leakage (K = r, _, n)
forces due to leak_ in pressurized systems, (3) perturba- I. antennamomentarm
tion due to unbai.mced attitade control reaction devices, lj attitudecontroljetmomentarm
_'-_ (4) reaction force due to direcUonal antenna emission, m spacecraftmass
P a_tenna radiation power
: an_ (5) reaction force due to unsymmetrical emission of 7' time of flight
therntal energy tram the spacecraft surfaces. Comparisons T, tot,d high-gain transmissiontime
of these effects _re made in terms of change uf magnitude aT radial temperaturedit/erential
of the mJ_ vector at the target pla,aet, _B, which would _ attitudecontroljetunbalancefactor
.. result if the orbit were not correcttd for the perturbing e anglebetweenantennapointingdirectionand --r axis
effect. Hohmann minimum energy ellipses ar_ used as Subscripts
•: basis orbits for eompntational simplicity. An asymptotic , radiald_reetioa
expansion techn'_quedue to Kevorkian aud Cole (Refs. 1 , transversedirection
. x_ormal directioxt
and 2) was utilized for most of the perturbation calcu-
1
!
.#
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Table 2. Typical spacecraft characteristics
I
Semi-major Badlal pro- High-gain m_l'gTarget axis of mini- Spacecraft jected area .transmissiop C_, !! C_,
mum energy mass m, kg A, m' power P, w m*'/kg i
w/'kg
orbit, AU
I|Mercury 0.693 '-'73 3.5 I 10 2.I × 10"z -- 1.9 x 10"_
Venus (!larine_ II) 0.861 _03 4.0 I 3 2.7 x 10-: 1.7 x 10-=" 1.4 x ] )-:Mazs (tiadnef W) 1.26 200 11.0 i 10 4.7 x 10-= -- 9. x 10-:
Astero:d (Ceres) 1.89 5P,J 3.0 I 10 1.8 x 10-' -- 2 x 10-'
Jupiter 3.10 5_) 3.0 '[ 20 2.5 × 104 - 4 x I0-'
• Fron, Right data
2. Spacecraft Characteristics spacecraft which do not utilize solar power gener.ltion.
The spacecraft paramete_rs which determine the mag- Tho parameters used in the calculations for these vehk-les
nitudes oi the mierogecelerations produced by the per- are based on th,_ conceptual de.signs presented in t_.ef. 3.
turbing effects c_" _collected into several r_haracteristic
dimensional group_ as defined in Table 2. These are based 3. Effect of Pei_urbations on Hohmann Crbifs
on simplified versions of the perturbation models given in
SPS 37"-30, VoL IV, pp. 6--14. The following assumpuons The order-of-magnitude pertm-bation c,qlculatinns were
were made to facilitate the order-of-magnitude perturba- based on the "two _e-variable" asymptotic expansion
tion calculations: (1) spacecraft mass remains constant technique (Ref. I and SP$ 37-30, Vol. IV, pp. 6-14). Radial
from injection to planeta_," encom'.tec, (2) ve_cle is perturbations proportional to the inverse square of the
a_tude-stabilized and Sun-oriented, (2) the dominating radial distance, r were estimated by adjusting the solar
attitude disturbing moment is generate6 by solar r,tdi- gravitational constant? Circular orbits with zero mcli-
ation pr_ssure acting on an asymmetrically-morn,ted high- nation to the ecliptic were assumed for all planets, and
gain antenna, (4) perturbing forc_ due to gas leakage minimum energy transfer ellipses were utilized as basis
_ orbits, rhe change in the magnitude of target mis_ vectorfrom pressurized systems remain coIL_tant in dizeetion and
_" magnitude, (5) radio transmissiol-_ from ,.he directional B was calculated for each component of each perturba-
antenna /s uniformly distributed in _:le, and (6) high- tion, 2 and the results are presented in g_aphical folm in
gain antenna pointing direction remains essentially fixed
throughout flight. 'Melbourne, W. G., "Radiation Pressure P._rturbatiousof Inter-planetary Trajectories,_ Technical Memon_ium No. 312-151, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory,Pasadena, California,December II, 1961.
Typical values for the perturbation coei_cients are
given in Table 3 for several representative space vehicles. 'B is a vector with magnitude equal to the perpendicttlar dis-tance between the centel of the target planet and the incoming
Flights beyond the orbit of Mars are assumed to involve asymptote of the unperturbed trajectory.
Tclble 3. Perturbation coefficients
Perturbat/on _ent
Radial Tramverse Non, ml
Solar radia,Honpressure C, = _ C, = (C_)_ C, = (C_),A
_t m
m m
, ' Attitude controi mac ion devico unbalance C, : (_) • (C_),Am C' = (/L_L) * _m C' = (/L__ ) .
Unsymmetrical em,tsion of thermal energy C,, = e-_T-_
!i "
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Fig. 1. Change in target t,li$_ vector cJeeto _oiar Fig. 2. Cr._nge in *argel miss vectcr due to solar
radiation pressvre iradial component) radiation pressure Itransver_.ecomponent)
Figs. 1-12. The absolute value of the change in _e miss Non-radial effects may be ot L-r,portanc( in the case of
vector, AB, in each case is plotted against the unperturbed veb'_'cle designs u_lizing onboard energy generation sys-
semi-major axi:; of the Lransfer orbit. Plots are given for terns with associated energy, radiation devices. The plots
several values of the corresponding characteristic quan- of Fig. 12 are typical of solar-gowered, Sun-oriented
tity Ci. The_e are i;,ten,ted to bracket the expected range spacecraft. A value of C_,. = 10_ corresponds to a tern-
of values fo_ the spacecraft designs considered here. Plots perature differential of about 30°K.
are included for radial, transverse, and normal compo-
nents of most perturbations, although transverse and No attempt has been made to include esa_mates for the
normal components should be negligible for Sun-oriented, perturbing effect of micmmeteorite impacts, due to the
attitude-stabiliz.M spacecraft in most eases. The plots present uncertainty, in flux density.. Some studies _ indicate
indicate that the non.radial effects cot,ld become that perturbations horn this source could exc_xt the solar
important for tumbling vehicles, for spacecraft with radiation pressure effects. The results for the gas leak
asTmmetrieal teflectivity patterns, and in the ease of perturbation (Figs. 4, 5, 6) can be used for a rough esti-
unbalanced attitude control dew.'ces with thrust compo- mate of the effect of micrometeorite flux (or other per-
nents in the normal or tangential directions, turbation), if the acx.eleration is assumed constant in
magnitude and direction throughout flight.
The effect of thermal energy emiss'on was estimated
'Stephen.son, R. It., "On the Possil,';lity of Measurable Spacecraft
by assuming a radiation pattern symmetrical about the Attitude and Trajectory. Perturbations due to Mierometeoroid Pres-
radial diret:tion wit_a an average temperature differential _re," IOM 312.5-66, jet Propulsior, Lal_,ratory, Pasadena, Call-
AT between the illuminattxl and unilluminated surfa,_s, fomta,January7, 1965.
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of the orbit detenninaU:,a uncertainties which will be
encountered on various trajectories. These pro-mission
'_ l I_ b 5 3 Z _1"1 2 studies are usually accomplished by the JPL Orbit Deter-
- ruination Program (ODP), a complex 70_1 program which
': " " yields numerical characterizations of the covarianee
•_ B. An Investigation of the matrix of estimated quantities on a particular trajectory.The inherent ¢_mplexity of this program, though neces-
_- ' Orbit Redetermination s_ to de,'Sve-aecm'ate estimates for specifica trajectory,
r ,, ,_jCo"ow:n-the _de,, its ability to explain the parametric de._endeneeProcess of the orbit determination knowledge upon eert_ir_ geo.
_ First Midcourse met_c characteristics of trajectories. We thus need to
dr 'elop analytical techniq'tles and simple model simula-
,i, Maneuver fions which can perforra thi; task, and isolate those
-,. -properties of the flight path which _xe truly crucial to
,_ J.O. tighf adequate orbit determination_ It is clear that such tech-
niques w_dl be essential to the eventual understanding of
., 1. Introductionto the Problem the complexities involved in the numerical solutionof
" The design and analysis of deep space missions re- orbit determination problems. The,_e types of analytic
quires a knowledge of our "'bility to determine the flight methods have been developed and used to investigate
7_! path of the spacecraft from Earth-based observations. In the ,:haracteristics of the orbit zedetermination processfulfillment of this requirement, pre-misdon orbit deter- following the first midcourse maneuver of an inter-5
I ruination techniques are utilized to predict the m_gnitude planetary mission.
I
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1
th_, noise on the doppler is stationary and uncoffelated,
_' 2. Orbit Redeterminotion and the Simple.Model and we neglecta priori estimates,then the eovariance
Simulation matrix .0fthe estimated quantities can be _Titten:
On a typical interplanetary mission, the firstmidcourse -. -1
corrcction to the trajectory is performed a few days past A_ = _,2j _. B,B_1 (1)
injection on the basis of the orbit determination know]- #t._=_ J
cage accn,.ed near the Earth. After this maneuver, mi where
estimate of the new trajectory is obtained by using a
estimates of the position and velocity of the probe, B__,.,['8__.p_,:--,_#' . . . , _b_']priori
and new doppler data which is accumulated following t.am oq2 _qn/
the maneuver. A simple inodel has been employed to eb a variance of doppler noise
represent the trajectory of the spacecraft immediately =
following t_ds first midcourse correction. The near-Earth
ra _a_naraber ofobservations
poAion of the tra!ectory is a hyperbola with one focus
at the Earth. By the time of the midcourse maneuver, the The quality of the orbit determination knowledge ob-
probe is, for all practical purposes, on the asymptote of viously depends upon the parti.qs _.#_/_q,. In pa,'tk:ular,
the escape hyperbola. To a first approximation, then, the it can be easily demonstrated that. the elements of the
probe is traveling away from the Earth on a straight line oovariance matrix become unbounded ff these .partialsare
which _sdisplaced from the Earth by some distance, con- linearly dep_.ndent over the tracking interval; ff thes,a
ventionally referred to as [b I, the magnitude of the miss partials are almost linearly dependent, then the t_vari-
vector. "lids geomett 3. is showh in Fig. 13. For the pur- ante matrix is large though finite, and poor orbit dote:-
-poses of this study, we shall assume that the motion of mination knowledge will be obtained. Our initial inquiry
the probe consists of this nominal straight-line motion, will then be directed _,ow_rdthe analytic form of these
with perturbations caused by effects such as the gr_.vita- p_,rtials along the simple model of the probe's mob'on •
tional attraction of the Sun. following the first midcourse maneuver.
Also, for the purposes of this study, we shall assume In general, these partials can be derived _s follows: _-
that the pre-mission orbit determination process can be
reduced to the following computations. If we derive a r (t). v (t)
linear unbiased minimum variance 'estimate of n quan- _ (t) = _ (._)
tities q_,using m doppler readings #_,and we assume that Ir (t) l
S_ where r (t). is the position vector of the spacecraft relativePH to the observing station, and v (-'t}is the velocity vectorERS0LIC of the _pacecraft relative to the observing statiol_.
EXCESS VELOC_TY
By differentiating, we obtain "
ab(t_ I r L/ .._v,(_) _)i !_:"
'eZ,/ ¢(t).v(t) a [ir(t----)l] :)< _ i,(t)l ;gqj =
,, We shall assume that the quantities we want to esti-
"- mate are the three components of the spacecraft's vdoc-%
_, ity imn._cdiately follow,ngthe first midcourse maneuver.
,, We shallfartherassumethatthepositionof thespace.
"_, croftisknown at the timc of the midcoursemaneuv_, :;_
" and that the maneuver contributes only velocity un- ,,,'_,,o
Fig. 13. Near-Earthgeometry certainties, leaving the position known. The partial ._
i ! tIl I9 I ., ., ......_ '-.. ,_,..._.
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de_Avatives that vnil lesult from this model are complex where %_ (to) _a_.velocity, componc.t of the probe relative
fon_-_iom of the state vector in a general coordinate sys- to the bar/center, imm,Miately fokowing the mid_urse
tern. Hmvever, ".__r.derable simplification _spossible with correclion; vj (t) .a=veio2ity component of tile pro,be rel-
y.proper choice oi coordinate system, i.e., that coordinate atic_ t, the obse*cing rtat/on, at some later time t; and
system which take2; ad,"mtage of the near straigh.t-line r i (t) _. position component of the probe relatit,e to the
motion of the spaovaaft. _qaea we begin tracking the observing station, at some late? time t.
spacecwaft i._mmd/atcly tollo_;.:ng thc fi,'_t midccursc
maneuver (h2_after Jeferred to a_ time to), it is moving
away from the Earth with a velocity V_t. The plaLe deter- 3. Possible Coctributions to the Analytic Form
miacd by this velocity vector and the position vector from of the Parfiais
the baryeenter d the Earth-Moc,n s..'stem to the probe "[he partials of the dopuler data in ,*he 2 and 3 direr-
is the plane of motion of the probe. As shown in Fig. 1% t!ous will be dependent .pou the terms r_ (t) anti vj (t),
we will choose the i direction 'along the velocity vector which are the components of position and velocity of the
of the probe at to, _e 2 direction in the plane of motion probe relao_'ve to the ob_r_Sng station. TLe_ terms con.
perpendicular to 1, mad the 3 direction out of the plane slst of the nominal-straight-line motion of die probe rein-
of motion, completing the orthogonal system. tire to the barycenter, the dexdations of the probe from
straight-line motion, ar_ the motion of the obseraJng sta-
Having _amed nelur straight-line motion of the space- tions relaEve to the b trycentcr, which causes 'apparent"
_-a.0r, and having sp_fied the coordinate system and deviataons from straight-line motion. There are four pos-
quantities to be _,_im_ted, it can be shown the general sible cvntributions t,> these terms in the 2 and 3 direc-
hnm of the partiMs in F.q. (3) reduces to tions: (1) the displ'lccment of the V. vector from the
barycentei, i.e., the t_erpendieu!ar distance to the Line
?_li(t___.__)= ! of ma._on of the probe, (2) the motion of the center _ff
_%, (t_) the Earth with re__c_ec_to the barycenter, (3) the motion
of the obser.dng ,_atiens .vith respect to tht: center of
• 2#(t) t:.(t) -I- .... the Earth, and (4) the bending of the trajeetor_ of the
?.or.(i,) i7, _, t-" spacecraft due to the gravitational field of th( Sun. Each
of these effect_ is described in detail in the following
?._3(t) =t .(t)(t__t to) + r_(t)t,, paragraphs.
_o.(to) -_/,_-.__ P,,: (4)
: a. Effect 1, the displac.,ement of the line of motion. The
perpendicular distance from the baD,,-enter to the line
/_/ of n',ation of the probe is closely related to tl-,e b vector
i .S/ of the original near..Earth hyperbola. It is typicallyi . 2,5,000 kin_on an interpk'netary trajectory, though it varies
O " .,_//- with the V, of that_traje,--to_3'. _rom the definition of our
_( _/'// coordinate system, b lies solely in the 2 direction. Thus
_' t°_ -// ?.b(t)/_'vr. (to)wgl never be zero, but the partial deriwttive
,h ._t _../"//''7"//. in the 3 direction is not affected.
"\'_N //'=/ /;),P'__ center. The center of the E2rth rotates about the
x/ / barycenter with a period of 9.7.3 days, and an amplitude
"_ a OUT I" ./ ,2_," of about 5000 km. The plane of motion is inclived at a
,_ _ "_" few degrees to the ecliptic and components of thi.i motion
,:: ," can appear in the 2 and 3 directions. Notice [Eq. (_)] that
(-- contributions to the analytic partials can occur from both
non-zero pos/t/on coordinates r_(t) and non-zero veloc-
""" ,,_ R/e# v_ (t) :.n either the c or 3 direction. Th_ non-zero
" position coordinates correspond to tL(: co,,ventional
" _ "" parallax _dtee,t, which is well-lom_,n. A changing r_ (t)
rig. 14. Near-Earth orbit redetermination effectively means we are observing the trajectory of the
g t
; IO
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probe from different "viewing angles," a condition hmg c. Effect 3, the rotation of the observing stations. The
r4cognized to be an aid to good orbit determination obser_'ing st,_.tiol_s rotate in _ plane displaced from and
knowledge However, the contributions of the v i (t)terms, parallel to the equatorial plane of the Earth with a pc-
which we shall hereafter refer to as "velocit 7 rmraUax," riod of I day and an amplitude of about 5500 km. The
also affect the partials. The presence of these lerms indi- discussion of barycenter rotate.on applies equally well to
cates that we obtain contributions to the orbit determi- this rotation, with the addition of the constant terms
nation partials in a particular direction because of the describing the displac_.ment of the planes of rotation irom
relative velo_ty of the observing station and the probe the center of the EartJr,. In the general case, thea, we will
in that direction, regardless of the resulting position get. sine, cosine, and constant terms in the 2 and 3 direc-
changes. It is important % understand the distinction be- tions, induding both position znd velc.,:ity parallax, and
_veen the conventional position parallax and the velocity the magnitude of these terms will again be determined
parallax described above, for in the case ot straight-line by the amplitude and per'od of rotation, the size of dis-
motion the dominant effect will turn out to be the velocity placement, and the orientation of these motions with
parallax. A brief discussion of the basic doppler equations respect to the 2 and 3 directions.
will be helpful in ur,derstal ding the source of the parallax
effects, d. Effect 4, the gravity hero'ling effect. As the apace.
--,fit ,aoves away from the Earth, its position in the
• _ r (t) -- gr_v'tational field of the Sun changes. With this change
b (t) - [r(t_--_ "v (t) (5) in pos.q'on, the spacecraft and Earth experience different
gravitational attlactions toward the Sun, resulting in a
Both the position and veloci_ of the probe at time t o-.--vatm _ of the spacecraft's trajectory as viewed from
are f,.mctions of the velocity at some earlier time t,. In the Earth. In general this curvature can occur both in
f_'nctional form the plane of iaotion of the probe, and ,_onnal to that
plane, resuh-ing in a changing instantaneous plane of
F motion relative to the Earth. In the general case, the
t;(t.-vo) =l-_ (t,v-0)._(t,E,,) (6) perturbations to the straight-line motion will result in
:,on-zero position and velocity components in all direc-
: Now observe, for example, the contributions from the S tions, which can be shown to approximately obey
direction. Because of the dot product, non-zero position
, coordinates in the 3 direction are necessary to observe the I (t _-- t_)
"_nstantaneous velocity v., (t, _,); aed non-zero veloci,'-ies {_V tt)} -- h,, (7)
" n 2
in the 3 direction are necessary to observe the instantane-
• ous position ,(t,_,.). But both the instantaneous va and ili(t_to),.(t+2t,)
r_ are functions of g,. as shown, so that both effects give (at(i)} =. h,, lmi (8)! us information about _,,. The relative contributions of 6
! these two phenomena to the orbit determination knowl-
i edge will vary with the orbit determinatien problem; for where
some types of probb,ms the position parallax may domi-
nate, while for o_:he:s (straight-line motion; the velocity II!l
parallax may domin ate. In the general case though, both ho and
effects will be present and their relative importance, must
• be, a ma_er of eoncern for analytical orbit determination are a constant and a cous_t:mt vector, respectively. These
studies, perturbations to tIv._straight-line motion can b_ evaluated
I Referring back to the motion of the center of the Earth only after comp, uting
with respect to the barycenter, we shall obtain sinusoidal t t_
: contributions to the partials in both the rI (t) and v i (t) ho and
tern]s, "llae size 9f these sinusoidal terms will be deter-
rained by the amplitude and period of rotation, and by
the orientation of the motion with respect to the 2 and 3 but they are presented in this form to display their time-
:, directions. In the gen*ral case, we will have sine and dependence. While the previous effects (Earth's rotation
cosine terms in both the 2 and 3 directions, etc) introduced rj (t) and vj (t), which were constants or
II
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sinusoidal oscillatior,s with constant amplitudes, the (3) Observing station rotat/on-sinusoidal position and
perturbations froni this last effect are-polynomials, which velocity terms projected in both the 2 and 3 direc-
become _ bxge for large values of t. This implies that: fions, with a peariod of 1 day.
(1) for large values o'f t, the gravity bending effects will (4) Gravity benalng effect-position afd velocity terms
probably ,._ominate, unless elements of projected in both the 2 and 3 directions which dis-
!mn/1 9lay a pzlyncmmal dependence on Kme.Typical values for these comzibutions can be obtained
by averaging their magnitudes over all possible orient_-
are zero, and (2) as t gets very large, the position devi- tions of the spacecraft trajectory. These typical values are
ations dae to o'avity bending get so large that the plott.,_d as a function of time in Fig. 15, assuming the
straight-line approximations break down. This is of course tracing began at to = 5 days. More specifically, the mag-
exactly what happens as the ,,lwaeeeraftprogresses on its nitudes of 2b (t).,_,j (to) are plotted with appropriately
heliocentrie trajectory, averaged rj (t) and oi (t) terms inserted for each of the
four effects. Curve: 2 and 3 in tl:asfigvxe should actually
A careful geometric analysis of this gravity bending he sinnsoidal oscillations g4thin ".he=envelopes" that are`
effect )qelds the following interesting result. If the normal plotted, but for the _ke of clarity the oscillations have
to the spacecraft's geocentric _lane of motion has no been omitted and only the amplitudes or "envelopes" re-
component along the Earth--Sun line, the gravity bending main. Clearly the rotation of the observing stations
effect cannot give orbit dete;minatoa knowledge of the (Curve 3) gives the largest contribution to the partials
out-of-plane velocity component. This t_)ndition describes over our range of interest. Only toward the later days
an important class of aear-Earth trajectories which in-
dudes those trajectories whose near-Earth phase of mo-
o.o.i,, . , ,.be shown that for every V, (that is for every heliocentric STRAIGHT-LINE MOTION DISPLAC_:'MENTtrajectory) a near-Earthtrajectorycan be faired which ROTATIONAR(XJNOBAR3rCENTERresults in th/s condition, o.0,___ ROTATIONF0BSEIWINCS'rATIO_$
/4 oaAvrr,reE._.o Erncr /
, ]
4. The Relative Importance of the Contributions _if"
to the Orbit Redetermination Process __ /l<_To ascertain which of the four effects desca_.bed,above _ o.oeyield adequate orbit determination knowledge we must! determine which of these contributions to the partials ot- i
i yield linearly independent partials. First of all, the _ o.o4 / /
: . part_s will be linearly dependent ff one of them is ,-° "4//
i_ always zero, and they will be almost linearly dependent __ff one of them is always very small. Large eonrributio s
_,.;_* to the partials are therefore a neees_sarybut not suttleient oZ /U:_ condition to avoid "proximity to linear dependence" of _j /a_.,t the tracking partials. __
As we have explainedpreviously,the following func-
_ ,ional forms will be exhibited by the four pbenomena: _'_
• 0.01 '
(1) Displacement of the straight.line motion-a con-
stant position term which lies, by definition, solely I _ _ =
.._ in the 9. direction, o s _o t_ zo _.5 so
(£) Rotation about the barycenter-._nuso_dal l_X_Rion TIME.clays
and velocity terms projected i_. both the 2 and 3 Fig. 15. Typical contributions to the tracking
directions,with a period of 27.3 days. partials vs_ime
12
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does the gravi.W beading effect become important, and in fact the .position terms or velocity terms _m an), one
only right at the beginning is the displacement of the effect could be con._;dered separately if so desired. Sev-
straight-line motion import_t. Over the large intermedi- eral mrs were made with this program to analyze the
ate span of tracing, the rotation of the observing station orbit determination knowledge accruing from different
dominates. A rr..ole careful anzlysis, which separates the combinations of the four effects over different tracking
contributions of each effect into terms o_urring because inte:'vals. The more important results of these runs are
of the .position par_dlax terms ri it) and veloei_ parallax aecmnulated in Tables 4 and 5. The results can be inter-
tet-n_ oi _tj, is omitted here. However, such an analysis p,.'etcd as a simple-mode! si,*,_u!ationof the orbit redeter-
demonstrates that for each effect the velocity terms _e ruination process t,.- _ome sort of t)_ical trajectory., or a
.. much larger than the .position terms and hence deterndne
the overall magnitudeof eachel]ect'scontribution to tLe "/able4. Numericalresultsfrom the simple-model
partials.Rememberthat largecontributionsto thepartials simulationof the orbit redeterminationprocess
are a necessary t.mt not _ condition for adequate ithe covariance matrixproducodP
arbit redetermination, so that this magnitude analysi;*,
though not conclusive, seems to indicate that the dor,li-
Effects included _'V"-'-_,, Resultant cc_miance matrlx,m/sec
nant effect may well be the rotation of the ob_erahag i. =0_' ./_ t,._ .., .,.
stations, in fact, the velocity parallax arising from that
rotation. I _o li_rly del_endentpurlialt
2 1.82 0.26 X I0 "_ i.25 1.36
3 0.061 0.092X :0-= 0.04_3 0.0428
Other analvile observations, omitted here for dae sake 4 oc n_._¢ e,o_,-_* _.i.t,
i of brevity, can be made which tend to corrol'orate the 1.2.s.4 o.o_o 0.o99x :o-' o.o4_o o.o427
indtcationc of tl-e above analysis. The real trot of orbit (.,, ...o,)
I 3 velonly' 0.061 0.09'2X I0-* 0.0433 0.0428determinatiol, knowledge comes, however, when these I, 2 1.33 0.23 X 10 -s 0.242 1.30
p,,tlais arecombinedintothe covariancematricesof esti- 1,3 o.o6o o.o_sx m-' 0.0411 0.042s
.mated quantities. We, therefore, have _._._ucted a sim- 1,4 2.22 0.74 x lif t 0.56 2.14
pie computer program which sim, lates, it, a rudimentary 1,3 pusonl_,' 0.91 0.24 X 10"_ 0.245 0.C74
i fashion, the operation of the ]PL Orbit Determination 1.3,.1 ,,ly" o.o6o o.09ex to-_ 0.0411 0.0428_,.1 .o_ only a 16.8 Ot_ X |0 -t 0.69 16.8Program. The p "ogram,given inputs of '.he times of the I, 4 _mlonly* 2.69 0.70 X 10-= 0.54 2.64
tracking interval, frequency of sampling, V., etc., corn-
| putes partials arising from typical .vMues of the four .r,_i_,_U r_a*d"tx, *, Day_0,,_*a_,,,**,_0;= 0.0t=/t.¢,ta,,_,_
effect: (averaged over all possible trajectory orientations) 'o) 0_.a.o._t._,,- .,,._s_,.I,_,..t_._c_._,_1
121 Iol_i_. of Earth's ,_d_. obo_: tko bor_
and accumulates these partials iv. a covarianee ntatrix 131to_._,,ofob,_;,_ ,_..s ._.,.,,_, t.,,,., o._,,
accol "lingto (,s)S,.,,d_,,,*e' ,,I.,:'0_, ,-'- S,,,',,**;_
evel only _' only Iko velo<iPt I_mt havo be'_n Includ_l
._. = _,_,B (9)
where Table 5. Numericalresults_romthe simplo-model
simulation,of tho orbit redeterminationprocess
.ob_0.01 m/'sec= vaxiaace of doppler noise (compilation of _/ lroceA, for different
trackingperiodsand combinations
B_ [ _ it.) a_it,) 0_it,) ] of_.ctP
= L_v,_ (t_)' t'.%_(to)' _v,_(to)J
V _ Ao, IIt/llN_
m a number o_data points r_i_ _n_ 1.2.3.4, I v.l_.n_yj= • labeffectsl 3 I, 4 1,2
The program then prints out the covarianee maa'ix of (a)_3 tot_c._s o.o4_ _o_ o.o_ 2._s
the estimated quantities, which are the velocity eompo- (,)(b)D,,y_ tSO_°_._"Y_,_01S 0.0960"0600.09,0"061.0960"06122.72tS J_._3
aents of the probe at time to. _ O,ys _. _,y 2o 0.021 0.02_ 0.021 0._*, I
oo,, oo,2oo,2o,9:1| The prograrn was constructed so that the four effects ,_._, ..,,., _;= 0.or./,_ .,,,i,_, ,*h,,_/_,could be considered alone, or in any combination; and ,_, e...M,,ni. v._o_, .b**..___..__.__.
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more complete check upon the "proximity to linear early in the flight; and the inclusion of gravity bending
dependence" of the partials over the tracking period, effects accounts for the discrepancies later in the tracking
i.,_:erval. These trends are compatible with Fig. 15, which
In Table 4, results of the simulatio, of tracking from 5 shgwed the magnitude of contribution to the partials over
to 10 days are shown for different combinations of the th ; tracking interval.
•,"nuT effects which are coded at the bottom of the table.
The first important conclusion to be drawn from this tab- Our two conclusions from this simulation study, i.e., the
ulation is that the quality of the orbit redetermination is importance of veloeit T parallax terms and the dominance
almost solely determined by the contxibutions from the of the station rotation effect, are compatible with each
rotarian of tt,e observing static, ns. Notice that the ._. _race other. The stations rotate about the Earth with a velocity.
and the separat, o's are about as small when this rotation of 0.40 km-sec, whereas the Earth moves about its bary-
ehect is considered alone as when all four effects are con- center with a velocity of only 0.013 km/sec, the gravity
sidered together. Furthermore, when the b c_,_placement bending effect creates only small velocities except after
terms are included with the observing station rotation, long tracking periods >30 days. and the b displacement
the results are practically identicai to the inclusion of all creates no velocity contributicns. Therefore, if the velocity
effects. The other combinations of effects yield results temas really determine the orbit, we would expect the
which are orders of n,agnitude worse than the station station rotation effect to dominate the orbit redetermina-
rotation effect, and'are clearly not crucial to the orbit tion process, as it (loes.
redetermination process.
The relative importance of position parallax from the .
r_(t) terms and the velocity, pa'allax from the vj (t) terms 3
was consider_ for station ro,ation effects and later on A
for several combinations of effects. The inclusion of only
the velocity terms i_ designated by the abbreviatioJ, "vei z' TRAJECTOR : WITHSMALLOECL;NATION (I)
only." As is clear from the tabulated results, the velocit3,
parallax terms are by far the most important contribu-
tions. In the case of the observing stations rotation, the
position parallax terms yield results an order of magni- [
tude worse than the total effect. The velocity parallax
terms dominate the _otal effect to such an extent that /__ 3-
when considered separately, they provide results identical tto the total effect. The veloci_, parallax phenomena, dis-cussed earlier in this article, is clearly of paramount ira- ----_ 2' TRAJECTORYWITHVERY HIGH (2)
portance in the orbit redetermination process we have DECLINAT'ON
investigated.
ii_ Table 5 shows selected results from runs which were
"': made over different tracking intervals. Runs a, b, and c
'_. each simulated 5 days of tracking, but used different
starting times. Runs b, d, and e each started on Day 5, 3'
,_ but then tracked for different lengths of time up to 30 A
days. For each of these tracking peri,,xis, the rotation _ TR_.JECTORYWITH
of the observing stations (Effect 3) continues to dominate 2' AVERAGE (3)
' :_i the redetermination process; moreover, the v ,iocity paral- I)FCLINATIONlax terms continue to dominate the total contribution of
this effect, Notice that for every early tracking (3 to 8
! days) and for l_ter tracking (5 to 3,_,days) this one effectI
does no_. account for all of the orbit determination knowl-
edge. A careful_analysis at these points shows that the Fig. 16. Views of the tracking stations from the
inclusion of the b displacement of the straight-line motion asym_,,'o,_e_ of trajectories with
[' accounts for the discrepancy (to our significant digits) dif4orent declinations
14
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5. Comp_:ison with Orbit Determination fore, should obtain poor orbit determination knowledge
Progrum Results in that direction. This effect was simulated on the rndi-
: In Part 4, abo,e, it was demonstrated that the crucial mentary program described previously, and the results
factors in orbit redetermination are the velocity compo- displayed large uncertainties in the velocity component in
nents of the oF.serving stations in the 2 and 3 diEections• a direction in the 2-3 plane, in particular, the 3' direction.
We sin:ilarly expect that the JPL Orb,;t Determination
The 2 a'ld 3 directions are, by definition, perpendicular Program will furnish poor orbit determination knowledge
! to the outgoing asymptote ot the near-Earth hyperbola, for trajectt,.,'ies with small declinations of the outgoing! and the 2 direction lies in the plane of that hyperbola.
Fig. 16 ilListrates three views of the Earth taken from asymptote.
', different near-Earth trajectories: the first view shows the
In order to velify this prediction, two classes of[ Earth from a trajectory vcith a ver small declination of
trajectories were selected from past orh,.'t determination
t.he outgoing asymptote, the second view shows tLe Earth studies which were conducted using identical trackingfrom a trajectory with a very high declination, and the
periods, physical constant uncertainties, etc. The first class
.' third view shows the Earth from a trajectory with an of trajectories was a group of three trzjectories studied
average declination. Note that the views are shown back for the 1969 Mars orbiter opportunity. One of these
along the 1 direction, the direction of the eutgoi.ng asym- trajectories, a Type II transit, ' displayed poor orbit
ptote. The 2' and 3' directions are constructed in the plane dete_ ruination characteristics, and though several possible
: of the figures _ueh that the 3' direction is vertical. The explanations were advanced, the cause of these bad char-
true 2 and 3 directions, as defix_ed previously, will lie in acteristics was never satisfaetorilv explained. This trajec-
this same plane at some angle _o 2' and 3', and will be
determined by the near-Earth pl._ne of motion• Now, ob- tory had a declination of the outgoing asymptote equal
• to 9.2 deg while the declinations of the two trajectories
serve that the velocity of the observing statioas in View (I) studied concurrently were - 33.7 and -- 49.9 deg. Bv
has ahnost no component in the 3' direction; while the
referring back to the computer ot, tput, it was possible
velocity of this same station _:_View (2) has substantial to calculate the square root of the trace uf A,. as a func-
components in both the 2' and 3' directions. As shown in tion of time, i.e., the root-sum-square (RSS) I-_ uncer-
Fig. 17, the magnitude of the station's velocity that the tainties of the velocity components being estimated. This
probe "sees" in the S" direction will be proportional to
: the absolute value of the sine of the declination of the quantity is plotted as a f,mction of time :n Fig. 18 for
each of the three trajectories. The trajectories suggest a
.; outgoing asymptote. Thus, for trajectories with small de-
clinations there will be some direction, namely 3', in
'A Type II trajectory is one in which the heliocentric angle tra-
which the velocity of _he observing stations will not be versed by the spacecraft flora launch to encounter is between 180
able to contribute to the tradcing partials; and we, there- and 360 deg.
16 -- 9de_l I-
/ >
.......
I
0 5 IO 15 20 Z_ 30
TIME ,_,F'IER LAUNCH, cloym
Fig. 17. Side view of the declination _f the o_ymptote
and the tracking station geof_ot W Fig. 18, 3 Mars 1969 haiectories I'V- trace A, vs timel
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correlation betwuen small declim_tions (absolute magvi- ze I
rude) and poor orbit redetermina_'or, knowi_rigc Fig. 19 I
I
plots the same data in a different form. The squa,'e root 24 .....
of the trace of As is ptotted as a function of the absolute I
value °f the sine °f the d_l_nati°ns f°r 10' °'e0'and 30 _ _!
days after hunch. These curves aga_:nsuggest that a ecr- ? _. z_
relation do s, i fact, xist between the declination of _ :i
knowledge.theoutgoing asymptote and the orbit redetennination "_z-X_*'_,.,.o ,s __Il< i
W
.hi
_2_ 's ¢ o
xi
_'_ 0 .... "----¢ "_O--
hi _ 8 _ 0.1 0.2 0 3 0.4 O.S 0.6 0.7 Q8
--,_ _ ISi. (DEC)I
_: 4-20D. _ _ "_,,_] Fig. 20. 7 Mars trajectories (1964-1977} (_r _racqA_
_ _ _ _ i vs [sineof the declination[)
o., oz o3 o.4 oz o.e o.7 as
Is,, (DEC}I Fig. 20 plots this data showingtrace A. asa function of
]s_neof the dec ;l/nation[ for each of the evaluation times.
Fig. 19. 3 Mars 1969 tmieOories _ trace Av This plot also con_rms the high correlation with deelina-
vs [sine of the decilnatiunI) tion, particularly at 20 and 30 days from !auneh. Irregu-
larities seem to occur at 10 days (i.e., a/ter oniy 5 days of
tracking) and at 50 days (45 days of tracking). This leads
The second class of trajectories consisted of 7 Mars us to suspect that the position parallax ,._ffe(_may still be
trajectories, one of which was representative of each important after 5 days of tracking, and that the gravity
launch opportunity from 1964to 1077, inclusively. Table 6 bending effect begins to be important by 50 days from
presents the 7 trajectories, their declinations, and the launch. This would be consistent with 9'revious conclu-
square root of the trace As evaluated at 10, 20, 30, sions about the relative importance of the. different effects
and 50 days after launch (tracking begau at 5 ¢!ays). as a function of tim,.,.Further investigation of the orbit
determination res,4": for both these classes shows that
'i :, when the decli_ .... become _anall, fl is in fact the
_. ' Table6. _ traceA, or_/ o,_t+ oh + _at 10,20,30, previously describe_ component of w,locity which is
, _ and50 daysafter launchfar 7 _ars trajectories" difficult to determine. The observable evidence frora
these trajectories thus seems to corroborate rite pr¢dic-
0eclina_e. tions presented earlier in this study on t2_ebasi._of the
the St _, _., _/_ X _0-' [ simple-model simulation of orbit redeterruinat:on. (ThisMan _leinll
- o_,n,y esy,psm, second class of orbit determination runs u',ed different,
des _Odays =0day a0ck,ys :;0days data weights _md/or physical constant un_.ertainties than1964 13.54 24.4 14.7 10.3 9.20 the first class, so that efforts should not be made to com-
1_1 -ao._o 1o.3 _._o s.3_ 3.33 pare results between the two classes.)I qkto -- 20.71 17.0 6. I0 4.74 1.71
_S I_,_ .,_.6_ _.o6 4.94 4._4 z_4
IW# -_.4_ _.ss _.0a ,_.sl _.o4 The phenomena cited above, tha_ trajector;'e_with small
• _ 1_/7 49.3| 7.30 3.91 [ 3._0 I.S7 declinations of the outgoing asyn,,ptote displa./poor orbit
redetermination characteristics, can have m_poxtantcon=
_ f .*,_,s m._. st s _ sequences for interplanetary missions. If we require the
16
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ability to redetermme the orbit quieldy after the first of the integration table is to remain reasonably constant
maneuver so tha_,an early accurate second maneuver can as the precision is increased. _erefore, the ,qr_t-aud
be made, we may be forced to exclude trajectories with second-sum formulas used for many years in celestial
._,nall declina,qons. This suggests a potential constraint to mechanics are developed here in terms of the beokward
be placed on future interplanetary trajectories. If such a differences and are carried to the seventh order in the dif-
constraint should prove necessary and/or desirable, it ferences or equivalently to the ninth order in the'step
should be defined only after a more exhaustive study size h: Both predictor and corrector formulas _'e given.
of the problems arising from trajectori_ vdth small Also, Lh,e formulas are expressed in terms of antecedent
declinations, values of the acceleration according to a development
carried out by Herriek (Ref. 5). It is therefore possible to
integrate a set of second-order differential equations
6. Conclu'.ions without resorting to the construction of a difference table.
The antecedent-function formulas are given for all orders
An ,_nalyt;.'calsimple-model investigation of the. orbit from two to n/he in the ,step size h.
redetermination process following the first mideourse
maneuver indicates that there are four effects which con-
tribute to the orbit determination knowledge. These four Many of the formula_ given here are pot available in
affects are: (1) the b vector displacement of the straight- the literature ancl thus they are u._efai for studies requir-
line motion of the spacecraft away from the barycenter, ing higher order differen_a than are usually pubiishod.
(2) the rota,'ion of the Earth's center about the bary- It should be pointed out that the methe_ of generating
center, (3) the rotation of the observing stations about the formulas is standard and that in fact the coe_eients
the Earth's center, and (4) the bending of the spacecraft's can be generated by a c_mputer program to any order
trajectory by the gravitational field d the Sun. These of interest. However, the eoe_cients are computed only
effects contribate to the orbit determinafio_ k_,_',_ludge within the precision ,,_rried in the machine. TbL_has
be_ ,,.."&e convenuonai position parallax they ex- been done at JFL for the second-sum predictor and eor-
hibit, but more hnportant, because of the velocity parallax rec:o: Loff_etffteenth difference (Ref. 6, pp. 109-110) and
caused by the relative velocity of the probe and observ- the resulting fcrmulas have been used to generate the
ing station. Analytic studies indicate that the rotation of standard planetary ephemerides over the past three years.
the observing stations, and in particular the velocity Also, these formulas are coming into use in all other JPL
parallax of tha," rotation, actually dominates the orbit double-precision orbital calculations. Of course, in prac-
redetermination process._This leads us to expect that the tics any form of the first- and second-sum formulas re-
JPL Orbit Determination Program will furnish poor quires a procedure to start the table of di_erem_s. Such
orbit determination knowledge on trajectories with small a procedure is given in Be _.6, pp. 36-35.
declinations of the outgoing asymptote, m,d this expec-
tation is corroborated by the observed evidence of past l 2. Second-Sum IntegratL,,,norbit determination studies. Further orbit redctermination
studies will be necessary to determine exactly how these _ The generating fune_on for the second differen_
phenomena will affect the trajectoryselection criteria. ' V=x,,+, in terms of the badi,'ward differences V'/i.in
• " the preceding values of the s,,_ond derivatives is bi _n
by (Ref. 7, Eq. 5.5.12)
" [ V "1"x,, (1)N 65- 324 13 V_,.+.-h'(1-V)" -ln(1-_7;
C. First- and Second-Sum Similarly. the corrector formula for _7',r. is gaven by(Bef. 7,Eq. 5.5.11)Numerical Integrotion
= _. (2)J.D.Andersun _7=x_ h - In (l "- V
I. Introduction In both formulas the size of the integration step from
x. to x..,_ is given by h.
With the construction of steF-byHstep numerical inte-
gration procedures in extended precision, it becomes 'Note that lf,dikov(Rd. 4) h,ugiventhe second-sumfomaulain
necessaryto use higher order formulas ff the inte-va_ termsoi'centraldi_erencestt, the twelfthorderin h.
17 ""
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The function in Eq. (2) is now expanded to the ninth (1 -- _7)-1 = _ _7" (10)
order in V. First of all, define ,=o
[ V ]_ The product of the two series, Eqs. (9)and (i0), is[(V) = _-In (i---.V)_ (3) given by
The function - ha(1 - V) can be expanded in the wen F V ]_ _known form (1 -- V)-' ,. -In (_'-- _) .I
-la(1-V)=V+ \7_+ V_+_ v'+' l+ev+_V_+ +_V'
(4) J_L 16+ 9__3
, 252 V'and 18 --5 17 + 252 _7e +
-h(1-V)=1+1 1v_ 1 V_+ ...
10871 17444(5) 15 + ---- 14 + --15120 15120V _ V_ + • . .Defi_e + "d40 + 2A0
(11)
1 1 1 V3 + .. . (6)
• =_v +-_w +¥
The series of Eq. (11) can be substituted into Eq. (1) to
Then yield the formula for Vzx, dœ SLmilarly,the seres of
f(V) = (1 + e)-z (7) Eq. (9) when substituted into Eq. (2) yields the formula
for VZx_. In order to obtain formulas for x_+aand x,, the
or operator V -_is applied to the series for V:X,+l and VZx,,
f(V) = 1 - _ + 3_' - 4_s + • • • (8) essentially to the series of Eqs. (11) and (9), respectively.
The resulting expression for x_ l istransformed to x, by
The expansion is carried out by ]Forminge2,_8,r4, . . . , : replacing n by n - i in Eq. (i). Thus, the predictor form-
to order _79 and then by collecting the coe_eients of ula is given by
each order in V according to Eq. (8). The necessary r i I 19
arithmetic has been done independently by R. K. Russell x, = h2LV-2 + -_ _7° + l-r2$7 +
V _
and the author, and we are reasonably certain of the
accuracy of the coetticients. The result is 31 03
17 -i 252 I_ + 25""2'_7518 V_+___.___V,+ 240
'-In _'-- V) - 10871 17444 1
"" _ 1a. J-_ I
1 V" 1 , _ _L _75 1o + 15120 V" a_ ' 15120 V' + • • "j i,-_t-V+_ +ova- _-6v 240 + 240 ' _4o
"_ (12)
_ - _ V -- _'_ and the corrector lonnula as generated by Eq. (2) is
' [ .._ 9829 190 1 --
122l\11\/190\11\
• ( _(_(_8547 190 1 .... V _ -- _'_) _- ,IV' - _--_) _--_) V _?'_ - ,_/,_/,_i/V' •
(9) _( 1. v'\xl-i-_/\_1 \K_/
It is necessary to multiply the above ,geriesby (i - _')-a _ ( 8547 _(190_[ I___ V' - ]in order to obtain _7=x,+a as given by Eq. (1). Notc that \11,400] \252] \240] " "".__" (13)
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i'
Eqs. (12) ,tnd (13) can be expressed in better forms To obtain the corrector formula, the expression for _,,
for computation. The predictor formula is ,_s given by Milne (Ref. 8, Eq. 20.5) is used.
h2 19 V_ J_ 18 V3 Vi. = h V ° 1 19
x.= V-_+ V°+ V+_ ,_ -,:V- V - v_-_-_v '
4315 _ 4125 _ 23'7,671 Ve 27 ooo .', 1375 r
-t- _ V + _ V" -t- 3,628,800 _ _ _5 _ 60,48--'_ " 12"0,_ k7
: 229,124 ] 33953 Vs ]+ 3,628,800 %7, + . . . _,-1 (14) .... _, (18)3,628,800
,; while the corrector formula is given by Again apply the V-' operator to obtain the required.
=h_I i Vo_ 1 _ 1 $7_ formula.x. V-,- V-1+ _ _v -_-6
lvo - t iv, 19 v,
:_ _ tl_....._l V, - 19__._0 V. _ 98"29 V ° i,=_, V-'-_ ]-_V-_ -'u'_
60,480 60.480 3,628,800 27 863 1375
, - _ V .... \7,_ V _
• 8547 ] 1440 60,480 120,960
3,628,800 Vr .... j _. (15) 3,'Lq53 "3
The accuracy of the above two formulas when applied 3,628,800 Vr .... J _' (!9)
to types of equations encountered in celestial mechanics
is under investigation by C. J. Devine (SPS 37-31, Vol. IX,",
pp. 17-18 and SPS 37-32, Vol. IV, pp. 12-18). The for- 4. Anfecedenf-Fun¢ffon Formulo$
mulas are carried to the fourteenth difference with the
, coefficients determined numerically. It is always possible to replace formubs involving back-
", ward differences of a function by equivalent formulas
in terms of antecedent values of the function. Fi='st ot
3. First-Sum Integration all, it is convenient to replace the resulting predictor-
" In addition to the position coordinates (x, y, z) in the corrector formulas of the preceding two sections by the
: integration of the equations of motion, the velocity co- following forms.
ordinates (i, 0, z') are often required also. Of course, this 1 1 1 .. 19is always the situ tion for velocity-dependent accelera- "h-T x_ : _xl + __. + -_ _x,-.v_ + _ K-';_,_
tions. The first backward difference Vk .... is given by
-_ 18 _.. 4315 4125 5"-
Milne (ReL 8, Eo ").  2-40_ x,_,/_ + _ 8'i,-s + _ 8 x,-r/.,
[ _ 9- 251v,wi, = h V ° + -_- V + V' + _ v _ + _ 237,671 9.,_9,124
.... +_.6-_,__"-' +3,628,-------__'_' '-" (20)
475 19,087 ,, 36,709 Vr .
+ i-_-6w+ 6o-6_-_v +_ 1 1 .. 1
1,07G,017 "1 _x, = _,_,+,--_+,/_ + --_x_ - "_6 _2__,
+ W' + • • • [ £. (le)3,67,8,800 1 2.'?..I 190
.J _3., .,
Apply the operator V-' to Eq. (16) and replace n by 0540o x___/.,.-- _ _x_-_ q0,480 _'.41. _z..,
n- 1. 9829 8,7.47
3,628,800 8'£___+ 3,628,800 W_/i-_/._ (21)
_.=,, '7-'-'_- +12 + V'+_6
I. 1.. 5 .. 9 _..
x, = _i',_,,_+ if,x,_, + _ sx,_,,_+ _ _ x__.,4"5 19,087 W,_4- 36,799 _7_
' +1_0 V' + _------_ , 120,'---'-'960"
251 475 , 19,087
7 ,,
1,070,017 7_ + .. "J x.., (17)+ 3,628,800 36,799 _.. 1,070,017
This is the predictor formula for :_,. + _ _ x_-4 + 3,-'_'8,"-_ W_, _/_ (22)
19
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gi, = :_, ,,__ _ x,- -/_si,_,_- -_ s,ic:_, (N:--_.) ., =:h. x,i, + (59/,_,
19 27 863
7"20_i-=n 1440 8¢xi- 8_xi-_I_ -- 58__= + l¢_,-s)_ (28)- 60,480
1375 .. _3,953 .,..
r_"ff-_s*_,.., 3,_,,_ ° _'-"_ (_)
(.N = 3) x, = h' _"ii a- _ (77i,__ - ll2_,_.-
The notation c'_ed here is comistent with that found in
the astronomical literature. The 8=_ indicates the nth + 73__3- I8_,_,)
N
(29)
diJ_erence o[ the hmetion ¥ ,m the kth line of the inte- )
gration table. It c_'n be relat,_ to antecedent val.ues of
the fundion by the f-,llowin-,_form_. (N = 4) x, = h2i_:'-_, + _---_-_ (23,719i_,__(:)s% = E ( -17 x,.,.._. (_) - 4s,484_,_,+ 44_._,_, - 2L7_r_,_,
Now Eq. (24) can h,= substi_ ted into Eq._. (20)-(23) to + 4315£i-5)_ (30)
: yield the required antecedent, funcqion form das. !
1 .,a. __ i_. Tk, _eo_t-_ predictor is (N = 5) x_ = h _ _'i_ + _ (_,,844_.,obtained by substituting Eq. (2,') into Eq. (26).
_ (_)-- -- 4°L?,53_.-._} (31)+ (-I)- x..... •
• + 2178_ (-1)"(3) _' .... (N=O) x,=h z{_=£, _ 1 (1,908,311_/,_,_ ,,,=o ' 3,628,800
4315 * (4) - 5,392,566_,_=+ 8,697.225_,__
- 8,536,180_, + 5,061,._5:x, ._
4125 _ (_1)=/5) _,__ -- 1,673,5"_,_, + 237,671_,_,)} (32)+ _-----,-_,=o _m "
: °.,_37,d'71_ (-1)"( 6 't
__ + • _, -- _ 1
_ 3,628,800 ,=0 \m / (N = 7) x, = h-"_;=£_ + 3,628,800 (2,137,4353_,_t
,
.¢ m=O
- 16,555,520_=.,+ 13,080,805_/,._
i Now perform all of the sums in Eq. (25). -- 6,485,130:_,_,+ 1,841,5391,_,
'_iI Depending on wl,.z,t order difference, is take_ into ac- _ 9.9.9,1243?__a)_. (33)
,,._ count in-simplifying the coeEieients of _/__ _=, a numberof formdas are generated (el. Ref. 5, p. 19.9).Let N be
7_ the highest order difference included. Then In the integration of the five outer planets, Eekert,
- Brouwer, v,d Clemenc-e _lSed this form of the second-
(2. - ')) xl = h= _=_ + __, (26) sum method _th N = 9 (Ref. 9, p. XI). "D,ey did not use
a correetor _onnula.
"_ _ 122/,-_-=)_ {27) b. Second-sum corrector. The pattern for obtaining the(N = 1) x_ = h_,_=x_ + _2 ( "-: _ • corre,_or is similar to that shown in the previous dis-
_" _O
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{ 1 { 1(N = 7) k_ = h _J_,_1-._.+ 3,628,80(J (10,468,447.__, (N = 7) _ = h _,. ,/_ + 3,628,800 (- 2'_r__'7833_'
- 32,65_,759_i_ = + 62,820,027J__._
+ 1,908,31D?i _: - 2,696,2_k3_i __
- 77,035,235ii_4 + 60,933,245xi__
+ 2,899,075_i__ -- 2,134,045_i _,
-- 30_,39,397_i__ t 8,594,089_i_;
- 1,070,017J?,_ 0} (49) + 1,012,293_,. _ -- 278,921_,_6
,33,_3k',_,)} (57)d. First-sum cor:ector. Eq. (24) substituted into Eq. (23)
yields the tirst-_t, rn corrector in terms of antecedent
values of the acceleration, i_ _ '
D. T!_e Determination of a Density[ 1
iN = 1) _:, =h _Z_,+,;= + 1_ (- 7xi + _:',_,)_ (51) Function--An Exercise in the
/
Application of Integral
(N=9) _,=h{_,.1,:+_(-1_,+4_,_,-_',_o)} Transforms
(52) C. B, Solloway
1. The Problem
(N = 3) i_ = h _x_ Ül_---_(-- 469xi + 177_'i__ The following problem arose practicall 5 in connection
with the operational characteristics of a star-tracker de-
vice. Given the marginal density function g (x) of a hvo-
-87___ + 19_s_s)_ (53) dimensional distribution, known to be independent in
! polar coordinates .-nd uniform in the polar angle 8, deter-
mine the probability density function p (r) of the radius
1 vector r = (x_ 4- yz)_.(N = 4) _, = h _c',+,;_ + _ (- 965_', + 462_,__
_ Solution. We have
- _',__ + 146_',__ - Zr_',_,)_ (54)J ["[__g (_) _ = 9. - p (r)drdO x > 0J o J :/co. _ 9._
iN ='5) i, = h Z_,.,/= + _(- 41,393_, (1)
' + 23,719_i__ - 22,742Jx'___+ 14,762__s Differentiating both sides with respect to x, we obtain
- 5,_49_,_, + 863_',_)_ (_5) x 1
/
_rJ0
(N = 6) it = h Ex'_+:/, + _ (- 84,161_'i and making the substitution r = x/cos 0 yields
+ 55,688_-a - 66,109:x'_.2 + 57,024_x'___ 1 [_ p(r) dr
ix) = _ j, ir_- x_)_
-- 31,523_.., -t- 9976_',_a -- 1375_'__0)_
!
i56) Eq. (2) is a (singular) integr_i equation for p (r).
22
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Taking Fourier cosine transforms of both .sides, we the so-called Rayleigh distribution.
obtain afte, interchanging the order of integration
g (x) = _ e-f'r - oo < x < co
,i
2. Let
(+) = g (x) cos _: dx = -- p (r) (r2.-- xZ)½ dx dr
_rj, Jo
lr,, Again substituting in Eq. (5) yields
: --- -2Jo p (r) ]o (r_,) dr (3) [ _ e-"
v(r)= rj, (x,- 7')_d_ (9)
which shows that 25(0, ) is the Hankel Transform of
p (r)/r, with the kernel rio (rw). The inversion theorem for The substitution x = r cosh 0 reduces the integral to
thi_ transform yields
f°p (r) f "_ p (r) = r e..... h, dO = rgo (r) (10)
--7-= 2 E,(.,),,Io(r.)c_jo
f.f_ where Ko (r)is the modified B,'.'ssd function of the third
= joj. °g (x) cos _xio (r,_) d_ dx (4) kind of zero order. It is wei! kr, own that/Co (r) > 0 and
easily ve,'ified that
when we subslatate the expression for _ (_,) _om Eq. (3). j-_.
orders of integration of Eq. (4) and / rKo (r)dr = 1Interchanging th,-
•-" integrating by partc (assuming g' (x) = dg/dx exists), we
jo
have Acknowledgment. The zuthor is iadebted to E. S, Davisl" f"
p(r) =--2r]jo j_ g'(x)sin_,xlo(r,)d_dx of JPL Section 344 for bringing the problem to Irisattention.
= _(x)= -2r (x - r')_-_dx (5)
since the integrated part vani,',hes at the endpoints. This _ 6 5- 3 2 _.-_'1 5
integral (being singular) doe_ aot lend itself to numer- " " " •
ic¢l computation An alternate form utiliz'ng the cumu-
lative density function is
_ (**
x- p(r)-y, v(_')_=f_ -,,¢(x)(x_- r_)_J_ E. Symmetrizotion.rua,.of theProblem: _g(x)_ .wo-oou7[
2Jr (x, - r')_ (6) R. aroucke
thelastassumingthat ,_"mxg(X)-- O. i. Introduction ...
The purpose of this article is to describe a change of
2. Examples variable:; for the pert'urbed two-dimensional two-body/
1 problem that transforms the equations of motion to a new
- e -_'/"-'* --o0 < x < 00 form which presents greater simplicity than the usual1. Let g (x) (2,.r)½o
equations.
Substituting into Eq. (5) yields The change of variables we use consists of a trnnsfor-
= + 2r [ ® x e -'/'°' mation of the spatial var;ables x, y, together with a change
p (r) (2rr)w aJ, o_ (_ _'_½ dx (7) of the independent variable t. The coordinate transforma-
tion is the. ordinary transformation to parabolic c6ordi-
The substitution x _ = r2 + y2 redaces the integral to hates, and the independent variable (time) is relplaced by
another variable which is essentially equivalent to the
2re -'/'_' f*_ e -v'/_''' re -'/2_' eccentric anomaly. This change of variables was used
p (r) = "°7 "Jo _2"_'_ dy = e' (8) previously by several authors [e.g., Levi-Civita (Ref. 10)],
'41
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essentially for the regularir_ltion of the circular restricted numerical integrations are done with constant steps. In
[ three-body problem. A. Winhler (Ref. II) also used this the symmetric formulation, however, the satellite crosses
transformgtion for the solution of the non-perturbed two- the high-density region in a much smoother way (nearly
body problem in a context which had no connection with in a rectilinear path with a constant velocity, at least when
the three-body problem, the eccentricity tends to unity).
The main effect of this change of variables is to trans- The equations we present for the perturbed problem
form the v, co-body problem into the two-dimensional can also be applied easily when the perturbations are the
harmon_.c ,')scillator (with or without perturbations). Thus gravitational forces from exta'a bodies. In this way we are
we have a problem which has a very simple solution in able to regubr;ze the collision with the central body in
sine and cosine terms (when no perturbations are pres- the restricted n-body problem ("restricted" is used here
[ ent). In other words, we have transformed a problem with in the sense that the body whose motion is studied is a
[ an inverse-square-law central-force field to another prob- massless particle). This regularization presents two essen-
I lem with a central force which is directly proportional tial facts which are not common in most previous works
f to the distance. Of course, this last problem belongs to on regularization. First of all, this regularization is not
[ the list of those central-force-field problems which are related to any rotating coordinate system, but ca,a be done
: integrable, as has been shown by many authors [e.g., as well (and often in a more simpie way) in a fixed direc-
Whittaker (Ref. 12)]. But the important fact here is that tion frame as in a rotating frame. On the other hand, the
the iamiliar denominators l/r"- in the two-body force are method can be applied independent h- ,.f the existence of
replaced by the factor r, and this greatly simplifies and an energy integral, simply by replacing _he energy integral
'_ symmetrizes the equations and their solutions. The sire- by a differential eqva_ion giving the _afiation of the
plicity of the new problem comes solely from the fact energy. Only in a fc_, particular cases has a regularization
that the parabolic coordinates transform the two-body been described for .. system without the Jacobi integral
problem to a problem in which the two variables have (Ref. 17).
been uncoupled, i.e., they transform a _ystem with two
degrees of freedom into two systems with one single
degree of freedom. 'The formulaL ' we pro., ,t here is completely general
i and as a possible application we d-veloped the regular-
! In the perturbed two-body problem, this symmetriza- ized equations for thu gen_:r_ l" ., ; three-b,_y prob-
; tion also simplifies many of the equations. We can observe lem (where the two main masses _,_av dcsc_bc elliptic,
t.h_isin the development of the special perturbation tech- hyperbolic, or parabolic orbits) and aisofor a four-body
rtiques (e.g., the Encke method and the variation-of- problem which has been used by a few authors as a model
; rectangular-parameters method). The Encke method takes for the Sun-Earth-Moon system (Ref. ] 8).
; a particularly simple form: it can be applied without
soMng Kepler's equation or any other transcendental The theory is described here only for the two-
equation equivalent to Kepler's equation. It is also in- dimensional case; however, everything can be generalized
._. teresting to develop the corresponding variation-of- to the three-dimensional case. for instance by using the
redtangular-parameters method, since there seems to be osculating plane of motion defined by the two variables
._ a.tendency now to use rectangular coordinate perturba- I and _ (inclination and longitude of the node).
.-, _idn techniques in trajectory calculations. Several authors
" _ ('Refs. 13-.1.8) claim that their formulation is completely
• f general, but this seems not to be true, since the _ingularity 2, The Two-Body Problemr = 0 is still p,'esent in their equations. This singularity is
,__ not present in the perturbation equations that use para- Let us write the two differential equations of motion
bolic coordinates. In several practical cases, such as of a satellite of negligible mass in the perturbed force.
a_lospheric drag perturbations, for instance, it is worth- fiehl of a central body of mass m:
- while to remove the singularity t = 0. In the case of
-- atmo;pherie drag, the difficulty with the classical two- d'_x x
body equations comes from the fact that the satellite dt'-7 = -mr 7 + P_ (1)
passes through the regions ,_th maximum density at
periapsi_, where the perturbe.tious are strongest, with the d'y -m y--
.' largest velocity, and this res_Jlts in a loss of precision when dt"-T = rs + P" (2)
24
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where (Pz, P,) are the components of the perturbing force, and for the second derivatives:
and where
.r._= x z + yZ (3) x" =-: . (}_ - 7;]) - _ (}_ - '/_) (_" -}-_") (14)
:. Multiplying Eqs. (1) and (2) by dx/dt and dy/dt, respec-
tively, and adding them, we obtain y,, 2 4
= _7(_;i-__) - V _( _+ _2) (is)
[() f'(. l'dx ' "- m gdx._ _ -_ -v - r = , _ + Pt, dt + E,, Substituting Eqs. (14) and (15) in the Eqs. of motion (1)
" (4) and (2) and solving for _ and 7, we obtain
which we shall call the "energy equation" (E, i_ an inte- _"- rE.- + ;/': - --=_ P_ (16)
_. gration constant).
_[ m! r3. Parabolic Coordinates _)- _-'+ ;[" - _ = _ P,1 (17)
We define the parabolic coordinates (_, 7) by the eq,:a-
tions where ;_,ehave defined P_ and P,i by
x = _ - ,1_ (5)
e_= 2[,_e_+ ,e,] (18)
u = 9._ (6)
e_=2 [-,e, + _e,] (19)
We b.ave then
r_
r = _2 + 7= (7) In order to obtain a more simple form for the Eqs. of
motion (16) and (17), let us first write the energy Eq. (4)
in p_rabolic coordinates. By using Eqs. (11), (12), and
,rod we shall also define a transformation of the inde- (13), we find that
pendent variable t by the differential relation
dt=rds (8) r _z+ _ =
We shall use two derivative sv, abols: a prime for the
where the function R is defined by
t-derivative and a dot for the s-derivative. For any varia-
ble F we may then write
R = (e++ + e,;/) (21)
F' 1 _. (9)
= r ' Using Eq. (20), Eqs. (16) and (17) become
r
/_":=_[ri_ - rJ_]= _ [ri_- 2(_ + _;1)/_l _'=_(s +/_o)_+ _/', (22)
(10)
r
Thus, for the _irst derivatives of x, y, and r, we have ;_= _4(S + Eo) ,i + _ P_ (23)
x' = _2(_ _ ,/,_) (11) where the function S is defined by the differential equa-
•t tion
2
Y' = r (_;_+ _') (12) In order to derive the time t from the new variables, we
can, by using the Definition (8), write the differ,'.ntial
r' 2 (_ + _) (13) equation
= _ i = _ (_5)
25
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We can now solve any perturbation problem by inte- conic solution centered at the geometric center of the
grating numerically the dmultaneous Eqs. (22), (23), (24), conic. This results in greater symmetry in tile equations.
and (25), or by only integrating the system [Eqs. (22),
(23), and (24)] and then solving the Quadrature (25) sep- Let us designate by _ and/3 the semi-major and semi-
ara'ely. Eq. (15) is a differential equation which in the minor axi_ of the ellipse in the parabolic plane (_, _), and
perturbed problem corresponds to the energy inteL:ral in let us define a, e, and _.by
the non-perturbed two-body problem. The energy E of
the sa(ellite, which is a function of _ in the perturbed a_ +/3'-' (32)problem, can now be obtained b:, a =
r_ _2 _/32 t33)E = 2_(_2+ ;/2) .... _ + Eo (26) e -
The remarkable advantage that the system [Eqs. (22), 1 (a__ g:)_ (34)(23), and (24)] has o,_r the system [Eqs. (1) and (2)] is e =
that the cellist,,.--_,regularity, r = O, with the central body
has been removed. However.. there are other advantages The pararaeter r is the eccentricity, of the ellipse with
which shall become evidc_ _n the following discussion, semi-axes a and 13..If we take the particular solution
_ = acos_,s = [a(1 + e)]_cosos (35)
4. The Solution ©t the Non.Perturbed Problem
When both perturbation components (P_,P,,) and also ,7= p sines = [a(1- e)]½sin _s (36)
(e_, F_) are zero, Eqs. (22) and (23) become
i in the (_, '7) plane, we have in the (x, y) plane the cone-
E
"_"= _ _ (27) spending solution
x = a (cos 2os - e) (37)
: E
: ;j = _ _ (,_,'8) y = a (1 - e")'/,sin 2os (38)
r = a (I - e cos 2_,o') (39)
_ We see that each of these equations has a separate
' variable, t for Eq. (27), '7 for Eq. (28). Since E = Eo is a [a3_½
constant number, each equation represents the harmonic dt = 2 _m) (1 - e cos 2_s)d (os) (40)
oscillator, i.e., a problem with a central attractive force
i proportional to the distance (let us suppose that E < 0). Thus, we have the v-.:li-known elliptic solution with semi-The solution of Eqs. (27) and (28) may be written in
maior axis a and eccentricity e. Integrating Eq. (40), we
terms of circular functions: obtain Kepler's equation
_ _ = _ocos_,s + _0sin eso la 3_1&
t-to=(m ) (2os-esin2os) (41)
= ,70cos ¢rS + lie sin os (30)
_r Thus, the quantity 2os is exactly the eccentric anomaly
On the other hand, in parabolic coordinates (_,,1) the
where we have defined period of the motion is (for the vadable s)
- ('.I o=- (31) r,e =--2= (42)
-- Eliminating s from Eqs. (29) and (30), we obtain a sec,_nd-
degree equation in (_,'7)which represents s conic centered while in Cartesian coordinate_ (x, y) the period is only
at the origin (an ellipse when E < 0). Thus, one of the half of T,p:
el][ects of the parabolic coordinates is to transform the 2r ,r
.... (43)two-body conic solution centered at one focus to another T_c 2_ o
26
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j, .-1,
:_ In other Words, tl:e Keplerian ellipse is described twice e--:-4 P (51)
_. when one single revolution is described in the parabolic
plane. The two closest apprqach and two farthest depar- in m.:'ordance with Eq. (47), and the perturbation deriv-
ture points in thL_ parabolic plane correspond to periapsis ative of E by
and apoapsis, respectively. Comparing Eqs. (33) and (34),
we conclude that both ellipses have simu!,aneous zero (__) =(_._S_=\a_/R=(P°_'eccentri_.ity or unit eccentricity. In the case of Uh:'_ecc n- t, .-
tricity, Eqs. (35) and (36) show that at collision the mob'on
in the (_, 7) plane goes through the origin (which is a in accordance with Eqs. (21), (24), and (26).
stable equilibrium solution) with a tinite non-zero velocity.
To find the pc_urbation derivatives of _ an,]_- _: we
5. The Perturbation Equations in Parabolic first solve Eqs. (48) and "'"_ ,.,_1._,_o/ ..... _espect to these two
Coordinates quantifies:
! We shall now come back to the perturbed problem, and _'o -_ ?sin os= _cosos- t_ (_)derive the so-called rectangular variation of parameter._ _r
-,! equations, as has been done by Pines, Battin, Kizner, .-, .-,
"°_ Goodyear, and probably other authors (Refs. 13, 15, 16, _o = -_osinos + _cosos (54)
and 19).
In order to shorten the notations, we define a few two- Taking the derivatives of the pre, zeding equations, we
dimensional vectors: obtain the final perturbation _quations
,4,,.-, * kas], = 4 L - +-_ ,co._s
: ¢= (L,_), &= (&,;_o) (45)
rsin_s_ (55) .
= (e+, e,) (46) 4_
The Eqs. (22)and ('23)can now be written inthe form /d_'_ = R[ -( n ) +] ,.-t..t -, r \as/, __ scos_s+si _s +_ssi _s
¢=-_E_+ _ _ (47)
cos.__ (56)+ r-"-_-
while the solution [Eqs. (29) and (30)] of the non-
perturbed problem is
-* -_ # sin _s These equations can be applied, wi_ a few precautions,
= _0cos _s + _o_ (46) even when _ = 0, if we set
or
-* (57)-,i, ..1. IV _ O'_
= -- _o¢ sin _rs + _0cos _rs (49)
This solution may be considered valid in the elliptic, and ff we introdute the auxiliary functions of r,
hyperbolic, parabolic, and rectilinear cases, for all values r2
of s, with the simple condition that hyperbolic trig- T(t) = sin---L= 1-3T + ..... (58/
onometric functions be used when E > 0 and o is imag- r
inary. For many forms considered by previous authors,
(si_._ cos r) 2 4_".....the equations are not valid for all times t, because the U (t) = 1 __
+
singularity r = 0 has not been removed, r a 31 5i (59)
We define the "perturbation derivatives" of _and _by
-" v (t) = si, + cos, = 9- ..-if-+ .....
27
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.Tt ',s_]so remarkably easy to develop the analog of the F, Quantum Mechanicsand
Eneke method in the parabolic variables. For this pur-
l_ose, let us con_ld,;r the non-perturbed reference solutien Stochastic Processes
_r and the deviation 8gdue to the perturbatious. The true R. W. Davies and H. Lass
perturbed solution is then given by
= _r + 8_ (61) I-, recent years there have been various attempts to
obtain a better unde_andiug of the Sehr6dinger wave
E = Eo + _E (62) equation on ",.hebasis of hydrodynamical analogies. 6 In
tbls article we will obtain a connection between the
For fie reference solution: we have Scnr6dinger wave equation and a partial differential equa-
tion which arises from a discussion of stochasUe processes.
_ = _0co.__s + _o -- -- (63)(r First we derive the stochastic differential equation
E_,-* _2 d
• 8t"-
Taking the second derivatives of Eqs. (61) and(62), we The elements of Eq. (1) will become clear as we pro-
obtair, directly the differential equations for 8_ and BE: teed to its deri_ ation. Let us consider an ensemble of
_.= -2"E8_ + 8E -_ 4r -* eu,wes x = 4'(t, a). The parameter a, which may be multi--_-_r +- P (65) dimensional, is determined from a probabilit densi y
fuvetion. Each choice of. determines a member of the
-_ "_ ensemble. We are interested in obtaining an expression for
_E = n = (_" P) (66)
the density function p (x, t) such that p tx, t) dx represents
These equations can now be integrated numerically, using the probability that at time t the value of ._ (t, a) lies in
the values given by Eqs. (61), (62), (63), and (64) for the the range (x, x + dx).
right-side members E and _. Consider the integral
/._ (.®
6. Application to the Atmospheric Drag F (x,t) = J- jIl-= 8 [X - q, (t, .)1 p(,_)dadXPerturbations
L' In the physical coordinates (x,y), we h."-ve the pert,,r- f=[.,bation acceleration X :: (P_, Py): = 8 IX -- _ (t, a)] p (a) dXda (9.)
J- J-o0 oo
-, B _,
X = - _ p(r) vx (67) with 8 the Dirac delta function. Now
where B i'.. the drag coelBcient, p !r)the atmospheric d6n- f: 1 for a such that ff it, a) <x
sity, and v the magnitude of the velocity. The corr,.,spond- J-= 8 [x - ff (t, a)] dX = 0 for a such that ¢ (t, a) > xing perturbation acce-eration in the parabolic coordinates
(¢, _/) is (;3)
e = -_.npv_ (68) Hence
where v is igiven by /.
F(x,t) =L _ (_)a,, (4)2v =- [(_=+ ,f)(P + ;f)]',:' (69)
t"
The term which is needed for the integration of the dif- 'Bohm, D., 7; .t,dcd Review, 1(152; Bohm, D. and Vlgier, J. P.,
_erential equations is exactly Phl/slcal Remt¢._, 1954; Madelung, Z., Fhllstk, 1998; Moyal, J. E.,
Proceedings of the Carabt'k_e Philosophical Societg, 1940; Schen-
"-> r->F : TIP = - Bp [r (_z -I- ;/=)]½ (70) berg,TheorettcalM.,NuooophystcsCtmmtto,(Japan),1954;1952.andTakabaysai, T., Progress ol
28
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with S the set of a for which 4,(t, a) < x. Thus F (x, t) is It is aLso a simple matter to derive the equation of
the distribution function associated with p(x,t), i.e., continuity
p (x, t) = _F/_x, wbSch yields
_t + _ (P_)=0 (11)f®
p(x,t) =/_ _[_-_(t,4]_(_)_ (5)
Wz now show that the time-varying one-dimensiona]
Next let us consider the speed v = _ = d_. (t, a)/dt. If Schr6dinger wave equation can be put into the same form
o(x,t;c,t)dxdt: represents the joint probability that asEq.(1),withp=,l,,l,',suchthat_l, is a solution of
(t, a) _es in the range (x, x + dx) and .6(t, a) lies in the
range (v, v + dr), it can be shown that H_ --/_ _t
p(x,t;o,t)= [=S[x-_(t,a)]$[o-_(t,a)] hz _2
J "_ H : 2m _: + V (12)
X p (.) d,a (6)
Of particular interest is the conditional probability that and o/* is the complex conjugate of _I,,satisfying
(t, a) lies in the range (o, v "- dr) given that 6 (t, _) = x.
From Bayes' postulate, H-I,"= -/h b,I'*
at
p(v, tlx.t) _. p(x,t;o,t)p (x, t) (?) V is the ela._sieal potential funelion.
and the mean-square speed of all curves passing through From Eq. (12) we hzve
x at time t is given by
o-"(_,t)=_t__ f"
,(x,Oj.=#(t,4s[:- ]L" _+ _'_J= -_[* _- *-_:')
X p (_) de (8) ..... 2mOx_**--Sx - ex/ (13)
Similarly, the mean acceleration of all curves passing
through x at time t is given by or
t f- _, _r, / e,_ ,_z;hl
X p(a)da (9) Eq. (14) is the well-know_ continuity "=o,uation of
quantum mechanics. Comparing Eqs. (11) anl (14) leads
!_rem Eqs. (8_and (9) we obtain to the resul_
_ 3 -, f_ " _i [.t3,l, ,i,_,I,'_ 05 )
- _; (t, a) 8' (x -- @(t, a))] p (a) a, A further time deriva_.i_e of Eq. (14), aloug with
(10) Eq. (12), yields
Differentiating Eq. (5) twice with respect to t ,.,ields 8"p 1 _ [ ,3V_ -h_ _,'p
Eq. (1) by m_king use of Eq. (10). The reader is ref.;rred 3t''_ = m _ _ P'_x) 4m_Ox'
to a paper by J. E. Meyal in the ]oum'd of the t'oyal
Statistical Society, Vol. XI, 1949, for a different deriwtion _t' 8: • d_,_,I,*\
of Eq. (1). + _ _ [k_- -_ ) (16)
29
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Next let us assume that the speed of the particle [now and we note that a (x, t_ corresponac to the classical
represented by a probability packet given by p(x,t)] is acceleration.
given by
Next we show that Eq. (24) is consistent with the
v (x, t) = w (x, t) + ,_(x, t) (17) Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Let us assume that xp
and _,/_x vanish at x :: ± oc. The total perturbation Sa
with u (z, t) defined as a perturbation whose mean is zero, momentum is given by
so that
v(x,t) = w(r,t) a:v= t_ m'u:(z,t)p(x,t) dx (ZS>
v' (x,t) = w-_(x.t) + u=(x,t) (18)
Thus
with w (x. t) satisfying the continuity equation
+i,f= _,mp f=
::va": = - yj: p_ a:t+ (: --_)"_+,.t)a:
_-+ (p_)= 0 (19)
__+[=i&y /="
from Eqs. (11), (14), and (18). 4J. p_,_) dxj__
i)" p (x,t) dx
: 41_-- ,t LJ-: _x 4
• CDqfur = 4m' l \_x} - zp_-_-- + _,2 ._ by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality a__dperform-
ing an integration by parts on the 1._t integral.
Furthermore. Now we note that Eq. (23) is a nonlinear differential
- equation in p (x, t). In general, it "arillhave a unique solu-
(_p'_i = _i,,,(a._._¥- _ 818_* (___' tion provided p and _p/_t are given at t=0. Since at
: _x+# \Sx] + "P _"_-x +_2 x_/ t = 0 we have no, reason to believe that the wave packet
is moving to the left ,'ather than to the fight, we may
' (94)
assume _p/_ = 0. The substitution p = ,I,,I,° reduces Eq.
from p = li* so that (2-3) to two linear eq_,ations in _ and ,I,°, namely, +.he
-: : Schr0dinger wave equations. Previous hydrod:mamie
analogies discussed by the authors mentioned in Foot-
4i'_I,a." + 4t_ l(_£y
m2 8x ?x = pw" _-im:okCX/ (22) note 6 deal chiefly with models yielding a diffusio,.iequa-tion for which p (x, t) _ 0. .The mean-square velo_:ity
"} perturbation termI
+ gq. (16) now becomes
_-"_- _x--;L p \w' 4m' _'/J
guarantees that the solutions of Eq. (23) are nonnega_ve,
-_ - _ -- m'_'x)J (23) It i'. logiealto define the mean enerlD"at any time t as
Thus we ha_e obtained Eq. (1) with
' L: "L" _+r-_. I_(t)= ,Vdx+ -f . w'_tx 8mJ_®_-_-x_ fix
-, u,(x,t) = -ti, _,h_ (9.7)¢ 4m" 8x:
with
_ __ +f" _P(_'t) d__: a(x,t)= - 2._v (u) _(x,t) = - = .
, _ m_x
I,' ,, " u "r I
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;, The steady-state energy levels are gi'-en by Irt tl:is field the entropy H (mean information per obser-
vation) is usually defined by
4i_/TM 1
f:H = - O(r) In o (x) dx (30)
If one writes p = J,I_J-_,it is a simple matter to show that
the value of E as given by Eq. (23) is in agreement which occasionally yields the uusatisfaetory lesult H < 0.
with the value of E obtained from Let us define H for a continuous d,:rtdty function by
2m d_ j_,_ p (x, 3) _xT dx (31)
One need only multiply Eq. (29) by ,t, and perform an as suggested by the ab_we analysis. The_,-:
integration over the range (- _ < x < _) to obtain the
desired result. H = _ k_x] d,x _ O (32)
The mean-square veloci .ty pe_arbation term may be
intimately connected with the _zdy of information them3,, provided ap/3x vanishes at x = ___m.
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I
Erratum
t
,, Tl_e following correction should be noted for SPS 37-31, VoL "IV: on Fig. 9.,
p. 9, the Chebyshev, even n plot _hould follow a smooth curve iaterseeti_g the
" 2 × I0° grid on the abscissa at 3.14 on the ordinate. The isolated Cbebyshev,
even n point should be omitted from the plot.
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II. Scientific Programming
65- E417
ricol Ito fi over o solution was computed.for a cheek of the errors madeA. Nume
-n-eora--°n in the numerical solution. Part 3 presents the detailed
"'l-am.yof "'"l:mpsesUsinga Second- deavation of the integration formulas and the method
Sum Multi-Step Integrator of compuunga _tarting table. The coefficientsemployedin Eqs. (12), (14), (16), (17), and (18) were computed bylira | • HQ / h /
cmploymg M=gn-uraer a 7094computerprogram.[coe_cients forFORTSZ
BackwardDifferences (CFF)], using 140-bit (___4.2 decimal place) arithmeHc.
This program will compute coe/ficients to any order de-
C. J. Devine sired (for a list of coetficients in decimal and octal up to
order 15 consult Ref. 1) Part 4 describes the main results
I. Introduction of the integration over a family of ellipses determined
This is a con0nuation of accuracy studies of a second- by the eccentricity e, where e takes on the values
sum Adams-type predictor-conreetor numerical integrator 0 !, 0.2, • • •, 0.9.
(subroutines FORTSZ, TREK) that employs high-order
backward differences; it has been in use at JPl_, for the
last four years (SPS 37-31, Vol. IV; SPS 37-32, Vol. IV; a 2. Method
complete description of the integrator is given in fief. 1). The second-order differential equations to be solved
2%e method of integration and die, method of computing were
the errors will be the same in the present study as the
methods used in the abow: references, x = f (x, y) = - (n=as) x/r _ (1)
In Pal_ 2 a description of the second-order d_ierential 0 = f (x, g) = - (n=as) g _ (2)
equations to be solved is givt.a, along with the a'nalytiea!
solution of the differe,atial equations from which the true where r== x=+ y=.
33"
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The i_atogrationwas done over a family of ellipses de- Once u has been found, then by substituting in Eqs. (4)
termined by the eccentricity e. The initial conditions through (7), the solutions x, y and their first derivatives
were 2, y are obtained. Successive time points axe computed
x (0) = a (1 - e) x (0) = 0 by incrementing t in Eq. (3).
y (0) = O y (0) = a (1 - e2)_/(1 - e) 3. Solution Mefhod
with a = 1, n = 1, and M = 0. Here, a is the semi-major The computer algoritl_m used to numerically solve this
system of second-order differenOalequations was a multi-
axis, n is the mean motion defined by n = 2_r/l', where step method in summed form. It is closely related to the
P is the period, and M is the mean anomaly defined by familiar Adams-type methods. The algorithm may be
regarded as consisting of twe parts: (1) a starting Fro-
M = nt (3) cedure to produce the solution values at the first m + 1
Then for x, y lying in the orbital plane with the x-axis time points, and (2) a stepping procedure of the predictor-
directed toward perieenter, solutions were.given by corrector type to advance the solution one time step, mak-
h_g use of the solution at the m immediately preceding
x = a (cos u - e) _. (4) poix_ts.
y = b sin u (5) In the following discussion the formulas will be given
for one variable x only. Ideatical formulas would be used
with the first derivatives given by for y.
2=-ansinu/(1--ecosu) (6) The well-known Adan,s-Mot:ltcu corrector formula
may be derived as follows, where the Taylor series
_t---nbcosu./(1 - e_cosu) (7) formula e..p(hD) = E = (1 - XT)-x is used in the form
• D -x= -h/In (1 - XT):
: where b = a (1 - a2)_ is the semi-minor axis and u is the
eccentric anomaly. The eccentric anomaly is an angle at _ t.
the center of the ellipse between the line of apsides x.- XI$-I =/ £ (T)d'r = _7 (o-_
and the radius of the auxiliary circle through a point .It._,
that has the same x-coordinate as a given point on the = X7(-h/ln(1 - V))_.
" ellipse. The eccentric anomaly u is determined from oo
Kepler's equation =- h {_7/[ _. (_7t/i) ] }_,,
i:l
f(u)= u - esinu-- M (8) u0
= hi _,, b_-aV') £.
by a Newton-Raphson iteration as follows: ,=0
= h (_7o.- ½_7_ _2_7_- _ _7,.... ),_.
Given a first approximation to Ktgler's equation (1_)
u = M + e sin M + _ e2sin 2M (9) The "summed" form of this formula may be derived by
writing the left side of Eq. (11) as _7_ and then applying
computed in single precision, then u is found by iteration, the improper operator _7-_ to both sides of the equation:
using the Newton-Raphson equation in double precision
_. = h[-1/ln(1- V)]_.=h(_ b,V')_,f(u_) ,o_
_ u_._= u_ f'(._) (10)
= h(_7 -_ - ½_7 ° - _t__7_ - Y_7' .... )£.
(12)
given explicitly as
The expression _7-_£_, which appears in Eq. (12), is
,_ u_+a-- u_ = (M - u_ + e sinu_)/(1 - • cos u_) called a first sun, of _. and satisfies the relation
with a final iteration in extended precision. _7-__- _7-x_. .... £. (13)
1965022809-048
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So far _7 -1£ has only been :leaned to within an arbitrary The. expression V -_£ that appears in Formula (16) is
additive constant. The practical use of Formulas (12) and caded a second sum of £. It satisfies
(13) requires that e,l initial value of _7-: _ be derived from
the given init__ai value of x. Details on this point will be _-2£, _ _7-2_,_1 = V-" x, (19)
deferred tc_ a later paragraph.
and its initial value must be determined from the given
A generalizatiou of FoImula (12) that gives _,_, for initial value of x.
l arbitrary values of s is obtained as follows:
I To step the solution ahead one time step, Formulas (14)
x,__ = E-'x, = (1 - V)'_, and (16) are used with s = -1 for prediction and s = 0
for correction. The method will be said to be of index m
= h [- (1 - _7)°/ln(1 - V)] £, if the highest order difference used is _7"£.
= h ( _ b_'_V*)_, (14) The computation of the solution at the first m + ] time
_-1 points requires a special starting procedure. Assume that
W_th s = - 1 this is a predictor formula, i.e., the summe_J initial conditions x0 a. I x0 are given at thne to and form-
form of the Adarns-Bashforth tormu!a: ulas of index m are to be used. The goal of the start-
ing procedure may be regarded as the establishment
of the backward difference line at _,,. This requires
x_._ = h (_7 -a + ½ _7" + _'i2 _71 + %4 _72 + • • • ) _ • the determination of m + 3 quantities, namely _7' _m, for
i = -2, -1,0,1, • • • ,m. An equivalent set of m + 3
With 0 < s < 1 Formula (_4) may be used for interpola- quantities is £0,£1 " " " , £_, V-I _, and V -_-_,,. The
tion fc values of $ in the interval between t,__ and t,. quantity _0 is immediately available since £o = f (x_,).
Formma (14) will be used with a pgsitive integer value The remaining m + 2 quantities must satisfy the m + 2
of s as part of the starting procedure to be described simultaneous equations d)tained by using Formula (14)
below, with n=m, s=m and Formula (16) with n=m,
[ s = 0,1, • • • , m. This system o[ m + 2 equations is non-
[ A similar formula giving x in terms of the backward linear if f is nonlinear and thus must in general be solved
difference line at _,, will also be needed. Reducing the by some iteratlve method. The specific organization of the
order of derivatives in Equation (14) by one, we obtain starting procedure used in the subroutines FORTSZ and
TREK follows:
x,_, = h [ - (1 - V)'/ln (1 - kT)] _t, (15)
(1) Compute an imtial estimate for x, xi, i = 1, . • •, m,
using the Taylor series and xo, leo,and £0 = f (Xo).
Then replacing x, in Eq. (15) by the right side of Eq. (12),
we have (2) Compute accelerations f (xl) for points t_, t2," "", t,,.
x._,= h_{(t- V)'/[ln(1 - V)lq _.
(3) Compute backwa d difference line at t,,.
= h2 ( _. a_;_ V _)2, (16) (4) Compute _7 -1f (x,,), using Eq. (14) with s = m.
As with Formula (14), the use of Lppropriate values of s (5) Compute _7 -_f (x,,). using Eq. (16) with s = m.
• L_Formula (16) provides _or prediction, correction, inter- (6) Compute new estimates of x,, i = 1, • • • ,m, using
polation, and starting. In particular, the predictor and Eq. (16) with s---0, i, ... ,m--1 and _,i---: I,
correcter formulas are, respectively .... , m, using Eq. (14) with s = 0,1, • • • , m - 1.
P x.+, = h_(V -_ + 0* V-' + kiz V ° (7) Go to 2.
+ _i2 V _ + _%_,_V _ + • • • ) _. (17)
The algorithm is complete when the absolute difference
• C x,, = h_ (V -_ - V -_ + _A2V ° between the difference lines of two successive iterations is
-_-O' V _ - _o _7_ .... ) £. (18) zero or some arbitrarily small e.
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4..Analysis of Results or approximately 200 steps per cycle, index ;n = 14 t._n-
The solution errors were computed at each integration sistently maintained 1 to 4 more decimal digits of accuracy
point as the magnitude of the difference between tom- than did m = 7, until the integration was dor,e over an
puted solutions, x, y, and true values of the solutions ellipse of eccentricity e = 0.9, where in both .,ases theintegration was unstable. Here the step size was .-educed
computed in extended precision by the method given in to h = 2 x° for both index m = 7 and index ra = "4. For
Part 2. At approximately every _,ioof a cycle, up to p tndex m = 7, the integration maintained a little les: than
cycles, t:he maximum error observed in each of these 7 decimal digits of accuracy, while for index m =--14,quantities was output. Figs. 1 and 2 indicate the cumu-
lative maximum error at the end of 5 cycles as a function better than 10 correct digits were maintained, an inert ase
of the eccentricity e, and the step size h, for index m = 7 of 3 digits.
and m = 14, respectively. [A formula is said to be of index
m if the'highest order difference used in Eq. (17) or (18)
is V" 2.] The ordinate of each graph represents the nega- 5. Conclusion
tire log base 10 of the maximum error up to 5 cycles, and
can be interpreted as the number of correct decimal digits More extensive tests have been peffonaaecl for various
in the computed solution. Each curve represents the num- indexes from m = I to m = 19 with results similar to those
ber of correct digits for a given step size h. previously obtained (see references cited it. Part 1). The
results, in fact, closely parallel the work :lone previously
over the unit circle. For small eccentricity, say e _ _.2,
Ellipses considered were those of eccentrici .ty e = 0.1, the eccentricity associated with most of the planeLs, the
; , 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 6.8, and 0.9. For a given eccen- results are almost precisely the same as for those done
trieity e, the step sizes used were h = 2-s, 2-%2-r, 2-8; and ove_ the unit circle, For large eccentricity, say e _ 0.25,i for e = 0.9, two additional step sizes used were h = 2-_,
and h = 2-_°.In general, for a given h and e, the integra- a smaller step size h is required to obtain the same ac-
. _ I-ionmaintained a greater degree of accuracy for index curacy; or, in other words, the truncation region has
now moved farther to the right. In any case, for a given
m = 14 than for index m = 7, and in some cases a striking h, increasing the index m generally gives a con'espond-
increase of accuracy was acquired by simply increasing ing increase in accuracy at no incre se in cost (r._omore
• _ the index from m = 7 to m = 14, i.e., doubling the orderof backward differences carried. For example,for h = 2-5, derivative evaluations).
" ....:" -2
h. 2-_ •14 _2:.Ll
_ 2-6_ 0
2.. /
" 5 CYCLES _ 2-7
INDEX m • 7 _ 2
/ tx 2_10, <t 6 lr 2-9
< i o i
' 1/ " /T Io io / ---- r 2-_o-
2-S
'" 2"s,_ " I ,4 2-_ -
-B 0 O.I 0.2 0!5 0.4 0,5 0.6 O.Z 0.8 0.9 1,0 0 0.1 0.2 021 0.4 O.S ,'1.6 0,7 Oa 0.9"-- "i._O
--' ECCENTRICITY • ECCENTRICITY •
Fig. 1. Cumulativemaximumerrorsas a functioncf Fig. 2. C_mu_otivemaximumerrorsas u function
' the eccentricity• and the step sixeh of the eccentricity• anc_the stepsizeh
r i for index m = 7 far index m = 14
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I!1.SFOF and Data Systems Development
N65-324!8
A. 8imat Film Processingfor which performs ttds lamination. Figs. 1 and 2 show the
processor loading configuration and the unwinding con-
Ranger IX fguration, respectively (in these photographs the normally
F. C. Billings_ey transparent bimat material has been replaced by film so
that the bimat configuration would be visible). The opera-
tion is self-evident from the photographs. After threadingAs part,, of the overall work involved in the digital video
of the bimat auto the take-up spindle and the threadingdata processing activity., we have found it necessary to
investigate various film systems and methods of film pro-
cessing. One t,, these has beea the bimat process recently -_:_._....___ '_ ,:_.-',: . . . . .- .__ _ .._:introduced by the Eastman Kodak Company .... _...,'_,,._:'_t',_T .-_--
.-,."..:.-,'. •;.. ....... ,, -:; : .,L._ _,:_i:
This is a diffusion transfer process which produces --. _':,';--- - ,
. •
simultaneously a positive and a negative. The processing _y_,_ .._ )._:.: " _. _ "procedure consists of placing an imbibed bimat film in --- -. _" :_--_
intimate face-to-face contact with the exposed negative o.:-.- E . . ; -
material for a suitPble length of time to allow the chemical . _:'_ . _ . ; _ . _ . -
reactions to go to comple:ion. The materials are then _. _, #
separated and each one washed and dried in the normal _-:--_ "_-_ __. -NG_D
manner. The bimat fihn col,tains the processing chemicals '_' :A_E_P S_I_DLE.
and is damp and slippery to the touch, but contains no _'._5c J '-
free liquids, At this stage of development, the bimat film, " "_'; _ " _}:"F ° ." ..
which becomes the positive, is available onlv in trans- "-::" _!_'_:;."t';: ..... " -parent material, although it will eventually be available _ ' ':'
in an opaque material. /
Because of the absence of free liquid to fill voids, the " . ":
laminating process is quite critical, Mark Systems_ Inc., of : "
Sunnyvale, California has built for us a hatch processor Fig. I, Bimat pro¢ossor loading ¢onflgurallon
38
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RELATIVELOGEXPOSURE
Fig. 2. Bimat processor unwinding configuration
Fig. 3. Density log exposure curves for $0337 film
developed with Bimat room temperature
of the film leader in contact with it, an external (light-
tight) cover which has been provided mav be installed
and the lights turned on. (Complete daylight operation was the only one available at the time• Note the sharp toe
may be utili_o4 if the film supply is on a daylight loading of the positive curve which necessitates a quite restricted
density range in the negative• The video film converter in
spool; other_vise..the fihn threading must be done in a
the Lunar-TIC was adjusted to give a peak negative den-darkroom.) Running the machine then pulls the bimat
and film onto the processing and take-up spindle unt;1 the sity eqtml to 1.2 to avoid washout of the positive. It is
fi]m supply is cxhansted, at which time a switch under the expected that with the optimum imbibant MX625 a nmch
ev,l of the fihn indicator arm turns the motor off. The wider negative density range.will be usable.
cover is then left on for the required 15 rain of processing,
after which time it may be removed in dayligbt and the The processor was loaned to us I:y Mark Systems m a
fihn delaminated in the unloading config'4ratiou, precompieted state and has since been returned to them
for completion. Due to the precompleted state, some
ininor mechanical difficulties were encountered which
It has been found that both the negative and the bimat
v'ere circumvented for the Ranger IX support and
require much less than the normal amount of washing-2 which are being cleared up by the manufacturer. Corn-
to 3 rain being sufficient. We find that the bimat material pletelv satisfactory operation ;_ anticipated upon its
takes perhaps three times as long to dry as does the fihn. " " "retLirn.
This process was used to supply the science users with The bimat process currently shows the effects of its
dry positive and ,]cgative film:_before 9:00 a.m. the morn- infancy. Kodak has not yet perfected its packaging
ing of the Ranger IX impact. TIP source data was a mag- techniques, and due to either oxidation or do'ing-ont the
netic tape recorded in the Telemetry Processing Station nmterial has a linfited shelf life eve_l in the unopened
from the microwave signal of the pictures which were package. Several rolls of material which were used about
transmitted on commercial television. This tape was a week after impact showed evidence of deteriorations.
played back twice in the hmar television in]age con- This begins as a color change in the l_sitive, and with
vcrt,.'r (Lunar-TIC) to obtain the A and B camera pictures, furtlwr deterioration development hecomes int\mlplete
and a transfer of silw, r to the positi_ e &ws not take pla(_,.
The density log exposure curves obtained for this mate- Kodak is presently imbil_ing the material in New York
rial under these conditions (room temp,'raturc processing and cal_ supply it up_m several days notict.. At this date.
for 15 rain) art' given in Fig. 3. These are for the MX615 due to the dctt, rioration l_robh':n. K_lak dtws not recom-
imlfibant, which is not optimum for this fihn but which mend that we store tlw Jnateri.P .,n,r,' than 2 to 3 we_'ks
39
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at room temperature before using; however, shelf life at (2) Although the shelf life of the material is l_mited at
40 deg is 3 months, present, Kodak is working to improve this.
Corlclusions: (3) F_:rther optimization of the imbibant will allow a
greater negative density.
(1) With proper lamination such as produced by the
Mar_t" Systems processor, no difficulty is encount- (4) The process as a whole is quite satisfactory and
or_ due to r_m-out, air bubbles, etc. Short lengths enables the production of a negat,'ve in less time
-.f up to perhaps 3 ft may be laminated with a than c_uld be e.ccomplished by wet pro_ssing
roller upon a table top, but lengths longer than and in addition produces a high-quality positive
this should be laminated in the processor, simultaneously.
Df
4O
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GUIDANCE AND CONTROL DIVISION
, IV. Spacecraft Secondary Power
- ,N65-3Z4
A. Power Sources" 2.EnvironmentalTestResults
R. A..Boring The Solar Thermionic System environmental test pro-
gram includes: (1) Magnetic field, low-current tests to
determine the design effectiveness of coaxial parallel elec-
1. Solar Thermionic System tr_eal conductor structural _upport arms. (2) lligh current
Structural environmental testing was performed on a (50 amp, 3.2 v) tests to measure current calTying tapa-
lightweight solar thermionic system ,.vhich c_nsisted of bilities for the conductor structural suplxJrt arms dr'sign.
a 5-ft-D nickel electroforu_ed mirrt_,-. ".dbular aluminum (3) Acoustic noise tests to measure structural integrity
coaxial conductor/generator support., and a mockup gen- of the system, (4) Thermal vacuum and shock tests to
erator. The evaluation of this engineering model has measure thernml and strnctural integrity of the ,uirror,
shown some design _leficiencies in the components; how- conw'rter, -,,ad support arm system. (5) Mechanical vihra-
ever, preliminary al,alysis of the test data indicates that tion, aet.eleration and shock tests to measure system struc-
lighhveight solar thermionic lx_wer system_ can be dr,- tural stability and to determine resonances.
signed to successfully meet the dynamic load require-
ment._ necessa_' for space flight qualification. The test with an actual generator h_,ated by electru,i
}_mbardment has been pustpont_ until all the data from
This model has been suh;¢'cted to tx_mpletc environ- these tests can be evaluated and the design can be ap-
mental te:;ts t_'.jFL Specification GMP-34_IS-q'ST. whir,h pn_priately modified if required.
is essentially the Mariner C Solar Panel Type Approved
level requirement, The tests at this level 1_'vealed no a. Magnetic field tzlt re_ulta. The system had no inca-
apparent damage to either mirror, tamthtetur suplu_rt surable perm-field of its owl1, when measured at 5 ft h'om
structure, or mockup generator. A further test was eou- the geometric center of the mirror, w.;,th tl,e magnetom-
ducted to observe the effects of a Saturn-Centaur launch eter on ' milligauss ft,li-scale range. Ai_'_I a l-milligauss
acoustic vibration on the thermionic system mcnlel. It field was induced at 5 ft from the mirror geometric ten-
was after this test that a failure of the mirror-torus ter in the plane of the t,oncentrator. No mt,asurable field
attachmer_t was deteet_tl. This environmental test pr_J- is induced from combination parall_'l c_axial conduc-
gram has been discussed in SPS 37_), Vol. IV, pp. 32-41. tur support arms when If'ads ar_, :dl identical an'l ground I
41
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loops have been eliminated, allowing the cu_ent in both This indicates a total _oltage drop _ff 2f_ of the input•
inr_er and outer conductors to be essentially equal in mag- The loss through the supp_Jrt ar,'ns alone was 10g of tht_
nitude and opposite _n direction, input, which was the design goal for this m_e,leL
It has been estimated that the effect of these magnetic e. Acoustic noise tests. The engineering model was
fields on the perft_rm:_nce ot a spacecraft's attltvde ca)n- mounted, as shown in Fig. 2. in the jill, 960 ft _reverber-
trol would result in a worst-case torque of 0.003 in.-,,z ant chamb, er and was ._ut'jected t¢_ the Mariner C So!ar
for a near-Earth orbit; i.e., 0.0001 oz on a 30-in. moment Panel Type Approval level (142-db, Atlas-Agena D) of
arm when the mirror plane is inclined 45 deg to t.he esti- acoustic noise. The test was of 90-see dtm_tion with no
mated 0.2.5 gmnma near-Earth magnJ4-.;a _-]4 apparent damage observed during post test inspection of
the model• A second test was then performed with the
b, High current carrtjing capabiliiy tests. Thts test was _aoise amplitude increased 6 db to give 148 db (Saturn-
performed in the laboratory with a DC _upply delivering Centaur levels) for 90 sec. Post tes" inspections revealed
50 amp at 3.5 v to the power takeoff points of the gener- that the mirr,,r skin-to-tort,s attachment failed. Tlte fail-
ator support structure. The test setup is shown in Fig. 1. ure occurred in the area where the skin is attached to the
The current flowed through the arms to the cables as web (see F_g. 3). Failure was essentially complete around
shown and through a carbon load• The length of the the mirror circumference, with only a few small areas
c_bles which interce, nnect the support arms and the load (approximately 3 in. long) remaining attached. The skin
is believed to be representative of the distance which did not show evidence of damage aitlvmgh some damage
could possibly be realized when the system is attached did occur during removal from the chamb,;r. Reason for
to a spacecraft. The test indicated the following: failure has tentatively been evaluated to be that the area
of the web where the f u]ure occurred was relatively thin
V.. = 3.5v li, = 50 amp and the point of attachment was I_ot a smooth radius.
Vz,,a = 2.87 l,<d = 50amp It is felt that the sharp bend in the web material was a
42
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significant factor in this fai!ure. The possibilib" that the The chal'lber was evacuated with the ;tsslstazce of the
faJ!ure was the resait of fatigue from the first test has not wind tunnel compressors to simulate ti_e Atlas launch
been discounted and further investigations are continuing pressure profile recently applied to Mariner C shrouds.
te more thoroughly analyze this area. The pressure was further reduced and maintained
th_'oughout 24 hr of testing at k-ss than 6 X 10-:' tort. The
d. Thermcl-vacuum tests. The model was subieeted to chamber was cooled to -300_F after the chamber
thermal-vacuum tests in the JPL 7 X 14 ft vacuum cimm- reached 1 >c 10 _ torr, and the mirror was allowed te,
ber. Prior to performing these tests, the mirror torus at- cool until a temperature of 32_F was recorded•
tachment (as damaged in the previous acoushc tests) was
::poxy-bonded to prevent possible gross thermal distor- The lamp bank shown in Fig. 4(b) was then allow_._d
fion of the skin and subsequent damage of the support to irradiate the model with the radial intensiti:._s shown
strL'cture due to deflection and cvncentrated thermal in Fig. 6 and also relative to the plane of the mirre, as
energy. The test cetup is shown in Fig. 4(a), (b); in these shown in Fig. 7. The temperatures were al!owed to stabi-
pictanres the epoxy bondi,g is obvious. Fig. 5 shows the lize. After 5 hr from pumpdown, the lamps were turned
location of the thermocouples, chromel-constantan, on off and the mirror was allowed to cool until a tempera-
this test model, ture of 32°F was measured (approx 24 rain). At this time,
4_
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the lamps were turned on again, and this condition was e. Mechanical vibration tests. In 1961, JPL enginetrs
held -ntil a total o[ 24 hr had elapsed. The cold walls attempted to test a 5-ft-D mirror to the Mariner B vi-
were returned to ambient, and the chamber was brought bration levels. The test was never concluded due to
to atmospheric pressure, deformahon of the mirr,)r skin, which is now believed
ahrihutable to the shaker fixture design. The setup used
No change in the mirror or support arms was noticed for test_ prepar_! this year is shown in Fig. 8. Three
during or after the test period. No heavy outgasing nor vibrahon exciters are util,.'z,.d. -'.,he at each of the mount-
contamination of the mirror surface or chamber wall., ing points, which are nm in phase for axial acceleration
was observed. The temperatures range' fro:n 524:F at testing. Transverse aeceleratioo tests were also per-
point 34 to -23C'F at points 11, 12, 13 of Fig. 5 during formed, as shown in Fig. 9. Both axial and transverse
the stabilized portion of the test. As shown on Fig. 7, the vibration tests were performed at the Marirwr C Solm"
intensity at the support ring (point 34) was approximatel_ Panel Type approval levels, with the exception that the
190 mw/em-' while at the same time the intensity at the highest level required of a panel wa_ used for all three
toms (points ll, 12, 13) was approximately 70 mw cm-'. axes (X,Y,Z) of the thennmnic mode| syshm. The re-
The data for this test is presently in the process of being paired mirror noted before was uscxl for initial testing,
reduced, and only a prelimir"_ry analysis has been made. and a sister mirror similar to the repaired ex)neentrator
!
/
r_ Fig. 9. Transverse acceleration test setup
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was used during later phases to determine whether the 951015 with Radiation Applications, lnt'., has progress_
test data would be repn_ucible, to the selection of one material for the "stale-up pha,,e,
and this material is in the process of pr(_uction. Another
Resonant frequencies were observed as follows: contract in which new thermostable polymers will be
Complete st ucture ....................... 33 cps investigated is being negotiated.
Support arms .......................... 53 cps
Concentrator .............................. 153 cps In Contract g51015, the following degrees of comph.-
tion have been obtained: (1_ Forty-four of the fifty-one
Thee frequencies were repeatable from mirror to mirror materials have been prepared, and seven are in prot_ess;
and also in both axial and transverse directions. As seen (2) forty of these have passed satisfactt,rfiy the prelimi-
in Fig. 10, after F.nal testing, the mirror and support nau" screening tests of exchange eapaci%', tensile strength,
dimensional stabili_' and resisti_it% and fixe are in p:oe-
struehlre have not degradt_ significantly from the tests
performed, as was the case dining previous tests, ess, (3) twen_- have undergone thermal sterilization at
I&5=C. and fifteen are in process; (41 twen_'-six are in
A continuation of this program is planned, utilizing process of thermal sterilization at 137"C; (5) tv, enty have
improved mi,.-r_,rs and fixed and movable support struc- undergone in-cell testing, and six are m prot_-_ss.
tures in order to further the engineering evaluation
of the mechanical, dynamic and static chara,cteristics of Analysis of the test results showed that the material
flight-weight solar thermionie power _'stems. prepared from the low-density polyethylene by precross-
linking with an electron beam irradiation to the 70-Mrad
- level followed by grafting .ith acrylic acid should be
"" c_nsidered for more extensive testing, and accordingly
_'"-_ _ - it was selected as one ot the two materials to be prepared
,".";_ll_l_..,911_ in the 500 ft: fabrication phase. This decision was made
I
.
on the 'basis of results in which 98'/of the capacity rela-
X tire to control cells was obtained on each of the electrical
,, test cycles; the level for .satisfactory. performance was
• " _ set at 90_. "l_e preparation of this material is nearly
,,_,,,ql_, ',_.. . "tr 4 t_*npleted.g
"_l II_t_'a_,__ Nearly identical test results were obtained for a ma-
' _I'"_. _.'_l ,__ terial which was prepared by the same pro_lure from
• " _ " - " the low-density polyethylene with the exception that the
• irradiation level was 50 Mrad. This material has not" een
selected as yet for the 500 ft-' preparation phase; the
choice of the second of these materials will be made
: . _" -_ when a comparison of all samples is possible.
Fig. I0. Mirror and support structure after final testing
2. Radiation Effects oq Battery Behavior, c. A4.A_,,,_o
N 6 5- 3 2 _" 2 0 Atomics International has completed its work on the
,. effects of gamma radiation on the behavior of nickel and
cadmium, electrodes in alkali medm. Detailed results are
B. Energy Storage available in the final report (Ref. 1),
R. _.utwock and G. M. Arcand a. Experimental. The experimental pro edure has been
outlined in detail (SPS 37-31, Vol. IV, pp. 63--65). The
I. Development of Separators for Heat Sterilizable only deviation occurred in two cases where (..ells were
8afferies, a. t,,_,*¢_ irradiated on open circuit.
The research work continues in the development of a
separator for the Ag-Zn battery that will be capable of b. Retalt*. The average effect of radiation on the ca-
withstanding heat sterilization. The work under Contract pacity of the cadmium electrode is shown in Fig. 11. It)
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ZO r _'_f _ , ;
[ A COMPARISON CELL./ T T The data show that more material is lost from the
| O iRRADIATEDCELLS i ___ cathnimn electrode than from the nickel. Furthermore,
o_ ,O_-----O NeS.TCH&NG(CAUSEDBYRADIATION _I' the loss is greatest when the cell is cycled about the
_ __-'_!_"_ib_._: lO0_f-charge point, and it levels off around 505L
_-,o " --f _ T - None of the ob_erv,-d phenomena have bccn cxplatncd
-zo[ J } i ] l___J J as yet. A lite ature search is underway which may sup-
ra so so ro ,0 _o 40 3o 2o ._ o port certain hypotheses. The investigation has shown that
STATEO*:CHARGEDUR!NGCYCLING.% high radiation doses cause partial disintegration of both
the cadinium and nickel electrodes and a permanent lossFig. I I. Capacity loss of cadmium electrode
of cadmium electrode capacity. These factors must_ be
considered in any design of Ni-Cd batteries for use in
all case_, the cells were cycled and the total irradiation high radiation fields.-
dose was 8.9 × 10' rads (H:O). The curve representing
the net change is determined by plotting the difference N 6 5 -- 3 2 _ Z_.1.
between the comparison cells (operated in a water bath 3. Thermal Decompositionof AgO and _,/
at 45°C) and the irradiated cells. Dashed lines are used Ag,O, o. M.A,_,a
between the 50_ and 25_ states of charge because only
two measurements were made at 25_, and experience has During work pres-iously reported (SPS 37-_), Vol. IV,
shown this to yield insufficient quantitative information, pp. 31-32), there was visual evidence that the decompo-
sition of Ag:O occurred primarily on the m--terial surface.
This appeared as a layer of silver. In order to check thisTable 1 shows the :listribution of material loss in cam-
evidence and to determine the effects of compactiov on
partmented ceils. Although all experiments have been the decomposition rates, samples were prepared in pellet
duplicated, the results should be treated with caution, form.
Tabls I. Electrode material lass from individual a. ExI_edmental. All AgO samples were prel);m_ in the
i lectrodes laboratory and dried at room temperature in vacuum
over P.:O_. Pellets were prepatred from the dried powder
d _ .f Cd._o,t_ Ni _,.d. in a press such that each weighed about 1.2 g and had a
w,, _s., _ .-_-.,.. s.....,s s.,, =s diameter of about 1.'27 cm. ,Some of the first pellets used
too 3 2s._ Lo weighed slightly less than 1.0 g.
75 2 21.0 2.2I
ao 3 II.I 1.7 Two pellets were placed between Lucite sheets,
25 2 107 2.3 ci_ufflp_d in position, and placed in a crucible. The _-;
rangement :lid not permit covering the _a,ucible. All other
pellets were .placed loose in crucibles, some of which
The two tells which were irradiated on open circuit were covered * 'tile others were left open.
showed no significant capacity loss in reference to the
comparison cells.
All samples were placed in _ dr)ing oven controlled
c. _on. There is little doubt that the irradiated at 135 +_3°C. Periodically they were transferred directly
cadmium dectrode loses more capacity than the tom- to a desiccator and allowed to cool for 0_5 hr, after which
parison electrode, although the scatter in data is ses,ere. they were weighed. The samples were returned to t', ".
There also stems little doubt that a maximum loss occurs oven immediately after being weighed,
when the electrodes are cycled about the 75_of-charge
point. This seems true of both irra-Jiated and comparison b. Re_tt and d/scma/on. The first pellets treated were
electrodes, placed loose in covered crucibles. These lost weight at
about the same relative rate; only one sample will be
The data for the 25S-of-charge point are suspect since considered here. _.:;_ pellet initially weighed 0.9683 g
only two experiments were performed. It is unlikely that and lost 00 mg in the first 22 hr. Subseqaent loss was
cycling about this point would cause an increase in considerably slower and roughly linear with time. The
capacity, rate of loss was found to be about 1.2 × _0 '_mg/hr.
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The formation of silver is best described with the aid The interesting result which has appeared is the effect
of Fig. 12. It : ,uld be noted that dimensions are dis- on the reaction rate of the presence of a crucible lid.
tarred for clarity; the Ag layer thickness is about 5 t_.The If one assumes the pertinerat equation to be
reaction appears to be entirely on the surface of the oxide
Ag20 : 2Ag ¢- '_.4D_
and primarily on those surfaces exposed to the atmos_
phere. The L_tto,n of the pellet showed little evidence
of metal formation. Where fissures of 0.5 mm o; greater Aq -N
width were present, some penetration of metal occurred. _ ff SILVEROXIDE
There was no such penetration along fine cracks. [_Xx_X_x_,x__l
Where the pellets were clamped ht.tween Lucite plates
and heated in an uncovered crucible, the rate of loss was Fi$. 12. Sih, er oxide pellet after heating at 135°¢
greater, as seen it, Fig. 13. The slope of the linear portion
of the curve is 4.1 × 10 : rag/hr. Here the initial sample
weight was l.1586 g, only 0.1903 g greater than that of '°[ ! L [ , ! ;_
the pellet describ,,d above and not enough different to _' _[.__ l [ [
was from a new batch which may well account for much oj e_ .....
Silver metal formed on all surfaces in this case, but •
tLo_,.e in contact with the Lucite formed less metal. It Ls ..
re,.sonable to suspect that l.ucite can be oxidized by o 4o 0o tzo i,,o aoo z4o zeo szo 36o
AgO and Ag_O at this temperature. Thus the decreased TIME,hr
reduction of the oxide caused by covering the surface
n_ay be partially counteraded by reduction of the oxide Fig. 13. Weight lossof clamped AgO pellet at 135°¢
by the Lucite (2). We have no proof of this hypothesis
at this time. z_ W---F---_ ]--_--_, l
I 1 | i i '
Four similar pellets were phct_d loose in crucibles, two 2r9l --_r ...... _----,_- {...... -_ --i ---_
of which were covered. At the end of 89.7 hr, one of the |L ___i_- i _._ __l , .
_ I . t_ , oP_CROC._E. ,' ' ' '
bles opened. The results are shown in Fig. 14. For con- | I _ l I _ cov_Eo ATS97 h, I
! • ! ;
venience, the curves begin after most of the AgO has zT,_ .._ _._ I [ . _
been converted to Ag:O. The rate of decomposition of
rr_terial in the open crucibles is about 5.4 X ]0 ' mg/hr, _, __ __
while that in the closed crucibles is about 2.7 × 10 : _; ,s, f------_ _-- -[ ..... . - --mg. hr. Where a crucible was ov red at 80.7 hr, the rate
decreased and approached tlmt in the closed crucible. _"
Where the crucible was uncovered at 89.7 hr, the data _ ,s4---
t_J
showed a discontinuity which is probably caused by an ._
experimental error. There is no duvlicate experiment for ,3o
comparison, however. After the disc,ontinuity, the rate ,a_ [ _ ..... i..... t ...... _:,'_-_EoC_'-RUCmL-_S_--_
becomes about 6.5 × 10 " mg/hr. This is higher than the } ! I } OPiNe0aTo97 h,
other values and may be incorrect. ,,g ............ _L__ __ Jr...... L..... -_-_-'_---_
In these last four samples the pellets "exploded" in an ----_- L_-__
annular fashion except that son,_ pieces from the top ,,s ............
sufface_ were ej_aed wi_h sufficient force to be lost from _ __ I covcs,/oCRUdIeL_ I
the open crucibles. This accounts for the high weight "' zo ,off 6oL ,oL- ,oo} ,zol ,,_ol ,_o]
;ass from the open crucibles at 19 hr. No effort was made
to normalize the values because this unknown loss would T_.r, _,
have made the results meeningless. Fig. 14. Weight los', of various AgO pellets ot _35"¢
4_
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one might speculate that tile reaction is reversible and orders higher t)'an 1O. tlence ao solut.qm run of the 15
that a very small change in oxygen pressure c'an cause section RC ladder circuit could be made. With b_ tter
a startling change ill reaction rate. There remains a pos- root Siding routines, analytic accuracy checks of _he soh,-
sibility that small amounts of light leaking into the oven tions to RC ladder circ,.nits of more than 10 sections can
catalyze the reaction. Neither hypothesis is satisfying be aecotuplished. "I]ie it-stilts of these rims wt'rc cam-
when one considers the magnitudes of pressme changt pared with hand calculations, employing l.aplav- t;'av;._-
or light involved, form meth_xis. These comparisons exhibit .:: ._ a('(_tllaey
of TAG circuit analysis. The output yah " ,,* :he RC
ladder cir¢_aits ranged from zero to one _ -I (lrt_et,The effects of atmosphere and light Jn the reactioil
by a step function of one volt amplitu,it .le greatest
r'atc will be determined. No effort has yet been made "9 difference between TAG solutions and analytic solutions
relat_ rate to particle size. One would ,.xpeet this to be a '0
factor and some support for this is provided by the fa,.t was 0.15 >< :' volt. The greatest computer time use(i(including TAG and FOfiTRAN ccmpilati_n tie ,,_ a_
that pellets made from one stock supply decomposed at well as "nput loading and manually mounting the TAC
about one-half the rate of those made from another, all
compiler tape) was 7.4 mln. This was the lime (onstllned
ether conditions being the same. The effect of particle by the 15 section ladder circuit problem. A complete set
size is to be determined. At the present time. commercial of DC solutions to a three-stage transistor amplifier has
Ag_O powder is being heated in open and closed cruet- also been completed. Ebers Moll non-linear transistor
hies to see if the same phenomenon occurs, models were used in generating these solutions. A single
tlansient analysis run of this amplifier was al_ attempted,
but due to poor choioe of so;,-tion control times rio Iln'afl-
ingfal data was obtained. Under a follow-on co,ltract
with Mesa Scientifi.'. CorIxiration, the transient analysis
of this amplifier will l'u* c_)mpleted. A i)rocedure for the
evaluation of transistor static parameter_ was develuped.
C. Electrical Conversion evah,atio,, fa °.Xt0 8transist,,rasmad,..These
parameters were implemented in the TAG program by
G. A. Packer u_,.- Of an Ebers-Moll non-hnear model, and families of
1. Compuler Werst-Cate Analysis characteristic, curves were drawn in by the c_Jml)utel.
These curves were vompared with those made of an
The c_)mputer worst-case analysis effort is lx.ing pttr- actual 2NI0t. _ e:._ a Tektronix type 575 transistor-curve
sued i.n order to develop an inhuuse capability of worst- tracer. T; .. agre_/_,,-a_ b,:t_,.,,e:_ actual and c_,mputer
case circuit analysis for both new and existing circnil ...... Jel or;ryes. {or both base a_M colh,ctor families, was
designs. JPL's Trlnsient Analysis Generator (TAG) t_m:- faired t:l tw. quite good. A similar prt_:e,lure for evalu-
peter program is being utilized for these purposes..Me._a a,_ingdiode parameter_ was tried using a [ inville Singled.
Scientific Corporation has contracted to aid in the dev_-!- diode mo,_,_.l. This is a model d_.v(.iop,:d by Me._a Scier,-
opment and application of equivah.nt m_Mels of v Jri_,_:_ Uric Corporation which offers a c_msid,'_.,_4e improve-
circuS: eleme_,ts such as transistors, diodes, and magn:Jc meet in dynami,- _delity. It makes _.,. ,:_ Linville's
eorca. The models will be able to cope with the I_om element_of c_)in])ln_:nce and storanct _: _ _;_gle.L nct-
finear operating regions of these circuit elemems. M:;_.'6 work to model diode reverse recovery. A..'h .d recovery
: progress has been made in the areas of component mot|e_., time me.surements were made on three L, rent types
i[!1 ing and veri['yip:_. Experimental analysis runs (:f wt, t_. Of ditxles, a %%'_tinghouse 479E, a I.',_itro-D {'TR'22, and
defined CtrL'uits have been made in order to exph_r," a Texa* ;.nstruments INIIPA.
TAG's cmpabilities as a circuit analysis tool.
_, ,ingh;-l. diode m(Mt'i wa: ,.'_,J :,r TJ,G, av:d a
i To test the accura_v and elficiency o| "l'A(; circuit :eq_onse a :. ,,' wa_TAC t:-,m._i,-.nt f,,r ,,[ conditiun_
analysis, an RC ladder circuit ol 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 7, I0, and 15 gener_t_L _i _c:' _hv __'_lts ._::,-- _ well with analytic
t sections was selected. Solution rims of the l, 2, 3, 5, and prethct!o_is, _ev can t_. _x_,_:_!_.:. _ ,_:tite satisfactory10 se_ffion circuits were c_mpleted. The solution run
• M the 15 seetio__ ladder circuit -,'asnot completo|, as A simFle non-linear _ore _,_,d,,l has Ix'en progr_:nnn_ed
; present computer root li_ng rootlm'S which were at- and su_essful|y in. Th_s ,,_del is based all tlw present
tempted could not ,:-,sonably cx)pe with ix)ivmnnials of TAG ;ivailahility of n_de i;-;ir volvalz," integrals. A more
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l,
sophisticated model has l_en developed and has been operation, as well as time-dependent domain switching
undergoing program debugging. This model will lu, able effects, its completion will be acc¢_mplished vmder the
to account for hysteresis effects, including minor loop follow-on contract with Mesa Scientific Corporation.
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V. SpacecraftControl
A. Sun1"rackerControl_v_ control systems that govern the motions are identical.
..¢s.em a block diagram of the mirror control system is shown
i T. Kerner in Fig. 1.
I
I A solar thermionie power system is now under devel-
[ I. Sun Sensoropment. In this system a lO-ft parabolic mirror is used
[ to concentrate the Sun's energy at the focal point, where The sensor used is characterized by a V ..... 0,. = K, gain.
! the active elements in the experiment are located. A Sun It is sensitive in two axes. A shadow bar is used to con-
' tracker control system is being designed to keep the trol sunlight falling on two cadmium sulfide cells. When
parabolic mirror pointed at the Sun to within a 30-see the radial toward the Sun makes an angle with the normal
error. The mirror drive has two degrees of freedom, one to the plane containing the two cells, a differential output
in azimuth and one in elevation. For these axes, the two voltage is developed that is proportional to tl at angle.
INTEGRATOR AND VOLTAGE CONTROLLED
COMPENSATION OSC!LLATOR AND MOTOR AND
SENSOR NETWORK COUNTDOWN GEARING
re
Fig. 1. Sun tracker control system
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4.
_ The output is linear to approximately ± 1 deg about the stator of the other. For a 90-cps input into b_)th motors,
,-.-
._ normal. For larger va',les, the sensor is saturated, two modes of operation, are possible depending upon the
k_ phasing. For one phasing arrangement, tile output shaft
of the motor rao_es at 7220 rpm, which is twice the syn-
'_.- 2. Control Circuitry chronous speed of each motor. For a phase reversal on
The integrator and the ..,o,npensaticn net_or_: are one m(,tor, the output shaft speed goes to zero and the
"_ mechanized as shown in Fig. 2. With the assumption tt*;,t full 1 cz-in, torque is maintained. If the phasang is ori-
"; the gain of the amplifier, -A, is very large, the transfer eared as in the last-mentioned example and the 60-(ps
2 function of this configuration is input to one of the motors is frequent.v-modulated, the
resultant motor shaft output is proportional to the modu-
1 lating signal. This will be the operating mode while
_" E,, C, -, C_, 1 S + R_ (C_ + C...) tracking. The maximum 72_-rpm output will be used
(s_ - " / -- "* in the slewing mode. The output which is geared down
,. " R,,,C_C_. S S + _ by 300,000 will drive the mirror structure. The use ofR_C,
___ the differential synchronous motor allows a considerable
•: and its effect is that of an integrator in serie', with a d_anamic range of operation, i.e.. a nominal rate ,.r 360
r_ lead-lag network. The integrator in conjunction with the rpm, and a slewing rate of 7200 rpm.
• motor introduces a double pole at the origin in the char-
-_ acteristic equation of the open-loop gain. "I3Je double
_- 4 Breadboard Model
_- pole characterizes this as a type 2 system witt', a theo-
: retical zero offset error for a ramp function inp'at. Prac- The system has been breadboarded in the laboratory
t3T o_ -
-_ fically, tl'Je drift of the sensor null, the dritt of the with some m_tnficataons. A di,tgram of the bread_ard
integrator, the drift of the V j. and outside dist,.rl'-ances circnitry is shown in Fig. 3. The linear sensor is substi-
- all contribute to the tracking error. The zero-pole cembi- tuted by a potentiometer-generat,_-d voltage in the loop.
nation introduced around the operatioual amplifitr i, and the gear train driving the mirror has been reduced
Fig. 2 is used to compensate the double pole at the origin, to a t3.q3icalone-stage gear train driving a pctentiometer.
C_ Cz 0 =Ff IO,_f
-L -tP B-
'_i ---" _'OOK
Fig. 2. Integrator and compensafio, network
Fig. 3. Sun tracker _ontrol network
__ qqae voltage coatrolled oscillator consists of - _mijnnc-
tion transistor operated as a relaxation osciUator. A vari- This has been done x_'ith the assumption that the inerha
able bias on the inpu_ causes a proportional change in and the friction load of the mirror are negligible as seen
;, the frequency of oscillation• The unijunction transistor by the motor and that only the first gear is significant.
oscillates at a quiescent frequency of 980 cps. Four flip- Open.l,x)p testing of the V, ,, and motor combination indi-
cated a breakpoint at about 2. cps other than the poleflops are used to count the frt_quency dox_a to 60 cps.
The output and also the output at an angle of 90 deg due to the ideal motor. To stabilize the system, the zero
-' has been mechanized at 0.17 cps. and the pole is twoare intr..Kluced into the differential synchronous motor.
decades away at 17.7 cps.
• 3. Control Motor The system performed satisfactorily in the closed-loop
The differential synchronous motor consists of tsso sxn- configuration. The lead-lag points will be adjusted when
vmonous motors with the rotor of one coupled to the the motor is driven into the at'ual load.
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B. A Science Instrument SuppoR _3_ The platform must have a capability of pointing tothe planet vertical within 1 deg.
Scanning Platform c4) The platform must ha_e a capability of pointing to
S Szirmoy an arbitrary inertial direction within 1 deg.
(5) The subsystem must see a planet 4 deg to lt_0 deg
Th_ gudl of this cfft;rt _s to investigate meth(rds ,,f eontinuousl._.
achieving lightweight, low-power, hlgt,.-reliabili%- stan
system_ for acquinng, tracking, and scanning planetary Z'. Horizon Sensor
bodies frora a fly-by or orbiting _pacweraft in su_'h a man-
ner a_ to permit the planet-oriented scientific experiments Sh,dies of the sensor area have shown that the use of
to meet their objectives, the infrared horizon in determining the local xertical is
superior to other methods. Sensor systems utilizing the
The platform _ub_vstems will be comprised of a sensor iufrar_t horizon have been built and flown _uctessfully.
and. or programmer, t_ntroller, and actuator. Its l_'rform -
ance will be optimized in terms of sensitivity (distant_e The Barnes Engineering Company, under contract
over which it's operableL pointing accuracy, and abili_" from ]PL, i_ now developing a hmar a,qd planetary ha-
to foUow preprogrammed instnlctions. Fig. 4 shows a rizon scanner. The details of this device are discussed
block diagram of the platform subsystem elsewhere in SPS 37-33. The salient features of this
horizon scanner are as {t_llows: (D The scanner has no
_NCaEMENrat. moving parts. (2) Spate and horizon _anning is accom-
GROU_O plished by sequential elet_mic sampling thermopile
C0MMaN0 detectors arr_,ngt'd in linear quadrature array. The scan-
CC_S _ "p_oG_u L ning geome,ry is shown in Fig. 5.
COM_A_ _-R_TO_ l- 1 The outp,,t of the scanner is not yet rigidly de£ned.
i The thermopile detectors will t_" sampled simultaneousl._
I
_-- ] _ [_l m.ArrO_ _trom the points A and B toward each other. For the local
:-o_c0_r_ot.tEp.l-_ _TO_b,_ _0 _ vertical, which is not coincident _ith the _ertwal as de-
m_ATFORU
Fig. 4. Stanning platform subsystem __Lm,,S
The following are the first iteration c_nstraints placed _- _ \
on the scan platform, _-._v ./., ! .... \\ _ _oe_
(1) Structure weight, lb ._ _. __
Visual survey _ _ , o
Infrared spectrometer 75
Infrared radiometer 5 / _. _ _z_ %c_j
L:]t.'-aviolet spectrometer 15 .o_zo_ c_t
Ultraviolet radiometer 4
Total _8-9 _.a_r
Platform with instruments 480
(2) The moment of inertia of the loaded platform is
265 lb-ft-sec.'-' Fig. 5. Horizon scanning geometry
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fined by the perpendicular to the plane defined by lines 2. Controller and Motor
AB and C9, the sampling channel operating from either
A or B will be the first to yield an output correspondent Two alternate methods of aleehaniziag the controller-
motor blocks shown in Fig. 4 are being studied. One pos-
to a horizon crossing, the other channel will ._ield a sible method is to use a stepper motor actuated by ahorizon-crossing indication some time later. This time
interval between the two readings is proportional to the gated clock (Ref. 1); another method being imestigated
deviation of the platform, pointing angle from the planets is using a two-phase inJuction motor.
local vertical The error ma) be presented it, either di_- Figs. 6 and 7 are the block diagram configurations of
tal or anMog form. The scanning period is not yet final- the t_o possible schemes. The proposed mechanization
ized, but for the purposes of this study it i'; assumed to of the horizon scanner is such that the error which is the
be 100 msec. difference bet_'een the reference angle and the actual
AND SUPPORT POSITION
REFERENCE I-¢OR_ZON STEPPER _ _ .._---O
ANGLE SCANNER MOTOR STRUCTURE
DYNAMICS
_) r r_--_"-'---1 _ I 1
-r, s l i r..s , ,
i-, -' F I-, s _ z _ s
Fig. 6- Plcnform controlled by stepper motor actuuted by a gated clock
REFERENCE HORIZON J iNDUCTION AND SUPPORT
O,-. AMPLIFIER
ANGLE SCANNER MOTOR STFiUCTURE
j DYNAMICS
s(s'c,.+O -_ +-;--+=
Fig. 7. Platform controlled by two-phase induction motor i
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angle, is sampled each T,_ = 100 msec and held with a
zero-order hold.
COULO_8
The model for the dynamics is shown in Fig. 8. In FRICT,ON_ _I£
Ref. 1 Jt has beer, shown that the response of the actuator i 4.a_'_ _8 "__ j v'-INERTIAor PHP
and the horizon scanner .structure can be approximated __._ \ j.._,-.\_ v ASSEMBLY "/N
by a second-order transfe] function.
6:. -- 1 \ _%\\ - v _ INERTIALESS INTERFACE
/)a" S._._""_-._.S -J-J \ "_)_ BETWEENACTUATORAN{)
a,:' = _ BLOTTEwhere the undamped nztural frequency o,and the damp- INPUTPOSITIOt'_ RMINEDBY
ing factor ( are functions of tile spring c_nstants K_, Ks, THE MOTOR
of the actuator and support structure, C is the coulomb Fig. 8. Har'zon scanner dynamics
friction, and I. the inertia of the plaffon, assembly, medel
Reference
I. Nicklas, J. C., Analysis, Design, and TegL/._r_of a Po_ion Seato Utilizm_l a Shtpper
Motor, Technical Repo,/t 32-206, Jet Prof)ulsir,,nLaboratory, Pasadena, Calif.,
January 2.$, 1962.
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Vl. Guidance and Control Research
 165- 32424
A. SemiconductorResearch _,. C,,eneral coneideratior_ on d,_um/on. Diff,,sion tech-
niques are classified acc_rding to tile phase of the souroL'S
of iml_;r/ty as follo_s: (1) Diff, lsion from vapor phase"I. Preparation of n_n Structures for the St,:dy of
Spa_co.4_harge-Limited Current in Silicon into solid, usually c'alk_ "solid state- dil_,.,siun." (21
Diffusion from liquid phase int,_ solid, called alloy
S. Oenda" and M-A. Nicolet" diffusion. (3) l)it_usion from sotld phase it,to solid phase';
a. Introduction. This report provides information on e.g., grown diffusion.
the preparation of n=n structures as reqtfired m studies of
space-<.harge-limited current (g'lc) of electrons in silic_m
To prov,de a good basis of c_mparison with the theory. As a devit_t, fc_.t,,olugy, dil/rt,sion from vapor phase has
sevL-ral advantag(.s. It produces a flat, homog_'neGds and
the transistorlike stl_ctures should satisfy the following stable' junction over the entire _nrfac't. of the sp_-_'im,.'n.
requirements: (1) A single-crystal base ,,_ known cryC,al-
Iographie orientation, high pede_on, and low but homo- If desired, masking by a thermally prodt,cx-d o_ide lay_'r
geneous residual duping; (2) a planar geometry; and (3) and st,bsequent photoengravir, g can bt. used to shatx" the
abrup_ junctions. The first requirement is mf_ by s_'le_ion size and form of a junc4io_l. A_ao,g the .various dc_pin_,
agents c,ompatibh, with this tech_ique, phosphorous has
of an appropriate single cTystal. Crystallographically
oriented wafers can then be obtained from it by standard the advantage that (1) s_lid state d._usion with this ek'-
techniques to satisfy the se(_nd requirement. Although ment offers no parti('ul_r difficulties, (2) phosph_ s has
abrupt junctions are obtained most readily by alloying a high solid _olubility in silicon which _clds a hi h. ira-
methods, the. present approach uses a diffusion method purity t_nc_.ntration at the snrfao" and thus faci['" _tcs
instead because _ :_' ease wi, h which this method the approximation of an _bn_pt jt,nction and pr,'Jiems
applies to silicon, of ohmic (,ontac_ing, (3) phosphon_s, or P:O_, has a high
vapor pressure at temlx'rature's as luw as 2.7a0'_C. F_rI
i *Atthe Calilontia Inatimt_ d T_imoto_ ped_arm_agwork m_p- t|,es_ reasons, sohd state eliff_,si_n of _)l_osphon_s was
I ported by the J,s Pm;_lma La_or_r_. adopted in this work.
I
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Generally, solid state diffusion in silicon depends
critically upon the following processes_ most of which Ns t=¢o
still await their detailed teehnolo_cal solution by devel- _ _ N (x,t)-- Ns orfc [x/?. (Or) I/2]
opment and production laboratories: \\ \'-<..
(1) Lapping and POlishing of the silicon surface, with "_ ____
special concern for flatness, roughness and scratches; _:
--_ ...... r--- xi(/)
eleetropolishing appears as a promising tool. No _.'___
Chemical etching of the surface to remove the _X____
damaged layer produced by the mechanical treat- 0
meat; this treatment suffers from the fact that it 0 x
simultaneously deteriorates the flatness.
(3) The presence of localized impurities, inch as dust Fig. 1. Impurity distribution in the bulk due to diffusion
particles on the surface during diffusion, can lead from a source of constont concentration N, at
to a localized inversion channel through the june- the sudac*, x = 0
: tion; this phenomenon, called a "pipe" in Ref. I,
is difficult to avoid but must be absent from late- This solution is sketched in Fig. 1. If the crystal is orig-
grated circuitry, inally doped with another impurity of concentration No
(4) Photoresist technique; an increase in resolution is of the opposite type, a pn junction will be formed at the
point xj at which N (x,, t) = No. Typically, No < < N,
desirable, and in this e_e the junetion depth is approximately
(5) Oxide layers and the complicated electronic con- given (Ref. 3) by the simple relationship
dition which exists at the Si-SiO_ interface; these
problems are associated with those of impugty [
segregation and redistribution, xi = 2 _ln/_ _ tDt_ _'_= k (Dt)'_. (3)' No/ " "
i Solid state diffusion produces impurity profiles which are If the total amount of impurity atoms Q diffusing into the
I graded unless diffusion times are sufficiently short. Since solid (and initially deposited on the surface) is kept con-
in the present application steep junctions are to be ap- stant rather than the concentration N, at the surface,
i proximated, the diffusion times should be kept to a mini- other conditions remaining equal, the solution is
: mum. Because of this limitation, the deptb of the junction
is restricted to a few microns below the surface, which Q ex
increases the requirement for mechanical perfection of N(x,t) = _ p (-x2/4Dt). (4)
the surface.
This solution is sketched in Fig. 2. In this case the junc-
o. Theory of di_usion. For planar geometry, the tion is located at
diffusion of atoms in a sohd is described (Ref. 2) by the
following differential equation: x,= 2fin N,,(YDt),,_]½(Dt)'_ (5)
_N _-'N
: _--_-=D-_-_-x: (I) which again leads approximately to a dependence
i where. N is the concentration of impurity atoms in the
i crystal, D is the diffusion constant of the impurity under xj = K (Dt) _._, (6_
i consideration, and x is the distance measured from the for values of Q (in cm-_ _>> N,, (in cm :*).
surface of the solid into the bulk. The equation can be
solved with proper boundary conditions: When diffusion
begins at t = 0 with a concentration N, of ir;,purities kept 2. Ex_,erimental Procedure
constant at the surface at all times, when the bulk is free
,_ Sample pr_at/on. The requirements on the me-
of impurities prior to t = 0, and when the bulk extends chanical and chemical treatments preceding the diffusion
over large distances x > 0, the solution is depend on the intended application of tJ:-_ device. The
N (x, t) = N, erie _ (2) following steps .are considered typical and adequate for" the study of sole in silicon:
i 5a
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_(_Dt) (3) Fine lapping on micxocloth with 3200-mesh lap-
I/Zexp i_xz//4Ot} ping co,npound on either a rotating or a stationary
- plate.
_. (4) Final polishing on microcloth or Nylon cloth with
1-_ diamond paste or I-t, aluminum oxide until a
mirror-like surface is obtained.
IV° For these operations, thin wafers are mounted with
OI ______'_x____'____ xjlt) Apiezon wax on a sample holder, The roeasurc of finishing
0 is expressed in terms of "flatness" and "roughness." Steps
x 1 and 2 develop fla_ess, while steps 3 and 4 reduce the
Fig. 2. Impurity distribution in the bulk due to diffusion roughness. For the appiication envisaged here, smooth-
of a fixed total amount O of impudty atoms ness is more important than flatness.
initially present at the sudace, x = 0
The operations just described leave a mechanically
damaged surface layer whose thickness is about 5 to 10
The single ct3'stal is sliced on the diamond saw. Subse- times the size of the grit used. This layer is removed
quent selective chemical etching revealed that the wafers chemically with an etch comprising 5 ppv conc. HNO3
are oriented in the (111) plane within -4-2 dog. In the case and I ppv cone. HF (called 5-1 etch). The err:i-ring rate
of silicon, however, the crystalloga'aphic orientation hardly of the solution depends strongly on the room temperature,
affects the result of diffusion. The thickness of the wafer the freshness of the reagent, and its total volume. A typ-
is limited to values larger than approximately 0.3 mm by ical value for silicon is ,30 Wmin. It was found that about
mechanical inaccuracies of the saw. The wafers are then 40 see, of etching in 30 c* of fresh reagent used at room
processed on both sides according to the following se- temperature for one wafer and agitated vigorously yields
quence of steps, adequately smooth surfaces. After etching, the wafers are
rinsed in succession in water and in deionized water of a
(1) Grinding on 280A-grit emery paper to eliminate resistivity of better than 2 Mflcm.
i coarse grooves and the unevenness of the surface
caused bv the saw. b. Experimental setup for diffusion. Fig. 3 shows a
'" sketch of the diffusion furnace and the gas system. After
: (2) Lapping on a flat glass plate with 800-mesh car- final assembly, the whole system is carefully baked out
borundum abrasive and water, with gas flowing through it and with boats in place at
QUARTZTUBE
MAINFURNACE
• I _
Fig. 3, Sketch of Iho experimental setup for solid state diHusion of phosph¢:us into silicon
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Fig. 4. Temperature distribution along the central axis of the diffusion furnace at steady state
1400°C, ;or the main furnace, and at 400°C for the im- TEMPERATURE,°C
purity furnace, for a total period of 8 hr. 13oo 12oo .oo ,ooo
lo.-Io_i I I I I l
The working length (range of temperature variation
-_-__+5_$)of the main furnace at about 1000°C, as deter-
\
mined by measuring the temperature distribution along
the axis of the furnace at steady-state conditions, was _o-"
found to be at least 10 cm (see Fig. 4). The temperature
regulator and the temperature recorder are calibrated _ Nk
with reference to, but including, room temperature. _ \
\e. Diffusion procedure. (1) The main furnace is pre- _ io-I'-
heated to ll00°C, and the impurity furnace to 250°C; z• O
both are held at these temlmratures for at least 20 min u
to assure stationary conditions. (2) Gas flow is adjusted __
to 1 ft'/hr for N._ and 0.1 ft_:hr for O2. (3) A quartz boat u.
loaded with P..O._ is inserted into the center of the ira- "
purity furnace. (4) The Si wafers are inserted 5 min later 7, 10.13
: on a quartz boat into the main furnace and posiSoned at
the center. Diffusiot, time is measured beginning with \the insertion of the wafer. (5) After the desired diffusion'_ time has elapsed, the power to both furnaces is tt,rned
off; they are allowed to cool at their natural rate. (6) The io-_4 \
I o so o.ss 0.to o.?s oso o.ss
'i wafers are extracted from the main furnace once its tern- IO00//r * Kperature h-_s fallen below 700°C; they reach room
temperature in open air. The surface of the wafers gen- Fig. 5. Diffusion constant D of phosphorus
erally shows interference colors due to the thin oxide layer in silicon, Ref. 4
formed during diffusion. D = 10.5 ( - 42.7 • I(P °K/T) cm _ sec -t
exp (7]
d. Phgsical data on phosphorus di_sion into silicon.
The it[usio constant D of P in Si is shown in Fig. 5, where T is the diffusion temperature in °K. The solu-
which represents (Ref. 4) bilit3, of P in Si is given in Fig. 6 and Ref. 5. The vapor
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a. Fig. 7. Formation of SiO: on o silicon surface of 1200°C
,,' by a flow of O_.11/min bubbled through
_- water of 60°C
900 _ _ 1 I
\ DIFFUSION TIME 3 hr.
7001 __ IS l
IMPURITY CONCENTRATION,cm-3
ra
Fig. 6. Solid solubility at phosphorus in silicon, Rot. 5 z) io O°C
g
Temperature, °C Vapor pressure, mm tlg ,o
189 1
236 10
270 40 o
OI 02 03 0.4 05
294 lOO
33(] 400 S, 0 z THICKNESS ,_
358 760 rig. 8. The effect of o SiO=mask on the diffusion
of pho=phorut into silicon, Ref. 6
i SiO_ formation on Si surface is depicted in Fig. 7. Mask-
i ing effect of SiO.: for P diffusion is shown m Fig. 8 and
Ref. ft. surface. The lapped sample is then staintxl for 15 to 30
: see in a staining etch comprising 30 cc of conc, HF and
t or 2 drops of cone. HNO., Better results c_ n be ex-
3. Evaluation p_i if the wafer surface is illuminated g h white
a. Mefallographic ob_zreation of the d/fitted /atj_, light during staining. A photograph of a typical result
' The diffused layer can be observed easily by angle lap- is shown in Fig. 9. The depth of the jund'ion can be
ping aml staining. The sample is waxed to a slightly determined with the knowledge of the lapping angle and
inclined bottom of a lapping jig and carefully lapped on the photograpldc ampl,-'fication factor. In tbe case shown,
a glass plate with l-p diamond paste. The resulting sur- the angle is 6°37 ', as determined on an interference micro-
face forms a suitably sharp edge with the diffusion _'ope.
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"1 hiliim " i' 6. , . . # the measured values, the sheet resistivity p, /s obtained
"'_- ' I in ohms as follows:
SURFACE
_' ,, ] p.= 4.53(v,.... ..o_.)/(:o.,..,.o_.}
. _n-LAYEN
, %
-- _ .m,'._,- _'a_-JUNCTION The conversien factor 4.53 does not depend upon the
*'. ."., ' _ " ,, dimension of the four-point probe (Ref. 7). Fig. 11 repro-
LAPPErs7r-LAYER duces a ch:J't calculated by Baekenstoss (Ref. 8) for an
.' _CE
i erfc impunt: profile. With this chad, the concenbrationI
N, at the sud-,ce can be found once p, and xs are known.
The value of N, obtained in this manner has an estimated
Fig. 9. Display of the junction by angle lapping an:l error of approximately _+30% due to the cunmlated un-
staining; sample diffused for 40 r,,in _ ; IOOOC; cert-_nties in p, and x,. Table 1 summarizes the results
ob',aiEed on the samples of Fig. 10.junction depth 3.6 tL
Table 1. Diffution sample test results
Fig. 10 shows the dependence of ff.e junction depth
measured in this fashion as a function of the square root _ N.. I N.. l Ne. 3
of the diffusion time obtained in different diffusion opera-
tions with wafers of the same bulk material (_200(l.cm _,,,in) 20 4G 120
as 1/_ 2.4 3.4 6.1
p-type}. The results agree well with the theory; see N. lcm_s} 5-101' 2-I0 _ 2.10 _
Eq. (3).
10211
b. Determination of the impuri_ concentration at the i /
mir/ace. The impurity concentration at the surface can I /
be obtained from measurements of the sheet conductance N(x) = N S erfc ix) _/
of the diffused layer ff the ju.nction depth and the profile /
of the impurity distribution are known. The sah-face con-
/ductance can be measured with a f mr-tmint probe. From
I019 /J
DIFFUSION TIME, mm _ /
20 40 60 120 _- !/
a I i I ' _ " : ' i u IoI° /11,
,/i ! ; IIO0OC
I
' Q.
hJ
C3 NO"i
'_" Z 4 ----- -'_ ....
, I i: _ i , ! ! ' ,,_ I
1 ; 1
i / i :, . ,@s
I ! Ii 'O -i l00 'O' '0' iO' l04
I i
0 2 4 6 O I0 12 i/p c a_,li,-I cm-I
DIFFUSION TIME, mm I/2
• r4O. i I. hilua01qm oit the _dl_e ctmctclmltlm N,
Fill. 10. txpedmentol dependence of the iinclioe f_em values if the iuncllen delNh xt id h
_ depth on the diffuulen llme _. a censlant sheet r_dilivity p, Ikwrin edk, Impurity
dl_iion temperaluro ef 1100°C preflle, Ilef. I
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c. V-I characteriatics. A dot of Apiezon wax about I C -__ (V 4 Vd), where V4 := 0.5 +_ 0.1 v. L'shig this value,
or 2 mm in diameter is applied on one side of a wafer, the measured curve of Fig. 13 can be corrected to test,
The sample is then immersed into a 5-1 etch to remove the There results a straight line, confirming that EQ. (8)
diffused layer on the remainder of the surface. A mesa is applicable in this case. This indicates that the jun_4ions
junction is formed beneath the area protected by the dot obtained in the diffusion process are ess,:ntially abrupt,
of wax. The sample is tM-n thoroughly rinsed in deionized as expected from the short time of diffusion. Measure-
water and the wax removed. The back side of the sample ments with various mesa areas confirmed that eapaci-
is abraded with emery, poper. Sdver is palmed on a metal tanoes other than that of the junction are negligible
plate serving as electrode. Electrical contact 'o the mesa
is made with a metal point fixed on a micromanipulator. The coeflk'ient a of the above equation has the va|ae
Fig. 12 shows a typical V-I characteristic. The rex erse
resistanoe exceeds 10 blft, and the breakdown voltage
is above 200 V. At small forward biases, a short range of a = A • (10)
negative rer;_tance is sometimes observed, which is caused N_ I Na
by a poor quality of the backside _ntact.
where q ---_1.6-10l'Cb, , is the dielectric c_nstant ('2
d. Junction capacitance. The voltage dependence of the for Si), e,, = 8.85.10 '_F/cm, No is the donor concentra-
junction capacitance with backward bias gives informa- tion in the n-side of the junction, N_ is the aceeptor
tion of the impurity distribution. An abrupt junction ex- concentration in the p-side o[ the jura*ion, and A is the
hihits a dependence of junction area. This expression can be used to estimate the
aceeptor concentration N, of the wafer if N_ is much
C --: a (_,' _ V_)-"- (8) larger than N, and if Eq. (8) is indee_ applicable at large
reverse biases; in this case
and a linearly graded junction has a dependence of 2VC"
N., = _ (tl)
C = b (V + Vd) 4s (9) q'"'
where V is the value of the applied reverse bias. For dif- Applied to the results of Fig. 13, this equation yields
fused junctions, the dependence often falls in a range N, = 4.8-10"cm _, which corresponds to a resistivity
betw,,en these two limiting cases. An exFerimental of about 270 i/-cm. By ,manufacturer's specification, the
result is shown in Fig. 13. At large reverse biases, crystal used for the wafer has a resistivity of 2L_0.q-era.
C : _ V. Fig. 14 shows that at low reverse biases This value of the doping t_nc, entration can be verified in
two additional ways. Measurements of the bulk resistivity
_ ....... at room temper:.ture on a bar-shaped smnple, from wb.ieh
the diffused surface layers have hen l_pped off, yieldi
the number of mobile malaria' charge carriers. F,om the
punch-through voltage of n,,n _ructares, the number of
.... ionized accepters can be dedu_-xl. A comparison of the
• _' , results of these differeot methods is given in Table 2.
L --m:------_.-::-:-- .... The calculation of Vd using concentrations of 10_'cm "
for the n-side and 4.8.10 _ cm ' for the _r-s'.'de(.300 O-cm
J resisti_ity at room temperat,lre) and an intrinsic carrier
Table 2, Comparison of the resistivity values deduced
. from three different measurements
Fill. 12. Typical V-I characteristic of a junction; _ syc,qN,c6_c,. I_ _ I_
horizcmtal scale 20 v/div; vertical scale IN. II ;_ _a,u,_O
500 jaamp/cliv; Junct!.on arm u, (cal I} d.B- ;0" 4.6,10 b_ 4.6. |0 _
: approx ] .0 mm J letis_ivity, il-¢m 270 ,_ [ .296 L 3OQ ',
i
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Fig. 13. Oependence of Ihe junction capacitance C on a reverse bias
value of 0.70 v for the junction. It is believed that the
d/screpancy betwccn this value and that obtained from
s ....... ----_" Fig. 14 is due to experimental errors and possibly some
unoertainties in the doping profile,
,_ e 4. Contacts
V
b_ When electrical contact.x are made to the diffused layer
e_" with gold wire or gold-plated metal plates applied with
_._ _ modrrate pressure, the contact resistance is found to be
:n the range of a few ohms. At high currc_t demities, this
2 - resistance introduces significant and unreproducible er-
rors in the V-I chgracteristic. M_..hanically strr,ng and
i electrically non-ret_ifying contacts ("ohmic contacts") toO. ,11 [ I 1 the diffusion hy r are therefore required. Ev porated
_ -2: _ 0 _ 4 s s l0 aluminum c_nta_s are known to give non-rectifying con-
V¢=0._-0.1 v BIAS VOLTAGE,v tacts to n-type silicon of less than ap_)mximately 10:
(Z-cm. Gold oEers simil_ properties, with the added ed-
Phi. 14. Depend_nce ef Itbe lundiaa vantage of an oxide-free metal su_ .... but its la,'gc
* m4mctlance C en a low diffusion (_)nstant prohihit_ t'xtende_' ._.nnal treatments
mecse bias after its application.
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The wafer is placed on a Ta heating strip in a vacuum expression for torque is in the form of products of expan-
system. At a pressure of approximately 10 -_ m_,_ Hg, a sion o0c_cients of the applied and the trapped fields.
gold film of 0.1 to 0.3/_ thickness is evaporated on the Each term may be interpreted as an intelac_ion between
wafer, which is kept at a temperature of about 250°C a mode of trapped.flux configttration and a corresponding
during this process. The temperature is then raised to asymmetry in the magnetic field. Since these expressions
roughly 3,50°C and held there for 5 rain. To test the get increasingly complicated as the order of asymmetry
electrical quality of this contd,, small circular c_ntacts grows, this type of analysis is on]), useful if the applied
are deposited with a mask. Very little resistance is meas- field is of a low order t_[ syml_,ctry. Simple examples are
ured between them. The linearity is excellent. To ascer- illustrated later in Sect. _.
tain that the gold dues not penetrate through the junction,
the n-type dii_used la._ is etched away between the cxm-
tacts. A V-I character-_hc between two contacts equal to e. Spher_a$ harmonics. As in the earlier report, the
that of a rex,erse.bias,<l junction for Lath polarities indi- c_mplete set of Spherical Harmonies (see Fig. 15 for
cates an unperturbed junction under the gold layer, r_mrdinate system),
Y? (_,,¢) = (- 1)_'"'"" [(2.! + 1)
_} × (1- Iml)t/2(t"-lml)!]'_5--32/,25
" × p_-' (,) e,_ :'(_,.,)_l (2!
B. CryogenicsResearch
wh_re
J. T. Hordlng
1 d _'"
I. Analysis of Torques Exerted on a Sp/_r_cal P_" (_) = 2-_. (1 " _') "/:d_'-_ ''_ (_' - 1)_'
Superconductor Due to Trapped Flux in an
Axially Symmetric tAagnetic Field
a. lntrodua/on. This report describes part of a pro- _,= cote.,
gram to analyze the magnetic forces and torques acting
on a superconducting sphere which forms the rotor of a
cryogenic gyro. An earlier report (Sits 3"/-24. Voi. IV.
p. 35) eaiculat(_ the torques exerted by an axially sym-
superet,nductor.metricmagnetic field on a slightly deformed spherical /"/'--'_ _\_"- O_ "_
b. Procedure. Here, as in the previous report, the torque
on the mpert, unduc'ting sphere is calculated by integrat-
ff BB - t..-B' l ,_. 0
T = r _ "dS
For a sphere r is also the surface wamai so that
,, \ /
lk'¢luse of the _.,viicai ix)umL1a'y, it is appr_a_riate to
express both the applied and the trap# fields as exptm- Iqtj. I S. Cee,'dinotes fm analysis ef
sions in setsof Sphrrical Harmo,uc fum_ions. The 6hal mulln44tc terave
65
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is chosen for representing the tadors in the integral for at r = R, which implies
torque i._cause of the following useful properties (ReL 9,
p. 158). l
at = _ R""bl (7)
(r× V)_Y? = -t(l + I_Y'_
(3) The trapped fusld can be thought of as that part of
(r X _7)z Y7 = imY7 (3) the total field which ¢k_es not _atisfy the boundary c_m-
dition; i.e.,
--BT = - B,o,.., + BA * B,, = Xc,.r t 'Y7(_',¢).
f f { l ff l = p and m = qY_"Y_dta_ = 0 otherwise (4) '-
(Only inverse _wers of r are permissible inasmuch as
this field has its sources within the ball and will vanish
where the asterisk ° denotes a complex conjugate, and at r = g.) However, an important ass'_mption is that Br
boldface type denotes a vector quantity, is rigidly -ttached to the sphere a,d rotate_ ;_,_th.;t ;_-_dle
the applied and induced fields are fixed relative to the
(r :< _7). _: [(r ). _7), + i (r × _7),] y_, =/GT,y_,,_ (5) external current sourc, s that produce the applied field.
• This assumption is in accordance with observations of
superconductors containing trapped flux.
where G_'-= [(1 - my(! + m + 1)] ui
The diret_on _" =- 1 represents the _eld symmetry axis.
(r × 7)- _ [(r × $7), - i (r × _),] Y'_ = iH'_y 7" _ (6) To calculate the torque, all contributions to Btotot mhst be
expressed in the same c_ordinate system. This is casaly
where H_"_ [(l + m) (l - m + 1)]'_ done with the aid of the "Addition Theorem for l.,e _mdrePolynomials" (Ref. 9, p. 161). Let the syanmetry, axis of
the magr.etic field, / = 1, intersect the _ -- 1 axis (fi_ed
in the rotor) at the origin, and let the coordinates of the
p.' axis, referred to the _, _ system be given by , =- cos a
d. E:ri_ellio_ for B. There are three contribution_ to and _ :: ft. Then
rite magnetic field B, each of which can be expre 'ssed as
the gradient of a scal_ potentia! m the region outside the (22 + 1_ '_i = [ 4= ¥_
sunCace d the sphere. _, 4- ] P' (/) : Y7 (t/) _,2/+ 1]
(1) The aFplied #ehl, which is assumed to havc axial :¢ _ Y_"(c_sa, a)¥_'(mq,)
_yrnmetry, tan be represented quite generally by " "
Aceordingly
- B_ = V _ b_r_P_ (/)
A...
"B,- B,'-_X _" (b_r _ a_r * ')
'| _ 21- 1
! (2) The induced field, which combines with BA to rot-
the boundary eondition_, B..,_ = 0 at the surface of _ Y_'"(cos a, fl) Y;"(th _k)
. a superconductor, can he reprev'nted by
"7v b,.(r)Y?(t,.¢)
-B, : _ Ta_r _ 'P_(//) _"
W here
The bottndary condition I_x_m.s
b,..(r)_ g'i-7, -;(b_r _ *-a,r ' }'7"(cola.#)
_|-P|
-B .... , =%Z(b_# 4 a,r_-,)Pt(t/) = 0
1965022809-089
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e. Eualuation ot the torque. The expressions for torq'," t- _. Each term in the expression for torque is
in Eq. (1) ('an be _written a pn)duct of three factors: the expansion toefi.",,--_t of
the axially symmetric applied field, b_; the ,:xpansion
,,_,,o, of the. trapl_.d field, t.'_.,or .,, .,. ,; and an angu-T = r ;,c(Ilia + B, + Br)_Ba + Bi 4 Br_ "dS lady dervndent function ,'_,. 04 particular signific te
is the fact that the contribution to torque due to a trappedlff
= " It r .K (Ba + B, + Br)(1Ra _ l_,)-dS flux (.'omponerlt c,., is null if the c_rrcsponding applied
/x,, /j field c_,np(me,¢ b_ i._zeru
A+B,)Br'dS; r/BrBr'dS.
g. "xamp_- of un#orm trapped tlux. If a metal be-
The first term is zero because of the superconducting c_v,es superconductinK in the presence of a uniform field.
boundary condition B (applied J- reduced) • d$ -- 0 The be: due to absence of a Meissner effect, it fails to exclude
third term is zero because the trapped flux cannot exert flux in the process, a uniform field is "trapped" withia
a net torque on itself. (Note: This chome of grouping of the supert_mductor and it persists after the app!ied field
terms greatly shortens the calculation as compared to is removed. In the case of a sphere, the field prc<lueed
other possible groupings.) The remaining integrand is outside, which satisfies the continuib" of the normal cx)m-
evaluated by use of the following relations: ponent of B on the surface, is given by
R _
- s,.,_s : _;_ c,.r , 'rT"_,d,,t_ s, ,r> m ---; s, (_,sG' . _si_e_)
I *' "m*
I.... _/ R'Br r _Y:.
(since Br is real).
r / (B, + B_) = _b_(r) r >c %/If ;, i.e.. c,,, = (.-. 3P'-'R'Br, inasmuch as
w/
/3\t_
rX V' "f':"V)':--z
._, * V). - (, _ V)_
"_ 1 2i The only non-zero terms an torque are
r^iL "'"'" :_ ]:= / -- ..,.,. (-C-_'Y;' + H_t:) c,,,The operator and integral relations, Eqs. (3)-(0). make T 7b, i-_(C;'Y,'
evaluation of the integrals almost trivial.
T - r × (B, + B,)B," dS
Y:'= _w_.(3) :in a_"'a
L2 [_i ,,i.... = (pa I)R'b'_(R) qc,,,+i. S
A and
"1I
tt;c_ ,)J ,,=.,' (2)',, (G_c,..,._ - tt_r,.,, :) -S(G,c,"_ ,,., -- ,, • : = H',
From Eqs. (7) arK| (8). T : _ b,m_,.,sin,,,_in/3_'- cos Pi'_
b'_ (R) "- p-_ b,R')'_ (t_s a, fl) The nmgm'_ic dipole moment of the trapped flux is
3Br4
Finally, the expression for torcue is .%t_>-72_.. _ .-,R'
r =_---Nb..Y_(cosa, 8) iqr_ - i5(G'_e , .,._ + H_c,. ,)
,, _ z while b_ = --B,.. the magnitude of 'l,,e uniform applied
_, field. Hence.
,' - _(c,_,.,._.--n,_c,._,) t = .,_..s,,, (_t_ - sm_g
I
! s7
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Table 1. Definitions of symbols (This is merely a uniform field plus a uniform-gradient
- field.) If the rotation occurs about the t_ = 1 axis of the
MILSunits used throughout rotor, tile time average torque will involve only that por-
tion of _e trapped field wlfich has symmetry.."bout tt = 1,
B = magnetic field (weber/m 2) i.e., only the c_ terms. In this case, then, only the uniform
BA= applied field and uniform-gradient compcnents, c1,, and Czo,contribute
BI = induced field to net torque. This comment is significant because in the
Br = trapped field present configuration of the cryogenic gyro, the applied
field meets this specificat2on. Hence as far as analyzing
= 4,r lff 7 drift due to trapped flux is concerned, only two param-
r = radius vector from center of sphere eters relative to trapped fl,_x need be considered. Similar
dS = element of surface area considerations based on 'I'.e previous analysis of torque
T = torq_le on sphere due to non-sphericity show that only four parameters
= radius of sphere defining the rotor surface are sulficient for analyzing drift.
(t*) = unnormalized associated Legendre function _ -- - "
* 65
av = expansion coefficient in scalar potential rep-
resenting the induced field C. TherMionicsReseorch
bp = expansion coe_cient in scalar potential rep- K. Shimada
resenting the applied field
c_ = expansion coefficient in scalar potential rep- I. Self-Excited Oscillations in Cylindrical
resenting the field due to trapped fltLX Cesium Diodes
0, 4' = spherical coordinates referenced to rotor
This report contains the results of investigations of
_:= cos 0 low-frequency oscillations occurring in JPL-buflt. cylin-
0', 4' =- spherical coordinates referenced to sources drical, cesium diodes. Preliminary results for a commercial
of applied field diode we.,e reported in SPS 37-30, Vol. IV, p. 53.
p' = COSO'
M = magnetic dipole moment of the trapped fi,lx a. lntrodtiction. Natural osci!]ations in the kilocycle
a,,,/_ = angles relating rotor coordinates and field range have been observed in thennionic energy con-
verters and other cesium diodes. They occur spontane-
coordinates ously as oscillation_ in the current and in the voltage of
GT'_ [(1- m)(1 + m + 1)1v_ a diode. Among the various operating parameters of a
H_'-_: [(/+ m) (l - m + 1)i '-_ diode, the emitter temperature, the cesium pressure, and
i = (- 1)'_ the interelectrode gap are the principal parameters which
^ influence the amplitude and the frequency of the oscilla-k = unit vector in t_ = 1 direction
0 tions, and which determine the conditions for the oscil-
z = unit vector in t_ = 0, 4' = 0 direction lations to exist at all. The results indicate that the
_= unit vector in t_ = 0, 4' = _r/2 direction oscillations consist of cbanges in the space-charge distil-
l, m, p, q = summation indices bution when the conditions for neutral emission are nearly
satisfied.
which is the familiar result for the interaction between a
magnetic dipole and a uniform magnetic field. Note care- b. Meamrements. Several glass diodes having pyrex
fully the definitions of a and 13in determining the vector windows were built in the laboratory. One of such diodes
is shown in Fig. 18. The electrodes were cylindrical in
sense of T. structure. The emitter was a tungsten wire having a 20-mil
h. Example of uniform field plus uniform.gradi_.t field, diameter and a 2.5-in. length. The collector, which was
Consider the case of a rotor rotating rapidly in the field concentric with the emitter, was constructed in two dif-ferent dimensions in order to observe the effect of dimen-
B_, where: sional changes on the escillations. Except for one diode,
BA=- _7 [b_rPt (_')+ b_r_Pz(t/)], (b, = 0, n > 2) the diodes had collectors with an inside diameter of
68
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emission properties of the emitter surface. A Richardson
.... ,. - _. plot based upon the current density determined from the
".-,_.5-.._..;.:_.-.---, _; ;__|_ e_ective emitter area agre,.'d favorably with the theoreti-
""._...._ '_ ' : : _?"- _l" cal line for t,mgsten. After cesium was introduced, the
.: _. . diode was placed in n oven and the cesium reservoir
temperature, T,.,, was detemnued from the equilibrium
: : ' • -- .,-_- _,,._ " oven temperature. The cesium pressure is a direct func-
"": " " _. " ";'_._ tion of the cesium reservoir temper,zture The diode circuit: -_v_:-" " ':-- ' , -._"
",_'" .... _2" " "-" _;_'_ was completed through a variable-voltage de power sup-
_.-__ ply and a decade resistance box. The oscillations were
__:::.f..:_,_::_ (- . , . __ observed with an oscilloscope and a spectrum analyzer
_._ .. _:--,;_ "'._, . _ _ _-.. .'p-, . which were connected across the decade box. A sche-
? -::.-.'_,_:_e-'£7_. %, . . -+ -natic diagram of the circuit which w_s used is shown
•T._-_'_,_.y._, -_2_*_ -- -_- - - - -; --- .. --
.: .... -...__. ,_.... . , _o • . . m Fig. 17.
• :_::-,..:._._.__'. , ,._ • .. - . " . OVEN
• ,_ . ,,-'" OPTICAL F EMITTER "-]
"i",:... ":s_.'"'-(:'.t_-,_:., -.. " , _/" MICRO- I --L......- I FILAMENT.... PYROMETER (" J_ _ TRANSFORMER
• -" "" ' | I
"_ .... p._.._ _LSE" 2"_:,•• CabLE
THERMOCOUPLE SCOPE SCOPE
Fig. i6. Experimental diode, W-Ni _'-_x=_; INTENSITY
AND MOn.ULATOR
#/AVE ANALYZER
approximately 0,5 in. and an axial length of 2 in. One Fig. 17. Schematicdiagram of measuring circuit
diode had a smaller collector with an inside diameter of
approximately 0.25 in. and an ax,.'al length of 0.654 in.
The collector is centrally located along the length of the e. Results. The oscillations were examined with respect
emitter. In this diode there was an additional collector to: (1) the conditions for oscillation to occur, (2) the
of the same dimension located immediately above the amplih,de of oscillation, and (3) the frequency of oscil-
central collector in order to facilitate the study of the lation. Although oscillati(ms might have occurred when
temperature distribution along the emitter. This diode the diode was operated in a glow discharge mode or in
will be referred to as the small diode in later discussions, an arc mode, as they are known to occur in various dis-
The small diode had a tungsten emitter and a tantalum charge devices (Refs. 10-12), the type of oscillation exam-
collector. The other diodes had combinations of tungsten ined here was limited to the plateau part of the volt-
for the emitter at_d tantalum or nickel for the collector; ampere curve in its pre-breakdown regime. Typical
they will be designated as the W-Ta diode and the W-Ni oscilloscope records are shown in Fig. 18. The first column
diode. The emitter was directly heated by a half-wave ,.'sfor the case of a low emitter temperature, and the sec-
rectified 60 eye current. The volt-ampere curves were and column is for the case of a high emitter temperature.
takeh by an oscilloscope during the off-cycle of the heat- The cesium rese_'voir temperature was the same for both.
ing curree.t. Truc temperatures of the emitter were ob- In both cases the resistance in series with the diode was
tained from the brightness temperatures which were 5 ohms. The amplitude of the current oscillation increased
measured at the center of the emitter through the pyrex as the circuit resistance was decreased, whereas the
window by a micr,_-optical pyrometer. There were tem- amplitude of the voltage oscillation across the diode
perature variations as large as 300°K along the effective decreased as the resistance was decreased. It was oh-
part of the emitter of each of the two large diodes. How- served that the ma.-Sma of the oscillation in current
ever, the variations were as small as 20°K along the became larger as the resistance was decreased, but the
effective part of the emitter in the smal_ diode, minima remained nearly unchanged. Also, there was a
threshold value of resistance below which no recognizable
Vacuum data were taken before cesium was introduced change in oscillation occurred. Circuit resistance did not
so as to identify the co_dition of the diodes, especially the affect the frequency spectrum as long as the diode was
69
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operated at the same operatl.ng point on the volt-ampere _ r .... -
curve. The frequency spectrum shown was obtained at a ¢,2 8,-_
voltage across the diode of 1 v. The frequency of the to- ¢'4"5 _-]'o re, ,4r_ "K_." \
major mode of oscillation was approxin'lately 5 ke for _ _:,_--2 ?,
T_. = 1425°K and approximately 7.5 kc at T_: = 1572°K, !!_\,, \
at the highel emitter temperature. This was due to simul- -e t°-z
taneous oscillations at two closely spaced frequencie_ as d_k
indicated in the spectrum. The modulation effect was _ \_426 "K_ ._'.
rarely observed at lower emitter temperatures, but was _z \_.o.,a" _
almost always observed at higher emitter temperatures
in the diodes with large eollectors, z _-
Further experiments were performed in order to clarify
the modulation effect using the small diode which had ,._ _80"K ,./0 \\*'_
two collectors. One collector was located along the center \ \'x
section of the emitter and the other collector was located !\ \ \
along thecollectorendsection of the emitter. Consequently the to "0t \
center was subjected to a higher emitter tem- _o \'
perature and the end collector was subjected to a lower
emitter temperature. First, the frequency spectrum of
the oscillation was obtained for each collector current
I 1 I
when the diode was operated at a cesium temperature o,3 or.4 oA.* o.s o.r o_s o _ _.o
of 182°C and a collector temperature of 1345°C at the tooo/r_,.g
center of the emitter. For the center collector, the dom- Fig. 19. Regions for oscillation, W-Ni diode
inant frequency component was 30 kc, whereas it was
42 kc for the end collector. The waveform of each indi-
vidual current, for each colle,:tor connected separately, expected. The heavily-!ined part of the curves in Fig. 19
did not show the modulation. When both collectors were shows ihe average dc current through the diode when
t._nnected together, the resultant current showed the oscillations were observed. Note that the average de
current fell short of theoretical values for temperature
amplitude-modulated waveform. Also, the frequency
spectrum indicated two frequency cy_mponents, one of combinations such that TA./T_., was smaller than 3.2.
•_ which was at 42 kc and the other at 34 kc. Apparently The ratio of 3.2 corresponded to an effective work fune-
the oscillation in the center collector of 30 kc was pulled tion of approximately 2.8 v; this value of work function
to a higher frequency of 34 kc due to the stronger oscil-
:! lation at 42 kc of the end collector, was also the value required for neutral emission. Neutral
emission is defined as the condition under which the
"_ number of electrons emitted is related to the number of
d. Conditiom _or oscillations. The conditions required ions emitted in such a way that the following equation is
for oscillations to occur were determined by recording satisfied in the diode:
the current through the diode when the voltage across the
diode was 1 v. Since the volt-ampere curve showed a L/I_ = (m,/m.)_
plateau region for voltages larger than approximately
I -0.5 v, the value of current at 1 v was considered to be where ] is the current density, m is the mass, subscripts._ the "constant" plateau value for that particular tempera- e and i repres nt electron and ion, respectively. This con-
ture combination. In fact the value of current thus deter- dition results in a neutra! space-charge at the emitter
mined agreed with the calculated temperature-saturated surface. Similar results together with the theoretical lines
i vai_ ; if the temperature combination was such that ion are _'_own in Fig. 20.
-_ rich emission was occurring at the emitter surface. Such
_ current densities were plotted as a function of the inverse The oscillations did not occur at either too large or
i emitter temperature for different cesium reservoir tern- too small a cesium reservoir temperature even though the
peratures. The Langmuir S-curve type of behavior was conditions for neutral emi,,_ion were satisfied. Such limits
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_t/--#, 4.6 _, _¢_4,- 2.ev __ _o-_t- !1 2.0,,4\ _,-z.7 ,, q:jl
o " 0=4.5v_ •
29.K
<=
10"3 91 *K
z
u
iO-S = 420"14; ' =
j 0.3 -;,4 cl:_ O.t_ 07 0.8 0.9 I.O
,oo- ,oooI ,-Fig. 21. Amp;itude of oscillation, W-Ni diode
! !,o-.I , , , , , ,
_3 0.4 6_ o_ o.? 0.8 0.8 _.o ,* .,icter, the onset ot space-charge could occur at an actual
iO00/rc ,.g . .releetrode distance of 6 mm instead of 0.6 mm as
_eeted f' a plar=ar diode. Summarizing the results, for
Fig. 20. Amplitude of oscillation, small diode dashed
c.-.qla.hons to o_¢',,, it is necessary to have: (1) a space-lines are theoretical S-curves based on a bare
eharg(; in w.h;.* */..,ions are negligible, and (2) the
work function of 4.6S v space-charge re,st bt. _u_.h ll;,:L near-neutral emission
o¢_'urs at the et,fitter surface.
were 480°K for a maximum and 370°K for a minimum
in the W-Ta diode, as shown in Fig. 17. The upper limit e. Amplitude of oscillation. As v, as expected, the ampli-
corresponded to a cesium Fressure of 9.6 × 10-' torr tude in current oscillations increased as the circuit
where the electron-neutral mean-free-path was approxi- resistance decreased, while the amplitude in voltage oscil-
mately 0.1 ram. Sin(.c the interelectrode distance was lations decreased. However, there was a limiting value of
-: approximately 6 mm for this diode, many collisions wert, resistance, of the order of an ohm, below which no further
'_ expected at this pressure. This fact was also substantiated change in the amplitude of the oscillation occurred. At
'i by an onset of volume ionization which occurred when such a circuit resistance and with a voltage across the
- the limit was exceeded. The lower limit of T,., -_ 370°K diode of 1 v, the maxima and the minima of the oscillating
i corresponded to ;t current density of the order of current were recorded. The results are plotted in Fig. 20
10"4 amp/cm _. Such a current density is not large enough and in Fig. 21. For example, at IO00/T_ = 0.73 and
to form an optimum space-charge for the oscillation to T,., = 446°K in Fig. 20, the maximum current density
occur. This effect is also seen at To, -= 400°K in Fig. 20. was 2.3 X 10 _ amp/era: and the minimum current den-
- For the sake of comparison, the interelectrode gap which sity was 9.5 × 10" amp/cm _. Note that the amplitude of
m caused the onset of space-charge effects was examined the current oscillation of 1.35 X 10-_ amp/cm _was of the
for a planar diode. It was 0.6 mm when the diode was same order of magnitude as the average dc ,'urrent
operated at T_ = 1300°K with a current density of density. Also note that the maxima followed the theoreti-
. _,_ 10-' amp/cm _. In view of the cylindrical geometry of the cal curve for temperature-limited electron emission. It
test diode, which had a large potential gradic.nt near the seemed, therefore, that the current c_nduetion was
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switching between the temperature-saturated mode and temperatures, the period peaked at some partitallar emit-
the space-charge-limited mode whenever the oscillation ter temperature, or the frequency was a mimmum at that
occurred. This type of phenomenon can be visualized zs temlzerature. For example, at T,., _- 45,3K, the peri,xl
an oscillatioa in a space-charge minimum in front of the was the largest at 1000 T_ ----0.68. it _,orresponded to a
emitter in the motive diagram for the diode. For example, frequency of 5 kc at an emitter tempelzture of 1470°K.
at IO00/T8 = 0.73 and To. = 446°K i," Fig. 20, the charige Similar behavior was rt___gnized m a thernuonic eneil_'
in the depth of the sp_ce-cllarge t inimu;n, which re- converter of planar geometry, as was reported elsewhere
suited in the observed current oscillation, was 102 milli- (Ref. 13). It is interesting to note that the euntter tern-
volts. Indeed this amplitude was of the same order of perature where the cur;ent along the S-curve became a
magnitude as the equivalent electron temperature in maximum for that particular cesium reservoir tempera-
volts. V,, determined from eV. = kT_,: at IO00/Tt: -- 0.73. hire agreed with the point where the pe_riod of oscillation
It is apparent th,t the depth of the miniraum must be of was a maximum. Indeed this was the emitter temperature
this order of magnitude, in order for the diode to operate at which perfect neutralization of space-charge o_- urred
in a space-charge-llrvhted mode. at the emitter surface ['he fact that the period depended
strongly on the cesium _-eservcir temperature indic_ated
f. Frequency of oseilltaion. The temperature depend- that the period of oscillation was a function of more than
enee of the frequency of oscillation was examined using only the ion transit time determined by the thermd
a frequency spectrum analyzer. The results are presented velocity. Also, it was found that the frequencT increased
in Fig. 22. It shows the relationship between the period as the voltage across the diode increased. Such a behavior
of the major mode of oscillation and IO00/T_ for various suggested that the frequency of oscillation was also in-
cesium reservoir temperatures. At higher cesium reservoir fluenced by the electric field intensity. In other words.
the dynamics of the ions must be determined from both
thermal and electrostatic considerations. The period of
i oscillation was smaller in the small diode than in the large
'. g, C_l_rio_ul. Oscillations in the plateau region of the
, volt-ampere curve were found to _cur when the tem-
/_,_453OK q perature combinations were such that nearly neutral
/ emission oc_:urred at the emitter surface. This result is in
: _ agreement with predictions made by Eichenbaum and
[ other_ (Refs. 14, 15). The maxima of the current (rscilia-
/ 432"K __ tions were limited bv the ,emperature_..,.aturated electron
_00
"_ _ emission, and the minima wer_ limited by the space-2
_'ta -_ charge-limited current conduction. The peak-to-peak
_" |I amplitude of current oscillation was a_ large as the aver-
oK] age dc curre,_t through the diode. The amplitude of the
._ osciUating space-charge minimum, wluch r-.sulted in cur-
. rent oscillations in the external circuit, was of the order
of the equivalent electron temperature in volts. The fre-
4 space-charge conditions for neutral emission. The fr--
quency decreased as the cesium pressure "increased. T.e
frequency was _maller in a larger diode than in a smaller
diode when they were operated at the same cesium pres-
,o o_ o_.r o.e sure. These results suggested a functional dependpnce be-
tweet, the period of t,,scillation and the pres,,ure tistance
J°°°/rt produ,_. Fu-ther study is required in order to construct
Fig. 22. Fundamental period of oscillation a consistent explanation,
73
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m..
vl 'A. Carbon u. Graphite Research time and teml_'rature (SPS 37.30, Vo]. IV. pp. 71-72).These results therefore sup_,rt tile validity of that
W V. Kotlensky and O. B. Fischbach method.
1. Structural Changes Accompanying Creep Another striking feature of the mwrog_aphs m Fig. 1
Deformation of Pyrolytic Carbon is the dit}erence in basal _dge c_,nfi_wation vwwed paral-
As part of a continuing study of the t.i._h-temperature h-I and pert_'ndicular to the stress. With no deforrnati_m.
deformation behavior and ass,_.i,,ted stnictural changes the_e two views show the same structure. V_ith defomla-
of pyrolyhc carbcm, data have becn obtained on the ban, ,t marked anisotropy in structure i, seen. The de-
structures develolwd during tensile creep to various formed basal surface also shows deformation features
elongations at several h:lq_eraturt's. T_e' results show parallel to the' stres., direction ¢','e'rt,,tal in the figure_.
that the same structure is developtxl at the -amc strain, These micn_graphs were made from adjatx.nt areas of
regardh'ss of test tcmlwrature [at least al_we "2L500:('). In the gaug,' section tar ,_.ach samph., and _mly the di_cct:,n
addition, the' structure in the basal tsubstrate) plane is of yielding dll_trs.
lughly anisotropnc Mter mt_leratc amounts at defonnation.
The basal plane preferred nrientatmn ttxture is al_o
Optical lx_lanzed light micrographs of .metehed speci- highly anisotropic. X-r;,y prefer:ed ori,-ntation mea_mt-
mens creep-tested to nominal I(F/ehmgation at three tern- m:-nts on rcM-shaptxi samples _,_t parallel and i_'rl_-mhc-
peratures are shown in Fig. 1. Three orthogonal _ie_',s of ular to the stress axis gave/3 values of 69 and I.b tier
the ct.nter of thc gauge set.lion areshown :oreach sample: resptx:tively. B is a measure of the as erage misori,'nla-
basal edge" t arallel and lwrwndicular to tl.e stress axis, lion ,ff the basal planes relative to the substraw (SPS
and basal plane surfa,.x' Corresponding mi(a',_stntctures "37-24.Vnl. IV, p. 44).
art' indistingutshable at the. three teml_'ratures. The struc-
'urai parameters deterlnnle'd bv X-ra._ dif{r'dt'tlon (pre- These _tnlctural t,hange*, rest,It from dewrinkhng of tilt'
|,,.rred orientation, unit ta'll dinlensions) for the._e three basal planes. Both the anlotmt of dewrlnk]mg and the
samples were also the same within t.Xlx.rimenial error, anisotrolD' _)ftilt" stntt_urt" art" lent'titans t_t ttnstle strain.
Tl:is was all underlying assunll)ti_)n of the method used as sho%_,'n ill Fig 2 and Tahh, 1 it) Fig ;. ,topl. sample de-
eallier to allaiyze data (Ill t'rt'el) strattn as a Jtint'tion of fOrlllt%l5_, tilt" torte str'tltaurt' is _'_tat.hi In , II thret. _6t.ws,
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Tab,_e1. X-m,- sttudural parameters for pyrolytic ._'_._L.__/-_]
graphite (Lot 170) deformed by tensile creep
Preferred orientation Unit cell di-
le'ml _tnutare, % .... ,,.....o,
As rot'd. 0 22.5 22.5 6.84 2.45
2700 5 I7.2 10.4 6.74 2.46 AS 0EPOSITED
2700 l0 6.9 i.8 6.73 2.46 i
..
but preferential dewrinkling already is seen in the basai _.'.zee .... -'-_'-"--_/f-'_"-qP* e--,TRES_
__ -- J//"t
edge ,5ewed parallel to the stress. Moreover, the basal sur- t _----_-_d_
face shows some distortion of the growtia cones in the _ _-_yf
stress direction. Table 1 shows that an anisotropic orienta-
tion texture has developed. Fig. 2 (center), corresponding AFTERTENSILEDEFORMATION
to 10_ elongation, is the same set of mierographs shown in
Fig 1. The microstructural and preferred orientation Fig 3 Schematic represenlali©n of the structure of
('fable 1) anisotropy is most p_onounced here. Fig. 2 (bat- as-received and tensile deformed (first stage)
tom), sample deformed 2Eg, shows the mierostructure de- pyralyfic g:aphite; layer plane traces
veloped in the second stage of deformation. Dewrinkling are shown
is nearly complete parallel to the stress and the anisotropy
; is no longer apparent in the microstructure (though there
are differences in the distribution of delamination cracks Although appreciable dewr/nlding occurs perpendicular
parallel and perpendicular to the stress). However, as to the stress, the flattening out of the layers is math more
shown in Table 1, there is still a definite anisotropy in the pronounc_l parallel to the stress, as would be exl_cted.
This behavior is characteristic of the first stage (_15g
:: orientation texture, elongation) of tcnsde deformation of pyrolytic carbons.
[ Deforuiation occurs by dewrinkling and basal plane shear
:_ The degree of graphitization also increases with de-
formation, as shown by the decreasing value of the unit in this range (Ref. 1). The mechanisms of deformation
'_ cell height, co, in Table 1. Although tiffs is due in part which operate in the second stage (> 13_ elongation)h_ve
to different treatment times and temperatures, comparison not yet been definitely identified.
of undeformed butt sections with deformed gauge section
structures indicate a strong influence of deformation on
graphitization. 2. Electron Micrography and Fractography
,:' of Glassy Carbons
All of the results shown here are for a substrate nu- Studies on the high-temperatnre mechanical proper-
cleated pyrolytic carbon. Regeneratively re, cleated pyro- ties of two grades at Japanese glassy carbon (Ref. 2;
:_ lytic carbons exhibit similar but less pronounced strne- SPS 3'/-27, Vol. IV, p. 32-33; and SPS 37-26, Vol. IV.
tural changes on tensile deformation. The wrinkled sheet p. 70) have shown that one (GC-20) exhibits appreciable
_' structure is stabilized in such regeneratively nucleated ductility above °.9.00°C while the other (GC-30) fails at
carbons by soot particles distributed throughout the low elongations, even at high teniperatures. The ultimate
deposit, strengths of both grades are similar. The processing his-tory of these two grades differs only in that GC-20 is
These results are consistent with magnetic susceptibil- treated to a maximum temperature of 2000°C, whereas
ity anisotropy and X-ray observations reported earlier for GC-30 is an additional treatment at 3000°C. The
given
,_ similar samples (SPS 37.27, Vol. IV, p. 29). They show property differences therefore must result from structural
• that the conically wrinkled sheet stru,'ture of the as- changes resulting from the additional heat treatmoit
t deposited carbon has been transformexl by the high-tern- received by the CC-30. (Experiments on GC-20 confirme-!perature uniaxial creep deformation into a conrugated tl,e influence of heat treatment on the mechanical prop-
sheet structure, with the corrugations lying parallel to erties.) On the other hand, densities of the twt. n)aterials
the stress axis. This is illustrated schematically in Fig. 3. are the same. Differences in X-ray structure also are not
.p
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+_ FRACT@RED AT IGO0°C, 0.5% ELONGATION FRACTUREr. AT EgOOeG, 12.4e/e rLONGATION
! Fig. 4. Electron microgrophs of polished one; fractured =urfaces of GC-20 glassy carbon. Positive two-step
r,:piica shadowed, left to riqh_
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pronounced-both have small crystallite sizes and turb- oriented chains of adjacent pits and microcracks. The
as,ratio structures (SPS 37-32, Vol. IV). An appreciable length and frequency of occurrenct_ of these features
differenoe in microhardness, however, suggests a differ- increases with increasing fracture temperature.
ence in micros,rue,ere, or perhaps internal stresses.
These preliminary electron micrographic results show
An electron micrographic investigation has been ini_ that the differences in high-temI_rature mechanical
tiated to determine if microstructural differences can properties of CC-20 and GC-30 are associated with
a_-ount fur the difference in mechanical behavior, marked differences m fracturernode. H_._wever, structural
Shadowed positive carbon replicas' (two-step technique) features ac_,ounting for these differences are ,lot yet
of both poiished and fractured surfaces were examined, clearly identifiable. Further studies on polished .(and per-
Electron micrographs _ are shown in Fig. 4 for GC-20 and haps etched) surfaces, and on possible replicotion arti-
Fig. 5 for GC-30. The shadowing direction is from left f-tots will be required before the _mnection between
to right in each ease, and the magnification is no_r the _.nicrostructure and fracture mode can be _:nderstood.
maximum appropriate to the resolution ohtainable with
tl,,s,:peofr.p,icai"ef 65 - 32 4 2
The polished surfaces o{ as-received material sho_. a
random distrilaltio_ ,_f fine pits with an average dialo,.'t_r
of about &_'92.,.L. If the most shaq_ly d,-'fined pit._ are co,',- B. For Infrared Optical Properties
siciered to bepores, the obse_,ed pore volume is consistent of Some Spacecraft Paintswith the observed bulk density. However, there is an m-
completely resolved background structure suggestive of W.M. Hall
a much higher pere volume. Some of the apparent pore
structure may be a polishing or replication artifact (Car Much engineering data have been accumulated on the
example, plucking out of small particles). Differences be- optical properties of spacecraft finishes in the solar wave-
tween the GC-20 and GC-30 structures are surprisingly length region and in the infrared wavelength rcgicn
subtle. GC-30 shows more prominent polishing scratches which c_ers thermal radiation at room tenq)erature. Any
than GC-'20, consistent with its lower microhardr.ess, eff_rt to determine solar ahsorptance or emittance for a
Close examination of the CC-20 micr-graphs _uggests a very cold surface meets with the fundamental difficulty
poorly defined "grain" structure in whiclt LJore-free regi_ms of lack of data for very cold abso_'bers or radiators. The
about 3000 A in diameter are delinee, ted bv a discontinu- basic method of ohtaining cmitt-,nce data is that of
ous network of pores. This grain structure is less apparent spectral nwase, rcments of reflectance in the infrared. In
in CC-30, but there app_'ars to be a greater incidence uf order to obtain such data, JPL recwntly has conelnded a
short chains of adiacent pores in this material. This ap- brief study c_nltract _ith the UCLA thermal properties
pearance, to some extent, might be an artifact resulting laboratory for measurements of far infrared spectral
from polishing scratches, properties of several co,ninon spacecraft paints.
The appearance of die fracture surfaces, on the other These sl)acecraft paints and their clear vehic!os have
hand, ":learly differentiates between CC-20 and CC-30. been examined for spectral reflectance and trans,nissivit)
There is a definite "graininess" in the CC-20 fractures over ;_ broad spcctral range frc}m the near ultraviolet to
which becomes increasingly well-defined as the tern- 60 it in the infrared. Figs. 6-,0 id'.'ntify the type' of paint
perature of fracture increases from r6om temperature to and display transmittance and reflectaP, ce curves for a
2900°C. _t tendency for the "grains" to be bounded bv mmlber of thicknesses nf the coating. The transmittance
cracks (or grooves) is particularly prot_on:,ced in the specimens were overlaid on polyeth)'lenc fihn of apl roxi-
2900"C fracture The app,.,arance of the grains changes, mately 38-/t thickness; the reflectance specimen_ were
too, from irregqdar F;itted areas delineated by cracks at sprayed _m ahnninnm.
room tenq×'rature t_: relatively sm,_oth flat-topped
platcans at 1600cC and to t_nvex bumps at 2900_C. In Becat,sc uf program limitations, nnh the laminar X-5(_-
(;C-30, on the other hand, the impression of graininess is clear vehicle (polyurethane) provided a osable set of both
largely absent. Instead, there !s a h_gh density of randomly transmittance and reflectance data (Figs. 6 and 7). For
'Prt,patt_l by S|,_,_nRest.arch Industries, inc. :Fh_chPaint a_:dCht.mw.d Co., Torrance,.C.dih_n_ia.
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i- --- LAMINAR X-500 CLEAR - i- VARYING THICKNESS COATED ON ALUM_M
| FILM, TS-H" THICK t- _ 25M"
i- _._ ..... LAMINAR X-500 CLEAR " --- TSM.
l _"_',-'_I "'_i (W,TH A SLIGHT ..... 2501u.
I- _/ ,;_"'J- ', _'_ YELLOW TINGE), 2_,O-M."
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•: d _. i_o
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rig. 6. Transmissivity of laminar X-_KIOpolyurethane Fig. 9. Reflectance of Cat-a-lac flat black paint
clear film on aluminum
iO LAMINAR X-SO0 CLEAR PAINT, -'; t I I I I i i II -_] i "1_ _ _ _ F_
COATED ON ALUMINUM WITH I.O PV-IOO WHITE PAINT OF VARYING -i
oL_ ...... ,,, _ ',_-'-'i, _<"_-#"?... ........":.
01 10 10 100 I I I I I1_11 i , * I hlrf -_ I I i i iiii
WAVELENGTH,/_ 0 1 1.0 I0 I00
WAVELENGTH,/_
Fig. 7. Reflecta,qceof laminar X-500 polyurethane
clear film Fig, 10. Reflectance of PV-IO0 siliconHIkyd white
paint on aluminum
--G--'-P-_-T-TTWTT_" "T - - T -T-l--,FiT" I "T- -i+T-I_F,_i-_
CAT-A-LAC CLEAR FILM,I 3 OF VARYING THICKNESS
-- zs_ -" seen beyond IO #xis an interference pattern modulating
--i rSl" //S_ the broad band of transmission. The aluminum-backed
iJ 'i..... i. reflection sample shows this interference structure mosti distinctlv, as might be expected. The effect of the poly-
-. ° t/ Lti(/, '
II I /" k l ethylene fihn on the spectral strncture is negligible,
; _ . , _,j except for possible interference effects .J can be seen
II I\ . by cx)ml)ariso (if the reflecta ce curve wiiere the spec-
i!i r--, _, trally structureless aluminum backing is involved with the
transnlission c.rve which includes the plycthylene film.
O t 1.0 I0 IOO
WAVEL[NG'rH,_, Figs. 8 and 9 display Cat-a-lac" clear w'hicle (epoxy)
. Fig. 8. Transmisiiv_ty of Cat-a-lac epoxy clear film and Cat-a-lac flat black, respectively. For paint thickness
75 t_ or greater, this paint is quite black to 60 r. It would
i appear that the vehicle is becoming transparent beyond
tiffs material it can be seen that spectral bands generally 60/_ with the paint thereby losing its black quality when
agree and that the absorption c_letflcicnt is quit_ large at used on a highly reflecting backii,g, such as ahunmum.
long wavelengths, c_lmpared to the visible and near in-
i [rated region. It can be shown that the spectral structure 'Magna (-_lat_ng,,and Chemical Corp., Los Angeles, C.alilomla
[ ,,
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PV-1004 (Fig. 10) appear_ _,, I_' a _'athe_ ._tmt_ureless It should be emphasized that these materials were
grey in the far infrared, wi_i thkkn_ ..... _ ,. _'.,ng enter- examint-d at room temperature and that, therefore, the
ing on!.y weakly as a par..ineter, spt_-tral structure shown in the curves would alter in
relative intensit2,., of the lines when extreme cx_oling of the
'Vita-Var Co., Newark New Jer_,y. samples occurs.
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uti]lZ," the ,faille mou/,lcillg ho|f_ as ?.he tl'ough:, which was 1.; S_GNAL _..IRCUtT VOLT, t_E __'(C._ -SIGNAL CON_CTOR
toberemovehowe. ,it ant potoathat a :,.cu,.7
" ,M.EOANCEjJ Z//------'--/__ c
remgval might become tmdesir, ble.at a later lime. Con- COMMON "'_ _¢f'¢'_ Bc.-TWEENCONDUCTORS
[aid on top nf _e trough, as the jumper cables were -
made long en_ugh to reach tile bay harness connectors. J ]/Y/ tts //_,_?-/- _ :NSULAT,ON
The pri,.ted board was o{ tavo-sided rathe, than mold- __ O0" :0 .
-----'"I--- _
_(_-v, 2400-cps SQUARE WA _Wiring changes m_d shieMed wire substitution in noise- ._
sensitive signal circuits during tests will be facilitated by
a solder tezminal foreach conductor, located just in.board _o) ASSUMEDMODELFORCO_PUTLrlON
OF NOISE SUSCEPTIBILSTY IJUMRER, $,_ _-
from t-he connectors. Additional shielding of the printed
: _ ----]. |
Reliability of the edge co.:m,.-ctors uzed in the Mariner R R t K .,
PC board was doubtful, eomequendy a rarv_- and selec- _, i -
tion of a more reliable eotmeetoi appropriate to this (h| EQUIVALENT SCHEMA.TIC
application were made. Fig. 4. Gtmmelrical model
TrmLsp_i_ns of power conductors from side "_oside .-- -
were made to reduce inductive and capacitive coupling less than 250 ir'Jls:/amp. This kept condm._or heating and
into low-level sign',d circuits, voltage dr_ps within acceptable limits.
Pairs of plated-througil holes were employ eel through- The maximum voltage present in the ring harness is
out to improve reliability of the transpositions. -- - . 50-v peak, so corona or arcing in the critical air pressure
" re#on will not be a problem. Frequencies range from
Because of the relatively low currents in the power 0 (I3t2) (o ,'k3.4 ke with a _00-eps square wave-power
circuits, c_pac4,'iye rather than inductive coupling be- frequencs,. Pulse widths occur between 100 msec and
tween power and signal circuits appears to be the major 5 _ec. at peak ,,oltages of 6 v or greater.
somme of nois6. A simple mathematical model was estab- _... .- -
lished to pro_Me a quantitative measure of noise sus-
ceptibility of ezch signal circuit. Fig. 4(a) shows the 2. Loyouf
ass_med mode_ and Fig. 4(b) is the equivalent schematic.
- The Iundmnental problem in layout of the printed
The equation for the noise susceptibility number S.v is: circuit ring harness was providing adequate isolation for
sensitive low-level lines from adjacent noisy or high-
LR t_v noise/signal v voltage lines, such as the 2400-eps square wave circuits.S.,- 0.54
._ vs, This was accomplished in the present h'arint, r C upper
where L is a length factor dependent on the number of ring harness by using two harnesses to sept_rate the 2400-
int,n'veuing bays, R is the circuit impedance, (resistance) eps power sources from other circuits. In a simdar man-
ar,cl Vs is the peak signal voltage for I00_ of full-scale ner, the printed conductor ring hanmss has the 24(X)-cps
vc;ltas,_ between the signal conductor and gr,aund. Values square wave power circuits at the center of the board
._fS.v range from 0 to I50 × 10_v/v of signal.. - with the low-level circuits near the outer edge:-" as can be
seen in Figs. 2 and 3. This enables the power to be sup-
"[he copp'_r conductor width was limited to 0,025 in. pqed to the different bay connectors by radial conductors
mir imum, which was required Lu_diow all of the runs to running from the center, straight oat to the appropriate
b,: nlade to various bays. This width and tha thickness of c_nuector. Signal circuit,,, farther out thu:_ cross the power
0.00_ in, corresponds in cross-sectional area to a No. 26 circuits a_ right angles, minimizing capacitive and _due-
wire gauge which is adequate for sin'.hal circuits. Power rive c_upling. To further reduce pickup, ground con-
dxcuitswith appreciable current flowinghad an ivereased du._ors were placed adjacent tc the 2400-cps power
conduct_ width so as t_, obtain a eaxTent density of not conductors, and power circuits were transposed, with
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their resimctive returns, at regular intervals to tbe oppo- 2-oz double-_ided copp_.r printed eirctLit stock was ob-
site sides of the board, rained for comparison. This resulted in ".hestanda:d con-
: , ductor-thickness of f,.8 rafts and O._nductor _idths of
The 4(g)-cpsthree-phase sine wave power dreuits were approximately 31 mils. Comparison te_-s _e planned to
:. =rGnted adjacent to the '2402-Q,s square wave cir,._aits detem:ine ff any significant operatfona] difference exist_
-- at the center of the printed coe_ductor dug- harness, between S/N 3 and S/N i or 2. A top view .of the first
The 4,¢D-epsclrcvJts also have c_nductois routed radially PCBH is shown in Fig. 5. The white-appearing conduc-
to the connectors. The remainhLg cir,mL_,swere located tors are on _e top side, while the. bhuk conductors are
= aet_rding to t3,peof circuit (qmet ,,, noisy), _indthe .noise on _e reverse side of L_,etranslucent in.s-tL-.fingbo_'rd.:
saseeptibilii7 number, S._..Each"_gval cirevit was evalu- Transoosit/ons and circ_dt runscan be-foflowed readily:
ated using.the r_ise suseepla'bility nun_ber equation, and
th_ resulting S_ numbers were used as a relative indica-
_iOllof susceptibility to stray pickup and noise. " 4. Checkout of PCIdq
_ Using the jumper cables, the boards were eheck_ _ut
i " - .'- . The S_-equation is based on the assumption that all for continuity and _;oltage breakdown using the regular• I
-signal circuits were _ed to have equal 'frequency QA _": _
i _ ea_ .e continui_and Megger test st,_. Upda_:_,mdt responses to *.he induced 2400-eps noise source, i.e., no .cor/eetio,as were made and the boa_s rotes-ted. Durh_g
: noise rejetqSon capability -inherent in the circuit design the tests, one of the male pins on a connect.or broke.
' was included, Consequently, during hyout, consideration_ "Replacement of the entire connector was net as di,-_ienlt
: of circuit functions and how they varied with respect to as originally anticipated. The right-angle bends i_a the
: time were Ln_v__estigated.For example, the temperahtre connector leads going to the solder pad.-,on the ?rCRH
_:: - transducer circuits showed a rather .'nighS._;however, no w_re cut, facilitating unsoldering of each individual le_d,
' p_blem Was anti,pared because of the 5-eps low-pa_ Thus a ganged tool, usually necessary for umoldering
"_'-" " fdter employed, which is far from the 2400-eps-funda- connectors on PCRH boards, was not required.i _ . .
'- -._ i mental power frequency. Therefore, the transdu_r.cir-
"_i:'"- i cuits we-e grouped together without individual shie|ding. Arcing between a solder t,_nninal and an adjacent con-" ductor at 500 v was encouatered dulqng the hi-pot tests
.. Based on the required specification tolerances,-both at two places on the PCfiH. This was not considered
_ the nominal line widths and spacings were 0.031 m. sufficient tniuse for rejection as the ma_'imum voltage
A plated through hole diameter of 0.031 in. was selected present is 59. v_and -the subsequ-eut appho_afion of the
• -_ as a small, re_able; readily fabricated size. Smaller diarr,.- proteetiw conformal coat would tend to"p_event such
eters can be used, but are difficult to fabricate and,- breakdowns. In future designs thisseparation would be
therefore, tend to be less reliable. A larger size would use increased. ....
: an excessive amount of space. Termival pads were 0.125
_:?- in. in diameter, apd the holes in the conn._2tor patternj -"
v ere 0.036 in. An exception was the 0.0'2_in. lim,_wi_dtfi 5. Tests on PTM[h _:•
._ between the terminals an'd--the-ojlm_.6to:s, which was Using the c*_nventional cable harne.,:s, mor_ than 100
required because of the dose spacing iv_the connector photo_apbs were taken of the wavefor_ns e:ds_ng in
_ circuit pattern. The rout;ng of 0,022kin.-wide circuitry in e._tiea_ciioaits. The PCRH, together wid_ the jump'.r
between connector pins permitted a spacing of 0.027 in. cables, was installed on top of the cable trough (Fig. 6).
: The solder terminals of the ceraaeeto:"s_leeted were bent Aft :r the normal.interface checkout to make sure that the
; at right angles to the body m a th_co-layer staggered ._nnections were identical to the upper ring cabl_ har-
i _nt_gurafidn. This allowed inspection and soldering of ness, photos of the wavefo_ra:_of the same circuits were
-. i the terminals to the PCRH board pads from both sides, taker,, with the identical usci.'.'loscepesettings as before.
3. Fabrication
L I . Twoboards, designated S/N 1 and 2, with the required 6. PreP,minary Results
*_ 8-rml thickness of conductors, were obtained from the An initial comparison of the two.sets of photographs
.', - vendor: The conductor widths were 25 m/Is, the lower shows that in approximately 9b_ of the circuits, the'noise
- 1- li_t of the _lerance. As mentioned previously; "this re- pick up is appreciably/ess with the PCRH as compared
i " " "" suits in a curre__edensity of approximately 250 mih_/amp, to the same circuit using the conventional cable harness.
1 A third board (S/N 3), fabricated out of conventional In the remaining 59gof the circuits the .;nduced noise,
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i Fig. 5, T'ip viow @f fabricated PCRH
I
I niainly from the 2400-cps square wave power circuits, is Further tests are planned to determine the sources of
! somewhat greater than in the conventional cable harness, noise on the PCRH, including tl_e contribution of the
I but still well below the specification limit. "[bese tests lt'mper cables, which is expected to be appreciable. C._m-
show that from the electrical performance standpoint, the pacis0n ,o_ the perforinalices of S/N 1 and 3 will be
printed conduct,_r ring harness in its present configuration mad,,,-, to determine the effect of different thicknesses of
is a flight-qualit:, item. conductors.
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Fill. 6. !nstaIlalien of PCII',Hon PT.._Ifor tests
Present plans call {or"a revision of the PCIiL_! -_.zrwork, and dem.:jgneUzed, a characteristic causing difiSeulty with
ini:orporating the desired changes, and {or o]_.Laining a calibration of spacecraft magnetic fields. Because of this,
new board for final tests on the PTM ir_ Augur. an effort, was initiated to develop a nonmagnetic inter-
connect material that will be interchangeable with nickel
iP. terms of weld joint reliability, the design of welded
cordwood modules (both pa._t and future), and int,','
r C_,_O changeable in terms of the skiU and knowledge of assem-
_li_e bly technicians so that the introduction of this materialB. Nonmagnet r wia not create new problems in fabrication.
Material for Welded
Modules W_le many materials=e nonmagne_,._c,very few
approach nickel iQ terms of its utility as an interconnect
R.M. Jorgensen material for welded cordwood. The unique characteristics
of nickel that lend themselves to a weldiTag interconnect
S,ince the introd,ction of welded cordwood techniques are:
for :_pae_'.'raftpackaging, the use of nickel as the inter-
conveet media has beer, a concem whenever magnetom- (1) Thermal and electrical conductivit,.'es approximately
eter e,cperirnents are flown. Although some magnetic midway between the extremes of part-lead_ mate-
materials can be tolerated, nickel as it is used in welded rials normally encountered: copper (high), and
cordwood is magnetically "soft," i.e., is easily magnetized nickel-iron glass sealing olloys (low).
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(2) _ood ductiliW properties (i.e., a large elongation), known metallurgy, at least in the theoretical sense. Prac-
': tical v,elding knowledge may or-may not exist finee this
($ A large amount of known meialluxgy, is usually a function of the type and reope of application
•4 (4) Alloying ability with many other materials, a particular material sees.
(5) Relative freedom from embrittlen,ent due to heat-
affected zones or trace elements. Two unailoyed elements, platinmn and paliadicma, sat-
.-- isfy some of the previously listed characteristics and c_uld
(6) Availability. be nickel substitutes. Pertinent physical properties are
(7) A relatively stable passive oxide coating, listen in Table 1, compared to two grades of nickel com-
monly u_ed. The weldability index which approximates
There are several clas,_es of materials which, may bo a r,'._ioof heat generation capability to heat necessary to ;
_nvestigated to find a nor_magnetie material to replace reach melting temperature for a given material -'_also
"nickel: listed. :
(i) Unalloyed metals of similar electrical and thermal .,
conductivities, specific heat, and melting r)oint. Table I. Resistance Welding propedies of .= _
" unalloyednonmagneticmcifrerial_, -*
(2) Readily available hinary alloys having the appro- ......
#_ate resistance welding properties. It is boped Th,...I SpecificI _._3/.ap Specific ( W4*ld*b "condue, _$1sflv-I Inde:
that ti_cr_, will be found practical metallvrgiea] Malarial, % tlvilyK,, IlyR, : p_.;tF, heat, R/F/< ,
knowledge due t9 wide usage, cal/cm /A_ cm op Ill.lib /_ scs.ec°C *C/OF
(3) Clad materials combinhag desirable surface prop- _.ae A n;ck.I G.1 _ 11.0 2625 0. I1 25.2" X 10-=
erties with necessary bulk or core properties. _.0 I
Nicke f 270 0.22 7.3 2625 [ 0.109 12.7 X 10-s_(4_ Nickel alloy, clwith elements that depress the C,,rie _.9s I
poiu_ below that anticipated for spacecraft en- Palladium 0.17 10.8 2830 0.058 224 X 1041 ._
_'iroru.lents. 99.9 I
iPlatinum 0.17 10.6 3220 0.031 _._.b × 10-aThe latter tw.) apprcaehes involve considerably larger v_.9 [
engineering efforts than the first two and -will not be
reported on here. Both platinnm -andpalladium possess moderate ductility
An ex.erimental approa,zh to determi_ing t:ae feasibil- properties but do not have a large know_ practical metal- _-'"
ity of materials is based v,pon choosing the same conduc- lurgy since they are seldom used as pyre metals, but as
alloys f3r a variety of reasons-one 't_ing cost. Cost for
tot cross _ection that h0,s been found to be optimum for platinum (99.9_) _sapproximately $125_/oz, and the ,__ost
nickel and comparing ",he results obtained to the welda- of palladium (_;,.95)*is about $35/oz. Nickel in ribbon
bility of nickel (Grade A). form as used for cordwood modules runs approximately
$5/lb or $0.40/oz.The optimum nir,kel conductor cross section is 0.010 X
0.030 in. and this size is compatible with 0.017 to 0 040-in.
,, Both platinum and palladium have v_',rystable surfacesdiameter gold :,,.'ted kovar, 0.016 to 0.030-in. diameter.
dumet, 0.016 to 0.032-in. diam._ter nickel, 0.01g to 0.0_ and do not tarnish in sul_ur-bearing industrial atmos-
in. diameter oxygen-free copper mad 0.020 to 0.032fin. pheres, which implies that normally no surface prepara-
diameter E'FP copper wires wher_ oss-wi]re welded. It tion wou_d be necessa-,Tfor _esistance welding purposes_ . -'_)
shod' be noted that nickel i,,' close to beh_g an ideal
material in regard to due'_ility ,_ad freedom fro,-_ weld A.practical problem.arose in the procurement of the
zone embrittlement. Therefore, equaling the weldability group of materials listed in Table 1. In the case of plat-
: of niel_el may not be easy. inure, ff,e cost proved to be about an order of magnitude
greater than palladium when compared on the basis of
•.t Regar_ng the first class of materials listed, a pur_, cost per unit length of conductor. For this reason, plat-
mater_al or even a binary alloy would be preterred in inure was dropped from consideration at this time, _',he
place _,f more _mplex (term_ or quaternary) alloys results of the palladium testing serving as a guide as to :
because it would permit drawing u_n a l_,ger potentit_) the desirability of evaluating platiJaum. _ :
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Pre_ welding experiraents have revealed that ' .. , •
palladium apF,.ats to satin, the reqviremerts of a nickel / .. , • . ..
substitute when con;pared on the Lasi_ of p._cess mar- . _.._-.____2_
gins and achievable jo,5- eflleLacies. An unanticil_ated .... _ _l_._':'--_*-_'_qE_;'_,'-"..... '_" " " " '
di_eult 7 has arisen in thai the technology- of etching ". ,._%_¢_,.;,q_/i_,:<_:
palladium (for metallographic examination),equire, de- , , /:,_.__¢,_ _-_p:_,_f_.df_.v __f,,,,_.e.i_.._ _,a_j_
velopiag, and temporarily welding stcdies with pal!adilan ___:_._
1
have been su.q_ded, pe,_ding improve,.nents in etching *""_ i_.__,_
-The second approach, exa._hmtion of readily available ., , -- _:_:-¢_._'_ -_,-
alloys having the apprapriate redstanec welding proper ...... : _ _._ _g "---- _ --_--
ties, alsohas several potentialnickel substitutes.The most _ ;¢_-_ _?p____._.Lr___
: obviousselectionwould be copperalloys with some vast _2-_'.:.____
satisfactoq- welding ex3)efienc_. Typically, copper-fie _ ,. .- •
alloys deoxidL-.ed with phosphors (phosphor bronze) and R_._... _.p •. . , . ". , _ "_
n;ekcl-copper alloys (several are readily available as - e _:.,', ' • , " .'_
-. closely conaol_d resistancewire) appear suitable. Prop- '_ . ,-" ._._.i_]1_11_
eat;. _ are given in Table 2. , , ". .."t
¢
-2 • _:
Procurement of materials in Table 2 also provided
= practical problems. The limiting chemica! composition of Fig, 7. Transistor lead 10.Ol7-in. diameter g©;d plated
.- yellow brass is not su_cqent to insure freedom from kovar) welded to 0,010 X O.030-in.Grade A nickellx_eotial embrittlement problems, and no. source was
found C-_atcould furnish _is material with a satisfactory
control of trace elements. A simihr situation exists in
regard to phosphor bmr.zc B altbot.gh some sourcv.s _ ............ .. :
fur,dsh material with the desired control of trace dements. ; # : , ,
Table 2, Resistancewelding properties O_ " e '_'_' _ ._,_r_ ? , ;_._..
allay nonmagnetic materials 7 "_" " -_-_':'_.'<'/_2_'__"_.c__, :_
Ifvily, resistivity, [ I_int F, h¢cs:, in¢lex, _'- ," " ;_" "-n '_-_-v " " "
,: .'c [ ,62S o.,, i ,s.2x,0" , ._'_.--.::"-'.:'+o-_,_:g_F
Grade A nlcke_ 0.15 I I:
35%Zn,lml............ ,_--- _ _ ''--
._._
' Al_q_60 0.22 I0 2012 0.09 23.0 X TO" : ,,,_, * ',
• Phosphor 0.15 13.3 1880 0.09 48.2 X 10"= • _ .... _,_ , ._ • , ,/ _,- _" ,,
- i 92% Cu, , , , ,
I l 3 _'_. r.' "
85 s_ I .t • '
i_ Alloy 90 0.':_ I$ _ O.(_P 51.0 X I0": "
"_ i 11.5% Ni, --- " _
_ bolance Cu i :
AIIoyll0 0.09 l ,'I0 2090 0.09 ]69), io-' Fi9.8. Tronsi_torlead(0.017-in. dlametergeldpla_od
i " _% Ni,_. kovari welded to 0.010 X 0.030-In.
; once Cu I
• _ _ __ _ Alloy 90
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Preliminary experimevts with the __icktY-copper alloya Fig. 7 is a photomicrograph of 0•017-in. diameter gold
have revealed that Alloy 60 (6g N'.',balance Cu) does not pla'od kovar welded to 0.010 Y 0.0.30 Grade A nickel.
provide a satisfactory welding process when welded to big. 8 '.5 " photomicrograph of 0.O17-in. diameter gold
0.017-in. diameter gold plated kov;ir, although for other plated kov-_ welded .._0.0i0 × 0.030 Alloy _3. The degree
m_terials and sizes tested, the results may be acceptable, of grain _o_th i:., the round lead is very si,aailar in both
Alk,ly 90 (11.5_ N_;,bal:u_ce Ctt) has _ivcn the best results welds, indicatJ:,g c'omp,,:_.'ge welding conditions• Fig. 9
so ,Jar, satisfying both the 0.017-in. diameter ._o!o plated is a photomicrog;aph of 0.0_:_,:_ 419meter tinned ETP
kovar and the 0.032-.in. diameter tin.,,,cd copper which are copper welded to 0.010 X 0.030 f;:_.5- _ nickel. Fig. 10
the extremes of condt:ctor welding di_culties. Work is is the same lead weld-'d t9 0._.td X ,'_u2(_ -._.!,,y _1. The
in t_rogress to determine the weldabilitT of Alloy 90 and heat-affected zone in _hese two welds is si'ail_r a!tb,,, _l_a
A!',oy 180 (9-35 Ni, balance Cu) to other materials and the degree of oenetration of the ribbon is ,es._ ::r r2_c-
wir,_ sizes. Alloy 90 weld, which is desirable.
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IX. Lunar Spacecraft Development
A. High Impact Technolt, gy to the impact. An impact at 7400 g from 185 ft/sec failed
- one of the TI 2N930 and one of the TI 2,N3350 transistors
J. L. Adams which were mounted axially to the impact. Paa impact at
9100 g from 175 ft/sec failed one Fairchild 2N3117 tran-
This ceport summarizes accomplishments in the JPL sistor mounted axially to the impact. A final inipact at
high irr_paet progxam during the past two months. 10,C00 g from 175 ft/sce caused no failures.
All failures occurred a_ the bond between the lead
1. Ruggedized Gas Chromatograph wires and the setm_onductor uhip. All failed transistors
Component tests have continued during this period. In v-ere replac:._d with ones of the s_.me type before the next
order to examine the behavior of several transistor types test was cx'aducted. For the last two tests the E,lock was
under impact, four each of Texas Instnzment 2N930, rotated fro_a its orientaUou for the first three tests in
2N2605, 2N3350, 2N2432, 2N3329, Fairchild 2N3117 and order to test thP ,ar:cuz individual transistors in various
Solid State Products 2N2843 transistors were mounted in planes. During t}.e last three tests, thre_. TI 2N3609
a block of aluminum.The transistors were rigidly mounted transistors were included. No failures o-_ this part_e-
and oriented so that during impact one of each type would ular device occurred Addational tests expos_xl Goodall
be impacted with the leads trailing, one with the leads 617-G-1, 1-#f, 10_. 50-v Mylar capacitors to 10,000 g frt.m
leading, and two axially in normal directions. The block 200 ft/sec. No failures occurred.
was first impacted at 4400 g from 105 Ct/see with no fail-
ures. An impact at 6300 g from 110 ft/sec failed one of Fig. 1 is an exploded view of a spring-operated samp_.e
the TI 2N3329 transistors which was mounted axially valve developed for the gas chromatograph• This device
j '_ '° i "
" ..... "G'" _ /
Fig. I. High impact oomple valve
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is a three-position rotary gas valve us_-_l,to intereo_mect ;3. Batteries
the sample source, the carrier gas, the vacuum line Table 1 summarizes various tests ,performed on battery
from the jet pump, the sample loop, and the analysis line cells during the reporting period. ]n all cases the cellsin various combinations. The valve iz Ix)were4 by a
"sp.;rator" spring which :;razes sufllcient energy for 45 were completely stlpported in a rigid (typically %-in. wall
cycles (15 complete gas analyses). The unit weighs _ Ib aluminum) fixture. i'he impact direc._ons referred to are
shown in Fig. 2. The arrc:,,_ represent the direction of
and can be triggered by a sm_ll solenoid. It has success- the aecelerati_ms (opposite to the dir, eeldon of preimpaet
fully withstood impacts of 5000 g from velocities in excess velocity). The plates are parallel to the BA plane. In
of 100 ft/sec and should sur_Sve 10,000 g from 200 It see
with no major problems.
C
2. Ruggedized S-Ba_d Transmitter [
IDumr_ly crystal units produced under contract "_th
Valpey-Fisher Co. were impact-tested ;n order to investi-
gate sealing techniques. The crystal eases consisted of o
twe ceramic discs joi_ed by solder whieh was applied _-._._._ v _....._._.
to treated chax'rffers on the edges of the discs. Some of
the solder surfa¢ms were treated with a vapor-depositcd
chrome--silver coating and some of them we,'e treated
with a fired moly-man_,anese eoat"ing. All units survived 8 A
; 10,000 g from 260 ft/see, both axially and radially with
no detectable seal de_adation. Fig. 2. Battery impact directions
: Table !. Summary of battery cell tests
Impact g level AV, ft/sec Camments! Battery Cat.dillon Potting direction
_agle-Picher model Uncharged 5ilastic C 4,800 145 51ig.htvisible plate damage. No
25-65 silver zinc Uncharged Silastic 0 4,800 145 shorting Plates buckled.
Eagle-Plcher Charged Si]astic C o,900 130
model 25-65 Charged Sila ti,_ C 4,600 152
Charged 5ilastic C 5,750 148 N_ detectable degradation.
Charged Silastic C 8,220 149
Charged 5ilastic ]_ 3,700 135
Charged 5ilastic B 5,700 150 Case split, one plate buckled. Dis-
charge cycle :hawed nlmo:t full
capaclly.
Eagle-Picher Charged Epon 815 B 7,000 148 No d_tectable degradatlan.
model 25-65 Charged ;'pen 815 g 8,800 14_ Case cracked and separnted fro_
potting, plates crushea. !nternal
short,
Yardney YS 20 Charged Silastic C 7,400 166 No detectable degradation.
silver cad cell Charped Silastic B 7,200 1<)7 Ha detectable degradation.
Charged 5ilastic B 10,800 169 Caso :racked. Electrically O.K.
Yardney YS 20
silver cad cell Charged 5ilastic B 7,600 W4 Case cracked, ElectricallyO.K.
Whittaker P.$.D. CP,arged Epon 815 g 8,400 161 Case cracked. ElectricallyO.K.
?0117| sealed
•" ,,il_.-. cad cell;
{2 poh_,d In fixture)
MA-C ESBcell Charged Epon 815 D ._,400 I_r8 Case crackedt internal shorting.
Whittak,r P.S.D. CI,arged Epon 815 B 10,80¢,) 174 NO detectabl_ degradation.
CD.3 sealed C,',arged Epon 815 D ! 0_'I00 1'70 N'_ _detectabledegradation.
silver cad ce!ls
(2 potted in fixture)
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general, the directi,.m A is most severe and D, B, and C Fig. 3 shows a prototype spring mount for a rotating
follow in order of decreasing severity, dement bearing. This mount is a six-degree-of-freedom
spring which is stiff eLough (aFproximately 25,000 lb/in.
axially and radially) to maintain "alignment, yet soft
4. Mechanisms enough to deflect during an impact so that bearing loads
A series of five tests was performed as part of an will not become high enough to damage the bearing. ?
investigation of the behavior of gears t,ader impact. In 4-oz rotating mass with a 0.002 clearance in its housing
each test, two 96-tooth, %-in.-wide gears were meshed, was supported between two lightwe,ght ball bearings
one rigidly fixed to the testing fixture and the other (Microteeh Mc814SSR 25L10) in these spring mounts.
eccentrically weighted so as to produce approximately The unit survived impacts of 10,000 g from 200 ft/see
0.65 in.-oz of torque in a 1 g field, q•he direction of impact with no detectable damage. The major loads, of course,
was such that the torque value would be approximately were taken out by bottoming elsewb<ere in the assembly
equal to the g-loading times the 0.65 in.-oz value. (ao, in this case, between the rotor and the housing).
In the first test, both geam were stainless steel and the 5. Miscellaneous
: impact level was 5800 _, from 170 f-t/see. Fellows Red
Line tests showed no detectable damage to the rotating A program i_ uude'- way to investigate the effects of
gear and a maximuw .too,'h-to-tooth error of 0.0006 in, high impact upon cord'.vood electronic packaging. Blocks
in the fixed gear. Test 2 duplicated Test 1 and resulted of Styeast 1090 potting compound, the size and shape of
in no detectable (L-Jnage to the rotating gear and a maxi- cordwood modules, have been tested both unweighted
mum tooth-to-toe, th error of 0.0005 in. in the fixed gear. and weighted under various impacts x;4th various mount-
Test 3 was rup with a fixed 2024 aluminum gear and a ings. In general, the potting itself apparently can ,_4th-
rotating 2024 aluminum gear. At an impact of 5900 g stand impacts on the order of 10,000 g and support the
from 165 ft/sec, the fixed gear showed a maximum tooth- required component masses, providing that the modules
to-tooth error of 0.0022 in. °r4d the rotating gear a maxi- are supported rigidly on at least one side. A representative
mum toeda error of 0.0022 in. In Test 4, a rotating stain- welded cordwt_d module (the Mariner Mars 1964 gyro
less steel gear was meshed with a fixed aluminum gear switch control) has survived impacts of 10,000 g from
and iuapacted at 6000 g from 170 ft/see. Red Line results 200 ft/sec in three principal directions with no apparent
she, ced no detectable damage to the stainless steel gear degradation when mounted in a rigid fixture.
aPd 0.002 maximum tooth-to-tooth error in the alum!,a, m
gear. Test 5 meshed a rotating aluminum gear vc_xh - 6. Test Equipment
: fixed stainless "steel gear. No damage could be detected
' to the steel gear and a maximum tooth-to-tooth error of l_'_g.4 .shows the 22-in. bore compressed air gun in its
"; 0.003 appeared in the rotating aluminum gear. The impact present state. Work is proeet di_,g on mounting, debug-
level was 6,000 g fi'om 170 ft/sec. These test results are gong, and pressure-testing the y'.,n.
slightly inconsistent, both with theory and among them-
_ii selves• Further analysis is being performed. ""
n_ "# ,'
• t* ,
, 'J"
lTg. 3. Plototype bearing spring mount Fig. 4. 22-1n, bore compressed all lull
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A. Heating-Cooling Time for Th,, heat tra,,sferred from the outer surface of the
Planetarv Lander e.ergy absorber to the survival payload isa
Survival Payload nq= K(t, - t)do (])
J. Hultberg
where
& survival sphere for a planetary lander is protected by
an energy absorber which may make the sterilization time q =: rate of heat flow
very long. The method described here is most suitable
for calculation of the transient heat-up _nd cool-down K = conductance
time associated with a survival payload with a low ther-
naal resistanco, in comparison to the thermal resistance, t, = temperature of the surface of the sphere
of the surrounding energy absorber. Fig. I shows the
nomenclature for the survival ,_phere. t = temperature of the survival payload
ENERGY ABSORBER ts 0 = _ime
" ¢$
Since temperature gradients in the survival payload are
SURVIVAL PACKAGE sraall in comparison to the temperature gradients ir_ the
5. surrounding material, the change in temperature caused
by heat transfer to the survival payload is given by
Fig. I. Cross section of a hard-impact survival sphere glq = C dt (_')
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(
:- where C is the heat capacity of tile survival payload This iaay be integrated betwe_': the otiter radius and
the inner radius to give
jfr - tl -- t, 4rd:c = e_ dV (3) q = 4_kT--T or, "_T-" _" (o)
r i r_ ri f,
where Thus, when the properties and geJmetry _xe Wen, the
time-temperature history may be calculate;].
% = specific heat A numerical example is given for illustration. It is
desired to find the time-temperature history for the heat,.
p = density; h:g of a lander survival payload from an ambient
-_ " temperature at 15 to 130°C with an outside sarfar_ tem-
V = volume perature at 135°C. Balsa wood 15-in. thick w:fla a thermal
conductivi_ of 0.0'226 Btu/hr ft°F, density Gf 7 lbm/ft 3,
Eqs. (1) and (2) may be combined and integrated to give and specific heat o2 0.3T/Btu/lbm °F covers the s-arvival
Fackage. The survival pa} load has a diameter of 15 m.,
an average density of 50 Ibm/ft 3 and an average sFecifie
_) = -- O (4) heat of 0.25 Btu/lbm °F.
The geometry and properLics above give a value for
K/C equal to 0.206 if the he_t capacity of the insulation
where t_ is the initLal temperaturc of the survival paylczd, is neglet_ed and a value of 0.0036 if the entire heat capac-
ity of the ez_rgy absorber is coml-;-'_d with tb_ heat
For vvaious values of (K/C) the results are shown in capacity of the survival payload. The tlm(:-temperature
Fig. 2. The analysis is not valid for short times when the he_.ti_g _:urve is shown in Fig. 3 for both ca_es. As azz
temperature gradients in the survival payload -nust bc _*,e.mpie, th,- tihle required to reach .19-5°C i_ 100 ltr in
considered, the former case and 700 hr in the latter case. For the case
co_lbioing the heat capacity of the survival payload and
the energy absorber, the hea0rg curves are sht_wn for
The conductance may be evalrlated by considering the ta.t_e'_ different" surface" remper_t_Jrt ::. Higher surface tern-
heat conduction equation for a sphere peratta'es greatly decrease heati_ _mes; _he time to
reach 125°C in the latter ca_¢c :, _educed from ,'d0 to
=-kA dr- ----k47rP'_r_ (5) 370 hr when the surface te.a,._;_:_,_me is raised fromq 135 to 165°C. From Fig. 3 _!'_e _:.._e a'bove a certain
,erat,erztare may be estimated?
For cool do_,_n, the tir,ze-te: _: :.._ ure curves are calcu-
"_ _.e i .......... _ ..... _..... r----_ lated in the same manner a, ._--'*'_ ..L'y Eq. (4). Thus, the
---: [ ;Z ] ._ ..... t cool-dew, time of the surely ._ .... /load from 130 to 15°C
o:___--__-_____- i-q. witha. . . surface, temF,_..'a,",,:,.. .. ,c-_, ,0°C..is the ._ame, as the• _e,_ting .time _rom ._ ":, _.,( :_ wzth a sud_ce t_,mpera-
ducting patI_ t,,) 0.:c su,.vival payload would have the
| | [
o.os__--- _'_--2--"_,-" _---'_-.----_-_ ...... _ the above example, the: time to reach a temperature would
o.o_t----_____ __ _____________t ___Y-a--_ ..... x_________'_'.__ _--___.-_-.-__--J be reduced by 20_ {_ a _A-in.-diameter _pper wire were
_....___.,.a_ __x____ ---_--_-_-_-_S---- i-_'--_ _-_7-__ placed through the e,,ergy
ab'_orber,
0.0_
o _oo zoo _oo_ ,_oo _oo _oo roe coo _o iooo
'r_M_O._r 'It should be noted that a formula prtsenting an exact solution for
_._ tl'.e geometry considered here i._presented in "Conduction of Heat
_i_. _. Time-temperature history of a survival sphere _,nd Solids." Setx)nd Edition. _. 3,$1. by H. S. Carslaw and
fOl' vclrio_s va|uo$ of K/C J.C. Jaeger, Clarendon Press, Ox,¢ord,England, 1959.
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Fig, 3. Time-temperature history for a survival sphere
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B. Analysis of Equilibri,,m Shock-, exFdmenta] results become available at much lowerdensities, it is necessary to predict equilibrium radiaUoni Radiation forLayer Atmospheric _t true entry density eondit,ons effher by use of theoreti-
' Entry tc Mars ca,. density dependence or bv a dtnsity dependence
,_ obtair, Ld from test results at relatively high pressures. In
F. Wolf and J. Spiegel this summary some significant aspects of the theoretical
method are presented.
As part of a co.tmuil_g analysis __)ftheory and experi-
mei_tatio. _or eq.ilibrium shock-layer radiation expected
, (luring Martian entry, it has become apparent that cur- The gas radia.,Je of mixtures simulating d_e Martian
rently used e._pedmental techniques result in data ub- _,tm,:)spher(_ was calculated from Ref. 2, ex_ for some
talned at density levels much Mgher ttzan for expected me4ifieati.ms to the CN /-number, and the uilibrium
4 entry conditions, v_qaen aeceptaUle agreev_ent is obtained c;x'mk, al eomposition of these mixtnre.s at elevated tern-
/, by a number oE expelSmental techniq_es in the near per;t,._re.% sapplied by the JPL Thermochem_stry and
., future, it should be possible to verify theoretical mc.thods .'<(,r,:_.l Shock }';ogram (Ref. 3), Fig, 4 shows total cqui-
at the higher pressure levels. For ex_m_l)1,.', gooJ agree- lih:-;,_:,, :- (ha .... / intensity ()¢ a 30_ CO.,-70_. N, mix_,:r("
m_;nt between thtory and experiment has been .;l_o_: , f_._ .-'tn;_d q_, t,.'rr_._ 1 s};,,ck as .. f;mction uf the free-stream
the Martian velacity range in Ref, 1. How(re.', ;:-: , .;¢'_._,t' ',vii!-. t',_c t,_;E,'d".'cl.,,itv _s a p:mm]eter,
99
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p_, mm Hg
025 I O 1_'3 60
IO_ l[ T I I i
-- JPL COMPUTER (30% COz-70% N2)
O c =75ev, fcNnt:o=O007, fCNvICLrr=C.027Ock
.... AMES COMPUTER, REF. 4, (z5% C02-75¢': :,.!
/_.Oc.O=82ev, fCNRE0=0.0057, fCNv10LLrr=CJ20 FLIGHT VELOCITY "'t,
! Io3 :t/sf.c
i0S BLACKBODY RADIATION 1"8 7 ,.,....j.-26
/
",X'2585
10 4
A 25.6 AMES FREE-FLIGHT FACILITY= EXPERIMENT
IN _:.5% C02-75% N2 AND 25.6 xlO 3 ft/sec 95
FLIGHT VELOCITY z_ Je 55
o 30.0 G.E SHOCK TUBE £XPERI/_.ENT &:s 5
IN 25% C02-75% Nz WITh CHOCK !3s z_ 5
VELOCITY IN x I0 _ ft/sec ADJALENT /
TO S_ MBOL /
_NCIDENTSHOCKWAVETECH_.'IQU_ /
i0 x _,s7
%_
u
A 16 35
,4
(3
=<
i0 z
! / '
zb5
[ VE = 24,00C ft/sec
_;_ . E [ SURFACE PRESSUHE 14 mb
,?. , ,o
g IO -/' 104 13-_ IQ .4 i0 -3
_ FREE'-STREAM OENSIT¢ _e' slugs/ft_
Fig. 4 Free-flight gas radiance of 30% C0_-70"7o N2 versus free-stream density
r,"
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The solid lines are computed ]PL values as a fuoctior,, densities which covers the shock t_:Le experimental con-
of free-stream density, _ ith _he free-flight velocity from ditio_a._ down to actual free-flight de._sLy levels.
18 to 30 Y 10_ ft/sec a; a parameter. The set of dashed
lines represents the co_-responding Ames calculations for a The lines marked Ix reprosent blackbody radiation in-
slightly different •-lxture ('25_ CO._.-75_ N.,) and a CN tensity on the radiation emitted by an optically opaque
radical c(,ntribut_oh, determined by a higher energy of gas, again with the free-flight velocity as the parameter.
dissociation /r,_ = _9. ev)which results in higher CN This intensity is th_ upFer limit for radiative energy
concentration, transfer to the body surface aad the chfference between
q_ and Ix is a measure or the opti_,_.l "thinness" of the
shock layer for the assumed n,J_e radius, l cm.Also, slightly lower CN, _o_,t ......OSClll_tt, .r strength
(rex, _o,,_= 0 _20) was used by Ames as eomp.--red to the
_lc d,'nsity depepdence of equilibrium radiance I andJPL inputs. Gera:_rally, t.},e Ames total radiance levels
agree with JPL calcolations in tho re,on of 22000 ft/sec the radiative heat transfer q _as (;btained from the average
• ,, . slope of the lines in Figs• 4 anti 5 over a wido densityfllgn, velocity, while being lower at higher velocities and
vice versa. The different values of the c,-_,'r_" of dissocia- range is plotted in Fig. 6. It can be seer., that in tr, e Mars
tion used hi the two sets of calculation would contribute entry velocity range the power n varies significantly with
to these trends. This will be substantiated by further JPL flight velocity. Converting from rad;ance to radiative heat
calculations where only D ° is varied, transfer tends to raise n slightly. The reason for the dif-
oe._ ference between the JPL ar.d _mes calculations has not
: been specifically identified at this time, but will be exam-
. The.experimental data shown on Fig. 4 comes from ined soon.
i shock-,,_be and free-flight tests, as indicated. In the lo_er
i left of the figme are two representative entry trajectories In summary, it appears necessary, to comput_ equflib-
! _n &c form of point sequences of atmospheric pressure .,ium radiation at much lower density than where
and velocity for entry angles of 30 and 90 deg. It is experimental data exist The simple procedure of nor-
i apparent that most of the experimental data so far ob- malizi,a_; to free-stream density appears to introduce ame
tained are for much higher de,sities than thesc tentative probh,ms. Although at a fixed velocity, dcnsit) del, end-
J enh-y conditions would require. Thus it seems desirab!e er, ce of radiahon is acceptable for engineering estimates.
to determine gas radiation intensities at much lower free- The density dependence with velocity is significant. For
i stream l?,ressure than presently, with the objective of more exact heat transfer predicti.')ns, a simple exponential
. validating the theoretical predictions in a region more density dependenc(, should not be used.
i comparable to prototype flight ccnditions.
2.o--- I _ - ] I _ I I
The total radiative heat transfer of a plane parallel + JPL-COMPUTEDFOR30"/. C02-70% Nz t
/
layer of gas, neglecting self-absorption and stimulated _.a--_-_- .-,_-- aMES-C0MPUrE0FO_Z_*_COZ-rS*_n__
urals.Ann, is approximated by the quantity _----'o-- JPL-COMPU__ _o_ _ov, co_-ro% Nz
where ._ repre._ents the thickness of the shock layer and _'_
o, i_ cr,mmonly accepted as the total equilibrium radiative l "____[-_" (__'] I' r_" ITR_'" I0_NS'TI¥'energy to the stagnation region of a blunt body. This _.o
quantity is shown in Fig. 5 for a mixture of 30_ CO= and _ _e _0 _ ,._ _6 _ no na
70'$ N..,, calculated with 'he same set of radiation input v¢x _on _t/_
data as in Fig. 4. It is apparent that the density depend- Fig. 6. _Jensitydependence of radiance and
ence of q,. changes relatively little over the range of radiafi©n heat transfer
"¢ I0 _>
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XI. Instrumentation
J.
,!  165- 32434
._ A. A Pressure Telemeter for Wind insert(rig.t).Vroteetionwhileonthelaunchgun,._,,s
provided by a heat shield (Fig. 2_ and a cooling g;:ts.
Tunnel FreeFlight Pressure The cooling requirements were that the model not be
Measurement distorted by heat and the pressure telemeter not be taken
outside its operating temperature range. The heat shieldI
._ R.G. Horriso_;, Jr. also provided the model nose support and prot,__cr.ed it
from buffeting when the wind tunnel was started.
1 Introduction
"_i About 15 min was required to bring the wind tunnelPressure telemeters are being used at JPL's acre-
-'! dynamics facilities to study interference free pressure up to operating pressure and temperature, and usually
i data on mndels prelected into free flight by a puemnatic by that time the telemeter had stabilized and was ready
launch mechanism, for free flight measurement. Then the model nose s, lp-
port was withdrawn, rfference pres,_ure measured, heat
A wind tunnel test program has been condut_ed at shie!d raised, and the model launched into free flight.
JPL (Ref. 1) to develop the pressure telemetry technique. The telemeter was designed to function, uneffected, over
• The pressure meas_,lements in this program were limited the wide ranges of pressures, temperatures, and acceler-
to the base prcss_ ,: s of 10- and 15-deg half angle cones, ations encountered during launch and free flight.
Model bodies were made of plastic with steel noses, to
prevent meltin_ during £1ght. 2. TelemeterPerforman:e
An attempt was made to catch the model at the e_d of The pressure telemeter full scale pressure measure-
the flight. When it was net eanght it was totally destr¢ Ted, ment eapahilities are limited by the bandwidth capa-
except for the telemeter. The telemeter was generally bilities of the receiver used. In this c_se, 200 ke. Three
recoverable due to the protectiop, given by the lucite sensitivities were produced: 1 mm Hg =: 20, 40 or 80 ke.
105
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Fig. 1. Free flight telemeter model
- o _ for data recording. This was determined by firi_g a
• ",_ _)," i model with a telemeter into a padded box with the pres-
'"_¢_'_'_Ii_ _, sure port sealed and the acc:deration computed. This\\• "\_ ' ' 'l_: ' _.xercise was repeated with several models of various
, /. sensitivities.
r : The oscillator _tability was found to be 0.001% of the
.'_. oscillator frequency :;ver e _eried of 30 rain. For a period
._"._ of 1 min the stability was found to be 0.5% of 200 kc.
" This was determined with the pressure telemeter pumped
down in a bell jar, to eliminate atmospheric disturbances,
_.,_ ___ -ff_. and the oscillator frequency monitored with a Hewlett
-_-.___ Packard Model 524B electronic counter. For periods of
- _. . \ _ , . . time comparable to free flight p_ riods no deviations could
:_ '_ '"'--_" _.t:" be recorded.
_d_, " The rise time capabilities of the pressure telemeters
_ ". .. - _.'. are 0.5 msee o_ better without tubing or a bypass capaci-
'" 'u_" toz on the tuners discrimin,_.tor output. The diaphragm
,, , ":'-. : .,_?,_ , .-/, of the pressure sensor vib_ate:_ at its natural frequency
, , ,/_ .,,.,[¢_ for about 6.0 reset, when a sharp pressure pulse is applied.( .. " _" Rise times wea'e determined by using a small shock tube
Fig. 2. Launch gun and heat shield to generate the pressuce pulse,
The pressure telemeter thermal stability was thor-
The pressure telemeters were insensitive to the aecet- oughly investigated and found to be quite good for the
-1_
erations encountered in the wind tunnel. At 25 g's there stable test times required. A temperature increase of
_" were no measurable effects o_ the instrumentation used 100°F, with an ambient pressure of 14 psi, produced a}
106
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i C
2.7% increase in the oscillator frequency. The time inter- PRINTED # PRESSURE
val between the temperature increase and the start of the 15 k12 CIRCUIT -
oscillator frequ6ncy shift was 3 rain. The telemeter could INDUCTOR SENSOR
be exposed to 800°F for at least 10 sec before an oscillator 0.095/_h eO pf
shift beg_,,a. The_e thermal stability measurements were
made in a ,veil regulated electric o'¢_a. An investigation (_)/
of the effects of thermal shock was performed in the r
same manner with no effects noted. The 100°F tempera- _ 680 pf 2N2369 7--, _2 pf
ture rise also produced a 0.1% change in the full scale
calibrv.t_on of the pressure telemeter. There were few or
no changes in the performance of the telemeter over a
temperature range of 30 to 200°F.
270 _'l E=27 v
The pressure telemeter is a differential trar_sducer 7-_ 330 pf z'= 25 mo
that can be subjected to an overpressure of 50 psi without 1
damage or change in pea'formance. The refereoce prec.- O
sure is obtained by a very slow leak into the large volume Fig. 3. Schematic dingram of t_lemeter oscillator
of the leference side _f the sensor. This leak rate can be
easily adjusted to provide stable measurement tim,__s as
long as 5 sec at 9.tmospiaeri, _ .nres*"re. As the ambient
pressure goes down, this time can be increased, o ]INCHES
The d'aphrag,;L oatural frequencies aie from 20 to I-ELEL"I_ONIC
27.5 kc, dependiog upon the assigned diaphragm thick- NSOR \'. / CIRCUITPACKAGE
• \_ RCU,_' CELLS
ness and tension. . _ .
-°
3, Pressure Telemeter Design and Construction
Tht' primary performance requirement o._ '_'hepre,_:sure Fig. 4. Telemeter components
telemeter was stability and consistent operation. Next
was simplicity of assembly and operation. Spt.cial tech-
niques and materials were avoided as much as possible,
and the number of components were held to a minimum. _ o 50 ._PRESSURE PORT
A colpitts oscillator (Fig. 3) was used because of its _ -_ _\__\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\_---
- G.062 IO
insensitivitytovariationsoftbe,:ireuitcomponentsother o_,,_ _ k,,\,,,,,\,\\,,,,,,,,,,,,\,,,l_ SEALthan tile tank circuit. Tile telemeter, ready for assembly, _J._*---EP0XY
tor, a pressure sensitive capacitor, a battery, and all other
circuit components in a microminiature package ot pellet _ __-__ x\\\\\\\\t,'q_--- o ooo5 AND0.00025DIAPHRAGM
type construction (Ref. 2) (Fig, 4). I
O REFERENCE
The characteristics and technique of fabrication of the _ PORT
pressure sensor were determined empirically for the most
part, due to the uncertainties of determining mathemati-
cally the characteristics of very thin metal diaphragms _"
under tehsion (Fig. 5). Before assembly of the sensor the ! _ oo6o =o
diaphragm was examined _or prope_" tension by pu:nping _1°'°9s_"
down the reference side and measuring the focal length ,_------o.342--_,
of the concave surface. For example, a focal length of
1.3 in. at a pressure of 14 psi (atmospheric pressur_ _ Fig. 5. Pressure sen=or
IO7
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BATTERY
MERCURY ', '-_]U _-q_
CELLS<_.!;-;-;"' , _.'>."-;;_i to
_! _ ",,':"_r"' ' , O A-ELECTRONICADJUSTABLE _.*'_E_,. =-_?L-;_-.._=In-_"/ .CAn,_ [ Eq
LEAK RATE-_, i_;;,_._h;"-_:'.'-"_'-"_iJ]/_ ..... | --__--_JI
  ES,U E PACKAGEI STRAINGAGE
SENSOR __f_ I _!_]_'[I_" -- TRANSDUC"
POTTING _'.-_]1 r-:-"q_ I, t--.kSz--- -L_p-._---.J
EPOXY--__I :_]__.-_Io, I , -
-'_ .t-"JL-MI_; _,' i ;
annul ,._'_.0,8_--{. I ,; " ! ' i _ ! I
INDUCTOR _r"--_ _"_ •_ _- _ _ -" r- 006 i '
BOARDJ i Ir_...'_al/ i- _--_ (
PRESSURE
I_---_'- ¢E
PORT O.L?BO II
ALL DIMENSIO:I._-IN INCHES
I I I10 v 60 cp$
Fig. 6. P,_=,_urete'_meter components layout
FiB. 7. Calibration system
JPL is usually very close to 14 psi) would, at final assem- >
bly of the pressure telemeter, provide a sensitivity of
20 kc -+-10% _or a pressure difference of 1 mmHg. Two, i' -.i '_
diaphragm thicknesses were used, with variations in ten- , -"__"-':_"_ t '_ -: ""
._ sion, to provide a selection of sensitivities. _.-. -" _ , '
After assembly of the sensor, it was checked _or proper .. '_ .... ' ' ' :_ _ ....
capacitance on a Q-meter .and attached to the inductor, _ • " ':
where the tank circuit was checked for" proper resonant _ .-- - - . .... . --
_" frequency with a grid-dip oscillator. The rrhc;'omiviature "* '_*x '
circuit was then attached, and the pressur_ telemeter ' _ -. .-_--'-_ _,--;
i checked for proper operation before pottin L. The reso- _ f_""- _-T--_" -'
nant frequency of the circuit changes ver) little after _- '.' '",
_" potting. The _nercury cells are attached with a hard
t_ sealing wax, and the)" can be :hanged in a matter of Fig. 8. Typical calibration pulse; _,P = 200t_ Hg;
_ X = 20 msec/cm; Y = 50 mv/cm
'_ ": minutes if r.ecess_r). Extreme toughness el the potting
_ material enab_ed the telemeter to survive h-gh tempera- •
_ :_- tunn_ static pressure. A strain gauge transducer
<- ttu'es and high velocity impact. The presst.re telemeter readout, with a scale factor of 5 t_per divisior., was zer,
_;_ _; is 0.80 in. long, 0.80 in. in diameter at the inductor at this condition. The frequency _-' '• *_ . mo ..... ed (FM) tu
'_- er,d and 0.50 in. in diameter at the battery end (Fig..q) was adjusted to c_nter frequency and the output of
'_ ;_i* Total weight is _ oz. Useful battery life averages about discriminator d_splayed on the Y axis of an oscillosco
20 hr providing ample time for calibration and wind ttm- A small volume of gas was admitted to the bell jar ca
•_t _i; nel operations, Most battery failures occur during calibra- ing a sharp pressure step, Tht calibration system rise ti
:": finn. It has been noted that a AT __
_,: _ 100°F will product: was about 10 msec.
,' change in battery voltage of about 1%.
_'_ !:: The sweep of the oscilloscope was triggered at the sa
• _':.,. 4. Calibre:finn time the gas was admitted and to record the freque_
_;,. shift of the p_essure telemeter. The strain gauge pre_s',
i_,.-- The pressure telemeter w_.s placed in a bell jar (Fig. 7) transducer reading wa_ then recorded to provide a p:
_,._ and pumped down to simulate approximately, the wind sare measurement corresponding to the voltage measu
_:_; Toe
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ment on the oscilloscope (Fig. 8). To 'record a pressure 6. Technique _,f Operation and the Problems
decrease a large volume at vacuum was opened tc the Encountered
bell jar, causing a sharp pressure decr_ase.
Free flight techniques have been developed success-
"he telemeters have been found to be linear in the tully at other facilities (Ref. 4); and, in many respect:,
area of interest, and no change in the calibration slor_e they are similar to the JPL program. Launching hardw,: •
(Ref. 5) (Fig. 2) is not described in d _tail other than t_:occurs in going from a pressure ;_,ease to a pressure
decrease (Fig. 9). The leak rate of the sensor was adjr,sted _nention its place in tl',e time sequence (Fig. xl) of
at tlae beg;nning of the caEbration. After calibration _e operation.
pressure telemeter was ready for use in the wix_dtunnel,
or it could have been stored for a time without a change When the wind tunnel was ready for data, the tuner
in calibration, and scopes were zeroed and triggers set. Then, a reference
.: base pressure was recorded on the wind tunnel data o-
tern. Immediately after recording the reference pressure,
210(_ -
: _ - r45_,,, _.9_,------_ the heat shield was raised. A sw2eh closure at the top .of the heat shield travel _arted the Fast_x camera, and
.$, le2Q I v • AF. 68k,: _ -
; ,6_ _ an event timer on the camera started the recording oscil-
. ,,,4t lograph. A second event timex started the launch gun and
14OC
: triggered the oscilloscopes. The pressure telemeter per-
_. _ 12S£ --340p. P.5 my
_,; _ .'.,c // formed proper_y _-ith few exceptions. A number of data
" _ 9ec _---r_;_,195_ , _,,,/_, . runs were lost for a va_ety of reasons.i k 8,,c
, " 7¢X / / _--3 S_,5 mm 865my Improper timing and poor antenna patterns at the be-
_'i 4_cSOCI/_ '_ ginning c_ the test program accounted ior .many c._ ti_e
28c eF-..._" _--2 075mm 54_51r, lost data When these problems were sc,h d it was di:-
'a t4¢ _ "--I ¢)6 rnm 2"t5 mv covered _hat an unsatisfactory dew point was t'roduc_g
_ I ; ---,_- _. [ I I I I-- I I I I 1 1 I l I 1
o 8 , " - ,_ _- -_ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ o _ _ poor d_:a. Other runs were lost beca_se of improp_ co_l-
- o
ing and subse_ uent damage to the model, battery failure
PRESStlRF-._,m iv. the telemeter, shorted sensor in the telemeter, and
, Fig. 9, Telemetercalibrationcurve power line loading caused a tuner shift. Most at the data
curves of die le_t z_.,asir,dieated that the pressure telem-
5. Reco, ding Instrumentation eter fu_ctioned properly, but the rela_onship to the ini 'al
reference pressure recorded was lost. The faulty antenna
_ h, standard McIntosh FM tuner Model MR71 was used system, c,f c_ur_e, did not produce a normal curve
! to, recc'.'ve the pressure telemetry. It had been realigned (FiK. 12). A total of 134 flights were accomplished with
-_ to tune through 98 to 118 M.c. The t_m.cr has a 200-ke 12 pressure telemeters.
., "'_ top response and a useable sensitivity-1 bandwitlth, a ,,,
of 2 _v. The output of the discrimiuator wa_ a dc -'cl_age
•_ coupled to the input of a Dynamics de amplifier Model 7. Conclusion
i No. 6122. The two dc voltage outputs of the _mplifier
were coupled to a 3-kc response galvanometer in a CEC On the basis of tl-e results (Ref. i) (Fig .13)of the pres-
sure tel_m,_try development program _, the hypersonic
recording oscillograph and to a Tektronix 545 oscilloscope wind tunnel, the pressure telemeter is considered to be
._ (Fiff,.10). operational and capable of producing valid data.
¢
_: The antenna used was a ;d2 loop placed in one window
of the test sectio.a. Antenna orientation was extremely In fatare wind tunnel tests the x_iad tunneJ d._tasystem
critical; however, once properly located it was possible will be fully utilized to achieve greater accuracy. Data
to have nearly perfect" reception throughout the test area. acquisition in general will be improved. No special instru-
This was determined by mapping the antenna pattern mentation or training is required to use the pressure
with a telemeter. The most troublesome areas ,_,,:re th,: telemeter. The capabilities of the telemetry system c_r.
- window edges. A Fastax camera wa_, used to provide be immediately improved by obtaining tuners with wide :
optical data fgr each flight (Ref. S,':. bandwidths _.'-_, thost_used in the development progran _.
I09,
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_ODEL AT 4 '_ _OOm$(NOM)- 7Oral c f40_, -]- floras
RES,"GN i< u_OOEL.._T, ULAu.,,_.h_-sut''l" i i_ICDEL,h _R._E- FL,GHT, ; MCCF'L IN ,¢'REE FL:GH" ,.;_EL NNEL
LAUNCH rUN. I = IRES, ON I.CT,"'.T'D W.KE "',O ''SE PRESSURE ,a.SE ",,ESSU_E ,J.'_F'r.CT'-D I [DO: ,?O_E.E'rR,
0_,N0 'o!''ON_H_HI, "' j
• j " . ' MOD = AFF CTEDBY F-I_OXIMITY St
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] , SAMPLE ATA TRACE
A PISTON ACCELERATING MOD_L /
,_ U MODEL IN FREE FLIGHT,WAKE SEPARATED BY PISTON _'_"""-_"_
j_ C MODEL IN FREE FLIGHTWAKE UNINF_.UENCED BY PtSTON
D MODEL ENTERS BOUNDARY
• LAYER AND STRIKES FLOOR
FI 3. TrI Examples of timing and model position on data trace
#
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"'- UNAFFEC'rCO FREE
NORMtL OATk " "_ _ _-- FLIGHT 8A$£
x...._.... 11,
1 ! y
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!
F_0OR ANT_.NNA CGNFISURAT"ON_" _ _.
t
BATTERY FAILURr_ ___--------e. _
Fig. 12. Examples of good and bad data curves-
p® • -. _,,,-.__ _,oeg i i
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EXPANSION _ _'"
.4 ,_-uATA POIt,TS TAKEN DUR.NG WIND TUNNELTEST _ '----_
I IO de9 H_ FANGLE CONE S /_ = 6 de9_. 7 _ I '
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Fig. 13. Ratio of cone base ._e I i i / I I ./_'/ I I
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MARKER i-
_. A Raster Generator for Use in 5,_ __ = _ P_,s_OUTPUT
the Measurementof Shock @ I
INPUT _hSTER
EXTERNAL GENERATOR
Velocities .oR.zonAL,I-'_ 1 -- . _TRI_.NGUb%R
- WAVE
-r OUTPUT
A. P. Home r _t- ERTICAt I MAIN_?'--_-_ EX'rE'_NAL;1 RIGGER
| !! DEFLECTION ! __
1. Introduction /', , _ AMPLIFIEP.,,L, ¢ J ST_'_
The JPL hypervelocity laboratory uses a raster presen- [ L _ , I ] [, --PULSE ]tation of tirn_-related data on n oscilloscope as a n;eans I SHAPLR
of measuring shock speed at various points in an arc- [_ MIXER
driven shock tube. The reason for the use of a raster pzes- t t H 1 ._
entatmn, rather than a normal time base, is that it is PHOT'--OMULTIP-"--'_UER
necessary to measure the time between three pairs of OOTPUTSpulses, with high resolution and accuracy, where each Fig. 15. Block diagram showiny how original raster
pair of pulses is separated by 20 to 30 v.sec, and the first was developed
- pair is separated from the third pair by sever_l hun,_rect
microseconds. This pr.esents a conflicting reqairemew.- of
:' high resolution and relatively hmg total display tit,-:, the previous raster. Fig 15 is a block diagram of how it
+_ i_ obtained.
2. Initial Raster and Equipment A raster of this form has several drawbacks. One is
; The raster generator previously used was a rack- that it requires modifications of the oscilloscope it is used
rr,ounted, vact,um tube unit that provided for a display with. The reason For these modifications is that the raster
having a maximum resolution of 2.5 _ec/cm. It was used generator is external to the oscilloscope and requires con-
in conitmction with a Tektronix Type 545 oscilloscope, neotions to internal portions _,f the oscilloscope. This is
Th,s particular oscilloscope was used because it had the a_a undesirable situation.
_ widest bandwidth horizontal deflection amplifier avail-
; able. Ap,. ther, and the mo_t important: limitation resulted
from the nature at this type of rasteL If a longer time
Th =. raster presentation was formed by combim'ng a must be monitored, as in the c_e of a slow r.hock speed,
triangular horizontal deflection voltage, provided by the one at two alternatives m,-st be taken. One is to slow the
:aster generator, with a !':_ear ramp vertica! deflection sweep speed down. This will result in a proportiunsl loss
voltage:, provide_ by the MAIN SWEEP SAWTOOTH of resolation. The other _s to reduce the slope of the ramp
._ output of the oscillo:.cope, input to the vertical anapiifier of the oscilloscope. "Ehe
In addition, z-axis markers were provided by a block- result at doing this is shown in Fig. 16. If a dat-: pu]se
j: ing oscil!atur. Fig. 1"I is a sketch showing the form of
J'-3___ - --
;..-._.J'-L---- _,_
'_-------.-.._ __. ; - ;
_.=__.__.._r_L_ _ t , __ .
.J--'L...-.-._ --'-'-" _-- ' +" _"P't.__
"_ --- ' Fig. 16. O_,iginal raster, _5Fsec/sw_ep with 5-_.sec
; Fig. 14. Original raster, 25psec/sweep with markers, she,wing result of reduced slope of ramp
: 5-/_secmarkers input t'overtical amplifier of oscilloscope
1t3
..... ++v,,+_",""-,-'__._ "-++"_?++•_."+,+i'_-+.,_ ................. +-"_, ,l_'q_. .................. --+'_,'t............ _
_+': ' ":+;+_::-+_"+:+>:_'-+::+:",'_"_"'+::..... :':'_-,-:+ " ,+,_ +++,+:+-,',+ ' _ P,_+'_,._7 .''-.+"" ,5: ........ T +::7".+'_,_
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shoald oct:u? near the end of a sweep it wc_,ald be impos- deflection amplifier of the Tektronix Type 545 oscilloscop_
sible to tel1 whether the pulse occurred on t_e upper has a bandwidth of approximately 1 Me. This nab'row
sweep or on the lower zweep. Obviously, large ambigui- bandwidth causes tum-_round and phase-shift distortior
ties could develop, of the triangle waveform resulting in unsatisfactory line
arity of the time base. Any attempt to obtain hig,he
resolution with the previous raster by decreasing the pe
A third limitation resulted from the method of ir.'tro- _iod of the triangle wave would be unsuccessful because
ducing the triangle deflection voltage to the horizontal the 1-Mc bandwidth would introduce excessive distortion.
deflection plates of the oscilloscope. T_ _ triangular wave Disregarding this limitation it would still be unsatisfac
c.utput of the raster generator was connected to the EX- t_ry to try to obtain better resolution by merely decreas-
TERNAL HORIZONTAL INPUT terminal of the oscil- ing the period of the triangle wave because it woulc
loscope. The fastest sweep speed available fiom the then be /rnpossible to monitor a sufficiently long time.
previous unit was 2.5 _ec/cm and was providecl by a A factor conlributing to this is that the Tektronix Type
triangle wave having a period of 50 _ec. To reproduce 545 oscilloscope has only 4-cm vertical deflection. ThL,
such a triangle wave with good linearity requires an would limit the maximum number of sweeps per raster
amplifier having at least a 2-Me bandwidth. The horizontal to about twenty.
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3. Modified Raster and Equipment raster similar to Fig. 19 is loathed. (In this unit the mark-
ers are vertical pips rather than the z-axis modulation
The_e limitations are overcome by the system to be
used m the previous system.)
described. This system is ba_ed upon the use of a 'rek-
tronix Type RM561A oscilloscope. Several reasons for It i:: the use of a staircase wave;orm that makes this unit
choosing this osci)Joscop_ are: 8-cro vertical deflection;
direct connect.lon to deflec6on plates available on plug-in unique. The staircase has a rise-time of only 40 nanosec.
connector; dice.l-channel vertical' amplifier a',ailable with Its arriplitalde is fixed, so the gain of the vertical amplifier
less than 35-nanosec rise-time; and requires only 7 in. of is varied to control the vertical distance between sweeps.The gain can be reduced to provide as many as eigh_
rack space, sweeps, spaced 1 mm, or increased to provide as few as
four sweeps, spaced 2 cm. It is the resolution of the cath-
It was possible to build a complete solid-state raster
ode ray" tttbe that limits the maximum number of sweeps
generator, including a wide-band deflection amplifier, to eighty.
on a blank chassis plug-in unit for a Type RM561A
oscilloscope. No modifications to _e oscilloscope were To make the unit more versatile, five sweep rates are
necessary because all wavefomas needed to produce a provided. Each one is derived from a crystal controlled
complete raster presentation are generated by this new
oscillator with a stabqity of ±0.003% over the tempera-
unit (Figs. 17 and 18). ture range of 20 to 60°C. The feedback networks and
The output amplifier is similar to the output amplifier crystals are switched to allow the use of one oscillator
of the T)_pe 8A1 preamplifier mai_ufactured by Tektronix. instead of one crystal oscillator and a series of frequency
It has a bandwidth of 10 Mc. This ..!_'_ws a triangle dividers, providing a large reduction in parts count.
waveform with a period of only 10 msec, to be used with- The five sweep rates are
4 out introducing turn-around or phase-shift distortion,
thus providing a factor-of-five increase in resolution of Sweep rate, _ec Marker interval,/_ec
! the time base. 5 1
.i 10 2
i_ If the vertical deflection were still derived from a linear 20 4
ramp it would be impossible to display a sufficiently long 50 10
___ time base with a sweep speed o_ 5 _ec/sweep. To el_mi- 100 20
._ hate this problem, it was necessary to geneiate a staircase
waveform that is synchronized with the triangle wave-
"_. form. By replacing the linear ramp with the staircase, a __ I ./"'1 I /
/ J
_'1 t [ [ '
CPf_tAt Sa_l't! It_:m_ r- M,NQ ¢_t_t_lr_ at_ICr_0_ Ji l I
i" ' i i ......• I .... i I ......... i li''l,.i_ I I I I i
f_lp -ILI,I t _NGIt _I4IIAII
•b_''.::,J"-_LL7.7"_] iL__i'J''l__ LLI I i I iI-
:: D'--- l---4 t ' ' ' '
"1 *'_'_';_..... / I I I I
L I I I'M l... I
.... ,....... t 1 1 ,I.
VIITI_AL TIlGG(_I llilG'l
, '<'_;'<"_ I I I I
! LI_----_ ..... L__,_lj j I I I I¢ I I I I
t l , t ,
, ......
.L t [ I
,_ Fig. I (,. Block dlclgram showing how new raster Fig. 19. New raster, 20/_sec/sweep with 4-/_sec
was developed markers
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These rates allow monitoring of from 400 t,sec, with _ _:nit. Provisions were made to externally trigger the raster
resolution of J& _ec/cm on the fastest sweep rate, to in a "single shot" mode. This is necessary _ccc._._se the
8 msec, with a resolution of 10 _ec/cm on the slowest display must be photographed foz analysis at_d multiple
sweep rate. Nonlinearity of the generated time-base is rasters on one photo would be undesir..bie. A rost,._r length
less than 0.6% for any sweep rate. circuit is also included for a similar reason. If the display
is allowed to deflect off-screen, flare-back occurs and fogs
the photograph. The trigger can be armed remotely, as
Since the event being monitored is of a transient nature, w_.ll as locally. Also. there are provisions for remote indi-
several additional features were i lcorporated into this cation of the ready condition.
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PROPULSION D!ViSION "
Xll. Solid Propellant Engineering
' 65 +32 +56
%
det_etsthemagnitude ofthearcillumination.The ,autput
A. Arc-lrnaging,..,._FurnaceIg ition ofthissensor_ontrolsarelay_,hich,inturn,callsf,,fastTest rac,=,ty or slow feed operation of the feed ,notor. The cathode
feed rate is governed by the magnitude of the are o,r:'c, nt
f. Strand across the electrodes.
Solid propellant ignition test programs are being car-
ried on with a newly operational ignition test facility. _ig. 2, is a schematic of the re-imaging optical system.
The system is basically an ignition research model of the The radiant eneigy of the are is cop eted on a 2l.in. D
A. D. Little arc-imaging furnace. This furnace combines ellipsoidal mirror projected onto a similar mirror, and
a high-intensity radiation source, with an optical system then r_-imaged on the propellant sample. An cleetroni-
for re-lmaging the radiant energy onto a propellant tally controlled camera type shutter is located at the
sample. The radiatiov source is a 10-kw (normal powei intermediate focus position. This shutter has opening and
level) to 20-kw (maximum power leve:) carbon are struck closing times of approximately 6 msee. When the sltutter
betv een two h,-mm carbon rods. The tail flame plasma is closed, a douser protects the shutte: from the arc. The
is concentrated ",y ,'t ring of impinging air jets located on douser opens and doses immediately prior to and after
the anode holder (Fig 1). The eoncentrt:tion o1:the tail the opening and closing of the shutter. Attenuation
flame allows the are to be focused at the re-imaging sereen_ of descending mesh size are placed between the
source. A magnetic field surrouvding the anode stabili'_es douser and the shutter re, control the intensity c[ the
the are by rotating the plasma stream. D,_ring operation re-imaged radi.,don. Maximum re-imaged radiation den-
of the furnace, the anode and cathode are each eontinu- sities of the furnace averaged over a 9.5-ram dia_aeter
ou_ly fed by a hvo-:_peed motor so as to maintain a image are approximately 1N)eal/em_-see at the 15t3.amp
constant are position and are current. The position of the normal are current level and 240 eal/cm'-'-see at the
anode is optically controlled by a photocell sensor that 300-amp maximum arc current level.
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7 Fig. I. Anode and cathode and holders
mo-ecxlo,s _'r':E_:U_T_ON Fig. :3shows, left to right, the 0..5-in. D by 0.100-in_ thick
I_IRROR- --_ [XAJSER-- I / SCREENS r_RE~IMAE.ING
\ / / \ li'lt_J_.aR propellant sample used in ignition testing, the back• side
_' _l f '-ANODE/ ,; _._ of a sample holder with a propellant sample in place,
"_' //? \-"" "'_-. _i j.- !"/ /_\_ the copper cup calorimeter llsed to measure the intensity
"_ k________-__ .... i_ 1] Lucite tubes that enclose each of th'_ five sample tmldeis
' " /" t/ of the radiation, and one of the 0.5-in. ID by 8.it,. long
":"__,_ -/_ _._1 _t'_-''" _, and the calorimeter i,, the mul,iple [,on_b test asse i,ly.
-$HbTTER _
_! Fig. 4 shows five s,lmple holders alld the ealorim,'terL-C_rH0O_ '_UXI_I_R*MIRRO_ '-SA_PLEBOMS" mounted in the upper [_]ate f the bomb assembly, a_d
_l Fig. 5 shows the six elielosure tuhes momlted on the: plate.
-_ Fig. 2. Arc-imaging furnace opt;_al system '][he multiple l_mb test assembly and sample posifioner
are shown in Fig. 6 Tk_ re-inmging mirror is also shown
to the ri.jht of the assembly. Vernier control of the sample
position is provided in three axial directions. The assem.
l. Ignition Test Equipment bly can he pressurized and purged with nitrogen, oxygen
The ignition test equipment for this furnace• iqcludi:lg era c:_m_biPation of both, and can also be vented to an
"i_ the previously mentioned douser and shutter, _ere f_bri- ewieuated sdrge ta_k. Succeeding bombs are brought
• _:. cated from United Technology Center supplied dusigns, into test position by manually tur_llng die bomb assembly.
_ j:
' II8
_t_lm,-'_--m._.-_-.- _ iL_ '- __- .._-,'_ 4._.-:=:;_-:'-,-_.,;--:-;_..<_./_'"<--_!-,_, _ .... • ..... ii, ,,,.... ,- .,"l ,- >,_-..... _".<.,........ ,- ,,,,,.+.:, .... - • -.<...-,_i._._,_'_A
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Fig. 5. Mounted enclosure tubes
j_ A third diode is shaven mounted on the upper left-hand
-: corner of tbc sample position('r. Th,s diode is aligned on
the optical centerline of the furnace passing through the
,- shutter. The e!t'ctrieal sigi,,li of q :s diode is used to
,_ determine _l_t' open time of the shutter and,therefore, the
-{ propellant :,amph" irradiation ti:m.
.-4
,_ t_.. The calorimeter used is of the thermal :nass, or slope,
;_ type (Ref. 1). The receiver is t sph('rical copper cup with
< ff.;_., an ilmer radius of 0.55 cm and an inner height of 0,15 era.
•a T!le inner surface is blackened with electro-deposited
.._ .....; l)latinum black. A 0.l-ram D copper-Constantan thermo-
j • couph' is siher-sohMed to the back side of lhe receiver
m,ar one ('0ge to measure th 5"temperature rise. _'he re-
:r, ceiver is moui,ted on Bakelit(" posts for th,..r,nal insula-
tion. An aperture shield of silver-plated copper sheet,
0.025 em thiek, is m(nmte(1 in front ,)f the concave surface
_ to limit the intercepted area of the beam of radiant
energy. The ,"dges of tim 0.1,35-cni diameter aperture hole
-,_"i Fig. 4. Mo,anted propellant sompl,-, holders have been llon('d shmp. The shiehl is mounted 0.025 cm
._ from the rim of the receixer with the lil,e connecting
"i One of the tw(" photodiodt.s presently wt-d to view the the center of the r('e('iver and the center of the aperture
surface of the lmipellant samt)le under test is shown paral!"l to the optical axis of th(' system. The physical
motmtvd to the right of the bomb as,wmblv i_ Fig. 6. constants of tlw Col)per receiver are
This re'lr diede _ iews the sample from a normal (tirection.
-_ The seco,',d diode vi,'ws across the front snrface of the m --- n,ass -- 0.:_0 g
siimplt' an(l is hiddeii l:.y the 1)arab asseinl)ly in Fig. 6. C_,= specific heat ,- 0.093 cal/g-°C
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Fig. 6. Multiple bomb test as'_embly and sample positioner
i. Neglecting heae Instep., if the gradient across the r(- projection mirror, and the douser. All controls for starting
ceiver thickness is small, "rod if th,.: Jiffcrence betw(en and striking the are, correcting _-lectrode positions, and
the temperature measured at the edge of the rec"iver stopping the arc are contained on the housing. Both[
and the aw'rage temperataue is small, the average heat housing doors have interlocks to shut off the arc if they
_. flux density I .t n-e aperture over ._n aperture area #_, are opened during operation of the arc. The panel below
is given over any time interval At by and to the left of the housing contains the main power
switch and switches for the :'ooling water pump (located
I_ = _-_-_--_--} (1) below the housing) and the blower.
where .1T is the increase of average temperature of the Located to the right of the arc housing is the housing
receiver and a is the receiver absorptivity (asst, med for the s,mtLer, sample positioner and multil-le test bomb
equal to 1). Knowing the receiver physical constants and a_sembly, and the re-im,_ging mirror.
the aperture area, the heat-flux density of a pulse of
•- radiant energy is obtained by measuring the ._lope of the The environmental system control panel is mounted to
__ calorimeter temperature-time curve on an oscillograph, the right of the arc imaging furnace. Solenoid valves are
:_i_ In Ref. 1 it is shown that the assumptions oE negligible used throughout in the gas lines.
-4
heat loss and uniform receiver temperature are valid
• T, under practical test conditions. The instrumentatiou control chassis (Fig. 9) is located) in the console to the right of the env;-onmental system
_,. control p_mcl. All instrumenta,ion lines have been wired
._ 2. Control System into the adj:,c( nt instrumentatima room amplifier-recorder
/ Fig. 7 is an over-all view of the arc-imaging furnace system (Fig. ld) pending c,-, _'!t'tion of the arc furnace
i:)stallation. The arc /,:)using unit, shown close-up in recorder system. "llle chassis c,)ntains the circuitry for
Fig. 8, is :oc_ted at the .far left of Fig. 7. "lhc housing control!ing the douser, shutter, and oscdlograph of.era-
holds the clec'_ des, their feed systems, blowers, the tions :,nd the mechan c_,l :rod el,,ctronic time ,._ cuits.
!
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• . .+
"
' 'i' ::[
'_ " "__ 1 ..,1l 4__
. __ r . - ---
! "" :.';:' " Fig. 8. Arc housing or.it
" ..il ' "" period of exposure is dcpende'lt upon which tenninat,.'oo
i I_- mode the stop m'-Jde switch is set), and the recorder stops.
+ •/'_ " ' As a mea,_s of protecting the shutter, the arc current is
atttomatically stopped if the douser should fail to close
Fig. 7. Arc-imaging furnace installation follo_, ing closure of the shutter•et.
The tinter circuits allow accurate control of the radiatiol:
_ exnosurc times. The electronic timer has two rangcs: 3. Cal,_rimeter Colibrati.on and
_. 15 to 100 msec attd 16vJ to 500 msec. The mechanical Focal Volume IVi,,_pping
(manual) timers are used for exposure ranges of 0.5 to It is seen from Eq. (1) that, knowing the physical
"_o_ 1 sec and 1 to 15 scc. Three other modes of exposure constants of the copper receiver and the aperture area,
_ duration can be used" calorimeter calibration consists of determining the inches
of deflection of the oscillograph per degree of receiver
(I) Manual, in which the douser and shutter are clos,.'d temperature rise. This was done bv two different nleth-
_. by pushing the remote control switch shown
- ads. Method 1 consisted of placing the calorimeter with
wrapped around the bomb plessnre gages in Fig. 7.
aperture removed into an oven and raising the tempera-
(2) Light, in which termination of radiation occurs Cure to 161 ---_F_F. Tl.e ;ncreased output of the oscillo-
automatically when the photodiodes detect in- graph was recorded io. each of the ,,sable amplifier gain
: crea:;cd radiation from the ignition proce_-s, settings an,! <_scillograph sensitivity values. Then °C/in.
a deflection was computed for each amplification used.
(:3) Fuse, in which if',.' lmrning through af a fuse wire The second utethod consisted of connecting a miliivolt
mnvntcd across the tro:_t of the propell_;z:t sa,nple
source of 0.25% estimated accurac) to the cal+_dmcter
"_r t<:rmiuates the exposure, lead_dre. Fu, c.-.ch oscillograph ampl_i.qcat_on, inp_ts of
1.u,.rod invwere onPt_shing thc close shutter switch will t('rtninate exposure 0, 0.40, 0.80, 1.00 1.20. _"-- 2.00 imposed
under any operation mode. The strutter may be opened the i-ee._rdi,:g ._ystctn. Millivolts inp_:t per inch of recorder
withot_t going through the test sequence by pushing the deilection was calculated for each nailllvo]t input. The
"" ope_ shutter switch. The lt'st seqm.nce is initiated by comp_te:l average of cue wdues for each amplification
._ pushing thc opcrt:tc switch !n ._eqncnce the recorder was multiplied by the °C/mv constaat for a copper-
start:_, the do,,,.'r ,-O shutter _.t_.en and then close (the Constantan thermocouple (20 to 50°C) yielding °C/i_.
_' 121
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deflection. The _,'erage difference in the cahbration values constaqt (cal/cm-'-sec t_'r millivolt outpt _ for tile ]PL
obtained using tht two methods was less than 0.75%. instrument was determined b'. the U.S. N_val Radio_ogi-
c'al Defense Laboratory.
The re-imaged radiant energy is nearly identica] in
shape to the arc source its:_Jf. It is, therefore, not a point Fig. li is ,, graph of the flux density d vided bv the
4 source, but a volume of energ:, calh'd the focal volume, maxinmm flu:, der.sitv versus d:stauce from the c_,nter of
The focal volume center .is the region of maximura the iocal volume along the three axes. ".'he physical
¢_ energy. The flux 'profiles _n the axial, horizontal, and position of the center point wi,i shift sligh-1._ with the
vertical directions were determ: -_d by traversing the focal small excursions of the electrodes from thei mean pcsi-
,_ volume with a water-cooled CFR-1A circular foil radi- tion. For accurate ignition testing, the samp!; positioner
"_ ometer. The electrical output of the copper-Constantan must be set so tlmt tl,e calorimeter aperture is centered
_' differential thermocouple in this instrument is linearly to measure the radiant flux density at the fc_ al volume
proportional to the incident radiant flux densi_- ancl "s center. Propellant igmt:on delay deptnds no upon the
independent of the temperature of the cooling water, magnitude of the average flux incident upon the propellant
'_ The calorimeter's small 0.9-ram diameter receiving area surface, but upon the maximum flux intensi_' incident.
and tO-msec time constant allow it to me_-s,_,re local flux
t
densities within the focal volume. In addition to the
calibration provided by the manufacturer, the calibration 4. Test Procedure arid Results
°-_ The ignition delay time of a propellant at a given heat
.... flux level and chamber pressure is defined as the mini-
-, |.OO[ ! I___TR_,XE_ [ mum irradiation time required to initiate .;elf-sustained
_: combustion, i.e., ignition. A propellant has been charac-
-_ o8o - terized as to its ignitabi_it 3, when a log-log plot of ignition
: delay time versus heat flux has beea determined experi-
o.6c . mentally for the ehambe_ pressure of interest. FiK. 12
0 40 ---
"i I0.20 _ I __ ,x 15 psta t J
too T l io_ ...... o 45 os,o, El I00 psm ,,
"'_ _ c _ I
! 0.40 1 z --
i ! /
, o _oz
(.9
-- 8
oo_,' il I0 i0.413 i0 0 _ 4. 6 lO I 2 4, 6 tO 2
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6
FLUX, col/era 2-see
DISTANCEFROMFOCALVOLUMECEN12R,mm Fig. 12. Ignition deloy _ersus flux for
Fig. | 1. Fo¢ol volume flux profites NOTS A-87 composite, propellont
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shows such a ch_racterizahcn for a Naval Ordnance Test turned on, and tile arc is struck. When the arc is opehdin_
Station composite solid propelJa.nt, A-87. It was deter- stably, as indicatcc_ by the on-and-off flickering oH the
mined by JPL as a participant iu the Interlaboratory electrode feed lights (fast and slow drive speeds) ant
Solid Prop_4lant Ig,ition Exchan-;c Progr,_m. the stabilizing of the arc current at the correct level, the
test sequence is initiated. At the conclusion of the tt.,,
The following standard procedure has been arrived at sequence the arc is shut off to avoid overheating an_
for determining tl.c ignition delay time at a given nom_r.a', c]amagi,g the douser. TIc ,i,uitiple test bomb is rotatec
fl_.'.xintensity level. Attenuation screens are inserted in the to the first propellant sample, the iz_strumentation pane
furnace to attenuate the raciiation to the desired level at sh;p mode switch set to the timer or electroniz" mode, the
the re--imaging focus. The furnace has been previously respective timer set to the desired irradiation time inter
optically aligned (mirrors positioned) so that the re- va!, and "he F.--cedure repeated. If _gnition occurs, _l
imaged focus lies on the furnace optical axis. Electrodes shorter irradiation time is chosen, and the test procedure
is repeated with the second propellant sample. Testing is
are placed in their holders and positioned to their proper
spacing. Five loaded propellant :;an,pie holders and the continued at successively shorter irradiation time inter-
bomb calorimeter are inserted into the upper plate of vals JntiI uo ignition occurs. When all five dropellant
. samples iu the multiple bomb have been used in a test,
the multiple bomb, and the bomb is assembled with the the radiation ir_tensity is again measured _iti, the cal-
calorimeter i:l test position. After measuring the baro- orimeter. The muitiple bomb is then disassembled, loaded
metric pressure, instrumentation and valve power are with five new sa:;v.les, reassembled, and testing is
swit-.hed on and the bomb gage pressure is :,djusted to resumed. Testing is continued at decreasing irradiation
the desired value. The instrumentation p_ael stop mode time ir,tervals until the oscillograph traces of the two
switch is set on eiectronic mode and the electronic timer p!: ,t-diodes viewing the propellant sample show that
is set to the correct calorimeter irradiation time in;erval i,_, .don occurs j,ast following closure of the shutter
for the irradiation flux level. The interval must be long '.-,g. 18). A test is then run at a slightly lower irradiation
enough to allow the slepe of the o_cillograph c,:lorimeter :'._e interval. If no ignition occurs, the arc is restruck, the
trace to be accurately measured, but short enough to zensity is mea.sured with the calorimeter, hvo additional
avoid damaging the calorimeter. All furnac,_ switches ale. ests arc . tn in ,-apid succession at the previous time
• F-----_k ]i ,_q s.u'rrERP.oroolooE
!
SlOEPHOTODIODE
f
;
'_.._, _ . t =MINIMUM_IRRADIATIONF_IO0msocT ME
IGNI'/'ION
": Fig. 13. Oscillograph trace of arc-lmaf!ng furnace ignition t_st
,f
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i:_terval to verif_ ;t as the minimum irradiation time for With increasing e,:pcrience it'_s'belicved that this arc-
i ignition (ignition delay time), the int_nsit_ remeasured imaging furnac_ installation _ill Lecome an increasingly
witk tile calorimeter, and the _rc shelf off. more useful research too!.
L
_2
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_ A. Some Characteristics of a macro-structural material failure. Our interest in the
inclusion problem will be limited to an attempt to assess
, Miniature Stress Transducer tile interaction between the miniature stress transducer
d A. San M_guel and R. H. Silver a_d the surrounding elastomeric medium, and the influ-
ence of one transducer on another when three are
A mip.iatu 'e s,r_ss"_ transducer has been developed at employed in a rosette configuration. Fig. 1 illustrates the
JPL (Refs. 1 2) to measure the internal stress fields in nominal stress raisers created by the rigid transducer
solid propellant. Work is currently ur9er way to establish rosette which is embedded in a low modums polyurethanebinder, and which, it may be seen, does create _,pertur-
the general characteristics as well as to define the realm bation in the stress field. Further stu:lies are cu,'rently
of practical application of this transducer, under way to quantize the inclusion effect by photo-
The concept of (,irectly measuring individual principal elast;c stress-freezing, a phenomenon which allows a
: stresses withirt a material is relatively novel. To qualify a three-dimefisional stress analysis analogous to classical
device to aceomf.lish this task, it mus't be demonstrated two-dimensional photoelastic stress analysis.
that the advantages to its use outweigh the inherent dis-
advantages. Ba,dc questions that must satisfaetorily be
2. The l_ackoginc . Functio_
resolved evolve from the inclusion problem, the packag-
ing function, te, nperature interaction; and finally, whether The sensing eleme, t of the miniature stress transducer
stress or strain should }.e considered as the argument of is a piezoresistive p-type silicon splinter presumabl)
the transducer' output function, having a (111) crystallographic orientation. Thi_ splinter
is commercially available with dimensions of approxi-
mately 0.0005 X 0.005 in. rectangular cross-section and
1. The Inclusion Problem 0.040 in. over all length. This element is quite fragile in
The true inclusion problem consists of detel_nining the itself. Hence one objective of packaging is to protect the
disturbing influence of a relatively rigid partic!e in an splinter from directly applied environmental loading.
otherwise coutinuous stress i_eld. The importance of the A second objective of the packaging is to limit the dimen-
inclusion problem usually centers around floe crack initia- sional changes of the splinter, thereby greatly increasing
tion phenomena, whica eventually manifests itself in the range of stress which may be applied to the element
126
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i ........... "- L"_'+'" - :__ (Eq. 2 of Ref. 2) are imposed on a splinter in the (111)
i _ , '-,_", orientation, then
¢
_-,. - - 1 + ,_', ,,, + ,4-,,__-,r,:,,, (1)
>,
p0
-,. ,/rll "/Tll
_ X [(./l,a,) _ + (n,,n,) _ + (n,l,) _]
,'_ ., - (9.)
__, _ , , + (._. - ,_,.)J "/r12-- _ri3 = ,_r12 -- 7rl_
,t
4 . 'Y X [(/,/_y + (m_) _+ (n,n_yi
•_ Here
• . \ ,, E'_ = _he electric field component along the length
"_ /L ",. . "'., "! of',the splinter
' i'_ = the current component along the length of the
_ Fig. 1. Embedded stressfrontal:leer splinter
"_ rosette
'_ Ap = resistivity change along the length of the
_ splinter
_ without fracturing it. A third objective of packaging is to
'! provide an electrical contact, as well as an application ,_, = resistivity change .along the splinter length as
flexibility for bracing and recording wires, a result of a longitudinal stress on the splinter
"_ The phenomenon of piezoresistance allows a great ri_, ,r_., = resistivity change along the spl;."+t2r length as
degre_ of freedom with regard to packaging design, a rest:It of a lateral stress on the splinter
! Essentially, one stress--sensitive axis of the splinter is pa :k- c,t = longitudinal stress on splinter
aged so that it is align,_d with the stress axis to be
•i measured. A synop.,is of the pertinent construction arm _r.,,+r:_= lateral stress on sp;inter
' theory is found in Let. 2. ' ' = shear stre_s on splinterT23_ Tlq
4
The general constitutive equations for silicon (Eq. 2 o_ Eq. (2)° indicates that ff the crystallographic piezo-
Ref. 2) are based on the assumption that commercially resistive coefficients are known, as well as the splinter
available silicon splinters belong to a cubic class such as a orientation, then a set of coe_cient.: pertinent to _ given
• diamo_:d cubic and zinc-blende structure. It can be shown splinter may be evaluated. At present ti:e crystallographic
(Ref. 5) that a maximt, m longit.,di,_l piezoresistive co- coefficients for the p-type silicon spli.n.t_rs used in dais stndy
efficient can be _btained in silicon along the (111) diree- are unknown. However, the direction cosihes l_,mt,na,
tion. A pertinent relationship to consider (Ref. 6) is what which commercial sources strive for (assuming that silicon
strain gages of maximum sensitivity are being manufae-
may be called the "General-Orientation-Uniaxiar' Piezo- tured), are (referring to Fig. 2) given in Table 1.
resistance Design Equation. If the conditions that
(= _r.+,_) r',., (= <rt:_) The angles and rotations of Fig. 2 can best be under-
i'., =: i._ = r'_:_ = stood by a description o_ the operations used to perform a
:= r'_ (= tr_) = E'., = E:'_= 0 transformation from axes (x,y,z) to axes (x',_',z'): (1) S_art
127
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: • Hence
z'_ O cos -_8 = " " sin: (; - (4
'_/ .3 ' 3
V Having established what the direction cosines should t
//_ For commercially available silicon splint"rs, the transduce
packaging arrangements can be set
The applicab,lib" of the above theory to the stress tram
..., dueer design can be illustrated in the fohowm o manner
_4-'<C ------- ""_t In Ref. 5 the va;ues for a particular p-type silicon ar.listed as
Fy = 7.8 ohm-cm, = 6.6 × !0 -_ dynes/era-',
p "7/'i12
*' = 1.1 X 10-_'-'dynes/cm-"
Fig. 2. Transformafian from axes {x, y, zl to mid _r_,= 138.1 X 10-': dynes/era _. These values x,er,.
axes [x', )e', z'l
incorrectly stated in Ref. 2, since they were obtained frorr
with the axes coinciding..r' with x, _ with g, ar.d z' with Ref. 7, which is in error. The results of either fief. 2 or "
z. Rotate the primed axes through an angle .6 ._.bout the were not affected by the error, in any event, using the
z axis,. This determines the final position "ff t_, which values of direction cosines in Table 1 togetJ_er with tht
remains in the (x.y) plane at an angle 6 from y. (.9_)Rotate above listed .-._/s, the oriented _:'s can be computed ant
the primed axes through an angle 0 about the y' axis, are found to be
w_le keeping y' fixed. The -' axis is then at an ..ugle 0 ' = _3.6 × 10 -_-_dynes/era _,r_ = _',," 7/'11 - 2
with the z axis. (Note that x', z and z" are _ ;l in the same
plane, since all are perpendicular to _.) The final _ngle -- - _4.5 × 10-_'-'dynes/era _-
behveeu z and x" is cos -2 (cos 8 cos .6).
Fig. 3 illust_ates data obtained by direct "dead-weight'
: It is obvious that the direction cosines of the :c' ;txls loading, both in the longxtudinal and lateral direz'tions ot
along (lll)are the transducer. Tins experiment oonsists of applying a
l, = cos Oco,, .6 = IT-- load directN" to the transducer. Needless to say, ¢.e data
: _/t.-_- are relatively consistent, despite the inherent exlgerimentai
difficulties encountered. A f_ertdnent observ,:' on is that
iT--
" . ml= cos0s'.'n.6 = _/,-_- (:3) (_)experimental=-0.45 as compared to
-, n _sin0 _=_ __ lx?__- ('2 " __ff:.) theoretical -- - 0.48
-_: :" Further analysis (Hcf. 5) shows that _"
'_ ' 1 This comparison indicates that the direction of tl'is _tudv
-: _':' cos-'.6 = sin-".6 = -:5"_ program is a reasonable one.
[;_ L.ble 1. Direction cosines for maximum longitudinal sensitivity along il 111
..... i -'t
3, ]
. "," -2- 0
_" Z' Iz ms n_ COS0 ;:" $ sin_ sin8 cos0 1% j II J
'_.- 12R
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50 i- .... -'_ ....................... T ........... _ 70
{ _LONGITUPiNAL LOADING / resistal;,_e (tr,msd,.wer and varial)]e resis..'ance_ equal,,75 _;. Th current ]' thtq, a justed so as to c;:ise a 100-my
4-.:................................ 63 potential 0cross tht" parallel r'esistance. Fig. 4 .dso exhibits
LATEPAL LOADING--'---_.t thu aetua] ca]il)ratvd nutput that was used re m_.a_ure
40_ O__._ ---1_ r('.<ist,HIce (.'h,ln_("_ ()_ t]ll- order "_ O' "_
......................... 56 , . ..
3_ ._r- _4s An isolated silicon splinter was heated from 50 ._o
\ ' [ 150 F and e×hibited only a 1.6-L _ resistonc-' c]_:.n'._(,. This
-_ so c_ ...... 4z a_ reiativtlv low re__istancc cl.tnL,c. If,)r. it _trt'ss _-;ti|_duct-r
o_ _-- c the
I _ x_as l;robabi) a consequence e£ high dopirg '.,
z5 .... ss _ phers of tht" H)linter indi("t¢'d that the rt.sisti.'itv c.f the
: _ splint'-r umd hence low resistivity, The ,:ommeci,A _ul)-
G__ (5 splinter is of the or0,_'r of 0.02 .Q-cm. .'he _oet.}'_cient :,fzo ........ [-- 2s expansion for the splinter w'_s .tls_; '.adi.-ated a b,.'ing
__r=-,?*= ER= _O_7 _if__ "q)t)r°xin'"tte]}2Se:lO"in/in'/:F''qefE;"
:5 TRANSDUCFR DIAMET ....... ;_.
0045 in
I TRANSDUCERAREA= This splinter was packaged i.t'., made into a trans-\,-, A
,o_- ,57 x 1o-s ,_.z _ '* dater, Ref. 2L and placed at the center of a cubical molJ
: , togt:ther with ,L therrnocouple located 0.25 in. from the
5, _ stress'txansducer. A polvureth,uw n'sin was cast into the
_C:-,_TANCL_ mold at a temperatme of about 140:C ant cured for 15 lu
at 145:F. The f-.nper..:ure of the cured pMyurethane
F_g. 3." Direct dead-weight transducer calibration resip with the t,nbedded s'ress tr,nsducer :,nd thermo-
couMe was tlle_ bro,,_ht dox_n to room b..v:pcrature in
3. Temr_eroture Interactions the period of ! hr. The outl)ut of tiw th:-rmeeouple and
stress transdu,:er is sllo',vn in Fig. 5 as a function ofThe effects of temperature on the miniatvre stress trans-
ducer can be examined.by obser_in_, tb, isolated splinter dine. The .,.imific_:.qt ,_hservations are: (1) Residual
and comparing these observations with the o_ er-all trans-
ducer response for various loading:: and temperature:.:
The circuitry employed for observing transducer re-
sponse as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 4. ,4_1.... ._0
This circuit exhibits reasonable output ]inearib'. The ,4z ..... ----- _5;
bridge is balanced by adjusting the variable resistor in I o _5
parallel with the stress transdueor so that the parallel ,_s _-_.._--_ .... ,e
134 ---_'- --- _ ....... 130
_,.C.y'_ l _ :
"x¢.. Cr,._STANT CURRENT _ ,
- ! .............
115 • - " I
_° '°5} _ ._"x_f ;;=h'_Tg_v:T:: _ :::ER3, " " O° TEMPERATURER SISFANCE I : '95 T ES5 TRA :14 ...... F-----_- .... I- .... _-..... i ...... i ............ L-- p,.._;80i
85,_,..._ - R?__"I.,NE_RIZINGVARIABLERESIST.VIESHUNT ',. ] '= ] ' ;_0 I_ _0 Z5 IIO ,__,_ _._..-.._..----_ .... [ I ; _ 70
CIRCUIT OUTPUT, my o._ ,l M
Fig. 4. Tronsdu¢_w elac,trical circuitry schematic ,_n6 TIME
_tondor_ ¢olibrGtion cu_e Fi 9, 5. Curing cy¢l', response of trclnsducer
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stresses diO not occur as a con,.vquence of curing and the Finally, Fig. 6 illustrates tee r(lationsh_ps among -om-
thermal cycle, ';ince the resistance of the transducer ;e- pressi "e stress of the pol._urethane bloeL- eontaining th,.
turned to its initial 110 o.. (2_ Transducer drift did not miniature stress transducer, the res:stance change of the
)ccur for a period of 1"3Er at 145_F. (:3) The transdt,cer stress transducer, and the temperatt'rc of the transdu(er.
is temperature-sensitive m a nearly linear relationship. The slopes of the stress-input/resistance-output culves
Tbese observa!ions indicated that the embedding of a_e approximately the same. The shift of each cur_e is
simi;ar m-niatur ,_. stress transducers in polyurethane due to differences in thermal coefficients as discussed.
binder doe.s _ot _,ive rise to serious residual stress con- With calibrat',,n cur_es such a..; _,ho_vu i. dfi.s figure, tl_e
ceutrat_ons {Fig. 1). !t also appears that the stress trans-
sh ._ssstate witifin solid propellants could be measured by
ducer can readily survive the caring cycle of many solid separating out the temperature contribution to the trans:
propellants. Finallv. the temperature sensiti',ity of the ducer output.
transducer must be due to the difference of the coeffi-
cents of expansion of the Tetlon packaging material
(approximately 0.5 X i0 -_'in./in./'F), the silicon splir.ter 4. Stress or $troin Transducers
:approxisnately 1.3 x 10 -_' in./in./°F), and the polyure-
thane resin (approximately i ,'3X 10-" in./in./°F). Thus It has beeil shown that the response of one transducer
the tr.an._duc_.r shoulct be calibrated it; solid propellant as can be characterized by Eq. _,I). However, if three such
a function of tempera_re to estabhsh the portion of out- transducers are position¢4 within a material along the
put due t_ temperature, three principal stress directions, the three principal:
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• stresg"s within a _oint region of propellant can be eva]u- elastomers or selid propellant, provided that the stre._s
ated by the follo-vin_ three e,tu:,tions: rosette i_ oriented along the three principal directions of
stress. It i.,.obvlou_ that a stress field _adient within the
at,, volume col,_talnin_ the rosette would introdnce error.
-- A,,_ r B,r_. - 17_. ,Transduc,'r 1) .
_. P'. However. Fig. 1 indicated that sach a gradient mav not
exist far several types of stress fields. The strains ex-
±o-' _ B_ _ A,r._.+ B,,., _Tran._ducer 2) (5 _. perienced _t some distance away from the transducer can
P" easil-" be :?.0.%. _s _:as 'A,.ccase for the above-mentioned
l_._.!'.'urethane resin. The only way this transducer could
±_----_-- B_, - Be_. -- Ac, (Transducer :3_ be used to measu.-e finite golid pr%)ellant straih_ wouldO';
be to require that the solid propellant eo,stitutive rela-
Note that _._Tnmetrv.. of =__.= ,,_, means that onh- tx_o tionship between stress and strain be known u t,'riori.
coefficients are required [Eq. el)]. Another assump- Such relationships a_e not yet in existence. One objective
• ,to,.,d,,..;_- vn;fi_tt,re stress transducer is to providetion is that the three t_ansdueers have- the s'Ime piezo-- m ..... . _v,.,s; _,
: resistive properties. Thus it is shown that the three a tool _Sth which t_ establish _ueh material property
. principal stresses can r_asonably be measured within constitutive equations f,;r solid propellants.
/
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i
A. O-Ring--Alkali Metal The remaining rings--2olyacrylate, natural rubber, Tef-lon, and ti_oro-silicone--appeared in satisfactory con-
L.ompal;bllID/ dition. Anoth,_r series of O-rings are currentl 3, in test at
450°F in molten lithium.
W. Phillips
A series of eieven O-ring malerials were exposed to Table 1. Summar:,,_f O-rin_-_.-':ali metal compatibi;ity
static potassium at C00°F for 500 hr (Fig. 1). Buna N was
the ouly material which retained its initial shiny, smooth, Conditionaft., Co°,ditla,a_er
and elastic characteristies. Six other O-rings remained ir_ N,.m_ Cumpound patosstum lithium
fairly good condition, retaining their smooth surface and e_pasu,a' ,pasura °
elasticity. These were: po!)'acrylie, i.utyl, silicone, fluoto- 1 ...a N Verygood Ha,'dened
ilicone, p.atural rubher, an,] oitrilc MIL-P5,?,15A. The 2 Acrylate Oestrayed Hardened
,_eoprene was attacked, and _he acrylate was completely 3 Suns s "arfuce roughness H,,rdened
de, tro'md. The Teflon and Buna S _ere hardened and 4 Polyocr/lic Good Good
'" 5 Neoprene Altacke ,4 I<ardened
rol.lghened, lCCDcctivc]y. 6 Natural:'bber Good Good
• 7 Silicone Good Destroyed
An ide,_tical series of rings was exposed to solid lithium s Teflon Hardened Good
at th: ,:ame temperature. The five rings ,,'bown in Fig. 2 9 s_tyl aaod Softened
were hmdcned a,d attacked. These were Eu._a N, acrylic, 10 Flum_.silicon_ Good Good
Buna 3, T_eoprene, and nitrile MIL-P_15A. The silicone I1 N;t,;teMItPS_ISA Gooe Horden.d
rubber ring was compl_,tely deslroyed and r,ot recovered. 4FXl_|ure$ weto ¢1! 30OAF for ,;00 hr. The _oottl$llum w¢15 rnolten *rid the I|thlum
' solid O1 thil temp,_totute.
The butv! ring was softened to ,r plastic un 1sable stat¢:.
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# _ Fig. 2. O-rings an left attacked b_ contuct With solid
lithium at 300°F for 500 hr compared to
those expose_| to potassium
I0 II
the exit nozzle of a vortex tube. For the e_e of an arc-jet
__ nozzle, swirling flow may have a significant imquence on
the heat flux to the nozzle wall, in particular ir. the con-
. vergent portion, as was shown in Ref. 1. In order to gain
".7-, a better understanding of the flow field which in turninfu nces convective heat transfer, an investigatio of
.# .__..::.,_: ambient temperature swirling flows through nozz!es was
initiated in eenjunction with present ionized ga's-flow
• expermients. The steady swirling motion of a real fluid
Fi0.1. O-rings after exposure to potassium at 300°F that flows through an axisymmetric convergent-divergentfor 5_ hi'
nozzle is three-dimensional and viscous. Because of the
" 32_39 . complexity associated with the mathematics required to
N6_r -- describe a real flow of this type, the analysis presented isB. Axisymme ic Steady Flow at; onein which numerous assumptions are made in order tc
a Swirling Compressible Fluid greatly simplffythe approach,
Th ro og h o Co nve rg e nt- Preliminary" experinaents havebeenperformed with
Divergent Nozzle Without _,rgon at approximately ,..mbient temperature using theapparatus configu-ation shown .;n Fig. 3. The measure-
External Heat Transfer ments that were made---namely, the temperature and
radial static pressure distribution along the end wall
P. F. Idassier located upstream of the nozzle inlet, the static pressl:re
distribution along the nozzle wall, '.he average _nlet gas
1. Introduction temperature, and tile mas._ flow rate---were used in the
" Axisymmetric swirling flow through a nozzle may analysis to establish quantities that were not measured,
occur, for example, ir, the exit nozzle of an arc jet or in such as the axial and tangential com/)onents of the
133
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velocity. Experim, atal _'esults are showo, for o,)e test "n (3) The radial component o4 'the veloeit' is negligible.
which the stagnation pressure was 15 2 t fla. For this test (4) The distribution of the axial velocity component is
the rejection velocity into ._.aemixing chand.,cr, which was unif._rm at any plane normal to the axis.
tangential, we,; 136 f'./sec. The gas was injected through
four 0.2_;0-in -E hole_ spaced 90 dog apart, On _he .end (5) The flow is axially symnJetric.
wall the aiameter of the five pressure taps nearest the (_) The gas is perfect; therefoce,
,,cnterline was 0.011 in., and _or tlle remaining holes P,'t, = BT (I)
the diameter was O.01E in. The length-to-diamet,_r rafiJs
were at'proximately " for ,he smaller diameter holes and & = co,stant
3 for the l_-ger holes. The diameter of the pressu+ e tap (q) The @uid is nora isc,_,as.
holes on the ,ozzle was 0.01.9 in., and the length-to-
diameter ratio of these hole_ ranged from 4 to 25. (8) T_-e flow is adiabatic.
i The analytical problem is analogous to, but more gen.. Perhaps the most restrictive and nonrealistic of these
i eral than, plane one-dimensional flow through a nozzle, assumptions is that the radial component of the veloei_,
That i_, as in plane one-dimensional dow, the radial com- is neglected. A radml velocity component must exist in
ponent o_ the velocity is neglected and the axial veloci_' the flow field whenever the walls of a duct conve-ge or
_, distribution is considered to be uniform at any given diverge, .as they d.9 in a nozzle. "l'hi_ can have a significant .-
plane, normal to the nozzle axis. Unlike plane one- iv.quence on some of the £ow variables, such as static
dimensional flow, however, both the tangential and axial pressure and mass flux (Ref. o). However, since plane one-
components of the velocity are taken into account. The dimensional flow theory has been used with considerable
I experimental tangentia] velocity distributions were. deter- success to establish relationships among the flow v'-_iables
I[ mined from the temperature and static pressure measure- for nonswirling axial flow in converg_.pt divergent nozzles,
rneilts along the end wall. av,d as :1 consequence of the the radial velocity con 2onent in swirling flow is not
i anal)sis were taken to be the same at the nozzle inlet, considered in the present investigation. Besides these
As established by numerous other investigations of flows assumptions and those state,] in the introduction, addi-
++, tional assumptions are discussed throughout the analysis.
•_ in vortex tubes, two flow ,'egions were. found to exist.
! Near the centerline the .,,wirling flow rotates with a
velocity distribution similor to that of a solid body, and 3. $imp|ified £quotions of Motion
1_ in the outer anr_lus the velocity distribution is similar to
that o_ a potential vortex. A transitioL oe.curs between the The equations that result by introducing the eight
two swi_,ing _3w regions. Although it is primarily the a_oumptions listed in the previous section into the equa-
injection technique and the viscosity that cause the fluid tions of motion are as rollow_:
to from two regions in which the tangential velocity
distn;_utions are different, the expansion process through Continuity:
tJe nozzle is assumed to be revetsible and adiabatic both
in the core and in the outer annulus. The decrease in O(pw) __ 0 (2)
pressure along the flow direction, resulting from the Oz
expansion proce_;s, is associated with an i_wrease only in
the axial compor, ent of the velocity. Hence, the tangential Radial mom_'ntum:
velocity component is a unique function of radins
throughout the nozzle and is not a function of axial ov _ _ 3p (8)
position, r _r
2. h4o/or Assumptions Tangential momentum:
_v
The general equations of motior. (.qef. 2) are simplified 0w -_zz = 0 (4)
into a set of equation", that may be used in both the
annulus and tho core of the swirling flow b_"introducing
the following general assumptions: Axial momentu',n:
(1) No body forces exist. _w 0p (5)
(2) Ilae flow is steady, pu, _ = -" 0z
1315
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4. The F!ow. Field at the Nozzle Inlef ..-. ,oo k[- __L. __.__ : : _ .. "
-_1ne e.rpenmenta] tangential v::r.gc.itv,distr;,hution at thc _z ....t . • t . : . "=
. .,=, _j,,__ ." J
r.oz_L_-ip:et was cletermia__t fr,,m :he terr,perature and - 9o ............
static, press_tre measur_-;nents mong the en( xv_21which _ ! : I - :
: I : ; C "was located upstream of the n_:,"zzle inlet ".,_ssho,,m in _ so --[ : _ T _ ::
• _- I- | I ' i _ r-NOZZLE TH.-'_O/.T RADIUS
elg. 3. The validit T or .,_ts'"methed-;_ establi:hed by use z
of Eqs. (2) and _4:.Thepr_.'aC_ewis aeo_.stant be_veen _ _ -- '_--+_----'---_-
the end xv_ and the nozzle in:et as _tabLhed by Zq. (2), _ ,o| -- _ ! £ :
because the diameter in this regio,i is ednstant.._dso, pw _ _ii -. :t_no,zero; therefor , by Eq. (4)
_o 50
: c_ -- 0 (7) _, _ i = :4o =-_1 :- .
Hence. the tangential velocity is in,_ependent of axial _ ____ __- It __ : ! MIXINGCliAMBER--
_;_Kon and. therefore, ca_ depend-,t mr,--enid: o.u the _-i__. :-, -_ !---- .... _- WALLLOCaT'ONra_J:ai _,;erdinate This eo_libi_ LSa consequence of the I - ' i _ : \_1_
- - g]ect.ng the _dial velocity. The f_ that the tangential " - g --_::"
,,eloeity o does depend on the radius is establisheJ by g
.: gq. (8). o _ o-, _ --_ "_
RADIUS2 t. in.
In order to evaluate the tangential ve_oeity: both the Fig. 5. Radial pressure-gradient distribution along
demity and radial static pre.ssure gradiJnt most be known the end wall fo_ argon flow with swirl
at each rad:al position. Th..e eml wall static-pressure dis-
tribution i', shown in Fig. 4, arid th.'. pressure gradient
distribu_ti_, as Jetermined graphically from the pressure distrib-_tion plo:,:ed on a greatly expanded scale, iz
shown in Fig. 5. The dcnsiu w_,s obtained by iteration
_a:th the use ef Eqs. (11 and (o°} as well as Eqs. ,,3) and
. '_o! " "--r-T--'f T- ---r---'_--T-----!--"---1----III _ ' _ --_-.---t.-._,_=_=z,==_,(9) that follow-
I f, 3_.. ;_' "_ I _,x,._.;c.._-JCIi (T,-F)-----K(T,-T) (8)
] _/i _ "k] i _ _, WALL LOCATION j ] i
! ' ' I 1 t; =
- _l !_--S;AT!C PRESSURE ! I ! i (Tt -- T) -- {O)
" ....
;:" _ I fl V, _S''AGNATION PRESSURE t _ I Eq.. (8) is a deflniUon of a recovery factor for thermo-]_ _ 11_ --_1/ I_ I couples. For these tests bare wire thermocc.uplcs were
i/ , _ I___l[ ! '1 C"_'NOZzLETHROATRADIUS[ I /l _nstolled through the end wall, which, acce. _-ing to Ref. 4,
_ _ _o._____F__,_+_______________L_a__.---l__--[ ..... i--- have a recovery factor of about 0.65. Eq. (9)is a :arm of
'_ : _ II j ! ! l i I TEST N_. 112-P4C I
:_-, ¢G_ " ----_-_--_-_ U," 15.2pllO ---_---- the energy equation. It does not contain o*l_er v.'locity
_C- I I I
•_ II [ i j _' I r,-S_'F components, because at the end wall the 'an,_.,.,ti_|
' I I I '
-."f _----I.,_--IT-_---_-_ --- _ ---i , velocity probably dominates the other possiFle eompo-!!ll I_i ,lents, at least for t-he puq_gsc of evaiuating the tempera-
i/i ture in this mann( _. The iteration procedure ";ca,_initiated
o _ o.* o.e o.s ,.o by assuming the d_ermo,:ouple temperature t_: be the
RADIUS4 in. static temperature in Eq. (1) The temperature ,]is_ibu-
Fig. 4, Static m_d stagnation p_essure-distributions at hans ohtained by this procedure are sho_w._in Fig. 6, and
• the nozzle inlet for argon flow with swirl he hL_gential velocity ,]:stribt_Uon is s}ow,, m Fig. 7.
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B
I' _O, _'_.,k¢_! ! - [ /STAGNATICN TEMPER: IRE ] diff& .nee it, inlet tempe-zturc as indicated in the ,_'_otc
______:_ in Fig. 6, and a simila.-ajjustment was madz for the.
'3°r_ i !_,'-_c-1- - - -_ . "_. pressure. The stagr, ati:m p:essure was computed using
L_______-1./. " i i i i ! 41 i the foilowing cqhati(,'f s_-, _-;-T-p_V:_....... -T-----;--_
,_ /i'/ '-:-s,,.T.:TE.PERATURE: : :.'
l _'_-_" : " ;MiXiNG CHAId_E; ; Pt : p ." -')o -
,,_ _=r_ _r-- _ .....
,[ t; 2-_.. _ TEMPERATURE 7--'_---T-- r ---_ This pressure (h'a=,,ction is sho_aa in "=lg. 4.y : , _ -_ : .
c: 490
'_ _I It is apparent in Fie_. 6 that energy transfer occurred
"_ NOZZLE TI-:ROOT R&DIUS ! ! -
a _.__/,_! , , _ , , " • within the vortex, since the stagnation _em?crature is not
g; ,9o -- . T _ F ---T-7----T----q-' - ---_ uniform. A'l tt,c _emperatnres at the cent{rliue are the
i i - " i -ZST,,_.I,Z-24ci- :
4 P- ,.c ----4 : - ,_ . __- . same because the velocity -,.hele is taken t¢ be zero.
-1 " I • : #t = I..2 I}sto _
: : _ _ i : t ' -- The tangential velocity distributi,m of a po,entia, vor-
,_ _ I _ TEMPERt_TUREMEASURZMEursWERE ! : rex (c- = 4.63 ft-'/zee) is sho_:aa ip Fig. 7 ior comparison
450 . I _ TAKEN FROM TE_qF Ii2-SUC AND CORRECTED with the experimental results. The cons.ant w_ arbi-
I : TOCONDITIONSOFTEST112-24CBYTHE ",tardy chosen to match one of the data poiz,.ts. IE is
. i " RATIO OF INLE': STAGNATION TEMPE.R_ "IJRES_ -
"" 440 ' I _' WHICHWAS0.993 ': aI parent that in the Diner part :.i the voz rex the tangen-
'2" / ; I ; -
..; . 430L__" . I " . ! i [ i = } i : hal velocity dis;xibutian is more ,..arK- tl.,:tt of a lx_tential
o _,.z _.._ _s o.e LO ,'ortcx than it is of a solid-lx}dy ,.ype of rotation which
i P_,DICSr, in. approximates the distribution :": _h(- c_re. Subsequent
,:ests not shown in which the peak tangeittial velocity has
r_ Fig"6. Gas temperature disff}bufions for argon
shifted to a larger radiu_ indicate the solid-bedy t_.?e of
; i:ow with swirl
:ot_.tion in the core more dearly. In addition to the tan-
"_ gential veiuci_- Fig. 7 also shox_:_ the axial comp_nmt of
d" t'9Of'---_;| [ _ i ".: "dOZT""E T! TES1 _,.. 112-24(; :i the ve_oeity ;. the nozzle inlet which was de:ermined
; /|" _j___, THRS.._TRAOIW_ . : h'om the foilov-iP.g form of the continuih' equa-.,on
"]_2__ __ . ' _ , . ,h = p,.,., ,% w (11)i _t'o -" --4---¢----_ +- -r- -T .... =--]
" I I _ I . - tANGENTIAL "VELOCITY v _ i _
-,! _oo ;--_C-/---l-----pI_ I : / , ' l i ----T----+----I-: : , The average donsity ac:os_ (he cross-s(.cLan at the nozzle
i :: I i\_ki(/vr" 4.65 fiE/see ] i i l i inlet was evaluated graph_ieally by use of the end wall
4oo_t__L._,_ __._J____L_____I___.J.__ !____i__._..__ measurements, and it is of course a_sumed that at the
. i: I ; _'q_/ | _,,IXINGCHAMBER- i nozzle inlet the axial ,-elo(:ity is uniform.
"3j - I _ O. ,X • : WALL LOCATIOti \1 l
_ k_-_-', iX-_--" !F'AXIAL VELOCITY- I !\
5')0 _____.2_ ...... --------T---- ---2'L.--_:,
V ! ;-,
[[ ; I, ;k x'_x. A = 9.15 fi/r,,c , ] • ' 3. The (low Field in the Nozzle
2oo--_--_'TT'-_--_::---T-_i nozzle conditio:s apply with respect: _ I • ! , _ In the the same
, ' [ . l 1
___ tO the tangential veloc-tv as between, the end wall and
' t = V ;
| , " I .
oJ i I i .._tL_._ i I I ___.__ ! I I ] the nozzle inlet; that is, v is a fur, uriaH of the radius only
• o.z c_ o.6 o._ __ _ as shown by the experimental ciPta in Fig 7. As a con-
RADIUSr, in. sequence, the flow expansion proems.; resultir.g from the :.
i axial pressure g:adient influences ont_, the axial compo- "
Fig. 7. Velocity distributions at the nozzle inlet for
nent of the velocity and the vai:tes of the thermodynami,;
, argon flow with swirl properties. The axial veloci_" is assented to be uniform
at an): cross-section in the n,.,;.: i The radial static InCS-
Actually, t_vo tests at nearly the same stagnation tern- sure distribution n-rmalized to the rr,ea_ured value at the
•, perature and pressqre were performed to ohtain t!-cse wall is assuaged to he identical from the centerline to tl,e
results, one with "m c,(l wall that contained static: pres- local wall radius at all axial positions including the end
sure taps and the olhcr with an end ",vail that coatai.ncd wall. As a consequence, it "_as possible to establish aver-
thermocouples. An adjustment was made for tl-e slight age vahles of the density at oil axial locations where wall
13"7
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static pre_aJres wei'e neas:,re4 by use of g_r,_h'cal inte- from s_4rhngflow (Ref.l),i_:isappropfiate tc also consider
gration of c,ne e:ir_,: or."density ratio (p/p_,) vtc_as ,4<. the mass flux: -.;hie}', is a raajoc paramet-r that ;nflue,t_.:
The axial veioc;iy d_s:xirut_.-, in most of the _c ,vergent convective heat transfer. In Fig. 10 the ;_': -oi mass
part of the nozzle _,as _then computed _,at}; (he use of flux with swirl to that with-rot swirl at approximately the
Eq. (11L In order ",o evaluate the average dc-'_;tT it Was same stagnatio_ pressure is showr, _ a fro:orion of axi-t
nece':g _ry"to det,:,mine the density at tte wail. This wa,_ distance alc._:g the nozzle. It can _ st_'en that in the
done by ,_-.;a;;ng an iser, tropie expansion (not one- convergent portion the mass flux with _he amount of
dimensicn:l) from th_ stagnation conditions determined swirl p_esent, as discussed, is mt/eh larger than when
by end ,¢aii measurements at the local no_-_z wall radius swirl is not present; hence, the convect;ve !_eat flux
= to the measu-ed .static pressure' on the nozzle wall. For would be expef.te.d to be- much higher wire: s_4rl.
this propose the following equation _-'a; used:
Sip'.e the velocities and mass fluxes discu:,ed were
x-Z_-- ol:,mined from the static pressure me',suren,ents along
_" = --RT-_-_p ( --_.pt_--; (12) the nozzle wall they are the values in the free stream at
- the edge of a pre._;mably thin bounda-y lay_. The vail-
For _gon _, = 1.67. The axial velocity was then added ables at the edge of tile boundary, hyer are among the
vec_eraliy to the tafigential ccmpooeut in order to obtah_ im_ctan: one_ that influenee the cc,nveetive heat flux
the resultant ve,'ocity V. This woeedure was folbwed
for tffle th-st six data points beginning at the nozzle inJ,'t _. Relevance of These Results to Those of the
shown in Fig. 8. Heat-Transfer _esfs
Beginning v:ith the seventh dat_ p_int from the inlet The heat-travsfer tests of Ref. 1 were conducted witt,
Eq. (1.5) was used to ,._mpute the resultant velocity a nozzle that had convergent 'nd divergent half angle:
of I0 deg and a throat diam, ter of 0.6 in., which is a
" '_--_'" '_--_--['''1- di:Terent configuration from that of this nozzle (Fig 8).V _/ _7--- _,_ 1 -- (--P--R (1:3/ Ftrthermore, the heat-transfer tests were eonducted ,it\ p_ ] _] a ! )wer pressure, higher temperature, and witl', a athode,
anode and dff[, rent tangential injector in the s) gtem. The
This equation apt;lies for an isentropic (not one- diYerences in configuration would certainly have a-_ effect
dimensional) expansion from the stagnation conditien to on the flow _eld as would the gas prooerties; however,
the measured static pressure on the nozTle wall. Th6 :oda 1. it is believed that qua!itativcly the trend in mas-; f_tlx
celerity was then obtained from the resultant velocity rat_o indieatt-1 by Fig. 10 was present when _hc hear--
m_d the tangential velociv,. The nozzle was divided into t-ra.lsfer tesLs were performed, tt is antici]?ated ;l_.tt addi-
txso regions in this manner, because near the inlet the tio_al cold ttow tests will be conducted v h_eh more
pressure ratio was not sufficiently accurate to obtain good nea rly represent the configuration used fo_ the heat-
resuhs from Eq. (1:3). Furthermore, in thedivergent region trat,ster tests.
the aCCLracy of the average density was believed to be
iess than that of the velocity determined by Eq. (18).
Between axial d'stenees of 1.6 and 2.0 in. the velocities 7. Conclusions
dete).mined by *_ "se hvo methods agreed s(,ithin 10%. The combination of the analysis and the ._xperimcntal
':;:,, results indieate that tht" swL_ling flow tluot,g!, a nozzle
'_ In Fig. 8 it is apparent that in most of the convergent con: ists of essentially two Vfpes of swirling re@ms.. A
._ part of the nozzle the tangemial velocit T is considerabIy cor_ exists in which the tangential velocity distribution
larger than the axial component; whereas, in the diver- is _pt,roximately that of solid body rotation, that is,.
.3, gent part, the axial component clearly dominates the tan- ,_/r = constant. In the outer ann,lus the tangential ve-
__ gen:ial. The ratio of these two velocitie_ (tangential loe'ty ,listribution is more nearly that of a potential vet
:_ div:ded by axial) is shown in Fig. 9, -.vl.ere _t is very tcx; that is, t>r = constant. A consequence of the analysis
i __ . eviclent that the. flow field in the convergent portion :s based on the simplifying assumptions is that the tan-
dominated by the swirl, gential component of the velocity depends only on the
• radial ccordinate and ot on tbc axial coordin te. Hence
Since this investigation was initiated as a result of an the expansion process results h, an increase of only theobserved significant effect on nozzle heat flux resulting axial component of the _,elocity.
!.:
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=ig. 10. Ratio of mass flux wi.'h swirl tr_mass flux without swirl nee_rthe wall of the nozzle
(: F.,._ _:he amount of swirl injected in the test analyzed progresssed along the nozzle. This ._.;gn local mass 3ux
the tangential velocity deminated the axial velocity" in with swirl undoubtedly w% ,he major f.actor that in.-
'! most ,_f the convergent part of the nozzle; whereas, the fluenced the prevlc_,siy observed high heat flux for an
-_ axial c3mponent dominated in the divergent part. Also, approx]matc,y similar flow condition.;i
_: in the convergent part of tl_e nozzle the mass flux near
'_ d'e wall for flow with swirl was rrmeh hi_her than for A definition of terms used in this segtion appears i'a
_: flow with_ut swirl, but this cffect d;minished _._ the flow the following tahle.
_. Definition of Terms
A_. cross sectional :tea T, stagnation temperature
>
c_ specific hea" at constant pressure V resultant velocity
L D_ nozzle throat diameter v tangential component of w.qoc_ty
'_ g gravitahonal constant w axial compoue,_ of '_.'"VQI_;P" {.V
i E constant -= 0.65 z axial coordinate
, fit mass flow rat_
7 specific heat ratio
p static pressurt
_: p static dt .,sity
pt stagnation pressme
r r'tdial coordinate Subscripts4
';. R gas constant ,.. "_ondition at the nozzie wall or outer
• l'eriphervT ';_at':--t(,mp,_rature I "
_' T, therrnocouple temperature ,,,_ average, conditicns
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C. Liquid MHD Power Conversion The. injector of the SUFCrsonic two-phase tunnel de-
scribed in Ref. 8 was attached to a 15-in.-long duct of
D. Ellioff, D. Cerini, '_. Eddivg-on, L. Hays 0.75- X 1.95-m. cross-section. The assembly was mounted
end E. Weinberg on a thrust stand .with a dir'ita] thrust-measuring system
indicating to tenths of a pound. Twt, phase flow of 0.5
The long ]ifetimes r_ou;red of eh'etric-propulsion liquid vrAume fraction was injected at velocities from
powerplants mak,, _,onr,)tating cycles at:ractive A non- 146 to 330 Ft.:see a! almospherie pressure So.ct"m_ of
rotating powerF!ant under .nvestigation at JPL is the duct approximately 2 iu. long were removed _netween
liquzd :n2.g_Jeiohydrodynamic system shown schemat- thrust measurer, ent_ and wall shear stress r,,. was de-
ically in Fig. i1. In _hi__cycle a fluid, such as cesium, te'.mined from
circulates in the vapgr loop and cau_.es a liqukl metal, thrust increase xF
such as lithiurn, to circulate through an M HD generator r'_ = wall. rea removed ±A
in the liquid loop. The cesium _eaves the radiator as
condensate, flows '.hrough an EM pump to the mix'_r, From a previous, less accurate, experiment of this type:
vaporizes on con'.act with the lithium, atomizes and wall shear'results correspondiug to a liquid volume frac-
accelerates the litaium in the nozzle_ separates frJm the tion of 0.35 were also available.
lithium in the se[,arater, and returns to the radiator. The
lithium leaves the sen_'rator at high veJocity (typically By computing r:_t,corresponding to a completely water-
500 /t/sec), deo.'lerates through the production of oleo- filled duct at the same flow velocity, the ratio rw/rwz, was
tric power in the MHD generator, and leaves the gener- determined for each velocity and plotted versus iiquid
ator with suffcient velocity (typic_qiy 300 ft/sec) to volume fraction for the two groups of data. The results are
_tr'_:'_'I'*iine betweenreturn througt-, a diffuser to the rer.ctgr, where the lith- show_n,in Fig. 12. Comparison with a ...... e,=,'
ium is reheab;d, zero (wall shear with pure gas would he 0.0013 r,,:1,or
essentially zero) and 1.0 shows that the simp'.e relztionship
Results of nozzle, separator, and diffuser investigations,
and estimates of cycle performance were presented in r,,_= r,% X liquid ve',ume frac'.inn
Ref. 5, and DC generato- experiments were reported in
Ref. 6. Fu':ther electr".cal a" .1 hydraulic investigatinns can be conservatively used tar predicting wall shear in a
were discussed in Rots. 7-11 and are continuing, high-velocity homogene'Jus two--phase flow of this type.
The above relatiJnship is equivalent to utiliz_.ng the
I. Wall Shear in Two-Phase/:law mixture density (p -=]iquid density X liqu;d volume
Wall ';hear stress has been determined for two differ- fraction, ignoript; ga:. den:dty) of the two-phase fJow and
ent liquid volume ratios in two iAmse flow of the type calculating the; slle;.r stress as though the m;.xture vere
leaving. Uae separator in an _'._HD conversion system, a single-phase medium If friction factors for the experi-
The :,:suits suggest a simple relationship for predicting ments are computed based on mixture density and
tke wall shear, plotted versus Reynolds number based on mixture den-
._:.;... nd liquid viscosity, the results for the 0.5-volume
__ - fra case (Fig. 13) fall within 10% of the Prandtl-
I VAPOR LOOP I .. _,C Generator End E_fects
____ _i , _ ._...__..__ E ___:M,DC_.q:AT0r___.__ A method has been found for min,mizing the end
ENER losses in AC inductiol} generators by adding compeasat-
lug poies to cancel the flux changes at zero slip and thus
LIQUIOLOOP achieving, in a _nc,-wave]ength generator, snbst;mtially 7
i the "infinite length" etfl,ciency. An cxperimenta! 5-kw "
f _ one-wavelength generator using this method is beingREACTORF _ fabricated. "l'hl:; generator will have an efficiency of o ly
about 40%, bat the desir(.d e_ciency level of 60 to 70%
Fig. 11. Liquid MHD power conversion ¢yc|e appears attainable at the 300-k_' level, as discussed latL..
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t.O[ !] / _' IAM,,"ATED STATOR CC,,¢'kS/v
Z';
O '//F- / .
0._
A.._5 ME._SUREMENTS "
Ld /_'e: I-3× IOe
.A UI
• / "_---4 MEAS JR':MENTS
Re = 2 x !0 6 Jo, _ Fig. 14, Annular AC generator
0.5 tO
LIQU;DVOLUI_EFRAC'F!ON IR the annular generator the liquid metP], ellters a
! channel o{ cirqumference c, _:'tching the c_ .. ,; nference
Fig. 12. Variofion of wall shear with liquid volume: of the exit of the separator cone, and of gap b, matching
fra:tic,n in two-phase flow the thickness of the liquid film leaving the separator.
'. " The inlet velocity is U,. Within the generator the liq_:Cd
passes through a traveling-wave magnetic field., radially
'-_ Two AC generator geometries are o_ iaterest for a directed,'produced by polyphase windings in ;lots iJ the
_i full-scale conversion system; the annular generator (Fig. inner and outer laminated stators. The field t,-ave!_ more
_' 14I which would be u, t in conjunction w;th a conical slowly than the fluid and induces circumferential currents
separator (Hcf. 5_ and the flat 5enerator (Fig. 15) whicl in it. The currents produce two effects: (1) they retard
"c wouhl be used with a two-dimensional separator (Ref. 11) Ihe fluid m" _l(2) they reduce voltages in the windings to
provide the desired AC power outpat. Due to th_
reta*ding 7orce the fluid decelerates, in length L, to
'!: _ °°°sl ___rI ] _ 'velocity U_ at the.generator exit. Thegap b increases to
k -- 4 LOG, (2 Re v_-f )-0.8 accom, aodate the decreased velocity w6ile maintaining
ooo4 .......... ---]- constant pressure as dictated by cycle considerations.
_ The circumference c also increases as the channel :[oll(:ws
"z' °°°3_ .......... _---4-- the angle cf the separator exit.
_ I q "---'5--0-'----- I [ ' The c.peration of the generator is ent,rely equivalent
i [ " to that of a sqmrrel-cage inductior, motor, with the
o oo2 o o "-___.___..__ squirrel-cage rt_tor replaced by the liquid metal.
MEASURED I_ --q-
I
E In t_le d_t generator (Fig. 15) the channel is rectr_ngu-
o_ lar with conducting side, plates. The circumference e is
4 _ replaced by the; distance between-the side plates. Here,
the curreats in the fluid _tow into and out of the conduct-
4_ ooo_[
,_ IG_ , _ _ ,o7 ing side plates, instead of closing on themselves as in the "
"_ REYNOLDS NUMBER, Re : Fliqu,d-- annular generator. Within the fluid, however, there is no
difference in behavior between the two generators, and
Fig. 13. Compar':son oYmeasured friction factor based performance is the same provided the annual generator
on mixture density with Prandtl-von K6rm6n law has no net current flowing around its circumference, a
(l_quid volume fraction = 0,5) _ase excluded by the side plates in the flat generator.
_43 "
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_0: "" up -_'X_ " -/l =
_i..[_i- _ --= ._-: -:' -- -2 F_.15. FlntACgeneroter " :
¢i_{"- L.aiiparent'at _e outset. First, the "-l_c,e/f:riction loss in : " ' :
i-2_-'_::"_ ._!_glh-be.-/_'short---as N_ble. $i_c_ this len# is de- • - q' "
_-__--_J-'_ "-.-" '-" " " -. " - " . - " - . r
_-. ..... i_terminedby the magnetic-J_eld available to -3rovade the
_-_-..1- - : net_sary velocaty chz.,g,;, the field mu_ _deally, reach tel _k_X_ _- • _._
_ . . fuU:amplitude atthe inla of the generator and remain \ \\ g
,-: _ _ eofist nt thr6ughout its lengt2_, lingted only by satura- -
-,::.:-i " Ction-of the iron. Second, the amount of .copper mu_ be \\ \ \ \x \, _
'="-:' minimized to provide m a-;imum b'on length fractioh for :
..,..i"++'-:" : ":-maximum dmJ,_,.el fi6[d a [ saturation, and, since each pole
.-'.-:_,:t; require_ the _sa,ae a/ng_,xe-taa-ns, this means that the- i "
(:'::!-_i fev,;b.st po.ssible- poles (tWO poles = one waveler, gth) : _ ._ ___,_%}'..:: - _ shotdd'be .used.-Two pdes are the fewest that can be. • _---_ r---
_'::':_" '"'-- :empl°yed With6ut an etternal nmgnetic returnPath•°r-"" " " : " " _'i___ [
-:-:_ - ' power:output pulsat-;on .qnd that number, therefore, is (a] •
• : - .- The use of- a eonstaR-amplitude traveling magnetic
'_-i. i _ , " -ileldAntf_uees__: a potmtiallyo, serious-loss mechanism
_' _-=Witie_' can,,be visu.alize I by following a particular fluid
_:-l .... ring throagh an anaular generator, as illustrated in Fig. _-
_ /'-_
_':"t ':: 16.. ]d'or-simplicity, d!e _:ireu;r/.,_xence avd fluid velocity X
.4 C,ondder, first, the _mse of zero slip,-i.e., the fluid " -4_
.j_[---=/ ve!o_ity u eqval to_th_ wave velo_ty U,,, and ='onsider
.- -_-r_ng l_at_¢d ata xero field p_int as _i;uwn.-As thering
-- moves into' ',:he gendra_,_r at imiitio n- (a) it initially has
._. no flux.linking it, sinc_ -all the iron.is to the right. But
.,'_ -as-the ring moy_ further-into the gene.-rator, for example Fig. 16. Changi _gflux iinkages tl.rough a fluid ring
•_,_ (me-quarter of the way, as at position (h), the aSng be- _,raveling at wtwe speed in an annular generator.
.._ . --come_ linked by i.he flu_" from the downwa _-half pole Shaded arec_:epresents the flux linking the ring
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which l_as entered between the ring and the entranc °. Engeln (Bef. 15) solved the serni-infinite case and showed
(one pole of fl'Jx = 4,_)- '_$_en the ring reaches tl:q mid- eflqeiencies of 70 to 80%, without friction, at the condi-
die of the generator; position (c), it bus become linkeO tions af interest; Ref. 15 does not pre_ent su_cient detail
by one full pole of flux. As the ri,ag proceeds further, to permit locating the d.;screpan_- relative to Befs. 13
an upward pole moves into the generator and provides and 14, and the favorable results must be. hell in que_-
a return path for some of the flux which had been link- tion. Schwab (Ref. 16) solved the problem cIose_ to the
ing the _5ng. At .the three-quarter point, position (d), practical _ose, that of both finite-lengt.l., winding and
only a half pole of flux still links the ring, and as the ring iron, but preset:ted no efficiency re_oits. Sudan (Eel. t7)
reaches the exit, position (e), the flux lioking the ring has analyzed the finite _Snding: .:i_iinite-iron case with results
returned to zero. : equivalent to Piersop's aod Jack:;on's and also showed t!.e
possibility of _ winding cl_stribution wF.ieh would el.:m-
When other rings are followed through the generator inate th_ end effects. The latter is probably related to the
it is found that the amount of flu_ linking each ring _._tnp_nsa :ngpoleseheme disc,assedbelow.
depends on _he r_ng position relative, to the wave. bui
t]'_.t:the rate of change of flux for all rings :_ a given Althotlgh differences and discrepancies _ ween the
instant 9f time I:; the same. Thus a trave_tg-x_a_'e_ rnag: - vario_is -.v_t,_ueu ,-.nalys_.-s. and scarcity of p_r._ormance
netie _field bounded by fixed ,:nds i.,..du'_es cireiamferentfal calculatiov, s based on thela, -"loud the picture somewhat,
/-
currents in the fluid evel_ at-zero slip. It can be. shown it seems clear that the b_Ls'icfinite-length AC generator
that the entreats prcdtieed by t| is effect, and the re- has unacceptable losses and must be modified_ The mot-
suiting oh_nie he_ng losses, are g_eater than can be ifieafion that seem_ most promising is to add _compensat-
tolerated. ]n fact, the maximum efficiency attainable sub- ;at; poles" at each end of ti_e generator, as illustrated in
ject to this effect_ neglecting reaetio, fields due to the Fig. 17. These compensating poles o_:rate as follows:
fluid current, is 17%, originally shown by Blake in Ref. 12.
As the fluid ring considered h_ Fig. 16 enters the gen-
This result seems, at first glance, inconsi_ent with the erator, the sinusoidally excited compensating poles are
relatively, good eflleieneies, as high as 45%, obtained synchronized to provide a downward half pole ",f flux
with traveling-wave induction pumps which are con- linking tiae ring. At position (b) the compensating pole
struded like the flat generator of Fig. 15. The explana- flux goes through zero_ leaving :he downward half l_le of
tion is that the side plate-_"block any net circumferential flux from the traveling wave I_aking th,. ring. As the ring
eurrent_. An AC voltage appears between the side plates reaches the halfway point, position (c., the compensating
instead., producing shunt end currents as in a DC gen- poles prowde an uFward half pole of flux which cancels
erator, ilut for channel length_ _eater th:.n ab3ut four half of the traveling wave pole linking the ring. so that
times the channel ssqdth, as has been the case with the net flux is still only half a po!e. This process contir,_ues
pumps, _e -,hunt end losses are only about 20% or less, through positions (d) and (e), with. the compensating
,;specially when further reduced by tl:e customary poles always addin.g or subtract{ng enough flux to hold
'gr_.dgng" o1_the magnetic field amplitude at the ends. t.he flux through the ring constant at half a )ole.
"{he side-pl;-te remedy is probably not-adequate for When other rings at diff rent positions relative to the
high-velocit;" hquid-metal generators, because the length traveling wove are followed through the generator, it Ls
is limited by friction to no more than twice the ,,::,Ith, found that the flux linkage is different for ezcJ. ring, but
while the efllcieneies needed Would require, for a coastant- remains constan_ throughout the traveling wave region.
-- amplitude wave, lengths greater th,_n four times the width. Thus, no current is induced at zero slip and ideal "in-
finite length" conditions have been restored in the travel-
Severa! treatments of the finite-length annular indue- ing wave region.
tie'. o-: . tutor have been published. Pierson and Jackson
(,qefs. J3 and 14) solved the case of finite winding length The cost of this remedy is the additional friction and
electrical losses iv the compensating pole regions. How-
nd i',finitc iron length. This analysis, applied to two-
ale . aerators suitable for a 300-kw system, showed e, ";r, induced currents can be minimized by vane_ or
efdciencies no higher than 20% _. Peschka, Kehn, and flow-splitting pins i_: these regions, and the capture slot
and diffuser regions already present can be made the
'Anabsis madehy E. S. Piersonand W. P. Jackson of Massachuset_ locations for the compensating pole field, requiring little
Instit,de of Teehnologa. or no additional duct friction,
I
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_AGNEr:c F'ELO Let B be the R.MS field and ) be the R.MS e:..,rr,.r: den-
STRENGTH8 sity at that position. The electrical retarding forL-e on
,o, I'] \- /I J a.d forceis
UW__. '/ °U_'Cl "cdxu ! where p is the fluid density a_d C! is the ._Nn-triction
" I I r-- _--_'_ I is.C°elBcient"At c_nstant pressure the momentumequat o he_eforetbl I _ = • " ,h dU = - (Bib + pU:C,)cdx (1)
__J_:-wheremisthemassliowrate, fn = pUbc (2)
r I_kx\_XX__,_V_ The ohmic heaiing power in the ringis]:b___y_c,dx(c} where • is the electrical conductivity.
t _ _--t--Jt__j The electric output power dP_ from the ring must
equal the difference between the power extracted from
r 1 _ [____'__ i_ heatingthet]uid' I_Y electric'al retarding f°r¢'e' and the°hmieenergyeqaation
• -_ los_. Thus, the is
(d) dP,= BlbU--]_b.)cdx (3)
Sub'_,ffng dx from Eq. (1) and employi g Eq. (2) to
eliminate (b). the increment of power output obtained
l [ _"_ _a _fL_- _ for a,giv_n increment of velocity change is'" (') \ " -" F 1- I
' ,TB{ I
__J dP, :: - mu p_u._c, c dU (4)
--COMPENSATING POLES The maximum possible generator output occurs when
•-,',_ the expression in the brackets is maxi;aized at each point
FiO. 17. Constancy Gf flux linkage through a fluid by optimizil,g the current density ihrovgh pro_.i vari-
i ring when componsating poles are added ation of the slip. Differentiating the bra,.keted expression
• _ and e.quating to zero. the opt_l,:m current density is
,. -,]
_ With ._nd effects remo_,ed from the traveling wave
_b. region, the limiting performance capability of AC gener- The variation of current density icquired bv Eq. (5) is a
- ators can readily be determined, steady decrease from the inlet :'_ the exit
¢
Referring to Fig. 14, consider the ,quid ring of length Substituting Eq. (5) into Eq. (4), integrating frora
:" dx at distance x from the inlet, trase!ing at velocity U. U, to U: to obtain the total power output, and dividing,L
I:
[ _ 14s.
a,J
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by tile fluid power input fit([r_ _ (,_)/2. the generator elBciency is
.,_[s_,,_lt;,y_ ._
'; 1 1-_ s. - 41 \c,]\u=] -(v.._:'_
_--¢.- x. kVj\,-7;.) - "/e._.y_
+ _, -_,-- \u,]
x/l+_ -I
t!o + c-7+!+ _ log,, , - (6)"1 +' St tU, : j_ 1I,'
where S, is the magnetic force coefficient at the inlet defined by
2
,,e-'b, (7)
-_ S_--- pU_
.i Eq. (6) gives the maximum possible e;Tic'iency, considering friction and ohmic
heating losses, attainable with a constant-pressure MHD generator operating at
_ _miform field amplitude and constant fluid propel_ties. It applies to both AC and
;i DC generators, with B referring to the RMS field in the AC case and the steady
field in the DC case.
-_. Integrating Eq. (l) 1)etween x = 0 and _"=: L, using the optimum current
density from Eq. (5), the generator length is
LC, __ [r-'c_leg, = " (8)
z,, _s, s, _,. F._.
(b ' \' (', .]
l
Fig. 8 presents efl]cirncles calculated from Eq. (6) as a function of magnetic
force eoeflicient divided by skin-frlction coefficient for generator velocity ratios
U:/U, from 0.4 to 0.8, the rang,., ot practiral interest. It is seen that the ratio
:, S,/C.. must be at h'ast [0 to provide the de:.'e(l efliciencies of 60% or more.
: ! 4."/
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For a 300-k_v(e_ cesium-lithium MHD conversion sys- can be achieved in tile flat generator with no sacrifice in
.tern the approximate geoerator operating conditions are: field strength from the wider gap, then S,/C s can be
rh = 130 lb/sec increased to 72 and the efficieacv raised to 0.83.
UI = 500 ft/sec Boundary injection of gas woul,'l not only reduce the
,7 = 300 ft/scc skin-friction c_efficieut ]Jut also fiattex_ the velocity profile
o = 27.2 ib/ft. _ (lithium) which, if unchanged from the fully developed turbulent
profile, ,vould actually set a limit of about 80% on gen-
a = 2.0 X 10' mho/can erator efficiency, regardless of S_/Cf. Inl-,erent in the
c = 27 in. (annular generator) upper end of the curves in Fig. 18, therefore, is the re-
c = 9 in. (fiat generator) quirement f,)r at least partial detachment of the liquid
b_ = 0.05 in. (annular generator) from the channel walls. This techniquc, partially demon-
strated in the tests reported in Ref. [i, appears essential
bl = 0.15 in. (fiat generator) for high efficiency.
cs = 0._32
Fig. 19 shows how the generat._r efficiency varies with
For the annular generator at 10 kgauss RMS _eld, a the length parameter LCs/b_. The efficiency is 1.0 at
value difficult but probably possible to attain, the value zero length, requiring infinite field, and decreases with
of SJCs is 12, and the correspoPding efficiency in Fig. 18 in,.-reasing length (and decreasing field r,_quirement) until
is 0.63. With a two-dimensional separator and a fiat gen- the length is reached at which the required velocity
erator a threefold increase in S, is obtahied, raising the reduction is achieved by friction alone, at zero field.
I efficiency to 0.76.
I
As described in ReL 11, it has been found possible fo o.o
achieve a twofold reduction in skin-friction coefficient 1 T
INJECTIO
,:" by injecting gas between the liquid and the wall. If this L = 5.6 m. /
NI
os
- o, ___I__LLL_J____WALL INJECTION
•: III / I_w
t' 300 kw .._
• , = ta,i
_ O.s ...... 04
• , ' I
, ",diixl ',.... I t_' ._.uz
_ o_ ......... uz
•_, _ o= .... 02
o.3 .... V ---4 ..... L .... 1-
0.2 0
I00 2 4 6 I01 _ 4 6 I0z 2 ,t 6 I0_ 0 0.2 0,4 n6 08
i"_.; MAGNETIC FORCE C3EFFICIENT Su ¢rB2,91
--SKIN FRICTION COEFFICIENT _'f " pU_6_ LENGTH PARAMETER LC_
_. Fig. 18. Limiting efficiency of constant-pressm_ Fig. 19. Effect of length on limiting effi¢ieP,cy of
_" n'_HDgenerators constant-pressure MHD generatecs
L 148
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"- Th'_ lengths for the various 300-kw generators ar,_.also and 19, showing that the 5-kw experirriental generator
indicated. These vary from 2.2 to 5.6 in. The correspond- operates near the conditions of interest for a 300-kw
' ing operating frequencies for a ,_,vo-pole generator :ange av.nular generatc, r.
from about 2000 to 700 cps.
i The difference between the Fig. i8 efficiency of 0.59
q'he efficiencies given by Figs. 18 and 19 mvlude Gnly and the predicted net eh',cieT_cy of 0.43 is due t,- the
friction and fluid ohmic hea[i,g losses. Losses due to winding and core losses. _e compensat.lng poles arc
boundary layer compen_atin_ poles, windings, and _ron expected to consume an additional 0.44 kw of the output
_, core will reduce these efl_ciencies by 19 t,_ 30 percentage : ower and require 0.9 kw more input power due to addi-
I.,oints. Therefore, prc, bably only the flat verslo_ of the fior.al clectrical retarding force, reducing the over-all
3O0-1oa,generator, _ith wall injection, can be expecttc efficiency to 0.36. If vane friction, possibly not required
to achieve a net efficiency of 60% or more. in , convers_,m system, is added, the efficiency is lowered
ca.
_ to 0.02; v," al! th,_ additional duct frictiop_ certainly not
required in a c_vc_-_.;,_n system, is added, the final effi-
4. Experimental AC Generator ciency is 0.26.
A fiat AC generator is being fabricated for testing with
NaK in the facility previousiy used for :he DC gener- Comparing Fig. 18 with the predicted performance of
ator tests (Ref. 6). For simplicity, the generator will the expem_ental generator, i_ is evident that AC gener-
operate at constant velocity with power derived from ators have potentially high efficiency, provided numerous
pressure drop. The tests are intended to verify, predicted parasitic losses can be minimized. Studies are in progress
to determine the extent of the latter in a 300-kw gener-
efficiency and demonstrate stable operation and start-up
with capacitor excitation. The dimensions and nominal ator. Studies are also continuing on DC generators in
operating conditions of the experimental AC generator the light of recent improvements in inverters (Ref. 18)
are as follows: which may permit operation at lower voltages than pre-viously thought possible.
length of traveling-wave region L --- 1.8 in.
total length Lt -- 3.6 in.
5. Cesium-Lithium Erosion Loop
width c = 1,6 in.
Work is continuing on the lithium pump acceptance
channel gap b = 0.1 in. test. Bakeout of the vacuum chamber at temperatures
._ fluid velocity U = 250 _/sec ranging _roln 400 to 800°F was accomplished. Tht: Cb-]Zr
ftow rate rh -= 15.2 lb/sec pump loop was installed in the chamber and all welds1
were field annealer_ at 2200°F for 1 hr with tantalum
wave velocity U,_ = 190 ft/sec heaters.
: slip s - U - U,_ = 0.3
U,_ Wedge-shaped specimens, representing separator tips,
i frequency [ -- 1280 cps have been mounted downstream of the impinging lithblm
d
: RMS field 3 := 6400 gauss jet orifices for preliminary erosion evaluation. The speci-mens include Cb tZr, thoriated hmgsten, zirconium car-
, pressoledrop(traveling-wave bide, tantalum carbide, and zitanium carbide. Field
region) Ap = 210 psi welding of the stainless steel loop coni_ections and load-
input power (traveling-wave region) rhAp __ 1', 4 loa, _._ags/stem is now being conducted.
predicted power output (traveling- A computer stress analysis has been completed for the
wave region) P_ := ,t.9 kw _'mal configuration of the 2000°F cesium-lithium erosion
;oop. All stresses are lower than the design value of cold-I 4.9
I efficiency (traveling-wave region) _ _ :-- 0.43 set stress (10,000 psi) and limiting creep stress uniter hot
t conditions (2000 pH). No design ,nodifications appear
A constant-p_essure g_n._rator of the same power in- necessary. Fabricatinn of the lines has been initiated,
I_ put and mean velocity would have U..,/U_ = 0.75 ,_nd and they are being assembled on the final support frame
' S,/C_ = 11, These conditions are indicated in Figs. 18 of the loop.
1,_9
• t
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6. Cycle Analysis ,-TRANSFERVALVE
PROPELLANT /'
All cesium-lithi-lm two-phase nozzle cases have been TANK I/
computed for the temperature range i800 to 2200°F, _ F"I VAPORIZER ISOLATOR ENGJN-'_EI;,,
,,,,
az_c; l_otassim__-lithium computations are in progress. The ( )---T---cra-tr----_-__ _- ,1
_ingle-component program has been completed, and _ / FLOWMETER "---"""_1
computations are being made for potassium. No o_ber '-SHUTOFF
working fluids appear to offer advantages over these for I VALVE
liquid MHD systems in this temperature range. REGULATOR
Upon cornp]etionofthenozz]ecomputations;thecyc]e STORAGE_..,/
J efl_ciencies and radiator areas of b,_th separator ,_nd con-
denser cy,:les will be cornput "d. The results wil_ yield Fig. 20. Zero-grovity feed system
I refinement of prediced conversion system perforrr_ance,
i provide a consistent set of comparisons between the vat- investigation is shown in Fig. 20. Fig. 21 is a conceptual
I ious cycles that have been proposed, and establish the design complete thrustor module using this f_ed system
optimum operating conditions toward which to orient In the present study, attention is being concentrated o_
the experimental work. the tankage and expulsion system, the vaporizer and the
isolator. In the following discussion these components
6 5 3 2 _'_ _" '_ : will be ,reated individually.
2. FeedSystemConcept
D. Zero Gravity Feed System for The mercury ion engine requires a propellant fl,_,_ ra_e
Mercury Ion Engines on the order of 10-:_ g/sec, regulated to a few percent.The method used he-'e to accomplish thi; makes use of
T. D. Masek and D. J. KerrisP the sen._-itivity of the flowraie _o vaporizer temperature,
temperature gradient and iiquid mercury pressure.
1. Introduction
The pressure, temperature, and mass flowrate of vapor
The mercury bombardment iota engir.e has demon- through a system of capillaries can be related by
strafed a performance level sufficiently encouraq:'ng to
warrant its ftuthcr c_msideratiou for rnission applica- (M ,9 I"_(_IP 128_/ 1 dT
tions. To make a valid evaluation, however, requires that _"-_-' _-T P] dx + D'-' rh - T dx
this thrustor be operated in a coufiguration that approx,- where
mates the requirements of an actual spacecraft. This
implies that the thrustor must be operated with a zero- P = pressure, dyncs/cm _
gravity propellant feed system and an automatic-control T = temperature, °K
system. Neither of the, e has been developed at this time.
A number of feed-system sb_dles have be(-n made at M = atomi.c mass, g
various laboratories, b,:t little usable hardware has _i_= mass flowrate, g/vut':'-sec
evolved (Refs. 19-.;,1). g = visco:;ity, poise
In line with pr..vious werk on the mercury bombard- l = capillary length, cm
ment engine (Refs. 28, 2q), the Applications Study D = capillary diameter, cm
Group is investigating the problem of the zero-gravity x = norraalized distance along capdlary
mercury feed system. The present concept is based on
an expanding-diaphragm-type expansio, system, which This equation shows the relative effects of temperatu_,-
forces liquid mercury through a valve to a porous matrix and prcs:;urc on mass flowrate through a sintered p')rous
vaporizer, a flowmeter, and a high-voltage isolator. The plug. A.,.sumir_,_ that the' pr,:'ssure at the inlet to the
isolator permits the feed system to operate at spacecraft vaporizez is the equilibzi'.,.m vapor pressure correspond-
ground and reduces mounting altd high-,oltage isolation ing to the ,qlet temperature, that the outlet pressure is
problems. A schematic diagram of th.' system under negligible, aud. that the temperature distribution is given
150
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MERCURYPOSITIVEs- "_" _'--_
_ -- _X._.;L$;O_ _ANK _'-_
BELLOWS
•_ ACCELERA,OR _ .,;i VAPORIZER
', GRID _" _ _ I,_
- :: ___%-. : ._-_._,_ , , REGULATOR-
:__" I_" L-MA,,FOLO
_/ \ 1.....S' " NEUTRALIZER;_ L. ISOLATOR
"i SUPPORTINSULATOR
_ Fig. 21. Mercury positive expulsion system
by T = T,, (1 + ctx), where T,; is the ip!et temperature, 2 1 I r -T ---T/--_--'-."
o= ,o_ _m _-.._.
, and a is a constant, dz was calculated to. various values Z= 15cm i _-_._-J"/J"
of To, and a and i:' plotted in Fig. 22. Values of the other _o-2--POFiOIJSRODDIAMETER= 0.955 cm !/.;:_j-_'_/._" .
.,:_ parameters are noted on the figure. The mass flowrate is .... -_-_---_' ' ' .... j------_' :_----""
more sensitive to changes in inlet temperature than to s ----_-_-_-_-/! -_! ......
| f.-/
" changes in the t_rnperature gradient" At 350°C the rate _----_--- __i_ L _i• of change of flow due to a ,xT,, is 9.1 × 10 -_ g/sec-°C but 41....d t e change due to a change in outlet temperature with _ -o
the inlet temperature held constant is 7.9 / 10-_,g/see.OC. _'_ F_ !__ o', .Z ---tit seems likely that onc the operating temperature range " z ......
is chosen, T,, ,viii I)e used to control the flowrate, because _ / i ///_ I \_,__ 0.4 /
Of the higher sen_itbdty. Without an daborate heating _ ,o'2F---_---_._!----i '-_-----_
system, the tempera,:ure distributioa of the vaporizer "_ _ .___l___ i
will also ch.-.nge sJigl#ly with changes in T,,. This distri-
butio_" change should _ot affect the flowrate control. _ _
The liqt, id pres.,,ure will be an important factor if z i --I .... _--------_---_- ]
proportional to the vapor path length hut depends expo-
nentially on the temperature of '.he liquid-vapor interface, IOJ'280 300 320 340 360 :580 400 4P-O
since this temperah_re determines the v,_por press'_re. To, *C
Small changes in ]iqui4 pre:;sure could move the position
of the interface and could significantly affect the flow- Fig. 22. Mass flow rate as a function of vaoerizer
rate ff the vaporizer ternperr.ture is not uniform, inlet temperature for various values of (x
1_51
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: 4 , .j
Surtace tension forces require pressures on the order of
10 psia in the liquid to force it into the vaporizer. The
vaporizer could be more easily controlled if the liquid
pressure were kept below the surface tension force limit,
inlet to the vaporizer. Variations in the liquid nressure _;
would then have little effect on tL_ mass flowrate. System
operation with the liquid-vapor interface at the emrance /
and in the vaporizer is discussed in Section 6.
The liquid mercury pressure was of some concern in-
the previous discussion because of the characteristics
of the expulsion system being studied. The meta _. dia- _" ._
phragms tested thus f.-.r expand in a nonuniform rrmnner ... _, . • ,
and experience a sudden expansion after about 10% l
expulsion. The expansion causes a rapid pressure increase "" \ _.___, _.., .-"
iv. 'he mercury liquid. If the liquid ;s in the vaporizer .,._ ; _'qlml_'_ , -
(i.e., if the liquid pressure exceeds the surface tension . ;_ ..... _., ,_
pressnre) a serious problem could occur, since liquid .... : ".
mercury could then be pushed completely through the
vaporizer. This is dae to the relative!v low impedance Fig. 23. Typical unexpanded diaphragm
of the vaporizer to liquid rio:,,. Operation with the liquid
at the vaporizer entrance would not be seriously affected results are summarized in Table 2. The low efficiencies
by this transient, unless ;t exceeded the surface tension for the thinner dmphragms are the result of a poorly
and mercur)t was forced into the v.xporizer. The effects sized tarq,. That is, the expanded diaphragms did not
of pressure transients on the system will be investigated fill the tank.
in this study.
Laboratory tests thus far have used a bolted tank
The isolator being used is described ".':_detail later which consists of two hemispherical _ections and _,.center
and is the same type being used at the Lewis ries._arch flange. ']'he fange is equipped witl, a knife edgt which
Center'-'. Isolators tested thus far are laboratory _vod:,is, cr,,.,A-'s the diaphragms and pro_-_des a liquid "::d gas
and further work is required to design and bnil4 a otore seal. The bolted tank is shown in Fig 25. The laboratcTy
compact type.
t\_
i Table 2. Metal diaphragm Jests
I 3. Positive Expulsion System I ....... '
I Thickness or
• In the present investigation, metal and elF.sb,3rf;eric stainlesssteel Effic._,,..¢, Maximum
' diaphragm_ ,,re being evaluated. Each type shows pro ._ise e'q_e,ant diaphragm, "" expulsion
for use in a spacecraft-type system but beth ha_._ a In. w_ss_,e, _s_
- 1 I ........
-: nt_m_er of problems in construction and ope','ation. Wo)e: 0.oos _" " :_,._
"_._ ] _ _ .5 134.4
;4.4 133.4
a. Metal diaphragm system. The apbrag,ns being _ _4.s _,_.s
_i tested are 0.003-, 0.004- and 0.005-in. thick 300 series _ 04.o 9_.a'.:' stainless steel. They are eonvohtted initially and are ex-
'_ panded with gas pressure to form a hemisphere. When c.,_o,,, 97.s 11o|
I 965 110
placed back _o back in a _;?her:cally shaped tank, expan- yr.0 12s
-. sion torces the propeilax;t out of the taok. A typical 9z.0 12s
unexpanded diaphragm is shown in F.ig 23. Fig. 24 shows J' I 125
a st,t of expanded diaphragms. The _'inkles _een result w_ e,_ 0.004 / [88.7 125in a slight lo,ss of expulsion efficiency. Expulsion test | /,,s 115
_ _ 0.003 _91.2 115
- 2 :Private communication with P. D. Iqot_der,Lewis Research Center. L-... _,--.J
: 152
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,. The vaIx)rizer being sh,died as des'_'ribed i:l Section 2. I
:isasintered316stainiesss'eelr°d5OC;dense'welded!: , o ru,_ 2'._1.... j
: in a stainless tube. A heater ,:f nickel th'.r:aa; cx_at is I
._ ,vtapped on tile tube to provi( - the desired temp_ratnr.: 5oo[ A RUN 207_
d&tribtttion. Thermocx)t:p'es and a htat shield are then I
• p I A
att:,.ched. A vaporizer _:th hcat:-g thermo('mlp_e._ and ..: ] o
flanges is shown i,! Fig. 2.S. The let "th (:_ r:.is p_rt_fular -2_ i /
/
;i vaporizer is 6 in ;"_ iI--
o I
,.: _ "_oi -/- :
'_ "' I /
'vr<_;-• _ _. ._ .x -
U] - "-.-'_/_.'=:.4_:,_,_.:. " ,_ .'._-,-7;-\_E;_._ _._ 350
; - i V&PORIZiCRPO'_/ER,w
Fig. 29. Vaporizer heatino power vi,fsus temperature
,7 Fhj. 28. Typical vaporizer with heate, coil
nnd thermocouples enter the vaporizer, and th:_ heat c_n4uction path was
cons'derably reduced. Typical steady-_,tat e tempcratzire
: profiles are shown in Fi_ 30.
" ?orous rgds of gO, 40. and ._1% of theoretica_ density
,: st "-less steel have bce_. evaluated. The .gO and 40% Additional stt,dies must be performed to determine
materials ",_ere fot, nd to be too porous for this system; the minimum vap,.rizer length an,1 optimum temperature
liq_ :4 could be forced tt-rough them by relatively low distribution for control purposes. However, it now ap-
. (< 3 psi) llressure, dtle to low surface-tension forces, pears that tho vapor flowrate is not ex".l'e_cly sensifi-'e
",he 50% dense matelials have performed best thus far; to temperature distribution and is primarily contrail' 3
however, mere dense rnaterials are being considered to as exiwcted b_" the temperature of the liquid-v:,por
"[ provide better flowrate control characteristics. The c_n- interface.
trot of vapor flow as a function of vaporizer temper._.ture
a_:,t liquid pressure is curreidly being investigated. 5. |so/o/or
Vaporiztr temperatm'e versus heating power ior a The mercury bonabardmcnt ion engine ')pera, at a
50% dense vapc:'izer ,.'splotted in Fig. 29 for the hot end ldgh positive voltage in t =(ler to accelerate and focns ar
, upstream mid 4o,.vnstr,'am. l'he difference betaveen the ion beat,-. Since it is conveMent to have the feed _ystem
curves is a resuh at different heat-transfcr rates. When at spacecraft gronnd, three problems arise: tl) a portion
operated with the cold e,,3 upstream, liquid ha_ to be of the feed line must be a good "nsulator and mnst with-
forced into the vaporizer to provide the desired flowrate, stand temperatures high enong!, to prevent propellant
This provided a large path for heat co,_duction. With the condens,:e'.on, (2) the prcsstire o, the mercury vapor in
hot end in the upstream position, hq,:id mercury (lid not the isolator Inust l)e s,ch that a high voltage breakdown
JJPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY NO. 37-33. VOL. IV
I I 4;-............................................
4001-'----" : -
; / _. _ _ p-LIQUID AT COLD ENDL_W_J_X , , ........................................
i ' \ 1-- 2__]-_2....-_2-222 ..................\i !/ -....
LIOU,_D A: HOT END J < ! ...... [- _ _-.
' = ! i
; i
"!." 45_-- ........................
i
i ; I ' iI i ' I
!o0 I ' -------" _ ---- _i:. - - ,0 2 3 4 -_ 6 O: 2 4 s io _. 4 s .o0 2
DISTANCEFROMHOT-ENDFLL_IGE,in. Pal,vorr--.m
Fig. 30. Observed voporizer temperofure ¢lisfribulion Fig. 3]. Breokdown vollQge wersus Pd
will not aesir, and (3) the plasma in the engine must be "l.'he las': problem is also easily solved with the use of
bcunded to restrict ion currents from flowing through a fine mesh screen placed in the isolator. Tests here it_di-
the plasTna to ground, c-,:ted that the screen can be operated at en_ne potential
,'r left ".g:ating." The screen provides a boun:lary for
The first problem is easily solved with a glass or the pl_ma -and the sheath formed restricts the plasma
r_rai,,ic tubn.. The tube can be heated to prevent con- f,'om prol:ag:,ting upstream. A screen rolled into the
densation, x_ith the req:fired temperature depending on form of a .-,me ._sbeing used for this purpose. The glass
the" pressure in the iso]ator, initially a glass tube approx- isolator with a heater and _hermocouples are shown ih
imateb- 1.5-in. lO w:,.s chosen, bP_ed on isolators used Fig. 32. This i._olatr,r, usec ;:. the initial tests, broke near
at Lewis Research Center. "[he pressure in the isolato_ one of the metal seals. A boron nitride t!-ment was then
was calculated to be: about 10-" toir. At ihi,; pres.su_, a lubricated, which i.s si:own in Fig..q3. The phLsma
temperature greate: than ambie:;t should prevent con- boundary s,'reen and deta,is or the hoal'_r Pan also be
densation. In the experiments reported, th.¢ isoiator heater " " .......
l was operated irr series with the rest ,_f the feed-line, seen in this figure. The BN i.v_lator i., ;.25-in. ID.
which, dt.'e t,_ its smaller diameter (0.5 in.) ,a,.1 conse-
._. quently h,gher average pressure, had to be mai_,tained 6. System Operation
i at a highe_ temperature to prevent mercury cond_r, sa-
,_ tion. The actual isolatur temperab_re was 200°C. The system presently being tested i_ shown on the• vacuum tank header in Fig..34. Initial tc.'ts ;udicate that
:_ The second problem, that of a high voltage break- the system operates as ,expected• However, _uP,icient op-
"-_" dow.i, can be. investigated with the _se of Paschcn cur_c erational time has nut been logged to determ:,_e quanti-
__ data (Ref. 30). Fig. 31 is a plot uf breakdown voltage 'atixe izfformation about the control functions required.
against/_d, where P is the pressure a,;d d is the spaciag
_'" between _lec_odes (in th_s .use, ends of the isolator). The expulsion tank with metal diaphragms performe,q
_! Using 10 --_to_T and 5 kv, an isolator of any convenient some problems were
as expected, although extraneous
" lengti_ is operabie, since Pd will be to the ]e.ff of the introduced whez: ,_peratil_g tLo system on a daily rather
,_ minimum on the corve for d less than 300 cm. A length than a continuous b,',._is. The gas. expulsion pressure was
_ of I0 in. was chosen _nitially: however, a much shorter reduced at the end of each day to _'liminate any possi-
,: length zhould work just as well. bility of pushing liquid through the vaporizer• This
|56
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Fig. 32. Glass isolator with heater and thermocouples
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cycling caused a diaphragm to crack, and the flr,:t run
t had to be terminated.
• ,, During this first run, the vaporizer was operated with
• w
the hot end upstream an6 with the liquid-vapor interface
,_ a.
: " , at the vaporizer inlet. The vaporizer tempe.rature was
, .-_. " found to control the flowrate quite adequatei_. 1%e liquid
..... -- _ , pressure had little effect, as one might expect from the
,\
" _ ' disoassion in Section 2. An automatic contxo!ler was used
•" ' to maintain the d-sired temperature at the upstream end
o_ t_.,evapoi-ize:'.\
. , .. L " "' o -: A second run is currently being made with new diaphragms and with the vaporizer hot end downstream
o /- _./" • &_ _¢- _nd liquid in the vapo'-:er in order to evaluate the prob-
,. / f,.1 _.. _ ' I lems arising when the :ic.uid-vapor _nterface is inside the
f'* _'- d vaporizer. In this mode, the fiowrate ha_ been difficult
• ' . to control with eit r temper ture or pressure, due to
t. their interaction. Conclusi',e datt, are not availableyet
_J _Lillk on the operation of the sys"em in this mode.
': _ -_ The isolators (glass and boron nitride) operated prop-
i• " '. er.y to as high a voltage as needled--4.5 kv. Breakdown
, ._
i _ diJ occur when the flowrate was excessive during several
[ Fig. 34. Mercury,positive expulsion system stirrups; however, steady-state (peration was compietely
mountedon tank header stab!e.
i Table4. Engineand feed systemoperatingconditions
; i Engine Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5 Run 6
I- V d2.0 2.0 2.50 2.5 2 7 2.7
! _ W', kv 3.0 3.5 30 3.0 _ _ 3.0
I- _ I+,ma 400 460 500 522 $50 ._80
, ¢-,n_o 3.3 3.6 3.8 3.8 4.5 5.0
i _ Arc currant, A 10 12.0 13.5 13.7 1.4.0 14.0
•_ _._ A,c volloge,v 35.0 36.0 36.0 37.5 "5.0 34.0
_ Cathodepower,w 0 0 0 0 0 0
_' _- Magnetpower,w 32 41 38 39.5 29.5 29.,5
_ Bean-power,kw 0.88 0.91 1.24 !.30 !.47 1.55Tot lpower,kw(includingfeedsystem) 1.22 1.44 82 1.91 2 05 2.12
'_ Fee.dSystem
i Vaporizer power, w 4.9 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.7 5,9Isolator heater, w 28.0 2g.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28,0
1 Expulsionpressure,pbiu 18.1 20.1 20.8 19.9 6.7 4.5
LiquidHg pressure,psia 3.3 2.8 2.7 2.6 5.8 5.4
Performance
t/po,,_r,% 65.0 63.5 68.4 6B.0 71.8 73.0
l., _, sec 4450 "450 4970 497'0 5180 ,5180
Power/thrust,kw/lb 151 155 161 162 158 155
¢
,_._ aUncormcted tot '_ropellont utilization,
%
,,_.
_)i 158
• /+.
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_:._ The system operatmJ in the first tests is presented il, problem is being studied to make the liquid pressure
T:ble 4. The engine data is included for completeness, control atltomatic as is necessary for ,_,_ n
'--although the engine operation ha, not been specifically tion. Test_ wiii also continue on the rubber diaphragms
"as- described in this i-eport, to determine their applicability,.
._ S_veral modifications a_e anticipated from the system From the results to date, the system being studied
performance to date. The vaporizer and isolator can appears to be worth h,xther investigation. With some
i apparently be nmdc '_horter, "at least by a factor of two. modifications and additions, this system gives promise
: A vaporizer of 60% dense material is being planned to of becoming a rel:able and controllable feed system for
/ aid in controlling the to.rate. The gas pressurization space.;aft application.
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XV. Liquid Propulsion
t1165-32442 :
A. Advanced Liquid 2. I,.ieao,Oe,,elopn,e t,ooE....
Propulsion..Systems ,. Introd,,ctio,,.Thenitrogen tetroxide-hydrazine(N.:O4-N...H,) propellant eombinatiot_ exhibits an ex-
R. N. Porter, D. D. Evans, W. H. Tyler, tremely rapid liquid-phase reaction rate. This factor
W. F. MacGlashan, and O. F. Keller requires the utilization of special techniques to accom-
plish liquid phase mixing, since the rapid reaction tends
1. Introduction to disrupt the mixing process with a resultant decrease
in performance of some injectors. Previous attemptsThe Advanced Liquid Propnlsion Systems (ALPS) pro-
gram is investigating selected problems generated by physically to increase the mixing of a doublet element
were described in SPS 37-22, 24, and 28, Vol. IV, and
spacecraft operational requirements fear propulsion s_s-
terns capable of high inherent reliability, long-term Eef. 1 contains the results of these and othgr related
storage il_ space, multiple start in free tall (zero-gravity), experiments. Since these physlcal methods were unsuc-
and engine thrdttling. The solutions proposed to satisfy cessful, it was decided to attempt to find a chemical
these requirements have been incorporated into the inhibitor for the N_O,-N..H_ reaction. Such an inhibitor
ALPS system, presumably would allow mixing to be accmnplished
before su_cient energy could be released to d,srupt the
Periodic reports i:, the SPS's (starting with SPS 37-8) impingement process. SPS 37-29, *v'ol. IV described the
describe the progress of work on the various parts of the results of an investigation into ig_fition delay inhibitors.'
ALPS system. Recent accomplishments are outlined be- To summarize, it was found that the ignition delay time
low. These include an investigation of the reactions be- could be varied over a range of 0.8 to 4.2 msec by the
tween nitrogen tetroxide and hydrazine, firing tests of use of additives to the fuel, including such componnds as
several ablative thrust ochambers, work on a method fluorobenzene and triethylborate (the value for the delay
for locating pinholes in metal foils, high- and low- time without inhibitors was 2.6 msec). However, it was
temperat,,.re tests of a tank and expulsion diaphrag, n found that these inhibitoJs had little effect on the mixing
assembly, and results of a meta_lographic examimltion
of ;_,t aluminum propellant tank which has beeu sub- _Thts work and tl.e work described herein was performed under
jetted to a long-term storage test with hydrazine, coxttra<.to JFL by t)_:,amic Stir'nee Corp., Mc "4o,:',_,Calif
162
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_! process v,'h,_ snbj_'ctect to r_ ,:ket engiile t.esting in tl-o b. Differentkll thermal anal_*sis. Dilferential thermal
._ 200u-lb thrust standard test '_n_ine- experimental com- analysis (DTA) of the N..,O,-N..H, reaction system was
.-t_ bustion efficiency rem_ined unchanged from the ca:;e n.ade using the apparatus sb,,c_vn in Fig. 1. The reaction
_ without additives, was _un in an all glass system m which ',he reactor and
re'ierence bulb were imniersed in the same low-
-#. The decision was then made to ptu_e thi'; c_emical te-nperature nvironment. I'he ter,'_perature of the ealo-
-.:; approach further in three phases: 1_imse I being to deter-- rimeter was c_,_,_eqed by bubbling nitrogen gas througb..-
_. mine the temperature, and measme the heat evolved iu liquid n" rogcn an(, _hen into the ealdl.._eter. An elec-
_i the first step of the nitrogen tetroxide-hydrazine reaction trical heater on the inlc _ blbe allowed the cold nitrogen
'_ through the; use of differential thermal analysis tech- to be warmed at a uniform ,'ate. The thin-wMled reactor
niques; Phase II being to examine the infrared spectrum and reference bulb were plat.-d with a platinum film
of solid phase thus formed in order to ider, tif_ and the thermocoup!es soldered _ the surface of theany any
:'._ intermediate species which may be present in the _eac- glass to ir.sure inhmate comact. In a typical experiment,
'_;- tion; and Phase IIi being to determine the effects of var- measured quantities of reactants were condensed inf-
:_ ious surface-actwe agents on the mlscibility of NzO, and the reactor with liquid nitrogen. The liquid n,.tr,)gen was
: N,H, by photographing the dropwise addition of the oxi- removed from the Dewar and a flow of cold nitrogen gas
._ dizer into the fuel. This report will summarize the results was started immediately. The output voltage o{ the
... of the investigations performed in the three p!,.ises d," thermoeouples on the reactor and differer_,al betweenJ
_. scribed above. A c._mprehensive report is now under the reactor and reference cell were me,_sur,_d on a poten-
._ prep_'_,tio, and will be published in the near future, tiometer. The current on the heater winding was increased
_i_ _ -_ TO VACUUM SYSTEM
li
¢
: r tl_"TO PO_'ENrlOMETER
,_-
%
'_i HEATERW!NDING
ILL1-J.d-LJ--t-LLT..LJ.LLJ
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: \\ _-BULB
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slowly as required to obtain the desired increase- i,, "eaction or to poor heat tr,:usIer to *Ale O_ermocorFh"
_emperature. junction. Ushv.-._the initial temperatttre rise as a measureof the ener_," released, a --,:ue of about 1 kcal is calcu-
_'_j' A nu:n:aer of DTA experi_rnts were c_nducted. The lated, ff one asst,mes reaction of all the N-_.O, present in
_-5 results o! one of these experi,,nents are given in Fig. 2. the reactor. This represents the minimum amount ot ]teat
• _t_ In the Iowtr plot the potcntiometer reading, obtained liberateo from this reaction. No evidence of exothermic
fi'om a diffe.,.ont;al thermo,_xJuple lucated ou the sample reaction was obtained at temperatures below -._°C.
bath and reference bulb. ts recorded as a fllattion of
. _ time. The dala oblained are positive when the sample c. In.frared techniques. _)w-temeerature infrared
bt, lb is at a higher temp,trature than the re_erence btfib, spectra were obtained in a specially constr, mted low-
The ul?pc.._u._'e _x, this fibnlre shows the tempe;ature temperature infrared ceil. _ !iquid-;dtrogen-cooled
: ._ : of _e reactor with time. ThJ_ was obtained from a stand- sodium chloride window was used to view _he sample.
_._. ard thermoc_uple attached to the bulb containing the Calibration_ werc accnmplished with pure N._.H, and
i__ N=O_-N__H, _.,tixture. By alternating readings it was _.?os- N_.O, in order to learn how ,nuch material u-as required
slble to obtain both bulb temperature and differential to We a specSrum of optimum intensity. After initial
i temp(rature cur .,es during the same run. Note that the calibrations were _ccomplished. infrared spectra of nitro-
point of inflection olr the DT _tc_a've (labeled "A") occttrr,, r] _"en'"tetroxide--hydrazine n,ixtures were obtained at low
]_- at.a temperat,.h-e of -58°C. The broad base on tills temperatures. A total of about 1.50 spectra were taken
curve and the small ri_e oeeurr;ng on the trailing edge in a series of experiments aimed at distinguishing the
,.. _.f the n:ain peak are attributed to either a nonuniform minimum reaction temperature and identifying inter-
- mediates and pre.duct._ ot the reaction. In the procedure
• [ [ _ - used on these experiments, N.O_ and N.H, were first
! _ condensed on the sodium chloride window at liquid
• _. | ! ],/ ! l" { nitrogen temperature (--196°C_ c,,d then were wanned
. --_ -6ol- _-_----TC-q:--_-- F--- I 4- ""
] I_ ! I I | slowly as spectra we, e recorded in rapid successio,,. The
. I _t S'I'ANOAJ_I)TH_RI_OCO'JF_t.eI:IEb_'_ING _rst evidence of new species being formed was obtained
[ /1 o_ StMPtC _ULe , I during a test at -13.3 to -124°C. when sew.ral new-80/ ¢'. I -- I ,
- o.os_ ; ---- -'_ -_-----r _ peaks were observed i_. the spectra. Further progressive
I i ]_ ! ! changes were evident in spectra uP t° a te'nperature• " of --4..'_°C." No further :,pectral changes were noticed nt
('°1 [ /--_[I /_ ! ---1"--'- temperatures bl:low roo:n temperature, l,u_ th. over-ali
• . . intensit. of the spectrur,_ deerea,..d somewhat.
-- I .1 _---_ _-- --l--- In order to establish if t.!_ereaction oecun-ing at - I_?C
"" "'l"" i ]/ _ represented an adduct f,,rlnation or a reaction, it wasmettsure ,.'d0:ntify
_ - deemed advisable to and the volatile
ii: I _ _ °_ I "_--'--"_-_,/--_----!--- gases fr(_m the reaction- C f t._:epossible gase; t]mt cool dbe obtained, all but arnmoaia have vapor pressures suffi-
_!i! -- i _""_1_ " _1 / __!l_'-_r_Mii__lPt': ciently hi_,_hto be pumpet_ from the reaction systenl for
.- -o.o., analysi:; and measurement at the ter.q_eratures where
react'on first occurs (- 133°C). The high sensitivity of the
_ . _.__._ [ j _ . infraredforammo',,iamsure_st!_.titw,;,,dbeobserveJ-O.0.4 I_'ADING ----_------ in the solid phase if it were preseet. In order to condvcl
-- • - glass bulb to which a thern_oeouple had been attached.
- " -o.o_------ I.-_- ] The N.,O_ and N...II, were condensed iu a tube in layers
_I gases were pumped continuously using a Tocpler pump,
.... Gases were pnmned into an infrared cell, where the':ro _oo _ooo _soo _ooo _oo _ooo
-_ vohun,: was determined, a,_d infrared spectra were ob-
_,_. r_, ,e tained. The spectr,un obtained corresponds to that of;. ' _ F_'g.2. DTA Experiment 19 nitrous ox.;de (N..f)). Thc gas frm,, tiffs cell was then
 11 !
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transferred directh" into a mass spectr,',meter for anah'- N:H, tornls an intermediate add,_ct, :vhieh in t,lrl_ reacts
_is• and the pre_ence of a substantial quantity _,f N(:' in at about -50:C to/form an interme(h,lte s_,,cics _apat)le
tl_t' l)roc.'uct gas was c,)nfirmed t)y a large parel.t pe-:k of reverting to hvdra/i;,;tm_ nitrate, nitr_u_ o_i&.• and
at mass 44. In addition, resirlt,a] pe_.ks at ma:;s :30 'ai,d 28 trz:ces of nitric oxide and nitr,_gen. T,_ balance an rqua-
indicated presence of .NO and N_. :he malor part of the tion in which N_O and hydra;-in;:m_ nitrate :'re f,n,ncd
_a_ was collected :,t a temperahlre ahove --]10:C. from N._.O, a,d N.tl. requires ammonia as another re-
ae;'.'_n product, viz.
.More quar, titaqve oxpt._ime,:s were conducted in
which the no:_,.,,ietile and colatile products at variou_ N_O, - 2 Nil. -- X.tt-NO N..() -- Nil
temperatures v--ere measured and identified• The resu:.ts
are shown in Table 1. This tahle shows the oaantities of Curiou..ly. ammonia ha, raver been ot_served as a pro-I-
gases given off at each temperature, and identifies each uct in any of the rc-tcti,ms An t.nide,ttified material
• gas. The fciwation of the large quantity of N..O in the having a vapor pressl:re of about 42.5 nun at -111.8:C
:'eaetiou at --.-_C shows that the principal rea,..ti_:n was oh•;erved, how,':•er. This material appeared on the
_" occurred hetween - 1:26 and --50-_C. It is of interest that ga: ,-hro,natogram .fter N_O (retention time. 18 rain,.
'_ the reactions occurring at te,_nperatures above -50:C
invohe liberation of only trace amounts of additior, al d. Miscibility eroeriments. High-speed nwticn, pictures
ga_,_s were taken of tho drt;pwise addition of N.O, to N.H,
with aud without additives. The pt:rpose of t;._se expert-
In one of the low temperature experiments, it _as ments was to find a miscihility ag,_nt for the _vo propel-
i observed that cry.,tals of a solid material had f,srmt-d in lants. The technique of V<eis_ and Klusmaml (Ref. -9!
the bulb. A melting point determination was eonducled was ,sod. The F'°cedure invoh es the use o.t a high-speed
'_ with the sample, and the material was me!_ed in !:he camera operating at _,000 to 500f) frames/see to photo-
i, ra,ge of 66.3 to 73.0°C. Of the p,sssihle products taat graph the N._.O &,)p .'s it falls tbrough a !-in. column
; couki be formed in the reaction, only hydrazinium nitrate of hydrazine. The appar',tus utilize: a condenser :ystem
(ml). 71 °C) fits the observed melting points of tl'e crystals, of lenses for back-lighting the saml,le tuhe. The yellow
_. The presence of hydr;:zinium nitrate was suhseqt,ently color defir.ed tiw N_.O. drop. which i:; easily disting'a_s.hed
confirmed by i,fra:ed analysis, on color fihn. T! i: method also provided u :l,alitative
From the accumuhtted -nfrared data it is concluded measure of the r,_.activity of the propellant. It is thcnght¢,
.: that the low te_alelature reaction between N_.O, and that either ,m increase in _:-dscil)ility hetween the tx-o
• propella:sts, or a :-ub,t-n: i..I deer.-ase in the initial re:zction
taro, might be beneficial m solving the proble,, of the
Table 1. Gas evolution from the low temperature rapid reaction disrul_tint, the stream impingement and
_ reaction of N.,O4-N.,H_
- - mixing process. Visu.al cbservat!on appeared to be the
,_ quickest method for study of this phenomenon.
Gas evolved,
"_ mi|limoles X 10 "_
• Temperatore, Specie.', found Initial tests were ('onducted with pnre ._,_,0, being
°c No.- added to hydraz'ne conta;.ning 16".'6 water. This propel-
_._ co'_densable" Condensobl_" hint cot'nhination was ci_osen for testing t.,.__eause it had
- _2_ 0A _ NO, N: shown eGdence of solvi,tg the. stream disruption process
_0._ NO:. N:O in previous tests at JPL (Re::. 1). These photographs did
-_0 0._ N, not indicate it,creased miscibility, but sho_ ed instead an
30._ N.O,NO: apparent decrease in the rate of reaction heb,een the
+ _"*_'" t'-o propellants. No evidence was obtained of increased
-30 o._ N, lniscibility between the two reactants for any of the addi-
0._7 No; tires tried. However, apparent differences in reactivity
+ _ 0.0_ N, were observed.
0.16 N0_
rotol _._ e,ol,ea 0.92 4_.2 Although only qual_.tativc estimates c,uld be made of
--- the relative reaotion rates, it appeared that four types of
• ,,-_.c_ ,_. t,: ,,,o. reactions were occurring. These are shown in Table 2.
"1965022809-206
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_ Table2 Effed'ofaddifives o_ N..0_-N.H., reaction previous e-periments, wher in the stream separation
phenomenon had been _bser,'cd (Ref. 1). Tests were
Aaa_,iY.! rvveof c_,nductcd with !.% I: in the N-:O_ and with 1%
inN:O, : Add,liv,.inhydrazinel%byweighti ,eoction" Oronite NI-W and 1% OroniLe NI-O in hydrazine
containint- 2% tL-O. Only a slight effect (2% higher c*)
No_e N)-e a was observed wit;: the propellants cxmtaining additives,
None I_ % H;O S as compared to p_evious tests with ,_eat propellants. This
•_n.'.e :6% n:o a approach ",v_.sr,o! • _r_ued further, since the performance
s% KOH gains _erc so sL_ht.
None 1% ,_nlom¢.,t_ {;4oPsonto Chemi(ol Co.} C
e. Conclusions. The data obtained in the work reported
Non_. I% AlkolergeAt'-cule$ PowderCo.) C here is consistent with the f;'..ct that nitro.-.en tetroxide--
. None ] 1% FC.126 (Minnesot_ Mining and Mfg. Co.) C hy_'azine impinging jets are sv_,iect t,J disruption by
Noon Oronit,Nt-O (Confo,nio¢h,,,;col Cn.t C the rapid reaction occurring at th interiat,e between th,:
two propellants. The principal [actors which cause th'.'sNone Oronile NI-W C"
•.- phenon,enon are b,:.lieved t_, be: (I) ;he rapid reaction
I% I: None b rate betaveen x-O, and N..H,. resulting in rapid heat
; 16% H:O 1% Urania.-.NI-O C ev,.'lution and the generatmn of a large gas volume, and
::.. I *.. ,: 1_,. o,o*;te NI.O D (2) the immiscibility of the two reactants.
15% H:O
_ Although these factors are closely related, it appears
[ __ -P.,_;.-,._.......... '_b;,;,,. that miscibility is a major factor. Photographic studies
• Ignited.
-r,,_ A-,.,J r.*,,;*-.hi .... _,;,., t:.O,°, ,,,_.... f ,.,,,,, ..... ,,, showing the d.'op_ise addition o!_N...O, to N-.H, iedicate
":'_i ._..o,a,**,. _ ,_...... , ,, ._. ,h*._,,. that the t vo materials a_e completely i.__miscibie. None| ',._t:
• :"_'_L_ Type II $|mi1,¢ fo A ..... 0! th*, rmatlio- ";.. appeors $1..... Of the pictures, with or wit!:ottt additives, ga_e any indi-Type ,£ Slow rcmctio_ *_me ond ev;donce of _-_re e_,efltive /eacfion be/wlmn
N.-c,_,e _ye,.,;,,,. ,.,,,,:,_ ;.... _,,: _,._,*,,_*n. cation Of -yen partial miscibility o[ the two c_mpoun&..
; _:- r,_.._: _,.,,,,,, _,. _. ,.,,.:,, ,,-.,,;..... _,, .,_,_ ,.,.,;..,, ,b. "_,. Additives to promote miscibility still cannot be laded outlag'" ot N=O_.
as pos,A|,le s,_.luti_ns to this problerrL However, mixing
_: proce_se; are gent rally c_nsid_:red t(, be relabveh, slow,
_ All of the additive_ in the hydraz:ne appeaced to de- even with miscibh" materials, and oen improver", misci-
_" creas_ the rate of initial reaction. The most dramatic bility omy not ove:-c_,me the rapid rate of reaction at the
change in reaction rate appeared when t% iodine was liqnid-!iquid interface.
_,; added to the N_.O,, and a mixture of I_ Oronite NI-O
[ _ and 16% water was added to the hydrazine. In thi: case Ar reported al)c.ve, ti:e reaeti, m between nitrogen
" _ two liquids _(.h._aIly remained in contact while reacting tetroxide and hydr.qzine can occur at a t,:mperature as
i _ and did no _ tend to blow apart as normally observed. _,ow as - L33°C. From meashrem_ nt__of the gas evolved
-: _ Subsequer_( experiments with these same compounds at this _.emperature. it appear._ tlmt this initial reaction
_ revealed _.!,at '..he water content could be reduced to 2% involves addt,ct formation between : ;.O, and Y q, The
"_'__" and the sa-._ae slow-r,,action effect c_)uld be obtained, fact that no measurabP.-heat is evolved in this imtial
The presence of iodine in the N..O.-N_.H, _ystcm was reaction tends to st,.pport this vi,.'w. A further r.__action,
predicted to decrease the reaction rate, since th.. reaction involving heat evulution occurs at aboqt -58°C. Theses
-_ was thought tc proceed by a free-radlcal n,eehanism, reactions were carried out undo- con(htions where the
._ and iodine is known to suppress thi_'_mechanism. Surpris- rate of temperatme rise could )e carefully _.ontrol_ed.
ingly, however, the ignition delay time with normal N..,H, "1hns heat generated bV the rea,.tiou was qui_'.kly dissi-
-q was shortened when th,. iodine was added to the N_O,, pated, and intermediates such as hydrazinium nitrate
- and in the d_.oplet experiment very rapid reaction and were capable of being i.,;olated. Jndet actual _)nditions
• ibmition oecul'retl, in an engine, these imtiai reactions would occur very
._ rapidly. Not onh' would the initial reactions occur rapidly,
Oh the bas.;i of the above re:alts it was judged to be but the heat c_olved in these re rations would effective!y
_ wo_thwhi!e to make rocket motor firings at the 2000-1b increase the reaction tempcrah_re. On this b_sis, it is
" - thn_st lev,:!, utilizing the same apparatus as used in estimated tbat the reaction betx_een hydrazine and mtro-
!
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¢ ,_t'n tehoxide woui,| go to _',nplet_on on contact Since The e_ aluation finm_,_v,.,re ,:,inducted at amhient pre_-
! the _towhi,,metric reaction bet_:een these two pre,)el- s,re apd temperahlJv wit'::, the ALPS MOD IX,"injector.
[ l.mts involx<d _me mole of N_.O, plus tx_o moles of N_.II, Tiffs ,.lljector has d¢.-n,m,tr,:!ed reproducibh, perform-
"_ _oing to tl:r:.," moles of gaseous N. p!us four moles cf ,race ;rod heat-tl,ix da,tr:t.ution with N_O,-X.H, pro-
N_O. xvhiie evolving approximately 2 kcal/mole it is not pell'u,ts and has i_roduc'c-1 predictable crnsi,m o_ both
:_ <urpri.sin_, tha! tlu ll:,lk tff the liquid can bc divelted 175" ablative and pyrolyti,.. _raphite thrust ,'hamt_er throats
relatively sm;:l! surface interaction. (Refs. :3 and 4). The t,'_ts xverc rim at a nominal nozzle
i stagnation (eff.'ctixc clmmber "_re..sure (P. ,.)of 1.50 psia
1 trait "Fl_t" "'| ......... t-,,. :, t;,.
It is dilficuh to conceixe oi a chemical approach which ,,vd a propellat_t mixh,:_ " ' - c,f 1.2 .................
vould soh'e this prol>lem. It does not appear 1-ossible v_locitv c*. aver_:ged 551X_tt/s..c. Flow rate_ were nearly
_: t'a prevent adduet formation or decomposition by the constant, despite chang-s in nozzle thr.at area durint_
5 u.,.e of additives. It is possible that tht rate of decompo- the firings. Each chamber x_a_ fired aminterrul)tedI Y u_t;.l
siti, m of intermediates such ;as hydrazinium nitrate could either _1_ the chamber pre:,sure dropped lwlow 120 psi).
f be aitered chemically. The most promising method of (2, the outside wall t,':::perature exceeded 400-_F". or t.3_
_: unnrp,; .... rneket en¢ine performance thus appears to he an extraordinary chan_e in a::ial or side thru.,t at curred.
i:_jector d.:sign. It is important that the surface-to-vohmw
ratio is as i:trge as possible, so tlmt essentially all of the A gm,eral description of each chamlwr, listed Iw t,a_:m,-
"i liquid is co)tatted, thus small diameter jets or sheet, facturer, is presented below:
,.; of liquid appear optimum for this prol_ellant system.
,-" " " (1_ Aeroiet-General Corporation (AGC). One-piece
ablative chamber; throat insulator and ex:t cone
These results do appear applicable lo,vard our under-
_tam!ing o1 ignition phenomenon. The so-called ignition- made of edge orwnted high-silica tape and r,bber
,'_: spike problem may well be related to this set of reactions n,odifled phenyl-silane resin: SiC throat insert.
_ x_b,'rein explosive compounds such as hydrazinimn nitrate _;lass filament overwrap.
"_ are formed on the interior wall of the rocket motor dur- (2] AVCO Corporatio_ (AVCG'). Con,posit_. of silica-
°_ ing the preignition period. Compot,nds such as these reinforced precharred epoxy Novolac: light w,_'it_ht
._-" could then cetonate wheu the temperature i,creases insulator of ._ilica fihers, resin, and phenolic micro-
during the ig,;ition process. This could well lead to the balloon,s: SiC throat insert, encased in a_; ahuni-
-' extreme pressure excursions which have been el'.conn- nlllll shell.
"_ tered with propellm,t systems of this gei:,'ral el::.ss.
_, (:3) ti. I.Thompson l"ibcr Glass Co. (HITCO). Ablative
":: 3. ThrustChamber Oevelopmen|, w.n.rr_,, chamber liner and throat, molded cart)on-phenolic
resin s_,rrotmded I;v Refiasil-paper phenolic insu-
. The ALPS program has recently eon,ph'ted evaluation lator: glass qlument overwrap: no throat insert.
_ test firings of five 100-1b thrust ablative thrust ch:trnber
.,_ assemblies. These chambers were obtained from five dif- (4) ,'tlagn,._,tm A<ro_.pace Products. Inc. (MAP).
' ferent industrial suppliers and were tested ;as a p,.rtial Molded one piece, including throat sect.;on imwr
,¢
asse.,sment of the current state of the art i_. th," de.sigr liner of SiC-ZrC. binary film-coated carbon-particle-
:rod fahric;_ti'm of al_lative chaml)e_s m a size ran-_,e reinforctd phenolic al)httive shueture surrounded
wh,¢'.: was compatible w_th a, injector used in previous bv insulating layer';, titanium shell.
p;.,"olylie graphite test._, t5) Thompson Rtmm Wooldridge Inc. (TRW). hmer
chamber li_u,r of oriented tin'omit oxide-coated
Each suppher wa_ r,':qy,w il,lr, fi_r ],is own design, i.e.. silica-cloth reiuforeement, m.olvb,h,n.m throat in-
determini,g the _..,terials .utd I';.l;:;t.n;i_m techniquts serf with a proprietary eoatirg; ius_:latint_ layers;
; which would best satisfy the operating ;,ad design con- outer st_dnles', steel pressure shell.
ditions specified. The only (limensions specified were
those of the iuterior contour ;uv.l chamher-to-injector Pr,qiminary rest, Its of the test firing_i are presente_l in
attachment provisim_s. Uuspecified dimensions were left Table 3. Fig..3. a typical plot of a ehamher pressu--e
to the discretion of the supplier, h, addition, the total versus rm, time. explains the nometwlature t:sed in
. assembly weight wa, not to exceed _ 117nor produce an Table 3. This plot i._ generally reprcsentative of all of
outside wall temperature in excess o_ t.00°F during thp the tests. The time to start of pressure decay and time
test firing, to 120 psia is shown as T, and T: and is tabulated for
167
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_- Table 3. ALP$ abtotive chamber dote
• Initial steady_ Time to start Time to F, _ Slope of I Max;mum tern- Maximum ten,-state chamb'Jr Mixture ratio
Manufacturer Ihf.,,/l_/! of P, decay," 120 ps_a," P. decay, peratuL_ during J ,._ratu,e post run,
pressure
P*,tt' p_la T], sec T:, sec psi/see rust, °F °F
___--J_ |
"30 I 475
AGC 149 1.24 I 125 154 0.4 I ot 154 se¢ ! ot450 seci
I
! 405 412
._VCO 150 1.2 300 59C 0.I I ut 590 sec at61'_sec
i 67 250H'"C,J. 156 1.2 7 23b 1.75 et 23 sec at 28 sec
254 571
MAP 163 ! .22 ! I 1 31 1.45 I ot 57 see at 111 s,_c
.- J 240 340
._ TRW "48 I. 18 160 510 0.09
Z. j .,, at 510 se_. at940 sec
:" • Refer to F;_. 3 ,Car exolonation of fhnse _romelers.
_.. b Aflachmen! flange failed.
._':
_'_ ,co| ] "[ I i-----T i Although the test results shown in the table are not
"- ] | 1 encouraging, it should be realized that the test conditions
i I ] were quite severe for ablative-type chambers, since the
i _.'_" I I { chamber pressure was 150 pzia and no film or fuel-rich
i' _ 1 A detailed examination and an_dy.,is of the chambers
_o t_ 90 _ -- and the test result_ are in progress. These results will beI
. published in a forthcoming formal report.
',, 4. Bladder Development, w.r.Ma.(;la.h._
> i I
•P in the construction of expulsion bladders. Since pinholesUJ
_- , in the aluminum foil vould destroy the impermeabihty
r; _z oJ? the laminate, a m zans o_ detecting these holes is
TIME 7",sec necessal3'.
:_ Fig. 3. Typical pie! of chamber pressure as a
_' function of test duration for ablative A method for detecting pinholes .;n aluminum foil by
L._' chamber ,'ests using photographic printing paper ts being developed.
; The method consists of directing a strong light toward
: the sheet of alumivum foil which is backed by photo-
all of the tests in Tab:_ 3. T_,e outside wall temperatures graphic printing paper. The foil and paper are sepm,:ted
were recorded from thermoeouples bonded to the out-
aj,te of each chamber at several different locations, by a piece of glass. The edges arc secured to exclude
stray light and to hold the foil, paper, and gJass secxlrely
All five tests were terminated due to decrease in together. The light is played in a grid pattern across the
chamber pressure. For four of the tests, this decrease surface so that the rays passing through piuho] *s strike
was either the result of throat eros'on or gas leakage the paper behind the foil. The glass separator permits
around the throat insert. In one case, the cEamber-injector the diverging rays to amplify the hole in,age on the
mounting flange attach_:'c:t faikd permitting tl'e cham- paper. When developed, the location of pinholes is indi-
_: her to separate _om the injector terminating the test. cated by black spots on the paper. An apparent draw-
,- _ t68
• _, _....... - .... .... :-.-:- .-....... -_:---.-_:" -_ _a,,_ --_
._._: , , .., ,. ,.,r. .,_:m" "_ _',_7._., =''. " ' ' .... . . "
_rt_.¢c:,,:_,-,," _._k_R_f_. ,, ,_ _., _...,.'as._r ,r.,t:
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" '_ ba_ ,ff this method is that he holes must not be torttlous with a heater (visible o,_ the right side in Fig. 4). A tete-
path: if light is to pass through, vision camera (seen in tt_e left foreground) was used for
remote observation of the. volumet,-Sc tank during en-
.-_" Y'le investigation is continuing with the intent of: vironmental and high-pressure expulsioP, testing. The
:_: _.'-.t.;rminingthe minimum size and shape holes that ca, i titanium generant tank (parhally visible behind the te]e-
,:.. be :_hotographieally detected; the correla_icn, if at:y, vision camera) was mounted il_ a protective wood cra.'lle.
_ be.wt en the pen,inability of the foil and the apparent
_z relative magnitudes _f the ho|e_ indicated by the photo- Three expulsion tests were ma'Je following '2,-14-hrcon-
_. gl aphic ih,ages; and the. correlation bet_veen the abnn- ditioning periods during whicl, the final generant tank
_ d_,.nce of ho:es and the foil thickness, temperatures ranged from 92 to 10S°F: distilled water
_ temperatures during these t_sts ranged from 96 to ll0°F.
_.. One of the above tests was made with two steps and
5. Generont Took ond Ce[] Oeve|opm.._.ar, o F._,no, restarts during the rut, An additional e:;pu!sion test wass
All previously reported expulsion tests of the ALPS made following a 72-hr conditioning period dt,mg which
'_' generant tank and diat.,hragm asserr.bly were carried out the final ge_,c, ant tank temperature was 102°F: the final
: at anabient temperature osing distilled water as the test distilled water temperature. I05°F. One cxpul'._ion test
.,: fluid _.SPS 37-22, 37-24, m_d _7-_2, Vol. IV). Recently, was als,_ made following a 24-hr conditioning period at
, expuls'oa tests have been made _t temperatures ranging approximately 40°F. In all cases the tank outlet was
fro_: 40 to 100°F. For high-temperature environmental downward.
testing, the water expulsion test f_cility was equippeJ
Exr?u_sion appeared to be normal in all of the above
en_f_onmental tests. Prior to the low-temperature ex-
_-_ _ pu).sion test, however, an increase in pressure drop was
_oted in transferring the distilled water from the volu-
; metric tank to the titanium generant tank, possibly indi-
_ eating a stiffening of the elastomeric diaphragm at the
:[ ._-::_j:.-- : 40°F temperature level. Any increase in pressure re-
_... _l_i" ," quired for deforming the diaphragm ::t 40°F was not
_' "----..-d I'!. - noticeable during the low-temperature (xpulsion test.
fuel
i ',, tank fabricated of Type 2014 aluminom has been aceom-
_i'_',-_ | i A long-term compatibility tes't of a fii;ht-w ight
__ _:_ _L[ !_.. ! plished" All instrumentati°n' the vent valve' and all fit"
. , tings were of aluminum or staiadess steel and all seals
_,_._..' _ '. _ ,,._ were Teflon. The tank was cleaned by first rinsing withtrichloro thylene, then tho,'(.ughly washing with a com-
'_q," ,. _'_:I°-' "t;" :,._' .f ;'. , mercial aviation-type detergent, rinsing with distilled
,_' _J !.II[_I_IB_-.',_ ". ,_ ', p_] ;i.,'_"7 ' ;" _ - ' water, picklin_ with an acid solution, washing again: with
_.1_1 ,_ ,_ _._ ._, ,_ . ":-. a detergent ;'insin_ with distilled water, and drying with
_,_ , , _ ..._¢_._ . . . . nitro:r_c,_ gas, The tank was p!aced in direct sunlight at
•1 _ _ / " _'" "_. " _ _.°': .. E'.d cards Test Station. On JuIv 27, 1960, ,_fter being leak-
" ' te_ted to 25 psig _ith nitrogen gas, the tank was filled
_t "_ \/' "_ _ ' "" " _< _ ,, _th approximately 2750 lb of hydrazine, which left about
_, • ." , * 4"._'"_ "_/_' '° " "i¢" °." "("'" _m,°, 20% of the tank volnrr_e for ullage. The ollage was
pres-
/_" _ st_rized to 5 psig with nitrogen gas.
"_ _ _' Tank pressure, liquid temperature, and ambient tern-
_ peratnre were recorded three times each working day
_ Fig,,l. Water expulsion _ests ._acili_yequipped for for the first seven months, once each working day for
water ex F ds_on lesting at t_igh lemperat)_r_ the ,ext nineteen months, and after that no records were
r
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kept. The recorded tank ple:;stlre.s i..nged frorl (_.'o +5 almost white, yellow gray. blue g3"ay, at,d greel) gray.
psig as tile recorded ambient temperatur( varied from Samples were taker from locations typifying the differ(.nt
i 13 to _116°17, ,, and the recorded _lquid temw_rature surf:ace ,:'on_iitions.
varie,{ from -27 to +I00°F. It is nut ctt-ar w__ether
- these pressure variations were due strictJy to the temper- Some of the samples were made into me_llographic
ature changes alone: the presst,,'e gauge resolution was specimen,_. ExamirJation showed that th,' degree of cor-
.: only +_0.5 psi, which oJuld be the cause of some scathe- rosion v_;-ed co;lsiderably from area to _ca a_d that the
in the data. Further complicatiol_.s, such a_ the pos._i- severest attack was hmlted to discrete, spots rather than
bility of leakage, decomposition of the hyd:azine and covering extensive areas. In no case did the pits exceed
dissolving of the decompositiorJ products (nitrogen. hy- a depth ot 0.002 in. Although the exact corrosion mecl,a-
_ l_'_en and ammonia) into the hydraz;ne, make it diff,- nism was oo, determined, it was judged that the maglai-
cult to interpret the data. tud, oi the corrosion w,ts minimal and not detrimental
_ _o the t:mk. Th ,_ discoloration was not indicative of the
Hydrazine samples for analys,.'s were w_thdras,'n fro._, everit_" - ' tL _.corrosions, but corrosion was more preva-
the middle of the tank through a standpipe-and from the lent in th,: 4i_colored areas than iv the normally colored
_ bottom of the tank every, b,vo weeks for th,J first year, are:_s. The _ause of the discoloration was not deter-nine&
once each month for the following six months, and then
• once eacla six months for the remainder ot the test. Other samp? s were subjected, to tensile yield strength
"_ Although the first samzples, taken on August 8, 1.960, and tensile ultimate streh-th tests. The results indicated
contained a very small amount of black residue analyzing that the matc-ial c_r the tank _ as slightly less strong th_.n
._ high in alumi:_um, iron, and cooper, the subsequent the strength repor.ed i_l the literature for ,_ew 2014-T5
samples were clear, with no noticeable solid matter. The
. alum:_.,,,n alloy and str__nger than reported for 2Ol.LT4.
analv._es made during the first 3 yr indicated the liquid From these data _nd 'he results of an extelz_ive hazdness
" was 98.7 to _0.5% hydrazine, using an analytical l-ro- survey it was hypoth,-sized that the _ank was nec in the
• cedure which has a resolution of about ±0.5% hydra- T6 condition, as suppose,:, but rad_,'r was solction-
zi_e. A sample taken five n_onths before the end of the treated and then allowed to age-hardon at room temper-
test pe,-2,_d was appruxi_,_ately 97.0% hydrazine, ahd at ature to the "1"4condit.:on.
the end of the test the liquid contained approximately
96.5% hydrazine. It L_ a,.sttmed that the change reflects
From this test, it was concluded th_.t tanks of 2014-T4
an increase in the amount _)f dissolved ammonia: tin-
fortunately, the ammonia content was not analyzed. On aluminum alloy are essentially unaffected by long-term
• .May 6, 1964, the hydrazine wa_ drained into carefully (up to at least 3 yr) contact with anhydro_s hydrazine,
_i cleaned hydrazine storage drums, with tem[_eratures varying between 30 and 1O0°F. The
" evaluation of the effect of such a stor_.ge environme._t on
After being drained, the tank wa_ purged with warm hydrazine was in the final stages in this reporting period.
nitrogen to dry it out. Several weeks later it was flushed Firing tests, ignition lag tests, analysis of the final corn-
with a small amount of water and cut open for inspec- position, and ,_'_ysical properties measurements were
tion. Many areas of the internal surface app_:ared to be being perforr, : ,,'ith the hydrazire whicl', was drained
discolored; the colors of the splotches were randomly from the tam.
it
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XVl. Lunar' and Pianetary Instruments
N65.-3z 47
A. pH Instrument Development used for pH measurement. In a simplified form, it con-
sists of a thin glass bulb in which an electrode is im-
J R. Clark mersed in a solution of cor, stant pH. When the bulb is
placed in the test solutioq, the potential at the glass-
In most physiol%:ical monitoring or detection systems bulb-test-solution interface is a direct function of the
presently under d,evelopment, the measurement of hydro- pH of the test solution. The chahge in potential due to a
gen ion concenhation (pH) is required. The "Wolf Trap" change in pH is given by
effort at the Umversity of Rochester monitors changes in
pH of inoculated test cells as an aid in detecting bacterial _xE °.2,03RT
-- , (1)
growth. The MuI'.ivator at Stanford University uses pH ._ptt F
instrumentation for similar reasons• In the Biosatellite where 2.303 is the natural logarithm to common _qga-
Project, the pH of primate urine is monLtored to detect rithm conversion factor, R is the universal gas constant
changes m the acid-base balance for a bctter under- T is the absolute temperature, and F is the Faraday.
standing of the prolonged weightlessness problem. It is Representative values at four different temperatures are
also well-known that aqueous chemical reactions that given below:
might be used in an automated biological laboTatory
would proceed only under conditions of controlled pH.
For these reasons, circuitry is being developed at JPL T, °C ,',E/ApH, mv
for the measuremenf of hydrogen ion concentratim,. 0 54.19
25 59•15
I. Electrode System 60 66.10
a. Ck_,s electrode. Other than the inconvenient hydro 100 74.03
gen electrode standar(l, the glas': electrode is primarily
172
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b. Measurement errors, When a reference electro_, is B,'.ckman Instruments. Int.., has under development an
'_ placed in the test solution for electrical contact, the electrode system which ,:'an operate in a zero gravita-
: actual voltage measured bee, veen the glass and the refer- tional field.
! ence electrode is the algebraic sum of several potentials
developed at .other glass-liquid interfaces. Most of these
2. Amplifie, Design;'. are negligibly small or are constant with respect to
changing pH and temperature; thus, they can be cal_- a. Approo:h. The approach to t}-.__ measurement of
brated out of the syste.n, hydrogen ion concentration uses shunt vultage feedback
around an operational amplifier. This type o"2feedback
The one characteristic of gla":; el:<trodes which makes allows the pH-measuring electrodes to work into a higher
') measurement of the pH potential di{flcult is the high input impedance when tt-,e system is at null. The equiv-
_'_; glass-bulb_ resistance. This resistance is a function of the alent circuit in Fig. i is used to derive basic design
material and geometry of the glass bulb or membrane, relationships. The sottrce re,_istance, R.,, in series , ith
_ as it i_ xon,e_.imes called; e.g., me bulb resistance of the voltage generat(3r, epr_, is used a_ the equivalent
Corning Glass Wcrks Type 915 glass will vary from cheuit for the measuring electrodes.
_.; 1000 M..2 at 10°C to 1 or 2 M9. at 50°C, and Leeds &
_ Norttmlp CG. Type 399 glass will vary from about 500 It can be shown that the transfer relationsbip bet_een
s" to 1 Mg. over the sarc.e tempe,'ature range. Therefore, eo and ep_. is given by
"*:_, ehe measuring circuitry, must be such that this kind of
;_ source impedance contributes negligible error to the s._g- eo __ --RL (Re + AR_)
aal ou*put. Source resistances of ",his magnitude are also eo,, -qoR_ 4- R_ Ro + R, RL -}-R_ RL + B, RL (1 + _)
very sensitive to electrostatic pickup and electrode leak- (2)
_: age paths. -fhis problem is minimized b) Lompletely
}_ sealed and internally shielded glass electronics. The where R, is the electrode source resistance, Re is the
_ sealed construction elimina_._s the surface leakage paths, output impedance of the ampl_or, RL is the bad resist-
';: ap_ce, R is the input irnpeda_n_eeof the open loop amplifier,
The glass electrode does exhibit r_ :asurement errors A is the anaplit_er gain. In order to arrive at design
and
" which depend on the pH and temp,.r',ture of the test criteria for the parameters A and R,, RL is assumed to
solution and the glass bulb material. Under conditions become arbitrarily large. Then, F.q. (2) can be w_itten as
' o[ high temperature with high or low pH, ions other than
hydrogen may ta,,e part in the electrode process. The eo _ --(Re + A/t_)
. elror voltat, o at: the Coming Glass Works Ty e 015 elec- ep_t (R, + _L) +/t, (1 _- A) " (3)
._!,:_ trode is p in arong soiuticns of alkali hydroxides.
,error ,.-. error can require a
This ,erlned alkaline and
"_ correction factor as high as 1 pH unit to be added to the %H
indicated valtle. The sodium ion error is another im- ____________v_._._ ")2__._,portant error factor to consider when working with high ,.. ,,.__.. ]
i_._ pH values. The error potential is generated due to sodium --_
/
: irons present in the test solution and sodium dioxide in
._ the glass material of the bulb. In this pH region (pH>9),
_ a correction factor is added to the indicated pH. For _ @_v_c? _ _
., Con_ing Glass Works Type 015 glass, this factor is about --_
'_ b.': pH %r an indicated pH of 10. However, Beckman +l--
-_ In._iruments, Inc., Type E glass makes sodium ion errors _ _,' '_t!
' alrao.;t negligible below a pH of 12 at 25°C.
•_ When im, estigating electrodes for space application, r--'-----/ a j/ %
<_ steri _zation must be considered. This does not appear | /t"ff_':INPUT VOLTAGE - '_
"al to ": a difficult problem, even if presently developed re aMPLIFiER /
"" .glass and reference electrodes are used. Standard labora- _7 //t- a- _/_
; tory electrodes have been subjected to repeated sterfl- :'
ization cycles with some slight change in ±E/ApH. Fi_i. 1. F_edb_¢P_¢enf|_,Jmtion ..
.;
,i
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The next v_qid assumptions are that AR; >"_. and R. >>R... A _,_ien bridge oscillator ot'a:ratmg ._t -tO<)cps drives
Then, Eq. (3) reduces io a Class B push-Full amplifier from wl-,ich chopper drive
and synchronous detector reference signals are derived.
e,, -1 The amplifier_ l_wer supply, and pH calibrating and
e_. R, .,. 1 _-A" (-I) in!_catil;g cir_:uitrv were assembled to p_ovide a corn-
• AR, A plete pI-l-measuiin_ .nstrument. The unit (Fig. 3) is now
tinder e_aluation in the laboratory.
Eq. (4) shows the addmoe of an error term which is
depende,t on A and Ri. T 1-is means that tl,. ac_-uracy
of the p .14measuremtnt will depend on the inequalities:
> ¢-5) : .. .m ,p
? - .
A > I (6) -/ _ .... mi.-
: /_..:
": b. De_,cription. The amplifier configura_on is illus- -. _:
i trated in Fig. o which shows a mechanical ch_pper .j-
" feeding a high-impedance field-effect trnnsistor ,,-tage. --:
_: i ' The outp, tt of this input stage drives a conventional AC _
i amplifter. This particular mechanical chopp,,r was ,_',osen _)_
• _ because of the low o_set voltage, low I,.5_rage pad.s, _ • _*"
_:_ :_ high ir_alafion resistance, and low noise/eharacteri:.tk_.
rhe dropper can and has been saiblected to stenh_,tmn
'- -:! " o • " " / ! " "_" :?
• (145 C for 36 hr) .,'tth no notmeable defects. _t is real- - ..:
. :! ized that, lrom a reliability standpoint, solid-state corn- -
; portents are much preferred over_nechanical components. .=:
: : However, at the time of the/_nplifier design, the solid- _" - _:
:.(:--] state chopper could not 9ompare with the mechanical
"'_ chopper requires aboUt'_230-mw d_iving power. _' i 'w_es:
.- -_ A synchronous, detector lrans."orms the AC amplifier Fig. 3. p H Instrum_ni
r" . "
: output to the ;prcper pola--it T DC, which provid_ the
--_ ._ input signal-for the outputintegrator. The re_istance-
, :__-- capacitance of the integrator _nd the i,p,t flter is used c. Performance. Table 1 shows how system offset volt-
_ _ to set response time and output noise level, age var/_ _4th temperature T a_d R,. It ca_, be s'-._n that
' ! the system offset voltage :s ,'eas:_aably stable with T, but
-: that some :im,t _.r,ust [,e :et on R, for a given measure-
_" CHOPPER7 ment accuracy, if T is kn _wn. the'_ larger values of R,INTEGRATOR
"_ F -_ could perhaps be tolerated.
I R I;_'_ I with r and II,
, II",,_
•_. -"l-:.f "l ' ' i:_;l £ +
P L. _ olj : _ Off.elvoltoge. mv
R, = 10' R. = 10 _ R. =
. (_ " 20 1.2 --3.5 --12
" " ' --5 | .2 I3.0 I " I I
- ,o -'" I -DETECTOR ,'O 1._ -- --
_: Fig. 2. pH Amplifier ¢onfigurat;on 65 I.o -3.0 I -lt_
: t 174
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" The AC gain w:,.s meas-trcd to de_t-r_r,ine the ampli- 1-...... r-.
fier's immtmitv to DC offsets at the inp:,t to tile integrator 4 ac , _ _ _
_?.; fox various values of H,. "['his was ,:ccx)mplished using V LA._'_ ,-----¢4/ e°
th:" diagram shown in l_lg. 4. If A:. is i.he gain of the _G ]
AC an,plifier times the chopper and demodulator effi- , leo
._ ciencv. A_,- is the integrator DC "gain, and e, is the /
J disturbance or demodul;_tor offset voltage, then [
k_ el, ! - A ,,.- .-h.-
- _ A.,,-, (7) Fig. 4. AC Gain measurement diagramC,. .a4,,.
_here e represents incremental voltalze cl,anges. This
'{ ratio is _ziveu beluga for thr,2e different value_ of R,:
_ 3. Conclusions
This development effort has shown that pH measure-
ment can be accomplished using all solid-state circuitry
R. c,/y,, and a mechanical chopper. In the future, attempts will
be made to eliminate the mechanical chopper b.v using
l0 s -- 200
some of the more recently developed semiconductor
1.0'_ --36 devices. This will result in simplification of the circuit_"
10'0 -4.4 and a :,ubstantial reduction in required power.
3
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A. Ultimate Sensitivityof  rrespec.veofthesensoremployed, an optieo-electronic
conversion mus_ be performed to translate the optical
Imag ing Devices image into a signal current with time as the axis. Signal
t. R. Moiling current is derived from electronic charges produced at
the photosensitive surface by the impact of photons.
Depending on '.he t2,-pe of imaging device, either the
I. Space-Camera Sensitivity photons relea.¢e electrons in the form of an electrical cur-
The function or' a TV sFace camera is to relate an rcnt or the electrons are stored to produce a charge. In
electrical current to a photometric function derived tram the laztc,- :ase, the signal current is that produced by a
the planetary surface. The relationship so establisaed is dischacge of the stored charge. The magnitude of the
valid until, with decreasing illumination, the signal is current in each case is determined by the number of
degraded -.vith noise. The ultimate sensitivity is deter- photons/sec arriving at the photosei_sor. The photon or-
mined by ':tatistical quantum re_,,tionships. Frequently, rival is a function of the illumination, conventionally
the quantum noise is overshadowed by thermal noise, thus expressed in ft-e.
permi_ng the sensitiv:t: to be evaluated from purely
:hermai noise considerations. 2. The Candle
Because of the increasing diversity of space-camera Although the candle, as a measure of ilhnnination
technology, sensitivity comparisons must be made be- !ntensity, has had an historic background in ._-hotometry,
tween widely differing imaging concepts. These systems it cannot bc considered a p,,.rtlcularly appropriate stand-
may be categorized into two broad areas: (1) photostor- ard for space science. The candle has been defined as the
age with beam-scanning readout, as represented by the luminous intensity of _,,%cm = of a blackbody radiator
vidicon and image-orthicon families; and (2) non-storage maintained at the temperatt, re of soli_rification of plati-
photocell readout with mechanical, electronic, or num, 2045°K. The e.xta'emely red-oriented nature of the
mechanico-electro_aic scorching, as represented by emission is illustrated in the normalized curve of Fig. 1,
photographic-fihn scanning and the image dissector, whirl1 is derived from Wien s law.
176
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Fig. 1. Spectral distribution for the standard candle ^'__000 2vw 3000 4004 500e 6c00
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From Wien's law, the energy radiated within a band- F!g. 2. F.nergy radiated by a blackbody in the
width of 1 m/_ is interval of 559.5 to 560.5 m/_
Ex-" _C._l_r erg s/sec/cm_" 3. TheEye
Equivalent blackbody temperatalres of interest to space The sensitivit 3, of the eye has a Gaussian-type distribu-
science are those of the Earth, 6000°K; the Moon, NN)0°K; tion over the visual band as shown in Fig. 3, where the
Xl_trs, :3000°K; and test illuminant A, 2848°K (SPS 37-28, ordinate is the illumination observed at _ach wavelength
Vol. IV, pp. 9,5--100). The energy radiated by a black- in m_. intervals for constant power inpu't. The area under
body at 555 m_ is plotted over a range of temperatures, the curve represents 1 lu of radiation over the visua!
2000 to 6000°K, in Fig. 2. The spectral distributious vary band. For computational purposes, the bandwidth may
widely, but essentially equal-energ3, white occurs at be dellned as 260 m_., ranging from 48'0 to 690 m/_, beyond
5N)0OK. which the sensitivity drops to less than 1% An ideal
?JPL SPACE PROGRAMS SUMMARY NO. 37-33. VOL IV
o.o_ th _u .Crequency, as the abscissz. For equal-energy white,
an average vab;e is el -- :3.G _<!0-"-' ergs at 555 mt, or
_. 545 teracycles.
- The photosensor current ,.:,ill be determined by the
-'."o.o_
_" product of its spectral response S, and the spectral dis-
mz tribution E_ of the source:, i.e., the photo-electric current
..J
LU
_>
=_= kY_;°o S_E_.
_ oo,_._ This has been estimated for three blackbody temr_era-f.-
"_ • _/'/_/ tures of ir.terest in Fig. 5. Note +,he progressive shiftZ
"_ toward the red with decreasing temperature.
- 7
800 l
0
400 500 600 700
i WAVELENGTH X, m_
I, Fig. ,_. Brightness distribution to the eye for an equal-intensity white source radiating 14.1 /_w/m/_ _cD 1 -
: photosensor will have a response identical to that defined _-
for the eye, or filters may be inserted to match the eye __-.
response. 400
- _2
• 4. Photon Energy z
The photon energy from Eiristein's law is ep = hv ergs,
...J
where h = Planck's universal constaLt = 6.63 × 10-'-'_ -J
ergs and v = frequency, cps. The photon energy is plotted 2oo
' in Fig. 4 over the visual band with wavelength, rather ssoooK-
I
"'" I o," ! --- 400 500 600 700
:_' i _ I "_-_,_ WAVELENGTH h, m/_
i_,i x,_ _ _ _ . Fig. 5. ExSx for different blackbody temperatures
_, (illuminance equalized at _ ----555 m/_)
(9
bJ
= L
,,, A ft-c is defined as ] lu of light flux distributed evenly
°to Z
• _o over unit area at unit distance from a 1-c power source.
-_ _ Floe power requized to produce 1 lu of brightness to
- ,'_ l the eye at each wavelength increment is shown in Fig. 6.
? An average value produced by integration is (W_) .... =
+ 3.67 mw/lu/m_t. If the source is equal-energy _i,ite,
"_ 4oo _o._ soo _ Too 5500°K, then the total energy radiated for 1 lu over the
"' WAVELENGTHk, rap, visible band is E,,t = 3,67 × 10' ergs/sec. To produce
1 lu t,f Qu_ ever unit area, Wx = 14,1/_w must be radiated
Fig. 4. Photon e;_ergy vs wavelength at each wavelength increment over the visual band.
/}
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20o [I[ ] temperature, the average power emitted is red,:ccd to[ (W_) .... : 0.95 times the nominal value at 555 m/_. He,w-
] _ [ _t I ever, in terms of tile photo-electron population, this is
" IE I_0 I il i compensated by a dccr,'ast in Mmton. energv. (Fig. 4) due=? _ - to the shift of the major portion of the emission rote ihe[ I red region. Accordinglv, for Illuminant A,
- [ I ! -
tzo I _j 1.02 × 0.95lad
> | ! I n- Y. 101 v i0"
'_ -_ i 0,90 " "z .__ = 1.08 >( 10" electrons/sec/ft-c,
.,o_\,: /l_z i which is not too different from tim value of 1.02 >< 10"'Iz achieve,_ for an equal-energy-white source. By. similar__a40--- -----_ I reasoning, the photo-electron population for the equiva-] k ;i47 mw/iui i "__/ lent blackbody temperature of the standard candle,
.7" "_ 2045°K, is
4oo see coo Too 1.02 ;( 1.35
WAVELENGTHX, rr,L /'_ -- 1.18 X 1.14 X J0 _"
Fig. 6. Radiont power required for l-lu intensity = 1.33 .-_ 10"; electro.s/sec/ft-c.
5. Ouailfum Yield To verify the latter yah:e, a second approach is made,
startiog with the definition of the standard candle. The
The qu;.atum iield i_ the number of photo-electrons candle has also been defined in terms of the luminous
produced by the .;neideut photons. With an ideal hl intensity achieved by a complete radiator operating at
relationship, i.e, .,tie electron e:. cited for each photon, 2045_K for which 60 unit_ of intensity/cln-' is specified.
the number of photo-electrons produced fm an equal- The it-L, a unit of illuminance equal to 1/_ c/ft _, is the
energy-_hite source having an illumination intensity of hunina;me of a surface emitting 1 ]u/ft". At 2045°K,
1 ft-c Is E;.,._ --=2.4 )< 10; .-rgs/sec from Fig. 2. Hence, for 1 lu
E,.,, 3.67 .'Z 10* radiated from the specified body,
n ......... 1.02 >4 10_'_electrons/see.
er 3.6 X 1O-_-" 2.4 X i0_
E,._._-- 1/_. 60 ergs/sec = 12.7/_w.
- Tim electron charge e -- 1.6 × 10<9 coulombs, ,rod, since
i --. dq/dt, 1 amp = 1 coulomb/see = 6.24 X 10 '_ From tlw spectral distribution curve of Fig. l, the aver-
electrons/see. Thus, for a photocathode su:face with a age power radiated (Wa),,-, = 17.1 _\v, distributed over
_ typical quantum effieSency ,1 = I0%, the photocurrent a waveband (as indicated ill Fig. 5) of 240 m/,. Hence, the
total power radiated W,,,, = 17.1 X 240 = 4.l mw for i lu
1.02 X 10" _ '.64 ¢&/h,. emitted. For this value, the photon populationi, = _lne -- 0.1 >(. 6.24 X 10_'
4.1 X 10 " X 10;
A value of 1,50 p.A/lu is freqnertkv as .tuned. n = 3.4 X 10-'-' = 1.30 X 10_'_photons/sec/ft-c.
It should be recognized that, fo_ a photos; _rage tube, or 1.30 X i0"; photo-elcctrons/sec/ft-c for unity quantum
the signal current _:annot he esti;,,ated dire,'tly from the yield. As expected, this _, almost identical t_ the _alue
/,A/lu figure. With photostoragc, it is effectively tahiti- of 1.33 ,'< 10": obtained by the first method. Estimates of
plied by the ratio of the c'lar.' e and discharge times of photon concentration taken from .'-everal sources have
the storaZe element as deterr,,mcd Fy the exposure and been tabulated for comparison inTable 1.
the beam-scanning velocity.
If the equal-energy sou:ee is replaced by Illuminant A, 6. Oltimole Sensitivity
the effective energy ra,jiated over the visual band is The ultimate resohltion of all imaging syste.m is deter-
modified, lntegr'ttion o', the eurvcs of Fig. 5 indicates that mined from the sine-wave response and the noise-power
the effective radiation, front Ilhuninant A is 0.,c.9 times per unit bandwidth. For space' photography, the mini-
that from the equal-energy source. Also, at the lowered mum ace-,ptablc pictur',; 2uality is taken as peak signal/
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Table 1. Estimates of photon concentration in are stored during a relatively long exposure time and
tr 1 ft'c of illuminance discharged by the scanning beam in a moch s];orter inter-
val t, where t is tile time taken to scan one -_A element,
n, photon,/ The signal u.urreut L = Q/t = n,,e/t; hence, for a storage
Method Subject Temperature'OK,ec/,-c X10" target, S/N -_ /o;,,_.,,,_.-. The system is generally designed
so that B :- 1/2t.
--' Photon evaluation 5 90 1.02
_b Vidicon 287"01 16.00
--= Photonevalu_.tion 2848 1.0_ Ultimate sensitivity of the slow-scan vidicon. The quan-
--" V,dicor. 2780 1.22 tu!n e_ciency of a photoconductor has been expressed as
--" Photonevaiu'ation 204E 1.33 n _<-/r,, where r = lifetime of the photoet arge and
-_ Photonevalumion 20*S 1.30 _. = relaxation time = er/,r. The permittivity e_ and the
-¢ Vidicon - _ 2.00 cumluctancc _ define the rel._xation ehar._cteri_tio_ of the
"Determined from the defined =eniitlvlb, of "_, lu/w. target or Fhotosurface. Space TV cameras must operate
_Gebel, R, K. H., "Th_ Pot_ntialltiel of Electro_collt Scanned Photocondudion
ImageDetectors.%r,4stronomicalUses,"Advancesin El_tronPh)'slc_XVl,Aca- w,.'thextremely long frame times beeanse of communica-
d,mi_r .... N.wY.,k. _962, tion limitations. In addition, relative motion requires that
¢Menge,t, P., Noisa Limited Resoluhor of tow Light Level Cat,,e,_a Tubes, Dalmo-
V.e*_rCompany,8slmont,Cali'orn.a,Sept°robe"16,1963. the exposure time text, be short compared to the frame
I ,oot.,_i..d fro__h.d.fi.iti...f th. ,to,do,d,°,,JI. time T_; typically, t_p _ TI/IO0. As problems arise in ex-
i *Redington, _(. W "Maximum Performan.:_ of High-I/e_iilivity Photoconductors/'JournalofApp:iedPhy=ics,Vo].29,Nu.2,February1958. tend.lng r,, there is a tendency for r--->r,, and the quan-
,O_o,290.to_50o.,_b,,d. tum efficiency is consequently high. This is quite unlike
t _Notstated, the case o._ the broadcast vidicon, where, to avoid shading
L
problems, rr is made very much longer than the frame
i time so that '1--< 1%. With the slow-scan vidicon, r_
rms ,ioisc = 20 db or signal/noise (S/N) = 10. The peak becomes sufficiently high, with a target resistivity of
signal to be considered is the signal derived from ax, 10" f/-cm -_, that the photoconductor essentially behaves
elemental area of the photosensitive surface equal to one as an insulator. The result is that, at low i]idmination
picture element_ txA. Non-storage and storage devices levels, the signal current is ahnost a line_" function of
• must be considered separately. For an evenly illuminated brightness and, uni.<e the ca_e of th_ oroadcast vidicon,
! photosurfaee, the photo-electron population of the indi- is relatively i:.depe_:de.nt o,_ target voltage over the oper
vidual elements will cov*ain minor perturbations. The ating _ange ,, igs. 7 ar'.,i 8).
variations may be due to either non-tmiform arrival of
'-_ photons 3r non-unifo[m _xeitation of electrons. The phe-
i nomena are associated with the law of rare ev_rtts in a : ...... I ]__ ----_ __ F I_;_: large popvl,_tion and are described by a Poissoa distribu- __ ...... _
, equal to the mean.tion. In the Poisson distribution, the standar? deviation is _ ! [i 1_-[ ,/ [/__" - ]i I I
_--'_-----4- ....... _-----_ ...... "7 -2
Assuming sinusoidal spatial illuminance of maximum =g [
:,_. : contrast and of frequency contained within the camera =o _ I ' _ I/ _ i _ [ /
,°..... ,_----_-- _- ,_-U-----I-----i- -t-_,--I
f; resolution capability and the system bandwidth B, the S, ..... L........ -_.--1--),_4.'-- .... i...... _-- I--_--_
:"4i:_ peak photocurrent i_ ---'n.,e, where n_ is the photo-electron ="'z _:-........ [._ ' ___ .... ! I
._). population of a txA picture element produced by an ex- = ! [_i [ i !; [ ] i ]
:_i posure at the incider, t illm_fination and e is the electron u= *....... -_-----j_--q --_-__ .... " F--_.--t --_
.a , I ] t |
charge. From Poissou's lavg therms noise current,=_ _ z [ //_ ! [ ! [ [ !
i", = 2ei_B. wt:ere i_, is the average current and, hence, _ I,/ J [ [ I ] i [/
othe e,_ected d(,v,ation. Thus, for a non-storage device, z ........ -_:-----_--_ ......... T-l"
/lag -- _ ° IO"_ _' 4 6 iO °l
SiN- (2eli,B), _ ,o'_ _ *
ILLUMINKrl0N INTE,_SITY AT TARGET, _T#, ft-c-sec
"_" For storage devices, there is an ,./[ective multipiieation Fig. 7. Transfer characteris,¢ -s of a slow-scan vidicon
; of the signal current. This is dw. to fide fact that e;ectrovs IB = 7 kc)
! 8O
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include in estimates (e.g., light losses due to reflection
_- and absorpt.on, and residual charges Jemaining after
o8 .... -t-- -- ._eanning and v.on-ideal spectral resFons(" which raise or
//_ _pRK2_ , lower estimates oi i,).i-- RANGE06 .... -
Ignoring amplifier noise, the ultimate sensitivity for the
I i storage vidicon is expressed bv S/N :- (2n,,) '_= (0.74 X 10") '_
° /' i I "-a = 850. This is eomDleh_l," oL_cured by the white noise ofc[ 04 .... " ""Z the amplifier for which (with operating values of/3 = ."k.:',I I R = 0.5 Mf_, and T = 300°K)
1 L I
5 02 .......
_ 4 KTB ,t X 1.37 X 10-_' X 300 Y 7000
I z,, /_ 0.5 X 10°0
o , ] i _ = 2.3 X 10-'-"-'amp.i O 5 I0 15 20 25 30
[ TARGETPOTENTIAL,v
: Therefore i,, = 2.7 X i0 --_ nanoamperes, allowing t:or a
Fig. 8. Normalized signal current vs target potential measured 5-db i=oise figure. This makes the etleetive
for an illumination of 0£5 ft-c-sec S/N = 0.9/(2.7 X 10--') =: 33 db. The measured value at
" this illumir_ation level was S/N = 30 db, As always expe-
°; Typical characteristics and operating parameters were rienced with vidieon operation, tile white amplifier noise
_, assmned for a General Electrodynamies Corp. slow-scan completely over_ha,Jows the quantum noise. Based on a
_ vidieon (Type 1351B). In determining r, the measured permissible S/N = 20 db, the q_mntum noise alone would
_' signal decay was 0.5 over a period of _o see, so that permit pictures to be re_oived at an illumination level of
i_ e-_.... 0.5 or • = 69 sec. Determinil N w, the dark cur- 0.0003 ft-c-see, as oFposed to the 0.003-ft-e-sec limitation
revt i,_= 1 nanoampere at Er = 10 v, from which the determined by the amphfier performance.
-_. target resistivi_ Rr = ET/i,_ = 1@(' fl. The surface area
._ ,= 3.75 cm-', so _hat unit resistivity, R = 3.75 X 10_'' fl/cm-'.
The capacitance C of the surface is estimated at 4500 7. Summary
l_/cm-', hence, r, = TIC = 3.75 X 10'° X 4.5 X 10-9 := 168 The photon population for a given hm'inous intensity
sec. The expected qt,.ant, lm efficiency is thus ,, -- 69/168 has bee_._estimated by means of two separate conceuts of
= 40%. tile lumea. A useful approximation for space science is
1 ft-c ----1.1 × 10"; photons/see.
With an illumination intensity at the target of L = 0.01
ft-c-sec arriving from _.]luminant A, 2848°K, and an From the photon concenlration on the picture element,
image area = 0.275 N 0.22 in.'-' scanned by 200 lines (lil_,e the ultimate sensitivity may be expressed by quite simple
time t, = 14.,t w.sec), the element area aA - 2.5 N I0 -'_ equations: for non-storage devices as S/N = (n,,/B)'_'. 'rod
ill.'-', and the time to soap. the element t,, = 72 X 10_ sec. for storage devices as S/N = (2n,) ''_.
The photo-electron population for tile eh;lnent n, = 0.4 X
1.06 X 10_'_X _ X 10--' X 1.5 X I0-" >: 1/144::0.4i X
10';. The stored charge Q,, = n,.e = 0.70 "< 10 -_ coulombs. The qllantllln eb_ -.ney of the .,',1-w-scan vidicon,
; Hence, n = 40%, is seen to be much g,'eater than is generally
suppos.-d and approaches that of the best photocondt,ctive
i., dQ,, 0.7 X _0 ....= - X 10" = 0.97 _mnoamperes. cells. As with the broadcast vidicon, early experimental
(It 72 Y 10-_; saL_ples exhibited a sensitivity- that later nnits co'ald only
From Fig. 7, tile measm'ed i._= 0.95 nanoamperes, which marginallyexeeed because of the fundalnental relationship
indicates substantial agreement i:a view of the many pus- ,_= ,/r,, established by the camera system restraints.
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A. Vibration Testingof a Tape _.restingProcedures
Recorder Designed for Space- The following nine vibration stresses weru imposed:
, craft Data Storage (1) Mariner C (Mariner Mars 1964) type-approval level
' (16.4 g burst), Plane 2.
Applications
(2) Mariner C type-apprm al IL, _l, Plane 1.W. G. Clament
(_3)Mariner C type-approval level, Plane 8.
Vibration stressing of a miniature tape transport in-
"} tended for data storage applications in spacecraft was /4) 9-g-rms sinesweep, ,0 to o._0,)0,cps Plane q. Reso-
recently _ompleted. _['he unit tested was a Kinelogic _.ances indicated at 71_ cps (45 g), 1063 cps (76 g),
Corp., "isoelastic" drive, reel-to-reel design (Fig. 1). This and 2025 cps (106 g): dwell at each for 6 rain.
translx_-t occ_lpies a stan, iard 6- X 6-in. module, wc;ghs
2.5 lb, and is intended f_r hard-mounting in the space- (5t 9-g-nns sinesweep, 40 to 2000 cps, Pl'me 3.
craft; a 468-ft t,.pe is driven at 15 in./sec with less than '
: 8-w input to the driv,._ motor. The unit was previously (6) 9-g-rms sinesweep, 40 to 2000 cps, Plane 8.
i i described in SPS 37-25, Vol. IV, pp. 22:5, 226.
;| 4
(7) 9-g-m,s sinesweep, 40 to 2000 cps, Plane 1. Reso-
_! "ihe purposes of the tests were to reveal whatever nance ind;cated at 68:3 cps; dwell at 688 cps for
mcdmnical weaknesses might exist in the transport and 86 min.
to indicate possible design improvements to be incor-
porated into subsequent units. Determination of the (8) 9-g-rms sinesweep, 40 to 2000 cps, Plane 2. Reaa-
degree of damage sustained by the mechanism during nance indica'ed at 760 cps (48 g); dwell at 760 cps
a particular vibration stress (except for visually obvious /or 80 rain.
damage) was exceedingly difficult because of the very
slight damage, if any at all, that occurred. Several new (9) 9-g-rms sinesweep, 40 to 200(7, cps, Plane 8. R_so-
testing techniqu(,s for detecting performance degrada- nance indicated at 726 cps; dwell at 726 cps for
tion wo.re developed. 20 rain.
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:. _::_ 5 made to include many cycles of the- played-back signal
and. hence, the -.,,t::imum motion variaUon occurring.
For the 3.75-in./sec measurement, a 1-ke square wave
" :_ was recorded, and the played-back signal _as handled in
.... _,_/_'.;'-''_ .... a simliar fashion. Fig. 2 shows two t3,pical leading-edge
•_ photogl aphs.
Test 5. Start and stop times in each direction at each
-." - ._z.:._':' speed were measured by observing the time-amplitude
"_'*._ "_:_'_'._._,..-x .._ eharat teristic of the signals recorded on file tape• Typical•i "_: , , .. . 15-ii:./sec start and stop characteristics are showr_ in Fig. 3.
_ Test 6. Cogging of the mote;" (SPS 87-26: Vol. IV, pp. 136,
,# - • 187).,is reflected in a cyclic speed variation of the tape,
._. :. =. . . _ . : "_ WaSvariationmeaSurOdofthe bVplayed_backObservingsignalthecorrespondingamplitude.Measure-Cyclic
:_. , . , _.._:..'.;:._..-_"-_-_-_,.'A\__I ments were made at the !ow speed (8.75 in./sec) only.
.:_. ..' _ _¢:." . e-m . _.._-': z _.r_..,-, sLnce cx)gging is paedominantly a low-_eed (Iow-drive-
_._.: . ' . ,_ -- "-4 • _, " ,,:_.L__"_-__-
.;_, , _ ., -__..": frequency) phenomenon. The motor cogging effect may
(o1 2.C °/c PEAK-T0-P[AK JITTER AT 15 in./$ec
Fig. 1. Tape trqnsport
Each of six different tests was performed initially and _ '_ " ' "
, after each vibration stress imposed on the tape transport, t ". / "_
" [ 'q'These tests are discussed below: -- __ ' _'-_
t,i _.,
; Test J. The minimum _t'art voltage for .a 154n./_ec tape _ " -
speed _as measured in each direction of tape travel. _ , .'•
Test 2, The maximum _reakaway torque at the capstan < " " ;
was ,neasured in each direction with a torque watch. ; , .
Test 3. Mechanical vibratiCr of the transport while
"i runffing was measured with a General Radio Co. Type in) 5.8°/o PE_-TO-PEAK JITTERAT15in./t_:
1553A vibration n_eter. A measurement was made for each • ,.
direction of tap_ travel at 8.75- and 15-in./sec tape " - : '-_-, ' " "_ -
speeds. A range of readings was recorded afte_ 2-min
observations in each mode of operation. The h'ansport \ .,.
was placed in a styrofoam mounting block during the l ' ._-_'_"
measurements to avoid resonant amplifications from out- | _',:. "
side structures, w _1_
._: Test 4. Tape motion jitter (instantaa_eous speed varia- #. . _ ,"
tign)3yas measured at 15 and 8.75 in./sec in each direction ,t
- of tape travel. For the 15-m./sec measurement, • 10-kc _..
square w:,ve was recorded on tab- tape. This signal was ....
played back tb-ough a level detector and displayed e,_ TIME
an oscilloscope, and the I..ding edge of the reconstrt,_t,.'d
: square wave was photogt:,phed. A l-rain exposure w:_._ 'Fig. X Vypical lifter oscillograms
r ., _ = ..... )- _ .... r- -- " r "_"" - - -
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(o) 15-in./secSTARTCHARACIERIST!C 2. Results
(400-reset STARTTIME) All effort was made to display the test r,.,svJts in a
mannei which would indicate progressive damage, or the
_ "--_.L._ lack thereof, to tile transport mechanism. Data plots are
• It ' t
_ . \ sl-own in Figs. 5 through 11. where the progression of the
I " :- .......... "_" tests thr,_u_h tile nine vibration stresses is indicated alon_
' : • ,. . . ihc horizontal axi_ by t,, through t,. It may be noted in
-- i,_,,_.d_ ..-,,_l,_.,p:.__,.,_,._,_.=. ±_:':" Z':.-'.,_c • :" -'°--
' , , __._..-r.._.. .... ,.. .... . __ Fig. 5 that the imni,,_um v,dtage to start the tape rnoving
. , _ . at 15 in./sec showed an increasin!4 trend al first and then
D ' _ : remained al,nost constaot throughout the subseque,t
:E cycles of vibration stress. Breakaway torque values shown
• _ _ . .. _(-_ _ in Fig. r_ hdlowed approximately the same _-end. as
'_ : expected. The trend of torque values is less definite than
that of starting voltage values and probably indicates that
(b) 15-in./_ecSTOPCHARACTERISTIC the latter _s a more sensitive indicator of degradation of the
(llOO-mNc STOP TIldE) transport mechanism.i
•- It is difficult to discern any signihc':.qt t_end in the
vibration characteristics depicted in Fig. 7. Levels of vibra-
•- tion a,_d audible noise arc typically ldgh for rotating
' " ¢"_ "._ ', assemblies nti!izing preloaded ball-bearings. Ele,:en such
o assemblies are contained in the test transport, and the
-1
_" noise and vibratior h:vels mav Fare been sufficiently high
..I • •
rl
., ,.
: '_ " DIREC]'ON, I
",'_ " • " "_ _ 15-in./_ecTAPE SPEED I __TIME
Fig. 3. Typical start and stop IOI ' _ "
charcltteristic, /_ "--" _,,,,_ / j _'_
V ' '
_ 9_ ._ ,
_9
A 1.- II 1 I 1 I I I
• " * '_ / tic i
• ._ \ . , _ (b) COUNTERCLOCKWISEDIRECTION,
_'_ _ _..,. % _, ",. / w_ 15-in./secTAPE SPEED l
O.
to tI tz ts t4 ts t_ t_ te t_
._ _ F!cj.4. Motor cogging affect at 3.75-in./sec tape speed
(100-cps motor excitation trequoncyl Fig. 5. Test 1, start voltage
18,4
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h-,itiall?- to mask any degradation efl"ct_ produced by Tape motion jitter would normally be expected to
tile vil):ation st:'ess, increase with increased bearing damage. As may be seen
in Fig. 8. low-speed jitter did show an increasing trend
_-_ , 1 , _-- -- _tnd possibly h}dicates a slight degree of be_tring (tamagt.
(a) CLOCKWISEDIRECTION The trend is less discernible for high-speed jitter, and
{ { one n_ight conclude that the inertia of the various rotating
' I a_semblies was su_cit.nt to mask tile slight incrcase in
so . . jitter discernible at the lo'v speed, where rotational inertia
e.'fects were mu?h less significant.
_o
" St_trt and stop times are ge]_erally considered fmrly
4o _k sensitive indications of ,.'ncmascd (or decreased) friction
,-°_ / _,,/! NN_'_ in a mechanism, and it is I)robably sign;-,qcant that, in these
_-° 3o _._ i -_" / tests, no appreciable chahge_ were observed _Figs. 9 and>. ' "_ 10). While the start time showed a slight decrease, indi-
< zo' I caring a reduction of friction with vibration stress, a
,_ corresponding increase i_! stop _me was not indicate._l.
,< 60 I I I 1 I I I
w (b) COUNTERCLOCKWISEDIRECTION I Moreover, the results of Test i (Fig. 5) indicate, if any-
5o .... I 1 I 1 [ thing, an increase in frictior.
I
I 1 Low-speed coggi,}g characteristics are shown in Fig. 11.
4o / X ) _ --._NN, q ltapp '_ars safe to conclnde that no trend is indicated bv3o, _, - the data taken. The method of measurement does not] ,seem to be a particularly sensitive one; furthermore,
zo, J I I l the validity of tile assumption that there is any correlation
Io h t2 t3 t4 ts _6 t7 t° '_ betwe(n bearing damage and low-speed cogging is
Fig. 6. Test 2, breakav,ay torque questionahle.
500 I I ] I _ r_
' _ i I I %3oo , 1 , I i I._ ._. (a) _CKWISEDIRECTION, *' (c} COUNTERCLOCKWISEDIRECTION,• = -mIsecTAPE SPEED i _ 15-in./secTAPE SPEED.... •- 250-
__ z )
' t\' / \/
_ IO0 .--I---_, .= ioo io 50 , _,' 506 O
(b) CI.OCKWISEDIRECTION, N°" (d) COUNTERCLOCKWISEDIRE'C=ION,
o 50 _,, _ '5-in./sec TAPE SPEED ; ' ' o 50 ___3"75-in'/sec TAPE SPt-ZO
' ,b , / _.0 40 -- -- -- ' _ 410
n-- 20 , " _" _ :_0
_3 8 '
IO _ !, . I <q[ I0
< to 6 & ts /4 t_ _s t7 _s G to _l ,'= _ ,4 '_ _s t_ to to
Fig. 7. Test 3, vibrc_tlo,'.
',85
,,,_,,/ _-'_,__,J_-_'L. " _".... "....... '_ --'_ ...... --
.....,.-;,_.,,-,_..-.,_,_.._;__"I _11_._2__Y;_,._-",,'_.;.,_':_!''.-_-o,-.,:_.
n'_ l"r_ '_-'."" _-_._ _'."__Id'_-'._-,"-",_,._,"_t_a-, _,
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45 I ...... 4.5 (C) COUNTERCLOCKWISE DIR_
40 - ; 40 5.75--in./sec TAPE SPEED I
. ___ . I i Jl
3o 30 I %.\__..
25 25 .-----.__ _'_
.o .o \/
_- 6 -- 15-in./s_:; TAPE SPFED 6 15-in/sec TAPE PEE !
5 1 5
,, a/ _,. / / \ /\
i
i to t= tz t_ t4 ts t6 t? te t9 t o t_ t: t_ /4 t_ t s ,? t e t_.
! F;g. 8. Test 4, jitter
i (O) IT0 15-in./sec TAPE SPEED I 13001 m)'FROM' ! ' I
, ,c. ''II' 15-in./se_ TAPE SPEED
. \ - \ \
, 1150 ---.
_ ,2o( _ __
400 !
l E ' _ mso .-
',_ p. u._ I000 ,___
_E
'_ I _ _..... _ I = I i I I ['-- 360 ..... i I "]---'--T--_
120. 500
100 / 260 _-- ----
_o I i z4o ___
?
Fig. 9." Test 5, stort time Fig. 10. Test 5, stop time
! IE_6
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6 , ' i , _ - temperature, the tape tended to adhere to the heads, thus
, CLOCKWISEDIRECTION, /_
i *_ _5iS-in";_ TAPE SiEED" / _ jeopardizing the reeorder's startup capability'. This
sticking tendency would sometimes manifest itself after
_z only a few hours of d rmancy at near-ambient tempera-(.9 5
o_ _@ / / _ tures. Phetomicrographs _f both head and tape after one
(2 _ such test revealed that the stic.l-ing had occurred only
o -- between the tape and the brass "bracket" region of the,_ I---
,,, head, and not at ll in the magnetic (nickel-iron) region.
o _ t¢ This observation added emphasis to the desirabi!ity of
¢- a: _ obtaining a more suitable head-bracket materialL There-Ixl
___- _ fore, a program was initiated at the Applied Mao_aetics
_2 _ / Corporation for the evaluation of various materi_ls with
I, 3
/ regard to static friction characteristics, as well as ehar-
_ acteristics rela.'ing to theranal coefficient zn a weai.
z As a re,:ult of further recorder-dormancy tests and the
.! to 6 tz t3 t4 ts ts t7 t8 t9 subsequent study of the heads and tapes, the folk,wing
, hypothesi, was advanced: Under the influence of ele-
Fill. 1 I. Test 6, togging vated temperature_ and "_ the presence of oxygen (air),
certain o genie tx_mpounds present io the tape's binder
" 3. Conclusions system, tend to break dowr, into lower molecular weight
The .partacular recorder Tnechanism tested did not species which are "tacky." The brass portion of the head
exhibit significant performance degradation as a result of naay also be a factor in this process, since copper and
the standard JPL Mariner C type-approval vibration stress copper alloys react readilv with certain halogenated
levels. Although structural resonances existed for excite- compounds, often found in tape dispersions, to cause eor-
': tion frequencies between 40 and 2000 cps, 80-min "dwells" rosion and material breakdown. Such reactions result in
_ at these frequencies did not significantly degrade the the adherence phenomenon observed.
mechanism.
,,, On the basis of this hypothesis, it was concluded that
--, The merit of designing such mechanisms with low-mass three steps could be taken to minimize the problem:
bearing-supported elements is implicit. Minimum start-
voltage and st',rt- and StOl;-time measurements were (1) Since oxygen and oxidation are not factora i_ space.
probably the most sensitive mechanical performance they should be eliminated from the tests.
degradation criteria used in this test prog_'am and should
be considered for use in future tests of this nature. (2) Tape should be preconditioned (cured) by heat
and vacuum to drive off the residual volatiles
t_ 65 _ 32 4 _ 6 which, if allowed te remain, could react withthehead.bracket material.
°.
(3) Consideration should be given to selecting a head-
B. A Device for Measuring the _,a_.ket material having a minimum tendency to
.tStiction react with the tape compounds.Static Fricti :)n
Between Magnetic Tape Work was started at the Kinelogie Corporation to de-
and Heads termine a suitable tape conditicniag schedule, and tests
were initiated to determine the effect of a dry.nitrogen
W. G. Clement
! 'Cnncurrentwith the discovery of this problem at JPL, reports were
received from industry indicating concern by other project groups
• During tests on the rocket-radar recorder in late-1963, about the same phenomenon ( Ref. 1).
the following problem was unc,.wered: When the re- _Someof the previously known det_.cienciesof brass brackets were
: corder remained in a dormant condition at an elevated poor wear characteristics and an incompatible thermal coefficient.
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atmosphere on the sti('_ing phenomenon. The work pre.- tion, especially heads, had to be -'liminated h'om the tape
vious]y initiated to find a more suitabl(_ head-bracket path during this lnocess. Cured tap(' _as successhdly
material continued, transported in a sealed rocket radar recorder after a
dormancy period of :32 days at 55°C and again al'ter 8
Prior to this time, Jnost Of the tests were made with days at 65°C. Te._ting of this particular specimen of tape
Memorex Corp Type 62L and _linnesota Mining & .Mf/r. was then discontinued, sinee the rec()rqer was needed
Co. (3M) Type 991 tapes. At this time, however, 3M for the high-altitrale rocket-radar project at JPL.
Type 951 tape in q-in width b,ecmne available. Its ch-tr-
acter]._ties, especially short wavelength response and In evalnatingvariors head-bracket materials at Applied
physical durability, _eemed particularly appropr2ate for Magnetics, it was initially assumed that the ch_:-acteristics
space_-raft applications; thus, from this point on, of a gixen tape would be uniform a!_d that stavie-friction
stietion tests apd curing efforts were performed with this measurements after a 4-hr soak at an elevated tempera-
ture would provide a valid basis for comparison of
tape. Stiction tests revealed that this new tape tended to bracket materials. Tests were conducted using the test
adhere to the heads somewhat less tenaciously than fixture shown in Fig.. i2. The resulting data exhibited
eittmr the 32L or 991 tapes; however, the problem re- poor repeatability. 'l-hi frictional characteristics of -:
mained essentially the same. given specimen of tape appeared to vary not only fron
reel-to-reel, but al_o within a reel between two points
Et¢orts to cure 951 tape by continuously cycling it back no more than 1 in. apart. This lack of tactile uniformity
and forth on a recorder in a vaeut.,m (about 10-': torr)at in the tape was felt to be attributable to inadequate
temperatures up to 80°C met with moderate success proeessipg and served to support the premise that a mr)re
after it was discovered ':hat the elements of sliding fric- thorongh cure of the tape was required. I,.1any case, it
seemed obvious that, befere valid head-material evalua-
tion could proceed, tape characteristics would have to
be better controlled and/or defined. Accordingly, efforts
at Applied Magnelies to evaluate the frictional aspects
of head materials were diverted to a study of the tape
problems. Two pro:ects were initiated: (1) the design and
constr_mtion of a static-friction test device which would
_ '_ embodv more adequate control of environment': and
_-i meast,rement, and (2) a study to obtain quantitative m-
"'_- _ forma'ion on a suitable tape curin_ process.
,_ll, _ " - " I_ ,_1 Experiments w('re cor, dncted to establish the amount
_.'._i " ' • _iiT! _ ,ff outgassing of a tape specimen ,mdergoing vaeaum
i:i_.;_Sl _ _i!'' ' and tempc:rature treatment as a possible eriterio,, for" deterrn':L ng adequate cure and l)resuJ .a)ly, therefore,
- ' " " -;-:'_ _--_,_.-._ t:nifor:n frictional characteristics. Weight loss measnre-
_' -. . . " -.'- "_2",z_i '-I_*_}. ;-_._,_.{.,.:-_t;_ ' " "_;" _. _,., !I_S ,,'er • _.,lSO n]ade in an effor_ to es,al)l_ah a,l a]tcr-
_ _ _- " -_-7_'_..'" nate eriter on. Some data on outgassing rate versus time
i '. :.- )..-. !} !,_;: of cure were obtain d. Short-term dorm nev tests were
• _ "'_'_":::_::.! _ _" :" I" _ eondm't r, which ,'stablish,_'d that a curing process sig-
"_ i _ - - ,c-_.o-." -_.- .0 . ' " " ni,qcaptly reduced the static friction, trowever, at this time,
:_i '-.2_;:i-: i]:{_£ " " _{. ' '_! i'.'_ the ,cL,M Compa,,y announced th,_. removal of 951 tape
4; -: :]_i" from the market due to probiems of manufactnring con-
_I , _ trol. All work at JPI, on 951 tape was therefore imme-
_ %_" ' " diately discontinued. However, the design and
_ , _,,.,-:s_._-:,:_--. construction of a more suitable friction tester eontinncd.all , , . -
°-"7, __" This device and some of the test results obtained arc
2 .
" " '...... ';"' " . - described herein.
_' Fig. 12. First test fixture for measuring static "Itwas felt that, anltmgother factors, humidity variations had affected
' !_, tr_ctlorl between heads and tape the result_ of previous tests.
188
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1. De=;cription of Test Device and control. The tape to be t_-sted is se, dred at the
upper end to a sok':Joid and at the lower end tc a weight.
i F:iction testers f,_r magnetic tape have been con- In this _ay, constam tape tension i_ maintained. The
:; stru('ted alia rise(! t(J obtain valid test data (Ref*. 2-5). oper:_.tion of the ,olenoid which pulls tile tape over the
i_ Such devic_.s gener_.lly eml)ody a tape translmrt wilh head is controlled by means of a motor-driven rheostat.
suitable moditk'ation,. LsuM[y, tile primary interest i,, in T!,e el_tire test device, intruding a suitably controlled
; rmming friction, ttowever, with static friction as a pri- heater, is placed in a bell jar. and tests are performed in
mary eonsid_ ration, it was felt that die frictional oh.n-- a nitrogen atmos:Jhere. The steps folltswcd in performif, g
_-L4 acteristics of bearings,_ motors, clutches, brakes etc., a test are as follow:.:
typically embodied in such tape transports introduce
_ (1) A test head is installed at tile tip of the cantilever
[_ unknown and variable contributions into tile test results, and is then caref,dlv cleaned to remove any con-
'- especially under conditions o_ heat soak. and that a new
de,_ice should bc designed and constructed which would taminants, ineh.ding body fluids from handling.
not only be reasonably free of such spurigus contr butions, (2) A length of the test tape is clamped in place at
:: but would also be a simpler and more ,_-ppropriatx device, both ends and carefully cleaned.
£
The test" rig is shown in Fig. 1:3. The test head is (3) The bell jar is placed over the assembly, and the
enclosure is purged and back-filled with dry nitro-
•_ mounted on a cantilever spring, to which .,train gages gen. A slight negative difle:ential pressure is
_! are attached for measuring the flexure. A thermocoe.ple maintained in order to keep the bell jar sealed.
.i is embedded in the head for temperature rlonitormg
.! (4) Friction between the head and tape is measured
=i t;y energizing the solenoid motor and then record-
'i;_ "- _;'_e_. -:- . .... - _ ing on a chart recorder the der'leetion of the
:_2,'._ . cantileve;-.
,_ _,_
! -i_'_ (.5) The heat is turned on and maintained for the...... desired soak perio . ._
_,,_ (6) At the end of the soak period, tile heat is turned
_' off; when the head temperature has dropped to
._ ambient room temperature, the friction measure-
_: ment, Step (4_, is repeated.
.-_
2. Test Resul_s
_ C_¢,Es Some. of the more interesting test data obtained to
(late are given in Table 1, which indicates tile apparent
. _ *:,j .,_ desirabil'_v of monel and/or brass for head-bracket"i _j: °' 3• _, material, as opposed to inconel, ma_ganese-bron::e,
? .... ' ahmfinmn-bronze, or 310 stainless steel, and tile merit
_:"" " 3 of CEC/EK tape', as c,m_parcd ::]th three other types
_ , . __, i . ,... (two other brands).
I :: " .,'. :._ 3. Conclusions
_. • . "., ' " A suitable test rig for determi_ ing the static friction
• "'_ ' _ ' "_'" _*_'_1 characteristics of variou.; tapes and l:ead
mateliai:-' has
. '\ be':,n developed. With SO,he _et_n._mev.'s hi procedure, it
, is anticipa ed that measur( mcnts will b repeatable with-
' '_' '_ g_, : ._ in 20%. Use of this test rig is conti uing in an effort to
' : _ '\/ " ",--_ determine the effects on static triction of soak time, soak
i 'CEC/EK tape _:;a!t Eastnhut Kodak Co. tap:, m_:rkc'tedby _l_eCo.
,_ Fig. 13. Final statlc-friction test rig solidate,] EleetroclynmnicsCorp.
,i
1139
_.i '" _/*__._4/_7"_k';_,;"' _ _"lllt_lUill_il_',_.-_F,e_ "_''_:;:Y_':;--"-"*_,'_::_:*":-_:;-"_-"_'_
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Table I. Stiction test results for various head-bracket materials and tape sampios _
Preheat sfictian, g, for Postheat stiction, g. for
indicated test indicated te'4 _ Increase, %
Head+bracket materials _ ----.-------i-------._-----
l<.M_,,.,,,J 7o I 75 I +o 85 lo 33 ;+7 +:.: 8+'I
Inco+lel 55 J 55 J 45 50 270 I 175 110 130 390 220 145 160 229i I
Manganese-bronze 60 / 50 50 40 240 21n 235 205 300 320 370 410 350
310 Stdinless stee" 60 40 40 45 200 80 90 _ 10 230 iO0 1,_._ 140 149
Al'Jmlnum-bronze 60 40 40 45 210 190 290 240 250 375 630 430 421
Brass 110 95 95 90 165 135 1,_0 120 50 42 47 33 43
Ta._e samples e
CEC/EK 50 50 45 50 I 85 90 90 _,_ 70 80 1+.10 60 78i
100 160 1.55 43 33 167 83 823M991 70 75 60 85 J 110
3M951 _ 65 80 85 85 1 _00 190 ' 255 940 10 137 200 182 182
Memorex62L 65 80 50 50 14C 165 135 195 15 106 170 " 225 154
'S,Jak th-le: 10 hrj s_ak temperature. 75°C.
bTested against 3M 991 tape.
CTestedaga."nst KR°monel.
i" aFrom manltfoci._-'er's defective lot.
temperature, .tape tension, tape pretreatment, and tape polymer chain of _ given tape sE,mple may prov:'_le
• wrap-angle, greater wear resistance. Their approach to a determina-
_' tion of this degree of cro_s-linking and, hence, wear-
"_ • It is interesting to consider the posmble validity of Pbility is a measurement of the tape's solvent resistance.
'- stiction testing as a criterion _or determining a tape's It would appear that a static-friction test after an appro-
wear resistance quality. Nesh and Brown (Ref. 6) have priate heat soak may also yield a measure of the degree
conjectured that a greater degree of cross-linking in the of cross-linking ifi the polymer structure.
2
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A: Further Antenna Pcfi:ern Meas- .,.to,.a,,'a._e_iae_,,'iteh_.,"_,mit,th;.Vow-.rto-do.... .
touted into a load when de_ireJ, a directional coupler
urements in the-i3-mm..Microwave : that:f_a. a pr_i_io_,,'.,'.,,,..,_:a.a temperature-
I}cnd on the Goldst0ne Space _omp_._.ngbolometerfurflrequen_' andpowermoni:
: torin_ two attenuators, and a standard gain horn. OneCommunications Station - ' - .,
30-ft Antenna
M. 1..Kellner
The Goldstone-Spate Commmficatior, s Sta60n _)-ft _
precision antenna was used in Decembc.r 1_4 and Jan-
u_r 7 19/35 for radiometric observations of Jupiter in the
" 13-ram microwave banff Azimuth and elevation antenna
- patterns wecc-obtainecF to evaluat_ the feed-aEtenna
combination for beamwidth, symmet/y, and si4elobe
; stnmt_re bff:a:mat_on. Patterr:o w_re also i'erun at the
frequencies and on-axis feed position used during, the
! ra(liomct!ic obscrvatio.-bs of Ven,ts (SPS 37-2P,, Vol. IV_
pp. 199-126) to refine the values obtained a_ that time.
1. implementation
i, The patterns were obtained with an : Tangement
identical to tb_ one utilized previously: e hart'sighting
transmitter at Tiefort .Mountain, and the l"_.'liorr,etcr used --
for the planet observ;d_ons as receiver. Fi T 1 and 2 show ;'-;:
the boresighting bel_ch \vhich was used as tho trans-
mitter. This is :, slightly modified version of the unit
used in t],_" Venus cxperimet_t (SPS 37-29). In this unit, .-
a backward-wave ,I .....oscmator,-with a-maximum power :---- '-- :-
output of approximately 40 row, ;x used as an RF signal
source. It is followed by an isolator, a level-setting atten- Fig, 1. Bncesighting bench
19"_
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_,C_WAPO- STAr,'OAROI
v:BVE -G_IN J
I OS,=ILLArO. :i-:ORN II
!S0LATOR STEP-
TWIST
[
! S,_MI_- 'WAVEGU;OE DIECTICNAL. ir SEMI-
: I " ATTENUAToRPRECISION:. SWITCH COUPLER_- .-ill:: Jl ATTENUAToRPRECIS|ON.,.| - ATTENUATORPRECISION_.-a
• I
_., |
2 .Z
; -Fig. 2. Boresighting bench block diagram _-
_ :..... "-_: :" ?.a_" :_-: :_ansmitted signal. Fig. 3 shows the boresighting benei_ :
_-Y- - _ and associated equipment in the transmitt_g position.
-_ _ All 6f the _omoonents. with the exception of t]_e
-_= baekwai-d-wave oscillator power supply and power meter
" and an electronic prime 1:rower -egulator, were meunted
on a _-_in. alumu_um plate for _rigidity.-Three li_veling :
screw-jacks on. the plate permitted fine adjustment of .--
._,im_-_ -_:..: _ ... the o[_tput beam r_ositiofi. A telesc_)pe was nlso mounted
, .-- - _ , on the-plate for-visual collimation of th£ output beam.
- _ The radiometer receiver local oscil]atdr and the bore: "
• "--..__'_:. _-'- - " - sighting .bench used identical backward-wave oscillators i"
,....,' _ ._. and power supplies. After 1 hr of warmup tinae, both ...
..... -- ............. s_,stems were extremely stable; there was a d'.'rect eorreo " " "
Fig. 3. B0re_ighting bench and associate_Jequipment laUon of frequency setting between the sysb_ms, enabling "" "
in transmitting position very accurate pattern measurements.
4 of the two attenuators before the horn was a precis,.'on 2. Procedureand Results
attenuatoi" to permit accurate power outnut level changes .
for qine'_rity calibration purposes. A zotatin_ step-twist The first-step, in the measurement procedure"was to
,vas incorporatcd in the st;-Jdard-gain-hc-rn inounting properly focus the feedborn on the ant_waa. This"was _ _
structure to allow rapid polarization changes of the accomplished at _.8 Gc by observing the on-axis feed
193 -__'
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r position yielding maximum output consistent with |.)w- creasing the gain- "liae sidelobes were" then recorded
'- -- est sidelobe._ aL2 symmetry from the .'adiometer w_qen with better detail.
: _ the anaemia ,_vaspointed at the boresight bench at "I_dort _ -
Mountain. All power levels and the radiometer perform- Figs. t. and 5 ghow the patterns obtained at 2().6 Cc.
ante were carefJUy monitored during this and subs_- The main character'-:ti., at this frequency are summar-
quent measurements, ized below:
-. W;.th the feed !_ked in proper position, the ante_.na I I 6-db ] First
= was ._-omputer-controlled to _scan in both.elevation and [ "3-';.b -..... ; azimuth at a rate of 0.005 deg/see. The recorder was Scan plane Be.amwidth, ] Beamwi.'dth, sideldbe,
operated at a 60-mra/mm rate, yielding a ealibrati,m of .fJeg i deg - i db• . ,j
_'_'00_ _egfmm °l] the chart" T'v° tvpes °' Pa_tter_L_ were : " iml"ll_ iJ I j
, . ;Az ...... ! 0.108 0.14I - 18.0
: rtm -1_thi:. manner. The first type was obtained by ._t_ng _:|evafton - 0.135 : 0.189 7- - -- "_ -- 12.0
: : the rz_ometer gain so that tb_e peak output on-axis was , ,
; •
several db below compression. This allowed the main
_ antenna lobe- to be recorded in detail, but the dynamic Patterns were obtained at 20.6, 2!.0, 21.5, 22.0, 92.5,
range w_ insufficient to see the sidelobe strucb_e..The _3.0, "9.23.5,and-24.0 Gc using the same technique. The
second type of pattern was run. by allowing the re&Jrder patterm sho_.'n_ ha Figs. 4 mad 5 are representahve of
-" to become saturated on the mail-, antetma lobe' by in- tt:ose for all the h'eqvenc_. :
ALL "VALUE POINTS LOCATEDBY CALIBRATIONL
,t " o'Jl
_. .Q :
"O ": .
- _. uu" s . _ J ,FREQUENCY_:- 20.6 G,: ' -
.... o (a) AZIMUTH PATTERN ......
:_ - " _ _ . -//_- SCAN RATE = 0.C05, dog/see
-'- .j
n --
=E
"' - _-: I, " - _
_ -6 "•
, ", , I I t .... i , t -
;3 ]2- --_"
,_ ff :. (b} AZIMUTHPATTERNW_THRECEWER -] -
_. g _ _ . GAiN INCREASEDTO REVEAL I
z. -I-, -22-
.,._','. ._ -v "
-- rl
< . _ -, t ...... I '... I _ I , . , I , t ,,.t
-------_-().45 -0,.'35 -02.5 --0.1t_ -0 0_ 0 0.05 0.15 " 0.25 0,35 " 0.45
,-:_: ROTATION ANGLE_ deg
,7 _) . Fig, 4, Azlmulh antenna pattern.s at•20,6 G¢ on the Goldstone 3C-ft antenna
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ALL VALUE POINTS Lr_CATEDBY CALIBRATION "
,10
_r 0 I .
-o _ FREQUENCY = 2.3.6 GC
(a} ELEVATION-PATTERN / 'l _i _ _ SCAN RATE 0.005 deg/sec.--I; 0-
_ -3 I .
J
-6
.: V---
" .N,"
- I . I I i . I I -_ , "
JQ
"t_ , - ./ |
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o WITH RECEIVER GAIN / -: I _ ..-:-t _- fNCREASED TO REVEAL[ I .......... f-_ ....... ._
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P- o. / I -_
._ .]. a: -J3 :- -'= "
'L_:' N ' IO- :::) -16 I -. .:
• Q.. _
<E- I I J. I I I 1 _.-
--0.4 -0.3 -0.2 - 0.1 0 O.I 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 "--f
ROTATION ANGLE, de g ._ ? . -
: _ Fig. 5. Elevation antenna patterns at 20.6 Gc on the Goldstone 3C-ft antehna _./
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A. Theoryof Ionization of therero:.e,ti,atan explanation fortheexpe -imentalfind-
: =, ings (Refs. 1-3) rests with the "microwave-breakdown
,, Atomic Systems by High- process," i.e., the assumption of the presence of at least
Intensity Radiation one free electron orjginally (Refs. 3 and 7). In the follow-
_ ing discussion, we develop a theory of the above processes
_" .. O. run Roos in p_rturbation theory, the latter being valid for intensities
as hi-_h as 10_ w]cm 2.
Experiments have been reported _Refs. 1-3) of the ,
generation of plasmas in gases of H_., He, Ar, and N..
by pulsed ruby laser light (intensity of the order of 10; f. Wave Function of the $1eetron
' to 10_ w/cm-'). Theories have been advanced (Refs. 4 The Sehrbdinger equation for a one-electron sy,_tem
and 5) to explain the electron generation by a direct- under the•influence of a circularly polarized monoehro-
ionization of the neutral gas molecules by means of mul- matie p_-Janewave of _q_re-uency is:
tiple photon absorption. It is, of course, true that ioniza-
Wo
" ;tion cross-sections may become large enough once the (Ho -tJH_)-tp := f/i _, (I)
molecule is excited suffi6iently high that only a one- or
with
two-photofi absorption suffices to lift the electron into
the continuum (Itef. 6). However, it is quite, a different h-" ----_-.....
matter to _xcite-.the_ electron from the ground state, For '2m _tr/,_ --"_"r-; "
hydrogen, for instance, we would need about 10 photons
of the ruby laser light to 'even lift the electron into the, tI_ = !_ch co o (.r, - ct) _ +sin, ko (z - ct) .
,-_ .| _first excited (2P)state, and we will see that the cross, . (8)
"}_ section for this process is prohibitively smallJ It seems, "-'-"!
ii I 'It_is small not only because so many 9botons are involved but also Here, _ is the par a;neter (Itef. 8): - ",
because of the s_mll phase space available• For a truly sharp bound _ __ ,t_:e_o_ (4)
state as the final state, the transition rate would be-exactly zero, m_c"wo ' :..
_pe
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and .the electrqmagnetie wave propagates in 'fhe z-direc- and, for a > 0, the reeursive equation: ¢ :-
fion. In Eq, (1), the well-known A _ term has been omitted " ,
since it only gives rise to an irrelevant phase factor in the sa., _(s) = _ { < l [ D • i m 7._ tt,,,: __, (s + ;iw,, -- iw,;. L) : :
case er circularly pol::rized hght. Expanding the wave "' . .;
funetiol_ _ in the complete set belonging to Ho, we have "" '
for the expansion coefficients: : + < l( D- ] m ), a,,,;,-_ (s - iw - iwt,,) }. - .'.-? .(lZ) ;
"O
_hdt (t) ='_ < l I Hz I m .> exp (iw,,,t)a,,(t). (5) :- "
" oFrom Eqs. (11) and •(12), we obtain the first-order corree- ". - :
Under the as':umptions that the eleeh'omagnetie field is "-tion: _ . - .: : •.. ......{
switched on at t = 0, s_y, and that the electron was in the .... : - . , _.....
ground state, we have : at;_ (s) = < l [ O > s-_ (s + iwo - iwr,,_ " ° _ ' '; __ _":-")'.i,
(+ < l 119-[o > s-, (i- ,,Wo- iw_o)-_ _3)_ ":_ ::_'_:"at2
'" " Eqs, (]8) and (12) th[;n_lead' to the seeond-_order'corree - _-..S%)-f,:::[_:.,_
as the initial esndit'on2: : " tion a- (s); etc. We:_ili riot-include:h_J:_-_fiy'ofjihe_ : i!_:_-'!:_;
higherlorder terms,-.since they, ;:;_idI¢ 1._.eo,n6 ;h,:;e and": :?_°-:!4•:?._:.!i_i_!
Defining the operators '" " " "" _mor:-involved. However, wb.,:'do u i,]_ Io sliox_ ao,w _y-.:",:: --'_':-:<_'_i__,
[e __ __] _ '_eontribkition._ o£-an'.a_bitrar)_-brder.., , . (a, sa)_)toward:_c- -...... ,.-.::_v.s
¢ xp (±i ko z) _ i (7) expansion coe.flqeie._ : ar__ cnp. ,e ,-.._:t_:eted" This'can/ - : J;_':_:_:_';
- , . . -- c-_--- ....... _-- -L;,s =p
be accomplistwd:witn I ,._m_:,:. ,._,t,.'r,:m_. bvt, _m,.r,' m ' ..--_ :'-._ 7;"_:;_
• our -case these daagr_ ms_ are somew,mt different ,. at xs __ . %.::::_;,,:"
f and performing a Laplace transformation on Lhe expan- - - .... "..... , ..... '- " -:+__':::_"
" . worthwhile:-t6 give th, _.results here.-Thecontribution to ." . __:_._'_
sion coefficients a_(f): '_ ' - . - . - .... . , . _ - _ - ,;:._,-.._;_:..._
-. at (s) m order a [Le., the ouantit) a,._,s'[]-consists o,_.a- .- - . 'o.w;:_t_.?_.
'_ r_ = [_ (--st)" rt,(t)dt- (8) sum of-exactly 2_'termL 6a'gh of which_" can be u_niquely " .": "i'_j_-:::
at_s4 lo. exp ,. . represented by a- diagr_rd. Each diagram consLts,, of-a , _' ___i:_.:!_
' _. . "hvnzonta, hne to'-wh_eh t.re-attached exactly tt verheal -" " -..-_;:....
we an& by using Eqs_ (3), (5), and (6), that lines, some.fromabove (called positive linesi whos,; ifi.te_- /" ..... _;?-;;2i)_,
- " . . sectionwith the hor4zontal line is called a positive.vertex) _.. - . .-.?_<!
sads) - 8,, =, E ( < l[ D+J m > a,, (s + iwo - iw,,,,) and some from below (called negative lines, whose inter- " : ':':: !_i_
o ,. seehon w_th the honzontal..:. hne _s called a negahv,_ _er-... _-:_--......- : _._-_,_'....,_
tex) in arbikary order, if there are a positive lines-arid. .t.__-_
• a- negative lines, we have a. + a-_a, and_the-tota_ _ .... _-"_G.
....(9) .... dumber of such dmgrams _s .... . - " _ -- ..-_ _;_-_ ..... :_):_:
We are soh'ing Eq, (9)-by an iteration,-treating e as the N (a_) = a !-(a+ I (a - a+) l) -_ . ' .:-_,:._;_:
expansion parameter:_ . : ... _.:,,_
Since. any numk,_r of positiv6 liues is allowed, we have -'-7_.;
ads)_ = =_ e'h;=(s). (10). altogether _ .. _ - -- -:-'":_v
We im,nediately have: _ _. . &\ D ..: -:_
. diagrams. A few'examples ar_ shown below: o _- - _. i_-.._
a_to(8)
..:iI Ie-- ... • . :. _. . .- _.._- . ;J .... l .... ._. • f-
_In Eq. (5! and the followi,,g, 1o_ m; etc., signifies a colle_tl_r_of : I -__ l _ .I. . _
quantumrm,nbers,and allsmnmations extendOverthecomI_lete: ";I i z,,,," "set of cigenfunctions of- 1t,, including, of course, the continu,m. - .11_ , 0 ... -
states, to,, = _" ( E, - ]".,) is s_mpl_the Bohr frequency. :.. ..--:: :. - - -- _.: ::!
_This is allowed even for the_highe_4,laser iutensitie_ presently . '_ .... _7-_- :, - --_._i-_-V
available ( Ref, 7 ). _-)_"" " _Th_e are no internal lfn_ and d different propagatvr, -------- "- _:,%:@
.... 5%"
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Tht rules h,r _gsociating to each diagram a definite con- Since. by Eq. (17L the wave i, mction of the electron (ol
tribution to :he amp|.inde a:;, is) art- lhe iollowing: For rains an admixture of continuum states, we project _,
each Fosihve vertex: joining the two parts of the horizontal an arbitral .:_ntim_um sl_te g, for example. Thi_ gi_ e
linp ]_celed n; and n:.: {sty" examplesL wl!te the t-xpres- from Eq. f,17):
sion < n; " D" n.. _. Likewise. ft,_ a negative vertex.
• -- <nv.,r.t,> = ___d dsexp st- E, a.:,(s)
line w'.'fich is labeled n., write the "'oropagator'" , _:
(s - iu':.j -.- ia_u',.)-L where the number _t is cqual :o (1_
the sum of all positive ve.-tiees mirlu¢ the sum of all nega-
ti_e vertices which are to the left of the "propagator" The transition probability per second into the cont_nuu.,
Finally, mu!tipK" all terms o_'gether and sum over all state characterized by ".l:e eelk-ction of quantum numbe
l_bels (quantum numbersL except those of the open ends. n is then given by:
According tc these rul_, the di_grar, s on tl.e right-hand d . .
side above give rise to A !.) = lim-_-. <ni¢ (r, t)_> i:- (1!
< i i D- i n, > < n, i D- "n: > < _ D" n_ > ; "tus ass,,me that the relationship
_...-. ilj
--- < n, : D" "0 > s-: (s -- iw,. - _.',',. "_-' Nw., -- w,., = 0 (_
"_satisfied .for a c_ i-fair, n,teger N and that no such relatior
_ X (s - "2itz. - iu/. )-: (s - Iw. --- ,tci=. ")-t ship is possible :-or any integer smaller than N. Physi.ca!.l
t]fi._means that it takes at least N photons of the inc,.'der4
.L X (s - 2iw, -- iw;,, )-_ (s - itc, - ,c- __ (15) radiation to ionize Llle atomic systean. _ From our diagran
marie expansion, we know that the Iowe_.t order in whic
: and the term (s -- "Ntco - itc..,)-: can a,-ise is of th,_"Nth-orde
and it .s precisely this term which _i_'es rise to a nor
< I _D" ! na > wmishing contribution in Eq (19). But, in Nt!'.-or'_rr t.h.er
,,..._.,, is only one diagram with t;_e "propagator" is - iNn
a - iw,..,}-", and that is the one ,vith only positive vertice
"'" - " -- ; " - We nt_w have in Ntl- order< n, D" 0 > s-' (s -- n,,, .tt-_._)
• . f (X (._ 4.2itc., - ire:J-" (s + :,w.. - itc:,_)-' <nlq (r, t)> = _-_(2,,:i)-t ds exp _ -- _i *]
".( (s -- ,itc,_ -- itr_ )-: (s -- 5itc.. -- itt':,/_ iltq_
)'<n!D':n.'>.: .. --- <n_-.,. D-f,_ s:
respectively. ..... "''-'
>( (S iw., -- its', :.
_" The v-:re fi,nc.'_on of the elee,'ron is _nally given b'_
•-- (s -:- i(N-].)tg. - iu:..._._} -_ (s _- iXtc,. -- hc_,,l:.
(",*): EEe exp st'. (,)
_ .. - _'_ Et • (17) integration _.;(._ s is relatively easy. geca_;e af Eq. (fit
z. at,d tht- asymptolic limit t ---, :c. i, Eq. (19). it is easy ;
:" see that : alv 'lie poles at s -- 0 and ; -- _,tc,,, -- Ntc
• ]] 2. Transition Probnbility Per Second Due to
Incider;t Radiation 'w_ specifically e,cl,,de a resona:,ct- c_',,,htion :,f tl, ty!; '_'u, - w_, ": 0, whcre _specifies alO'I_,un(' st;d:.. C:._eslike In
d 111order to find the transition p:obabi!;',y per second _.,mbe handh'd .... ordin_ In Ref. 7 a_tl tin uot lead to .n)' ante
._" due to the incident rat,,,tton,"'" we proceed ,ts follows: estin_ e|fccts a_ fa. as i_,,'iz_ttion_._¢_mct'rn-d Isce. al_o Rei. 6)
! 9_._
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contrib-te. Leax ing out all irrelevant phase factors we "Fh,,rumbt-r of photoLs ahsotbed shn'ultam'ou':ly i,- .t l,_.s:
P,,. o}_tain: _Y -_ 7 in tliis ca.,:e. _,t" obtain, therefore.
l ( ,nc-" _ ....<ne(r.t'_>_e"____.-",,D'n.> _'(l:.)_ E--_,t It '._- iu'.'r". ,26_
<.iv-_ D" 0._: ('c., -- w,..,. ": (aw,- re... _-: E_timutin,.: "0"_-- tO" wc -. we obt.,.in the result that e
must be 10 "'-"-h_ .... k'r t}:at A --=10 _cc-L a truly small
1 - e::p [it_.c,,. - .\tc,'_] i,.,iz.ni,a._ prol'abilit_. But. ix: ._rdvr to produce this iow
--- FN- 1)"t'.. - ,_"..... ] -:• -" to,, - Ntc.. , ioniz.ition rate. the la:er beam intensity must have the
ao. staggering value of I :-- 10 '_ u/ca'. The estimate is con-
servatixe sine.., the values of the matrix elements ;'re
from which u e have. using Eq. (17;:: usually smaller th:-:_ those adopted here. Also. since the
two-photon ionization of excited h.vdrogen has b,:en cak'u-
A(n) :-: 2=t-" )-_. j <n D m,> --- <m,-, D-O> lated exactly (l/el 6L it is oo_siblc to check the estimate
giver, here: it turns out that the estimate leads to the right
X _tz.'_.., - (_'-11 w..)-:... (w_. , - w..TM -' orde; of ma_nituch; ip_that case.
)< 8i.Ntc, - w...). (:2:3)
32.449
Spec.ifyip._ the quantum i ,mlbe,s n by E. h m, where E i_
tl_e energy of th, • co:tti',uum and I and m are the a,lgul_ur
momentum qu.,;,tum numbers, and usmg continuum B. Interaction of Intense Electro-
" w:tve f,mction.,: whi,:h are normalized in the energy ,:e,ib, magnetic Beams with Electron
-': chef. 9). ue find fur the transitio, probal_ility per .,ec-
oad of a t:a,_.:;ition from the ground state to a (-e'.:t_i:ttlwi1 Beams
i state (ioniz::tion) 13y the dmultaneo,s absorptiou of M.M. Saffren
: N photons of frequent5 w..:
Reeeutlv ;everal a,thors trees, lO-12) h.tve studied
l _-" ,!x7 <.,E; 1. m D n:> tl_e interacti,, of a single intense light boa'n with a free
.X,E: I m' = -_Tj ,,,_.-..,-, " ' ' electron, the el.'ctron being allowc.d te move with rela-
': tivistic :.pc_'d Von Ro,,s (BeE 1:3_has proposed a methodd
.... -'.u,_. D O>(w,,:..- (N-i)tt',,)-" to tn ,it the interactlou of an intense begm with a bound
!_ electron. We propose a per_.:rbation method for bilnd_in_
-- (,_.,,- __v-:2),,.,)-'...9",,,-_,,- '_,,)-' _• , th Dol)lenl of bound nd free electrons u high utilizes the
: ('24/ F¢-vnman propagator it, the perturbaut.n expansion of
4 the electron wax e f.nction. ,, our method, tl,ore appc:us
uhere Ry = Rydbcr_ frequency = :3.:3 ._ i0':' see-'. A to be no problem with the bom3ciarv couditimL: at iL-
crude esthnate of the _;,a_n/tude of A can eas,_" be given [:',Lv The metb.od allows as to writ," explicitly, the S
by repk.cit_g the intermediate frequencies w,,:,, or. a mean :mitrix in ;-w.. particular order of the fine str'wt,,,'e con-
v,due .?. In that casc, using it SlAin rult', wu obtain from stant without ,%st so]_ tug at) initial-_.due F,obh'm. *lore-
Eq. (24): over. we ha_,..,m -titficulty in treatip_., problems in ,vhieh
there is more than u'w intc_ se beam present.
• : -2 .v I
I 21
_(_)_:_Fc <E:l.,n'(D-)'O> 1_(_ - i,t',,)_.I
_ " ' I ; _ Alollg with all other authors, we asStlllle tbut lhe in-
(25) tense radi:'.tion field may be regarded as unquantized.
_c_i ".'hi,_has been !c_tified in detail b_ tTrlmtz tree. 14), but
_ To estimate the mag:,itude of Eq. _25), let us :_pply it to ;s more or less simpl_ a consequence of the h.'ct that the
.: tho io.',fizatio,_ of hythogt'n from its ground state with ruby probal,ility of a photon being either rildia/ed into or
laser ,,ght of |'"t'tlile_ley to., "---:3 X 1{)':' see -I. "Flit' magni- absorbed from it beapt is proportional (roughly) to the
number :)f photons already present in tht' beam \Ve now5 rude of v;_',>t's matrix ch'ments <p.iD'inl"> i_ (mc:/h) tt,
"; where , is the fine structure c'on_tant (st'(' b'ootm;te 5). assume S:. (x. y) to })e the FtLvumal_ prol)agator (lice 15;
_' 199
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for either a free particle or a pa tiele bound by a time- where 0., is a _tate of t_e partic!-, in tile time-independent
independent potent'ai. The wa e function for such a potential that corresponds to the propagator St. The
paaticle row perturbed by a r diation field A may be matrix element is
_a-itten as _I,,and ,I, is the solut oi; of (F el. 15):
Sri = 8.¢i *_. <J.,,f'Sr_V(Ae) il_i>
•t, (z) = ¢_ (z_ + f d' r S,. : r_ W rA (r)] a, _x_ (1)
......... " " - <,P:I s_w(-_)i_,>
where, tor fern:ions, -5 <g,! .]S, B'(A_) St B;(Ao)
+ SrW(Ao)SrW(a)
-a/ (A) = ieA --- ie ./_A*,
+ s_W(Ao)S_W(a)
"/t, = dirae matrices, (2) + Sr W(a) Sr W(Ao) i j/, >
Sr W(Ao) S,. W(Ao) S_ W(a)and, for _,_a]ar parfic!es, "_- _r :
+ E, _V(a) Sr W(Ao) Sr _V(Ae)
W (A) = ie [A __ + _ ,A _] + e'- A_A_, (3)
+ Sr V!(Ao) Sr W(a) Se W(Ao)
and ¢i (z) is t')e initial state of the particle. Sr -ff (a) Sr W(a) Sr W(,.,)
+ S,.w(a) S_.W(Ao)S_W_a)
We now split A into two parts: (I) Ao, the field due to
the intense beam; and (2) a, the field of any other photons _ Sr W(Ao) Sr W(a) Sr V','(a)
that are either absorbed or emitted by the electron. The + Sr W(Ao) Sr W(Ao) Sr W(Ao)
electron wave function in the oresence of this combined + Sr W(e)Sr W(a)Sr W(a) I_,>.
field (radiation corrections aside x.is obtained as usual by
iterating Eq. (1). "Ihus [dropping the integral sign in Eq. As is easily verified, this expansion corresponds to the
(i) and continuing to do so below], we obtain to third usual Feynman expansion. The matrix elements can be
order in the fine structure constant, calculated asing _Je usual Feynman rules, except that
now, in each term in which an "intense photon" An ap-
,t, = ¢_ _ Sr W(_) _ pear_, the term is to be multiplied by the square root of
+ S,- W(Ar.) Sr W(A,) a/_ the number of photons in the beam ,as many times as An
? + S. Wia) ¢i appears. This is nearly _he ,'=sult found by Frantz, who
• used more formal methods. The agreement as, in fact,
a_ S_ W(Ao) S_.W(a) _. complete, except for diagrams where the electron radiates
+ Sr W(a) Sr W(Ao) a/_ another photon into the beam made uF oL _uch photor,s.
_ + Sr W(Ao) Sr W(Ao) Sr W(a) _p, For intense beams, however, the difference is neghg_,_,;.
+ Se W(Ao) S_.W(a) S_ W(Ao) ¢_ We are presently ea!cnlating the radizt'on from a par-
_! 4 Sr W(a) Se W(Ao) S_ W(Ao) _i ticle subject to the field of two intense beams. We have
• ,. + etc. already calculated the cross-section fc.r frequency dou-
_,_ bling when a single intense beam is incident upon a freeI A scattcripg matrix element is then particle. Up to terms that are third order in the fine
structure constant, the result is in agreement with previ-
- Ss, = <_! I ,I,)., ous calculations (Refs. 10--12).
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r;
65--3245O
A. Urinary "Free" Corticosteroids _..._.-,,e,xt,,otiono{ _i,_. ,,,it, p_t,ole_m_th_,and
methylene chloride. The latter extract is treated with
by o Simple Clinicol Method _tha_ol/_ulfu_io acid and the acid phase examined fluoro-
metrically. The results are presci_ted in terms of an inter-
A. 1. Bouman nal standard of cortiso]. In our hands the method was
simple and reliable. We obtained a linear fluor::s,:ence
Biosatellite moukey experimeets require a simple peak yield at 530 mt_ activatign for 0-5 _g of cortisol in
method for continuous instrumental monitoring of urinary an Aminco-Bcwm_m instrument. However, TLC exam-
corticosteroids because emotional stress in primates is ination .,ff the extracts by Bennett's procedure (Ref. 7)
reflected in increased urinary corticosteroid excretion, showed t no cortisol or corti,:osterone was present.
However. the recovery of urinary steroids is the. weakest
feature of contemporary steroid analysis (Re|. 1). The
else liter of quick-frozen urii:e from a single male
steroids are excreted as very complex mixhlres of sulhlric person (about _': of a 24-hr sample) was quickly tbawed
acid esters or glycosides of D-glucuronic acid. The analy- and divided into two equal parts. Cortisol (40 tLg) was
sis and clinical significance of these conjugates is as yet added to one part. The samples were then put through
not well developed (Ref. 2)° Ordinarily, the co_jugates the D6rner-Stahl procedure, this being a 100-fold scaleup
are hydrolyzed enzymatically _ a lengthy and uncertain in size. If we assume that 1500 ml was a fair 24-hr urine
step (Ref. 3)-- ancl the free steroids are then partitioned sample, their method gives a value of 227/_g of cortisol
into organic sclver,,ts. The steroids are subsequently plus corticosteronefor the totalsample. We cor_centrated
.,: resolved by al_alytical sequences, e.g., thin-layer chrome- the extracts to dryness in the cold under nitrogen, obtain-
! tography (TLC) followed by gas-liquid-partition chro- ing about &3 mg (33,0.00 _g) of a yellow oil with an odor
matoglaphy (GI,PC) (Refs. 4 and 5). Because of the like that of maple syrup t_rom each. The samples were
: uncertainty and complexity of instrumenting such an dissolved ix_ chloroform/methanol 4/1 volume/volume
: operational sequence we decided to examine a typical and spotted as 1-/_1spots onto a silica gel C TLC plate.
simple clinical method for "free" urinary corticosteroids. Fig. 1 shows the visual appearance of the plate at, c,
spraying with 50% sulfuric acid and heating. The;ugh
D6rner a1_d Stahl's recent fluoromctric method (Ref. 6) 1200 _g of sample was applied, we see no cortlsol and
{el "free" cortisol plus corticosterone begins with a sdc- cortieosterone. One could easily see 0.05 /,g of cortisol
_, 2O2
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SYSTEM: ETHYL ACETATE/CHLOROFORM WATER, 9/10/I BY VOLUME
AOSOR',,ENT; SILICA GEL G UNIPLATE
I. CORTISOL, CORTICOSTERONE; 2/.,:-g EACH ; I"/a._, SPOTS
2. DORNER-$TAHL EY,TRACT; 1200/J,g ; 4G/J-_l OF AODED CORTiSOL
3. DORNFR-STAHL EXTRACT; !200/J,_
4. ESTRONE_ ESTRADIOL, ESTRIOL; 2pLg EACH •
:, Fig. 1. Thln-layer chromatogram- of _,rinary extracts
-. as an olive green spot in visible light or 0.001/_g of car- In terrestrial desert areas, organisms are not a princ.i;.d
tisol as a blue fluorescent spot under long wave ultra- factor in soil formation and therefore contribute neg-
'_ violet. The 19.00 _g of sample should contain at least 1% ligibly to Soft composition (Ref. 9). _" can also be expe._.ted
of a "normal" 24-hr yield of cortisol, or 0.05 _g (Ref. 8). that in a more severe desert environment, such as Mars,
The main body of the extract is very likely a mixture of where aridity may be more extreme>that the soiI compo-
bile acids--the material at the origin--which fluoresce sition will be primarily mineral. In general, the lo_ver
': the moisture content of a soil, the fewer the numbers mdblue under ultravit;let (Ref. 5). The material which moves
'_ with estrone is cholesterol on the basis of infrared and the less the acti_ty of the soil microf[ora (Ref. 10). _ts a
other spray reagents. It seems likely that no free corti- consequence, the_e i._ a limited organic matter content
:_ eo_teroids exist in urine _nd that clinical methods like in desert soils. Although varying proportions of mineral
_ this one are measuring other classes of compound_. _ matter are present in different kinds of terrestrial soils,
,,_ approximately 98 to 99.5% or more of desP,:t aoiis is of a
_! mineral nature, the remainder being organic matter,
which also includes biota (Ref. 11). However, the
'_ N 6 5 -- 3 2 4 5 1 amounts, distribution, relative abundance, and availabilityt of chemical elements in the soil environment are of Atal
B. Soi! Studies-Microflora of importance to organlsms.
Desert Regions. VII. Abundance Fromtheviewpoint of extraterrestrial investigations
: these chemical elements will be in association and inter-
of Chemical Elements in an action with possible endemic organisms or organi,,: resi-
, Area of Soil at White dues An analysis for various elements will therefor:, bc
indicative of the extraterrestrial chemical environment i,n
Montaih Range, which life might occur or with which organic matter ma_
Califorina be comple.xed. Analyses for C and N are especially
-' important in this respect.
'_ R.E. Cameron and G. B. Blank
4 On a geoclmm_ca, barns, the biophde elenmnts, or those
1. Introduction which tend to be associated with org:misms, are also the
Soil composition on otn" planet is dependent upon the elements which accumulate in soils that are tim most-h
geochemistry of surface ma*erials that are expos,._d to affected by organisms (Ref. 12). In t_rrest_ial soils, these
the atmosphere and also upon the influence of organi,;ma, i_ elude esst;ntia] major elements, C, H, O, P, K, N, S,
miner elements, Ca Fe, Mg, and trace elements, Mn, Fe,
Wandenhcuvel, W. A., personal commuaication. Zn, Cu, Mo, Co, and V. Additional biologically associated
2,D3
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elements include Na, CI, I, Ag, Ni, Au, Be, Cd, Se, TI, Sn, compares _lle relative abundances and d,.'stribution of
• _ )?b, and As. These latter elements may be needed in such elements in a relatively arid area _f soilS_'_ the same
; minute quantities by organisms that their essentiali W has genesis and morphology with chert-', _ I _bundanee of ele-
been difficult to assess. The biophile elements do not ments in agd..'cultural soils _-_,] at' "ogical material_
include Si or AI, and these two elements, plus O, Fe, Ca,
Na, K, and Mg, constitute almnst .99% of t_'e Earth's
crust (?Etef.12). 2. Materials and Metkods
• a. Soil description. Within an alpiue field plot of 24 ft
The average content of chemical elements has been on a side, 18 samples of naturally air-dry soil v-ere col-
. rlete,rmined for a number of different zonal soils (Ref. 13). lected from the surface 1-in. (Fig. 2). All of these soils
Theqe are primarily agricultural soils developed optimally were light yellowish brown (6/4 10YR), of medium bulk
,under favorable environmental influences. This article density (1.51 g/cm3), loamy sand in texture, and pre-
dominately of material ranging from 0.05 to 2 mm in
.,i._..;.¢j:. - ;_..':.;,._ ...._. '_..:,'.; '.'" : ::.': '.._ '.... - .. particle size (Fig. 3). All of these soil samples had sat-
I_-%i"" "" _": ' " i; _,"_;_ta .;;::"_ '" urated pH val,_es between &lte 7.0, and Eh values of
. • ,. _<_: ,.
:-_-_ .... ..'J ' '. "", _ +450 to +550 inv. Cztion exchange values were betweelt
;- - : _" / 7 to 10 meq/100 g of soil. Organic matter c_ntent ranged
, from 3.5 to 9.0% with an average value of 5.0%. Mineral
J
" , components of these soils consisted primax/!y of quartz,
'¢' " plagioclase (albite, anorthite), K-feldspar (orthoclase,
/ mierocline), and possibly amphibole and muscovite (Fig.
4)? Microbiological data on these 18 samples were re-
" _ ported previously (def. 14).
'\ a •
"2i: " . b. 4amlgses. All soil samples were passed through a
;* : " 2-m_a ,.."eve /#10 mesh) and an aliquot powdered by
: . _ .
; Fig. 2. Soil field plo_ at White Mountain Ra,_e, .m,,tt_x ar;,-]tI;,.:sUe for subsequent chemical analyses.
, CalFiornia _elevation 12,400 tt)
'_' F_,r spectra-chemical ar, alyses. _.0mg of soil was mixed
:_ with powdered graphite and igwZed with a de are. Cali-
i _ 60 MEDIUMal_D I ' '" were_-.¢a,runs obtained for a r,h,tographic emulsionFINESAND I "
--' response curve. Photographic spe_.h'ograms for the un-
,., j, i i so - . knt, wn sells were placed in the A_:i, r';,'ojector comparator-
_ _ densitometer, and characteristic ;_,,_s of the elements
" "_ t_etermine_ by comparison wit_ _h_ aaster spectrogramI 00 -- . - -
• _' ___:4o (Ref.. 15), _The dc arc is the rne_t .... wenient method for
_. o_ _OAR3E obtaining a general survey of tl _,- ._.organie eomp_,sition
"-' _' SAND
, . to ol soils.
"___ _ 1_ :'-_.. Other analys(_ were _ol"-:./_.-_._t for ,_, H, N, _), and S,
i Ox-;gen values were ,:,_:..._._h-: C, H, and N • ,ere deter-,. zo n_te']. ]:,v ignitio-a in C.,_ _"'.,a -H and N analyzers as
de_c.:_bed previously, 1., (. ;.i,)._ S and P were determined
" _ '_: on HC10, extr,_c,.t_.:_drur was determined by the methyl-
_ 10 Ill:_ SILT
H ene blue method an". t' by t.he molybdenum blue methodill "CLAY (R f. 16)2
2 - I mm I- 0.35 mm 0.05-0.002 mm < 2ka =Analysis by Neff Niekle, ]PL Lunar and Planetary Science Section.
PARTICLESIZE 'Analyses by Pacific Spectra-Chemical Laboratory, Los Angeles,
California.
_ Fig. 3. Average particle size distrib'_tion for 18 'Analyses by Elek Micro.malyti,2alLaboratories,Torra.ace,California.
_":_' White Mountain Iitmge field plot soils 'Analysesby EdwardS. B_.bcoekandSons,Riverside,California.
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sF.
M 4-0 2.62-_ I
2 59_/ M 3 Z4-,, { -
.2 srq\/ ]
-o+o J.3r2 AN+M+OZ5_- \\/ O+A_3 m
0.1-0 _ 4_ _ _XIf ]/-Q Z374
t.38! 0.2.40-_ _/\ 0+0 3 54 = . _;_AN+M+A 3.48
I/_-O i 585 AN 2.34_ _ _I_ 1 r-AN+A 3,67
: °+°'")iXllll I?//-I.592 0 1.72_ /4N+O 2 23-_ Me0 3.01- '/F-A+AN 3 77 " -
, II ""+-"-- '"' .++, I .-,,° i
// -,43a o).6._\ _\,._,.8.,_ I ,N+O2.14-,l\I \ \_ _III.29o-,1 ' ///-o+o4._ //r-zso ) _'
, ro+_ ro+o II \\o+ot _"" _! !i_ li!io_ / /_ I " i //_A.m+,+ol .
II I F_"(?) I IL .I _uc?i_oal ,
j I.,.°I o,.o,IIIt,. )i \o+°/.///[r-147 1/16+_! tt_l II i.80-_ |_' X198+_l. X tix 'lXill .tx_X ++1 i -- .s
3 ! ;<_'
• Q .L--Fig. 4. X-ray diffraction C,h';vefor Sample 3 in White Mountain Range sell field plot (Q = quartz, O = orth*_ciusqt, <, >, :.
M = microcine, MU = muscovite, A = albite, AM = amphibole, AN = ani+rthitel . , -:
' 3. Results and Discus,don Average abundances of the 25 chemical c]em_:nts _re . " 7; + "
•, plottedin d%ereasingorderOfabt)ndancein Figs.:5and6. _ ./a. Chem_al a_m_lm,_e.Chemicalabundanceof indi- ;.
"; vidual elements obtained by various analysesare shown These ave.rageabtmdanc_es,whil*, similar to those for __-
in Table 1. These elements include, in_decreasing order typical zonal soils, are, i_t other cases, more similar to : _ _;._,_
i or abundance.O, Si,AI,K_Na, Fe, Ca, Mg, C, Ti, H, Mn, ., -_--- ;_..,'..
N. P, Sr, Ba, Zr, Cr, V, Ca, Cu, S, Ni, B, and Co. Other " " • ';:--
_. elements as Sb, As, Be, Bi, Au, Ag, Pb, S_,Mo, and Zn, " " _- ...'-"
would have to be _.bove5 to 1000ppm,-in-or.der to be "-,'
detected at these spectrographic sensitivities, ooeo
0.070
•
=_s 46 66
- O 0,06C " - :
:_ _ g --
! L_ 2e _ 005C ":+ "
Z
<1[ -
• 24 (J -_ -
i Z0 i 0,040 " "i
, a+. _, (-
a+ i 0.0,=.
i _ , :-.:IZ
0.020 . y. ,1.1¢
• _ 8+ ..
+ 0+010 . ,,
0
0 Mn N P $r so Zr Cr V Go Cu $ N, S CO"
0 Si 14 K No F! CO MII C Ti H •
ELEMENT ELEMENT
Fig. 5. Av,rage chemical abundance of elements for Fig. 6. Average chemical abundae-s of elements for
18 White Mountain R,xnge field p%t soils 18 Wb.':e Mountain Range f|eld plot soils
(majorelementsl+ : (minorelementi) _ -! -,4
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am, mnt._ hm.d in xarious ulmdne._. !atqt. mterm_-dia!c, o,r_,mi,c lornL Ih .amdlxtt'qcrn U.S dcsert _ ,i]s. the meap.
: a¢i(t, or sedinle,_:arv ro_.k:. Bef. 15 _ahv.. far C m,)re llcar]v appr.)aehts a lower same of
0i5';- l_cf. 11..
b. Maior soil elements. File _,x_een c(mtent m the_,,'
._(nls was the same a.s thv average oxygen conte,tt o._ the e. Minor aml trace elements in soil,. In gt,net.,l, otl..cr
Eartl,s clust. -i6.5c; ,Ee'-. !"2 or _f intermediat, r(;ck., eh.ments may _r may not show dexiatious from thcL-
.ReL 13. "lhe oxv,,e,i cot,: nt was h,wer than timt o{ ,,.xerae,e content in rock.,. HvrJro,:tm -_.:_a*_". e:, art- infie-
.- ;uzrieMtura] smls. which is 49.0%. The a" erage Si ' ontent quepHy rm_ _r_,.d f,,r sods. S and P. while ot biologmai
< ,,aq 26c'_. This At/lOllllt (.Olllp,tres (_'ioselx ttl ah av':."age importance ma, ,Imx_ htth. or no difference ill ?l)llll -
0 f .3-- •('"
_,.6 c in the Eartlf_ c-rast, or 2t3G in intermed:are dance m .,oils o)mparcd to rocks tBets. 12 and 1.3:,.
:- rocks. "rTpical agricu!tmal soils have a higher average
Si conter, t.
.-.,xv_:,u,c content of these 1S mils xsas 007% and
ec,mpares fax orablx w_th 0.(ISle for typical aDieultural
" The ax.,rage abt, Ldance of A1 in tl-e Eart:;'s crust is .';oils. The avera,,e S co,,tent was 0.002';/ compared to
S 1% ._l.'proximatelv 10% AI occurs m sedimentary rock._. _" "f -. . .
axeram.s it: :veil-de\eloped soils of 0.08% Other hid-
e: The average At content fol these soils. !0.'K;- was tilere- _,"
" ' !ogu:anv m_portant elements. Mn, Cu. Co. V. and B in
_: _ repro-_,,tative of AI in sedimentary rocks, and 3% " "
__ .ore these soils, had approximateIx ttle same abundance as
{_ higher th-m that for typical agricultural soils. Ior typieal soP.s.
-; The h,.Lshest Ire content of the 1S samples ,.,'as 2.6c-_,
,);" wxth ,m average of 1.8_. This average i:; about three For lift. detection pu,:po_es. N content of soils ranks
a- in importance with C. A_era,,e eontent of N for well-
.-- times less than the a;erage for zonal soils, and more
_2 closely approximates that found in acid rock-. Tile aver- developed soils :. 0.1c; - and compares favorably with the
_- N content of tl,, IS White Ylo::ntain field olot soils.
:. age abundance of iron m well-developed surface soils is - -
_ usu,tilv less than the average of 5.1_ found in the 0.078%. This is approximateb, ten times the amount of
5 Earth's crust. .N found in S(.uthwestern I.-.S. desert soils (Ref. II.L Most
.;. of tile N was ,_r,,anic. 0tl_ou_h some was in tbe farm of
&
._- Ca and K each host- approx;mately the same abu'> NH- arid NO-;.
"_ c!anee i_: well-dewqoped soils--an average of 1.'_G-.
Axel age Ca cxmtent of these 1S soils was ;.6q. 'tess than
_" 4. Concluding Remorks
_:: tMt foun-1 in calcart-,ms deser_ soils (Bef ll .. and al;out
' halt of 1he c(m'ent ol the Eartl"s crust. A compa,ison of chemical ahunda;,ce of 0_.,5elements_vt-ra_e
a__' was made for 1'5 samp!es from the surface of a relahvelv
The K content _a:. oxcq}tionallx hi._,il for all I_, soil< arid s,.'_l/:!.eid plot at the White Mountain Bang< Califor-
: "[he ,,as 7.f3Q. and would !,, ind:cative of tile ,ia. In decreasing order of almndance, those elementsrelafi;,+. large amount o.f K-ftqdsp,u_ and plagioelase ipvluded O. Si. Xi K. N,,. I:e. Ca. \lg. C. Ti. H. Mn. N.
}_ presvnt. P. St, Ba. Zr. Cr. V, (;,1. Cu. S. N,, B. ,u.d.Co. Fo_ zonal
a<rieult:,ral soils the a,erage order of alnmdance ,){ chem-
Na an.t \l.a are tl_t two remaining e]enwnts, along w_th icai elements sh,,:;, some variations, and in d,'creasing
_--
O. SL AI. Fe. Ca. and K, that em_stitute almost 99c_ of orde of a,,.,,aahc,-, these were O. Si. AI. Fe. C. Ca. K.
_- tit,., Earth's erupt. In typical a_ricuK:,ral soils, both Na No. ,_1_. :i. "h. N. M:,. b. P Ba. Sr. Zr. C.', V. Ca. Ni. Cu.
and .Mg a_er,ge 0.6:_ c. approximately fore- tim,"; iess B. and Co.
•:a_ IM, their avera._e in the Earth's crust ,}r in_,'rmcdiate
_"; _-)eks. The Na axerage for tht::. :oils was high. :3l f;-. ]'here was actu:(lv little de'.'iation he abundance
:" \laL_nesium x_,ls di_htl._ al)oxe ti,t. axerae.e for /(ma] ,ff -my element fron tilt, lS samples aL ,'z_d from the
, }ils _ith ,m average (If 0.9(ie2. -,oil £eld plot. Var'ation in tilt" chemical abundance ofel,'wents was also comparabh" to the small variahility
. _._.. (_ is :lot ;.tnlaior elehlellt ill tilt' chemical composition of fo,md tcr number._ _.( microlh)ra if, an the same fi,'ld plot
go th,.' ILlrth's crust, and its ,d;:mdancc in ztmal _oils axer- {ll:'l 14L I{owt,_,e,. ,,(',titional infor:natitm is needed for
:, ._;2. ae,_.s "2.0c_. compared to ,u: axerage of 0.0-1G occurring more typical d,:sert sod:'. ,':,peeio3y for soils from differ-
._ hi the Eard_s crust and in most reeks. For IS soils, tilt' ent. but adjacent t,co_: :,tern,: and from various depths
__'_ii'_ average rC t'onl,'nt was 0._.15q-;-. and n(,ariv ;111in the of soil. 207
!1_--.---- ......... _"--"_--_ - " : .7..'-_-_" -_--.-__' ;_-2r_2 --:.-%;'._._ ".....
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All ,'henzieal elements were in ,ufflcient abundance fo_ where Czis the polarizahiiity of the adsorbed molecule
microbial activities. Altb,,,,_h t!:e total abundances of Fe. and E.- is the electric-field intensity norr,al to the :.a_faee.
Na. and K shox_ed substantial differences compared to Sincea lsoneaudahalftameslargerthantt. (?ef. 22),the
typwat well-developed zonal agxicultural soils, there was _table configuration of the molecule on the surface is with
n_, apoarent effect on the numbers and kinds of micro- its internuclear axls ;xerpendicular to the sur{ace plane•
ti,...: otmd in th. e soils. Proximate analyses for Na and Thus. E.- acts parallel to the internuclear axis.
K ou soil extracts, and their subse.quent determination by
flame photometry, indicated tbaf "available" Na and K
were "normal" for soils.' 2. Theory
When the molecule goes from the gaseous to theAcknt ,,lodgment. Apprec,.'ation i': given to Dr. Nel,'o
adsorbed state, there is a corresponding cf_ange of hvoPace and k;s staff at the White Mo,mtain Research Station
for use of facilities, equipment, i:,d permission to estab- degrees of freedom. One _ anslatior.1 degree of freedomin the-gas phase becomes, on adsorption, a vibration
fish an experimental soil field plot. -.onnal tc. the surface plane, and a gas-phase rotation
uecomes a h_ncle_ed rotation c.n the surface.
The energies of the :oolecules can be obtained by
b 5 " _ _" _ _ _--) solving(_lef."2_),tk_' ;ehr6dinger eqtmtion for the Hamiltonian
Th ry -- -' -"- ' +C. of the Low-Temperature n = r,,: p:- e0: e,-. _(z, O)2M 2M 2:_1 2I 2I siw'O '
C' romotographic Sepa.ration of
the Hydrogen Isotopes where 31 is themass of the molecule, I, the moment of
J. King, Jr. and S. _.J¢.Benson _ inertia, and ,b(-.,,#'_:is the potential energy of interaction
of the mole,:,de with the surface. The equation can be
1. Introduction solved if the Abrational and rotational motions are
separable. Under these conditions, the viorational energy
A new electrostatic theory hat beer, developed which is simply that of ha,nmnic mo_ion normal to the surface
qua-atitatively explains the gas-solid ch:omatographic and is given t_y
separation: of the hydrogen isotopes .'t low temperatures.
All of the hydrogen isotopes, ilaeluding the ortho-para E_ =(n_-l_hv n--O,l, 2 .... (%
derivatives, are separable in a varlet 3 of chromatographic \ z/
columns, such as, alumina (AI:O_) (Refs. 17 and 18), molec-
wher, _ is the vibrational frequency.
ular sieves (Ref. 19), and glass containing a high per-
centage of SiO., (Ref. 20). The rotational energy is obtained from a solution of
the ditierential equation (Ref. 2A)It is obvious from the separation of the ortho- and para-
species that there mnst be some type of hindered rotation
_n the surface since these species d_ffer only in their d [ dO'] 8_rh'
rotational energies (Kff. 21). We suggest that hindered d-'__(I-':') t-_] + h"-_
rotation results from the difference in a,i and CXL,the F n,"-t `2 ]
• parallel and perpendicular components of the molecular >: /E'¢' - V, (I-_:) (1 _z I] O = 0 (4)k.
polm'ization of the isotopes. We propose to show that the
attraction of the isotopic ga.se, to the surface ,roses from where ,/is cos 0, 0 is a function only of the angle 0 that
the electric-field-induced dioole interjections. The energy the molecular axis makes with the normal to the surface,
of this interaction is given hv and V,, is the value of the barrio," h.eight in energy units.
The other _ymbois have their usual meanings. Eq. (4)
,I,_:t = - _ E_ (1) must satisfy the conditim_ that O b_"bounded and single-
valued at n = ± !. Solutions to Eq. (4) with these boundm3.
"Anabsos by Loi._Taylor, JPL Chemistry Section. conditions have been tabulated by Stratton et al (Ref. _).
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__I v J ! T I- r
, . , , ] 0 o-.,o=
....... ± _--L--_._i /.---.,£0 ; _ , , ------
; : M=2, L=2-- i
18 -----_-
ii
14
,_ i
.;" _ I0k
oO =I,L=I I;
8 !
- I
"_ 6
.. = = t
2:
I =o,L=o I
i_, [ Ioo z 4 8 Io Iz I,; _s is Fig. 8. The {100} surface plane of the AI=O=laffice
8.2ZVo/h2
,_._ Fig. 7. Roh_tional energy as a fund;on of We have utilized this surface to determine the teld
& barrier height Vo intensity over different surface sites by summing, with
" the a'd of a 7994 IBM computer the contribution eal.h
qL
ion makes to the c;_'tri_ field.
{: Fig. 7 shows the first six rotational states of the hindered
.{ rotor as a function o.: barrier height V,.. The electric fields over different surface sites as a
'_ function of the perpendicular distance from the surface
;'_" The vibrational energies of the adsorbed molecules are are plotted in Fig. 9. T_e curves in Fig. 9 originate at
2 their geome_c distance of closest approach, which i_
:. obtained from the total potential function. The attractive
obtained by assuming hard spheres and taking the O-"-
" term in this potential is given by Eq. (1).
;. diameter to be 2.80 A. As can be seen from Fig. 9, there
"_' E;" are rather sb'ong fields between the Ai*_ sites and ,dso
_; 'G, = - ct _ (5) over the O -_',which has two vacancies as its nearest neigh-
_; bars. The fields o"er the other sites are relatively weak.
.6
-4 The characteristic feature of all the adsolbcnts used in
q_ the separation of the hydrogen isotopes is the presence of We find from our calculation_ that the field intensity
over each site can be expressed empirically as a recip-
"_ strong surface electric fields. The strong fields are caused roca] power of the distance z, fronh the median plane of
_ primarily by vacancies in the crystal lattices. All defect the ion
._ stn, ctures such as 3-2 or 3-4 lattices must have these
-_:, vacancies m order to maintain charge neutrality. D½
:_ E,, -- = (6)
x
The structure, shown in Fig. 8, has these vacaacies and
_ repiesents a simple model of an AI_:O._surface. It consists wbere i denotes a particular site. Then from Eq. (l)
# of the {190} plane of a cubic closest packing array of
_+ clDI
oxygen ions in which the AI*:' ions are located in the ¢_tt .... (7)
,;_ interstice.s with every third positive site unoccupied. 2z_'
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,zo[ l i ! The vibrational force constant and zero point energy are
' I then given by
. illt I I
' _ k -- __, (i1),
i i "-.)
I i I I
' ' [ and
I A_+_' ] ! I
I
G ._.8o i -_ _ I h r_D,m,.:-.,)-]" I , I - - =- (12)
= ' _ _,=,,ar:L 2=:1 ]-.z I
0.70 i ' ! where M is the tol'a_lmass
VACANCY t ' ]
_"" 060
_ ! ' The ratio of the ehltiOll time from a c2_xomatographic
l cnlumn of Gas 2 to some reference Gas 1 can be expressed
m o_o ' l
_ as a function of the corresponding free energy change.
'_ 040 i I _ t_--t,,_exp -- _ -B-_;i I I t_ -- t,,
e 30 -OXYGEN-- I___ I ]
'1 I = exp[ - (.±A_TaA:.)] = s (1:3)
ozo l i "
] [ ] ; I _ where t,, is the elution time of a reference gas not adso"bed
INTERME_IAT_.... ' [ ] ; on the column, and ._F and -_A refer to the change m the
o 16 4@ [ OXYG_J_I [ Gibbs and Helmholtz free energies, respectively. The ,'atio
of the elution times defines the separation factor s.
20 24 28 3.2 36 40 _.4 48 52
DISTANCEz, _. From statistical thermodynamics,
Fig. 9. The electric-field inten:ifies over different surface AA, = - l:tT In Q_' - /iT In Q,:._ (14)
sites as.a function of the distance z Q_.,
where the Q's are the corresponding molar partition
The repulsive ,erm can also b, expressed as a reciprocal f:mctions. Therefore,
power of z, making the total potential.
t__- to _ f.-: (]>))S "-- t_ -- to Qu.t
_D, B,
¢'r-- o-_ + _ (8)
: "~' ~' For an adsorbed molecule with two degrees of trans-
; At the equilibrium distance z,,, where (,_,I,/L zi) = 0, l,'tion freedom, one hinder':d rotation, one free rotation,
and one vibration normal to the surface, the partition
a m function is given by
,< B, =---- -- D- z."-"
:; 2 n "
,:. Q .... = g. f,,.,(t) Q,,.,(r) Q. ,(v) u-'_?/''r (16)
• ,}
The total potential is then
_- where g, is the nuclear spin degeneracy, E" is the zero
_:'_ Ch- _ D'rl .... m -, ,,-,,'I (9) point energy of the absorbed molecule, and Q.,.,(t),
1_1 - -,....L ," (_,') -J| Q,,.,(r), and Q,,.,(v)are molar partition fnnction_; for
ff translation, rotation, and vibration, respectively. For two
The potential has its minimum value. ¢,,, at z, = z,, or degrees of freedom, Q,,.,(t) is given by
[ ¨ =,: ,, D, ..n (10_ Q,,.,(t) _:_ ,t,,,- _- :,;, ,
_I0
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wh,:re r is the surface area. For rotation ,6o.... . .... _ ----=--7----;-. .... T-_-, .... :----7 .......
Q.,.,(,", = [-j __exp [-(E_ -E_)/kT]]" (18) ,,o
and. E_ is the corresponding energy. For harmonic vibra- _3o . - . ,
tion normal to the surface, _ . , , : ,
• -.v ' : ' _ _ -
O,_.,(v) = 1 - exp _ (19 _,
where v, is the vibration frequency and h is .Planck's ,oo _--'--_..-.--- - i _, . . !
: - 7 , _ ."- _ _ --.' .--
constant. ' , ' . ' ' ,
C ' I I ; i ,__ _ r i : , .... i _ , I
0 0.t 0=° 0.3 04 05 05 07 0B 09 10 II
' In the gas phase with three de_ees of transitional vo, _col
freedom Fig. 10. The oaho-pam sepomtion factors for
Q..-i = g. Qg.,(t) Q_.i(r) (20) hydrogen and deuterium as a function of
bamer height at 77.40K
Qg.i(t) = "_'L h_ J (21) to produce the barrier. For a barrier height of 0.700
and kcal/mole, we find
ff (-/_(/+ _ h='_]* E. = 2.04 X 10s v/cm (24)Q.q.,(r) = +(2I + 1) exp \ 8_. I+kY ].j (.9_2)
.,_ . - We then determine the distanc_ the molec-]c must be
where Ii is the moment of inertia and V is the gaseous from the surface to experience a_ _lectric field of this
volume, magnitude over a particular adsorption site. If the ad-
sorption ocrurs over a vacancy, from Fig. 9,
The heat necessary to vaporize the gases from t;,e z,. = 2.40A
surface i_ .given by and over an A1*asite
AH,_,, = -- ,_o - Ea-rlb-- E .... ' + Eg-t ..... -'}-Ea-,ot + PAV z.,_ =- 2.47 A(°.,3)
We are therefore in the region where the field is essen-
The first three terms represent the energies the mole- tially the same over both highly active sites.
eule has on the surface while Eg.t ..... and E o.,,,t are the
• gas-phase translational and rotational energies, respec. In all probability both types of sites are in,;,olved in
tively. The PaV work necessary to remove the molecule the separation at 77°K. However, we. can use the dis-
from the surface is just RT for an ideal gas. tance dependence of the electric field to ascertain if
adsolptitm over one particular site is more compatible
-_ with experimental observations.
4. Results of Discussion
We use the formulas of the preceding sections to It is obvious from Eqs. (10) and (23) that the calcu-
calculate the separati,on factors for the ortho- a,_d para- lated heats of adsorption are functions of the type of
derivatives as a fuaction of the barrier height. The re- adsorption sites• Since from Fig. 9 the electric field over
suits are plotted in Fig. 10 an A1 (Øvaries as z -r/'-' and that over a vacancy as
z -'v:, m in Eq. (6) becomes 7 and 5, respectively.
The experimentally determined separation factor for
ortho- and para-hydrogen is 1.20 (Ref. 17). Using this Wa have calculated heats of .adsurption over both
value, we find from Fig. 10 that a barrier of 0.7 kcal is active sites for values of 9, 12, and 15 f,)r the repulsive
sufficient to explain the separations. Since this barrier exponent n in Eq. (8). The (5-12), (7-12), and (5-9) poten-
height is accounted for by the difference in a i,and at, we tials gave values compatible with the experimentally
, use Eq. (1) to determine the surface electric _eld needed -determined value_. This comparison is made in Table 2.
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e/
Table 2. A compurisor, of heats of adsorption potential would produce even larger factor_. A compari-
...... son of the values in T_blc 3 tends to support a (5-9)
_leatof adsorption p-H, o-H, I an .-o, p.o, potential for the interaction. If, as suggested by Moore
I
and Ward, the separation factors increase with column
.-an(A,,Oa, kc.Us.,, activity, then the (5-12) potential might be applicable,Observed" 1.40 1.55 1.51 1.58 1.65
Calculated(5-;2) 1.25 .. 1.41 i 1.41 1.4S 1.58 since we havechoseu as our model a surface with the
highest possible activity. It is necessary to have experi-
--AIl(SiO,),kcol/mole mental data on such a surface in order to make an
Observed* 0.7"/ 0.93 i 0.92 1.00 1.09
CalcUlated(7-12) 0.88 1.03 / 1.04 1.07 1.20 acc,_ate comparison. *
Calculated [5-91 0.91 ! .07 i 1.05 1.08 i 20
JRef. 17. ,., _ _ _"
" " * " 2
There is littleto choose between the-conditions m := 7,
n = 12, and :n = 5, n = 9. Since a 1/z" repulsive poten- D. Polarization Effects in the
tial has been shown to be compatible with experimental ,-- • u_,-,r'kroma_o'_ra"k:c Separationvalues for the alkali balides, it would be rather surprising
if the repulsion on the surface varied as 1/z _ or some of the Rare Gases on an
.larger. reciprocal power of z. On this basis, we have Alumina Column
calculated separation factors for the t_._ conditions
= 5, n = 9, and m = 5, n = 12, ._nd compared them J. King, Jr.
with available experimental data ha Table 3. In Table 3
the equilibrated H_, D2, and Tz species are compared I. lnfroduction
where The rare gases.have been separated on an AI_0_ col..
q,-a2 = 3qo-_2 + qp-rlz (25) umn in order to furff, er investigate the role electrostatic ._
forces play in gas-solid chromatographic separations. King
" q,-t) 2 = 6qo.D_ + 3qp.D_ (26) and BensonT were the first to show the importance of polar.
q_-,: = 10qo.,, + 6qvr2 (27) . _ ......
_King, J., Jr., and Benson, S. W., The Journal o_Chemical _hli_cs
(ha press); aL_othe preceding SpS article: C. Theory of the Low-
We see from Table 3 that the 1/z _ repulsive potential Temperature Chromatographic Separation of the Hydrogen
leads to large separation factors, indicating that the l/z a6 Isotopes.
Table 3. Chromatographic data for the isotopes
Sc lexpvrlmental; S, (experimental; Sc (experimental; scr(ca|culated; S_ (calculated;
Isatope Klnga), M. and S.b), M. and W._), m_5. n:=9), m'=5, n_12),
h It. z h It. 2. _ h/tu 2 h I; a_ h/ta_
e-H: 1 I I ! 1 ,_
HD 1.14 1.22 _ 1.09 1.31 I.$0
HT 1.23 1.42 1.2C I.$2 " 1.92 .
e-O: 1._8 1.49 1.26 1.70 2. I $
DT -- 1.85 1.45 2.05 2.75
e.T: i, '_,q 2.08 1.66 2.10 2.93
eRef. 18.
tRef. 20,
qlef. 17.
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.._ ization forces in the low-temperature chromatographic All thc rare gase_ were Aired reagent grade Reagent
separations of the hydrogen isotopes on an alumina col- grade methane wa,,' obta>,ed from the Matheson Corn-
umn. By calculating the electric field over the {100} pany and was m,ed wttl:out fa_th_:r purification. The
_i plane of an AI,,0.,surface, it was shown that the separa- gases were mixed m"_,,,metrieally, an_t 0.2 ml of the mix-
._: tio_Jswere caused by the interactions of the polarizable ture was passed through the column.
;,!! hydrogen isotopes with the st_rfac_ electric field. From a
detailed anal/sis of the interac'dons chromatographic sep-
t' arations were calculated which were in agreement with 3. Theory
•,;_:,_;._, those observed, in gas-solid chrcmatography, there i._ an array of
< adsorption sites wi'_in the colunm with a movi_g con-
°_ For the diatomic hydrogen isotopes ti:ere is a change of eentration zone ccnsist,ng of adsorbed gas in dynamic
two degrees of freedom in going from the free gaseous _quilibrium with gas in the vapor phase. Gas molecules
•_ state to adsorption on the surface. One translational _]e- -_onJt move do-'n the column when adsorbed, whereas
_ gree of freedom i-, the phase becomes, m._adsorption, in the _hase they move at the -ame rate : thegas vapor
a vibration nonna! to the surface, and a gas-phase rota- ca.,-riergas, Therefore. the linear velocity of mi_;ation of
.,. tion becomes a hindered rotation on the surface. The any gas down the column is
harrier to rotation on the surface was shown to arise from
"" N_ (1)the difference m the parallel and perpo,dicular eom- U = U_ Nu + N_
-i ponents of the oJeeular polarizabilit_ies of the isotot ,s.
where
"_ Since the rare gases are monatomic, there is a ckange
_ of only one degree of freedom it} going from the gaseous Ng = number of moles iu gas phase
__ to the adsorbed state• A translation in the gas phase be- N_ = number of moles adsorbedcome*, on ,dsorptinn, a vibration normal te the surface.
"_ This change allows the measured . _'tentio, times on a and Uo is the linear velocity of the car,'ier gas.
chromatographic coh,-an to be ,oganthmmal,y related
i__ to the polarizabilities of the gases. Since methane i_ a The equilibi:um constant for adsorpt;on is
2 rezu]ar tetrahedron whose polarizability is isotr6pic, it
No (_)_ should _reely rotate on the surface and show adsorption /G =
'_ propertws similar to the rare gases. It is therefore in¢luded Ng
-_ in this work.
and substituting this into Eq. (1) gives
x
•_'e 2. Experimenl U = U_/G + 1 (8)
;' The column material was 30--40-meshact;vatet_ alumina butfrom Mathcson, Coleman, and Bell. The column was con-
structed of 7-ram Pyrex tubing 18 ft long and coiled to U = I F_
I. fit into a constant temper'Aure appaiatus containing a _ and_U_ =-_a (4)
'! heater. The material w, = packed into the column by
_ applying compressed air at the inlet, a vacuum at the where t_ --: retention time of gas in coh:mn, _ =: packed
outlet, arid bv vibraLing the colunm by incan_ of a drill length of column, g,, = flow rate of carrier gas, and
motor, a = interstitial _h'eaof column. : _ : _ _
,_ Then
: The packed column was heated at 450_C for 72 hr
,._ while being flushed with preheated helium gas in order t_ _a (1 +/G) (5)
to eliminate physicaUy adsorbed water from the surface. =
,i" After cooling, the column was maintained at 26°C with
a helium flow rate of 180 ml/min. Since th_ gases spend most of their time in _d:e ad-
_ sorbed phase,/_ > > 1 and
: A Loenco Model 15A gas chromatograph was u..,c:! to /__aK_
'_ detect the effluent gases. - - t_ :-" F_ (6)
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From thermodynamics. Therefon,
_.*, I
/_ = e- _'_ (7) In q, = In (15)
where .xF = the free energy-change aetompan_ing de-
£a a.Z£ la -_ _u
t_ = _ e- _r = ff_.e K e- ,r - (8) The entropy change is .;ndependent of the m,-:ecular
mass and _srather iltsensitive to small diller: nc_ in the
sin.ee forte t,onstant since it apr_._.rs_.;c d_c log,tritb,imc expres-
_F =aH - T AS (9) sion. Thus, the entropy change for all t:le _,_es shouht
be_ essentially the same.
where AH is the heat of adsorption and -ASis the entropy
change. "Haeheat of adso.,ptaon -.xH;__exactly the negative of
. the heat necessCaT to vaporize the molecule from the
From statical thermodynandes, the entropy change can surface. For ad,_orbedmob.cules, the heat oi vaporizatio:_
be expressed as z fut'ction Of the molecular partition is g_ven by
f-anetions.
,_II_.r = - AH.- = - 4'0-- E.._ib -- E..t,..,
ASi = N; ":!q._Jqi_g + NkT _Tln qi-a/qi-¢ + E_.:,,,, _ P.aV (17)
1
(I0) where 6o is the value of the interaction po':ential of the
molecules with .he surface at the equilibr.'um d;_tance.
where q,. the partition ;'.:_-,.-lionfor the adsorbed mole- The first three terms represent the energ,,-_, the molecules
eule, is the product of the partition I:,u,_.tionfor vibration have on the surface while Eo..... is the gas phase transla-
nornml to the surface and the partition _z,netion for t _'o tional energy.
• JF._de_ces ot unhindered tra,Lslation parallel to the su,. ee.
Therefore, _ For ideal gases,
q* = q*'t q* _ = " 1--exp(--hr/kT) Eg..... = :3/2RT (181
(11) E,,_,, = E,-_,b = PaY = RT (19)
where M is the rr,oleeular weight, _ the surface area: and Therefore,
, is the frequency of lmrmonie ¢ibrations normal to the
surface. Sinoe " ,AH_ % RT.... _ _ (o_0)2
'('T, = _ (1o)•t _ ._" The potential d.';pth 'Poi_ the quantity through whicl, the
polarizabilities of the gases are related to their, retention
" where f is the force constant..I'T > > hv ;.t room tempera- times on a chromatograp|dc eolum_. It has been shown
_t ture, and the _x,ponentiaL_in Eq. (11) _'an be expanded, by King and Benson" that a consideration of the total
.; interaction potential be_veen the adsorbed mo.lecu!es
exp(-hv/2kT) = kT. = 2,rkT M" : a,"d the surface elechie field leads to the it"owing rel.--1-¢x-p(-hv/kT) h,. hp;: tiov.ship be_veen q,_and a, the polarizability.
_ D,I-n-m_.
The traoslation:,l partition fimetiono m the gas phase 4"= _ z: 1 (21)% q_ is for three degr__csof translational freedom and is - '
- given by where D, is a proportionality constant between the sur-
(_"/_ face electric field and the distance z_,that the moleculesqa = V (14)k ,, /
• _Seeprc:'edingSPSarticle: C. Theoryc,fthe Low-Temperuture
where V is the gas_._usvolume. Chro:natographicSeparationofth,_"Hydr,genIsotopes.
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are from the sudac¢. The quantities m and n, respectively. 4. Results and Discussion
refer to the reciprocal powers of the attractive and re- If the retention tim_ of the rare gas_s are determined
pulsive terms in the everall potential expression, under eonditioes of constant temperatl, re and constant
c_u'rier gas fin:,-, the theo_- predicts tha_ a plot of In tz
If this • Sue of 4,_ is ,uhstituted in Eq. (20), the heat of ver:;us u, m,-,ld yield a straight line.
adsorp_on becom_
Fi_. 11 is a chromatogram of a mixtme of the rare
a D. I-a -- ml RT _ aC, ' RT g_-,_,in,.'ludin_methane, or, an Al:O_column. Thereten-
-- ._H_ = _- --_ L---n---- J . 2 2 tion times, corrected for gas hold-up time in the eolunm,
Table 4. Chromatographic data and polarizabilities
where C,/s a constant whose value depends on the type
I=i Itm. iin 1.80 i 2.11 I 2.30 4.03 "Using Eqs. (3), (16_, and (22) the retention time, .vpres- ,.,A')" ,.ca J 2._s ] 2._o i ,.oosion for the gases in the colvnm is -R_.._.
I.-lt.==ln_+ _ l+ln .- u_C,'. --2
(281 _ , j
: II i r
0..[ i '/
HELIUM FLOW RATE: I_0 cm3/min i Xe !
COLUMN: 18 ft OF 7-ram GLASS i !
TUBING PACKED WITH ACTIVATED 2.0 ( i
¢.7 ALU_IINA Ar i t _ I
:' )
• v ! I
l I _ I l
o.6_ I
Kr e.o i I [l
[ o.,.. l i
° i i I
: _ 4-- --
- N. o, -- i i
0.$ t J !
O., , !
to , '
o , _ Y__II i° o, i,
RETENTION TIMF, mln 0 , 2"-- _ 4 5
Fig. I 1. Chromatagram of 0.2-rot sample of "" _
,_ the rare cjas_sand methane Flg. 12. Retention times vs puladzabilities
"" _Ji
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are given in Talkie 4 along witl, tbe known polarizal:ili- Io_" NO_. concentrations the quant_,r:_ :.nt-ld approached
ties. Fig. 12 shows a plot of the corr.:cted retention times zero, which was in disagrm,.'_,,-nt with the data of Ford
of the gases as a functi:gn of their resp:'ctive polar_zabili- and Endow. The t;;,'o sets of data could be compatible
ties. The resulting straight line is convincing evidence only ,_'._the quantum yield were to go through a minimum
that polarization forces are primarily responsible for the value as the NO= concentration approached zero. Since
physical adsorption of gases on defect st-_:chtrcs, like the data of Ford and J-rife did not go below 5 × 10-';
AI=O> moles/liter, the present work was undertaken in order to
bridge the gap b_-tweeo_ 4 × 10-: and 5 × 10-'; moles/
It is o!::_ou_ frum Eq. (_3) that gas-_o!id ehroma- liter and to ascet_ain if there was a minimum ':n the
tography can be used to compare electric-field strengths vah, e of the quantum yield as the NO: concentration
on different adsorbents since C,, the slope of the curve in approached zero.
Fig. 12, is a function of the eh c._c fields on the surface.
Also, if the total interaction pot,.,tial between the mole-
rules and the surface is specified, the vibratiooal force 2. Experiment
constants can be obtained and the intercept of the cuive A Perkin-Elmer 42] infrared speetrophotometer
in.j_. 12 allows the surface area to be determined, equipped with twin long-path optical cells was used as
the analytical instrument. The optieal layout of one of
This investigation, therefore, sho;vs a new approach the cells is shown in Fig. l& The optical path length
in the utilization of gas-solid chromatography for the could be changed from 4 to 49 m by varying the number
investigation of gas-solid interactions. Future investiga- of reflec_ons between M:., M,_, and Mr. The reference
tions will _nvol;e the chromatogr,.p|nc separation of'the optics were enclosed in a metal can which was main-
rare gases on other defect s_lids, such as Fe=O._and Fe:,O_, tained under high vacuum. The source of .3660A radia-
in order to study the relative strengths of their surface tion was four Westinghouse 360-BL fluorescent lamps,
electric fields, which were arranged concentrically with the upper half
of ,an 82-liter Pyrex cylinder enclosing the sample optics.
Quantities of NO._.,which had been purified by the method
6 5 _ 2 4 5/'_ of Harris et al (Ref. .32) and stored as a white solid at- - 195 °C, were introduced ,nto the cell from an inlet system
of known volume. The concer.tration of NO._ in the inlet
system was determined spectrophotometrically by allow-
E. Photolysis of Low Concentro- ing the gas to equilibrate between the inlet system and
tions of Nitroge9 Dioxide a quartz cell which was designed to fit directly into aCary Model 11 recording spectrophotometer.
at 3660]k
Linde high-purity extra-dry nitrogen was passed
J. King, Jr. through Ascarite, CaSO,, Mg (CIO,)_-, and acUvated char-
coal at dry ice temperature. The pressure of the nitrogen
1. Introduction in the cell was read or_ a Wallace and Tiernan gauge and
The photolysis of nitrogen dioxide at 3660A was first was maintained at one atmosphere.
studied at trace .concentrations b) Ford ae,4 Endow (Ref.
27), who determined the quantum yield • in hitrogen at The time of the irradiations was automatically con-
one atmosphere pressure. They w_rked at concentrations trolled by a Gra-Lab universal timer. "
below 4 X 10-7 moles/liter and found the average quan-
tum yield for the disappearance of NO.. to be 0.600
molecule/quanta. 3. Result,.
The infrared spectra of NO.,. shows a strong dependence _,.
Ford and Jaffe (Ref..0,8) in a later investigation studied on added _nert gas pressure. This pressure, dependence is
the photolysis at higher concentrations, also in an atmos- not well understood although it has been studied by _v-
phere of nitroget, At concentrations above 2.5 mm of eral investigators (Refs. _, ,34, and 35). I_ F:'g. 14 is
NO_ pressure they found that the quanta_m yield ap- displayed a typical infrared spcclra of NO.. with and
proached 2.0, which agre_,s wRh other investigators of without added N.,. The intensity was found to be inde-
the NO.. photolysis (Refs. 29, 30, and 31). However, at pendent of N.. pressure above 600 mm.
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3o[ l [ _ T Y _--I _ The disappearance of NO2 as a function of time was
40 [ _P,2 =730 mm determined in the long-path cell at the average concen-
__ ___ _11 trafion used by Ford and Endow, i.e., 6 X 10-' ram; andby using their value [or the quantum yield _ = 0.60,
ii__"' KIo was calculated. This vahe was then used to calculate
the qttantum yields at higher NO2 concentrations.
The quantum yields, determined in thi__way, are given
I I ] I ]1 N(J NITROGEN I I I in Table 5 and plotted as a function of NO__concentration
r- I i '[ [ /I r._] _ J I in Fig. 15. The results show the quantum yield to be
t-----t-- essentiallyconstant over the pressure range studied. Thisj otawi,h*ao,oran
their data _.t low pressures of NO2, as noted by tb-
authors, a.e subject to rather large errors because of the
Io_ small ccaeentration changes wlfich they measured.
1500 1520 1540 1560 1580 1600 1620 1640 1660 1680
FREQUENCY,cm-I
Fig. 14, InfmJ'ed spectra of nitrogen dioxide (NO2 Table 5. Relative quantum yields of NO2
pressure is 7.37/_ instrument is set for 40 m) disappearance in photolysis at 3660/_
Pxo2, Ap/ At,
The relative quantum yield for NO: disappearance, mmx W .,m/,_ x lo' I_,m'
based on the quantum yield of Ford and Endow at trace "" 0.60o o.s-- o.9o6 0.60o
concentrations, was determined in the following way. l.SS 1.40 2.34 0.578
9.93 9.07 14.99 0.605
! At trace concentrations where only a small fraction of _.8o m.o _7.82 o.862
the light is absorbed (Ref. 27), 13.38 11.$0 20.20 0.58522..50 20.10 33.98 0.392
48.11 42.60 n._ 0..7
I. = K Io (NO,) (I) 5e7 ..30 _s._6 o.382
53.3 47.50 80.79 0.588
where K is the absorption cross-section, i,e., cm2/molecule. 78.8 70.5 ! 18.9 0.393
By definition, the quantum yield is 101.0 90.0 152.5 0.592109.,5s 9&O 165.34 0.._'95
d NO_/dt _ d NOJd; or..... ,h.... I..., No,,..... ,,.,.. ,_hl..... Id_ ph.,.Ir,,_,,lt_,_. t.,,,.-
_I'= I'-----"_-_ K Io (NO,) (II) ...,., ,.,, ..
_. O.70 _ •-
!
0.60 Cr. (' o
G 0 _ ,,n v 0
o
•_ 0.50
_4o I !
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 I00 I10
PNOz, mm X IO3
Fig. 15. Qunmum yield v$ P_% from Infrared sh_dies
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if a plot is made of the present data, along with the If steady-state conditions are assumed for NO., and
data of Ford and Jaffe --bove 0.4 mm of NO: pressure atomic oxygen, this mechanism leads to the following
where their data is more reliable, the curve in Fig. 16 expression for the reciprocal of the overall quantum
i_ obtained. This curve chows the cluantmn yield to be y:eld for the disappearance of NO,.,.
independent of the NO_. pressore below 0.45 mm but
_ k,_., (NO) (M) k(o., (02) (1_,I)1 1 k,_., (M) + + .
rises rapidly with pressure above this value. ¢_o., 2 + 2 k.., 2 k.._ (NO..,) 2 k..) (NOz)
'* J l I (III)
o FORD'SANDdAFFE'SDAT.S_ / P Under the conditions of no added NO and Oz, Eq. (II_.)
1.3 _ A INFRARED STUDIES / reduces to/
1 _ 1 4. k,,,,, (M) (IV)
/ -- ¢._o.2 2 2 k._)
I 2
or
KI .,
2k.._¢,-o,,= (V)
I_ 1 " k,,_ + k_,(M)
l Eq. (V) aeoounts for the independence of the quantum
0.9 ] " -- yield at trace concentrations but does not explain the
NO: pressure dependence at higher concentrations.
I At higher concentrations, the mechanism proposed by
o.r Ford and Jaffe is
I NO.. + _ (2b)
hv NO + O
i O + NO... _ NO + O._ (3b)
o._ O + NO-"--) NO* (4b)o o., o.e ,._ ;.e 2.o 2.4 z.e 3.2
_o 2,,,,#, NO* --->NO._ + O (5b)
Fig. 16. Quantum yield vs laND.,. NO* + NO.., -->NO: + O._+ NO (6b)
[ NO* + .M--, NO:, + M (To)
4 Discussion NO + NO:, _ 2 NO.; (8b)
• Neither the mechanism proposed by Ford and Endox
(Ref. 27) nor that suggested by Ford and Jaffe (.qef. 28) Again, assuming steady state for O, NO._, and NO*, the
can explain the observed behavior of the curve in Fig. 16. quantum yield expression is
The mechanism proposed by the former investigators is '2k(_b_k_._b_+ k_6,)(k(3b_ + k.b_)(NOz)+ k(3b_kab_(M)
,t, = k,.,.)k(..,,, + (k,:.,, + k,,,,)) [k,,,b, (NO..) + k(rb, (M)]NO: + hv--* NO + O (la)
0 -_ 0:, + M--. 0:, + M (2a) (VI)
O + NO.. + M --_ NO,, + M (3a) Although this mechanism explains the observed fact that
the quantum yield approaches 2 at very high NO_ "con-
O -4-NO= --* NO + O,., (4a) centrations, it is not consistent with ti_e data in Fig. 16.
r! O _L NO + M --* NO= + M (5a) In Fig. 16 there is an apparent inflection point at approxi-
mately 0,45 mm of NO,_ pressure. Eq. (VI) does not satisfy
NO, + NO _ 2 NO,, (6a) the mathematical condition for an inflection point since
O_ + NO --* NO_ + O= (7a) there is no value of NO., pressure which allows d=¢/dp_^
to be zero, One possible cause for the disagreement between
where M denotes an inert gas, such as N,.,. ]_q, (VI) and the data in Fig. 16 is that the scatter in the
"_.
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A
data at the _,_w concentration_ does not allow a differ- due to electron withdrawal by elcctronegative substitu-
entiation betweel: a small but finite slope or a line with ents was not accounted for. Probably the most dramatic
zero slope. However, in order for the curve to have a failing is the fact that the theory predicted a positive
finite slope at the low concentration and still agree with sign for the geminal coupling in a sff hybridized meth-
the present infrared data, the lower points from Ford's ylene group, whereas there is overwhelming evidence
and Jaffe's data must be considered unreliable and elimi- that this coupling is negative (Refs. 38, 39, and 40).
hated. Since the conce rations represented by these
points are bevond the r_e of the present experimental We chose to study the signs and magnitude of the
apparatus, the reliability of the poii, ts could not be coupling constants in styrepe oxide (I) (SPS 37-17, Vol.
checked. IV), styrene /mine (II)_ and styrene sulfide (III) (SPS
37-22, Vol. IV) for several reasons. First, structz_ral in-
Since the calculatt.d quantum yields of the present formation from other methods (Ref. 41) suggests th_Ltthe
investigation are based on the results of Ford and Endow, H--C_H angles in these three molecules are about
the value of the intercept in Fig. 16 is relative and could the same (approximately 1!6 deg); thus, perhaps any
be in error. In order to check this possibility an inde- diffe.rences il_ the geminal couplings could be attributed
pendent determination of the quantum yield at the low to suL',stituent effects. The H_--C--C angles in I and II
concentrations is being undertaken using azomethane as are ver, similar and that in III is only slightly less," and
an actionometer, the changes of the vicinal couplings in at least I and II
may reflect mainly electronic rather than steric sul_stituent
,,,/1_
,_ects.
h 5- 455 o,.,o..,oo
F. On the Correlation of Geminal Several correlations have been described which attempt
tc relate m_gnitudes of couplings to substituent elee-
and Vicinal Nuclear _A __ J__*magnenc tronegat:'vities (SPS 37-24, Vol. IV and Refs. 48-49).All
Resonance Spin-Spin Coupling these treatments have used plots of coupling constants
versus electronegativity to derive a linf, ar correlation, lt
Constants with Substituent w_,uld seem that a multiplicity of substituent effects in-
Flectronec ativities .q,_nces these couplings and that the most important
effect appears to be that of electronegativit'y. It has
S. L. Manott and D. D. E/lemon been pointed out (SPS 37-24, Vol. IV) that in systems
containing r-electron centers adjacent to a --CH_CH_.--
1. Introduction fragment, two classes of r-electron effects appear to be
There is presently considerable interest in what elec- distinguishable. In addition, in the case of oxiranes much
tronic and structural factors determine the magnitudes better correlati,._n between substituent electronegativity
and relative signs of gerninal nuclear magnetic resonance and coupling constants is arrived at ff groups containing
proton-proton spin-spin couplings. The initial theoretical _-electrons adjacent to the _CH---CH_ fragment are
attempts to describe this coupling by Karplus and co- not used to establ::it the correlation line. The deviations
workers (Ref. 813) for the lat:er type of snbstitueuts then provide a measure
of the magn,.'tude of these special electronic effects which
mast not contribute significantly to the determination ofH J,,,.ina_
/ J,._::._,,, H H the electronegativity of a substituent, which itself shonlrt
C_H \C C _ be directly related to therrnochemical properties. It
- should be pointed out, as discussed elsewhere (SPS 37-24,
Vol. IV), that r-electron effects exist for both vicinal and
have been shown experimentally to be insufficient in sev. gcminal proton-proton couplings, it fact which has not
eral respects. First, the effect of the adjacency to a been noted previously. More detailed discussions of the _-
methylene group of st:bstituents containing _r-electron multiplicity of substituent effects on geminal and vicinal
centers was not accounted for, although subsequently
Grant proposed a semiempirical theory which remedied 'Estimated to be 158.1 z0.5, 159.4, and 151.7deg, respectively, from
this (Re_.._7). Also, the effect on the geminal coupling data inRef._2.
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couplings will be deferred at present. The m_in point we 1_ = -F appears to deviate very slightly.-More earehd
wish to make here is that the linear correlation between mearureroents of these ' :C--H couplings might be worth-
vieinal and geminal proton-proton couplings and sub- while to establish nnequivocally whether the very good
stitnent electronegativities for substituent_ wh.;cb do not line determined by the three points --CI-I:,, --NH.,, and
have the possibilities o_ bringing into play electronic el- -- OH is v "_ qn artifact and the deviation of the point for ::'-
fects not measured by bond-energy quantities marc be --F is ,'cal. Th. "'',_are sever_C pieces of evidence (Refs.
_,,ttch better than previously thought. Some evidence sup- 52 a',d 58) that --F should ,:leviate, i.e., have eertaip.
porting this _.iewpoint will now be prcsented, capacities for oleetronie effects not measured by- then'no-
chemical properties.
Some time ago, Muller and Pritchard (Ref. ,50) dis-
cussed the correlation of the _-'C--H coupling in substi- We have found another case where a set of molec_!es '
tuted methane., with ._ cl-aracter of the carbon orbital all having similar geometry but differ.ing only in a sub- ::
and the C--I_. bond distance in a three-parameter equa- stituent give a good linear plot between Huggins electro- ._
tion. Looking at "he same data, we feel that perhaps a ,}egativities and the _:_C--H coupling. [in Fig. 17 ther_ is
:'.'ropier relatior, exists, i,e., J_:.c-. = A + BE_, where A a goo_t linear relation for the case of the three-membered r
and B are positive constants and E_< is the substitucnt ring compounds, eyclopropane, ethylene imine, and eth-
electrouegativity, provided that R is not a groub which ylene oxide. This l'near plot is derived from experimental
can Darticipate in special electronic effects not measur- data repurted to be.less in"error (±0.5 cps) (Refs, 54.
able from thermochem';cal data. Fig. 17 shows the _'_C--H and 5_) than that .for the substituted methanes (_1 cps)
dMa for CH.;CHs, CH ,NH._,,CH:_OiI, and CH:_F plotted (Ref. 50). These linear correlations are both excellent for
against the Huggins electronegativities (Ref, 51). An ex- th,- two sets of thIee points for the substituents involving
cellent straight line cal_ be drawn tllrough the points for C, N, and O atoms. As is shown irt Fig. 17, the points for" . :, "
R =--CIt,, --NH.., and --OH, while the point for styrene sulfide and methyl sulfide fall cons,_'dt.rably off
s
" / CHsF - o A
"
.-- - 2 _ 2 I<_ --
H
L H
i r'- -
I _ -- Ha H2 1"1'4 - -
_" _,0 / - "_>i
, / /\ -
H2:,-- CH 2 HzC--CHz
:_ L _ p,_ _H _ -
cmc,. CH.c,. oH.
L.............c,c,/ c. t ,_'.e IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII llll IIIIII III/_IIIIIIIIIII lllllllllllll I
120 130 140 IS0 IB0 170 180 . -
'/13C-.H
"" Fig. 17. Plot of J_:k"_ versus E,.,the Ht,.gglns' electronegativ_'y, for some substituted mathanes and some three-
membered ring compounds (tht. _'s represent predicted electronegativities based on J_:tr.-. for the
./CH_ •
sub_t;tuents _¥7_ ond --C_ ) " ,-CH_
: "fl ._._,
]
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the two e(,rrelatiol, lir,,-s determined by the first "ow couplings haxe bet.n suggesled. In Fig. 18 x.'e have taken
ele,r :,nts. thus indicating contributions "o th,, ' C--H the data for the vicinal (c/-¢and trans) couplings foe the
_Juplings ef about • .9 a,id -13 cp3. respectively, in cyc'.opropanes mentioned above, ethylene imine (Ref.
these latier molecules above those predicted by a iipc., 541 and ethylepe oxide (Ref..54). and plotted thc:q
correlation with el,'cbon.ga,_vib,, versus the Hugg,."_s eleetronegativitv (Ref. 51 *. For the
former two e_,mpo,mds tb._s eleetronegativity was deter-
it wouid seem reasonable Lh_t; for systems x,_id, s,_. mined from Fig. 17. A rather satisfactory linear relation is
s,:tuents whose spin coupling contributions are dc.,iv, d evident. The points for ethylene su!flde are also shown in
oI_17"from electronic effe-:t_ :-ne_..rc.! by e!ee__cncga- Fig. IS..'.s in the case .-.f the '"C--II eout;l!r_g, the poiats
tivit:¢, it should be possible flora me.'tsured '_C--H cou- for the viemal coup'.,in_ in this mok_:ule deviate Ag-
pkings to derive .ca appropriate group elec.'Tonegativity. ,fifitantl.v from the linear correlation. Also shown in Fig.
A priori we woukt expc'ct this to I_ possible for alkyl i'_ are the data for styrene oxide, styrene imin,., and
groups and substituents which do not eootain _,-ele,:trom,. st._Tene sulfde. The data for the former taro would ap-
We have taken the recent *"C--H data (Be t. 5.5) for pea- to determine lines parallel to hut slightly displaced
l.l-dimethyic.vciopropane and spiropentane and derived fr-_r., those determined for the unsubstituted molee,.des.
an ¢lec_oneg_','ity for the The points for the sulfur analogue III again de,Sate.
.__c_-CH: x_ /CH:and fC ] ]n the ease of the geminal coupling, values for ethylene
"_CH.. " "_H_. oxidP, '_ l,l-dimethylcTcicpr(;pane (Ref. 551. and spilo-
Fentane (Ref..55) are available, rhe differer.cc between
substituents in a three-membered ring. as indicated in the geminal coupliylgs in ethylene oxide and st._rene oxide
Fig. 17. is reD" small. We have plotted the five points tot ethylene
As was discussed above, finear correlations between "Deri_ ed fromthe observationof certain weak transiticmsin a sample
substitue,t electronegativity and gemina] and vicinai of ':C-enriched materml ( Manatt, S L., unpublished w,_rk].
4o I I I l_-i---T''i" I I _,_ I 1 I iI/. I I SUBSTITUENTX
R: CsH5 :_1_O___
- R /
i _I--O--
RH__H H I
R:H _
: _NH-'-
I -I \ .CH5
j,,o,,, 1,,. _c--
:Jr =o I I I I I I I 1 1 I I I I _1 I I I I I _ l . \CH s
- 10 -IB -6 -4 - 2 0 Z 4 _ 8 10 I2
J
Fig. 18. Plot of vicinal coupling and the geminol coupling versus E_,the Huggins electror_eg_tivity, for a s_ries of
thtee-memberod ring c_mpounds (tho _'s represent certain predicted couplings)
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oxide, the hvo cyclopropan..-s nlentiohed above, styrene couplings we have diseu_s'.'d "_he ::C---H coupling is
oxide, ar,:i styrene imine, and they determine a rat]',er much mort, strongly depende,_, on tLe electronegativitT
satisfactory straight line. kgain the sulfur analogue's Tile. fruns-vicin_.] couplings are tbe least strongly depend-
gemina _,coupling <toelates from this linear relation, ent on electronegativity, while the c/s-vicin,'d couplings
f are only slightly mort dependent than the la_er The
-; The disc,.,sion and couplivg constant data above indi- geminal coupling is more dependent on subsrtuent elec-
cate th:-_, the linear correlation between geminal and tronegati_'ity than the rir:nal _ouplings. Also, the de-
_ viciual proton-proton coupling_ in rigid systems and Hug- pendencc is of opposite __ense to tl',at for the _cinal
".4:nse!ectroregativifes (Ref. ".-,!)is better than previously couplinKs. As is evident f'rom these linear correlations
indicated (S/-'c 37-i7, Vol. IV and Bet. 47) It is then _ath electrcnegativity, both _icinal couplings and the
[" possible to prt_tict with some roasoo.able confidence the geminai coupling in the simple three-membered cvclics
_' vah,_s for c_-rtah: coupl.ings heret-_fore unobse_'ed or we have d_scussed are linearly related to the respective
- undetermin_-d. Pre•-iously, Mortimer in his anaK-sis of the __C,--H couplings (Ref. 57). As the appropriate ::C--H
"C satellite sp-.ctrum of ethylene imiue could not deter- couplings become available for the unsvmrnetric substi-
': mine the proton-proton geminal coupling (..qef. 54): from :uted derivatives, such as s_:rene oxide, styrene imine,
_ Fig. 18 tt,is coupling is estimated to be about -' 1 eps. and phe ,ylcyclopropane, it will be interesting to see if
_. Similarly, for cyclopropane itself the geminal and the two an}" degree of generality exists for this _-pe of relation.
•_: • icinal couplings are predicted to be - 3.0, + 8.5 (c/s), and There shculd be different '3C--H couplings in the three-
"_'_ -5.0 eps (trans), respectively. Assuming that the points membered ring of these latter derivatives for each C_H
V: for the _'ieinal couplings for styrene oxide and s.hcrene bond (Ref. 42).
d_. imine determine lines paralle: to those of the unsubsti-
"_-;:_. tuted r,_,_leenles, the vicinal _.oupiiugs for phenyleyclo-
_-_. propan_ t,xe predicted to be --4.8 (tranc) and +8.2 cps 3. Conclusion
.__; (czs) The geminal coupling is e.,:timated to be about -2.7 In the foregoing an_ysis we have attempted to dem-
_. cps. There are. _till two mo,'e vicinal couplings in this onstrate for one series containing three-membered ring"
_;'_ molec-ale wh,_se ,'alues may be estimated from other data molecules that there appears to exist a very. simple lineal'
(Refs. 55 cad 56) to be _ 10.5 and +7.5 cps. Table 6 relation between geminal _md vieinal proton-proton cou-
st, mmanzes predictions [rom F_g. 18 for this latter
_ plings and the I-Iuggins electronegativit3 (Ref. 51) (or a
._ molecule and several other molecules whose nuclear mug- related quantity derived from _C,---H couplings) and tha_
{_ nedc resonance spect-_-a have not been analyzed, this relation is better than previous sirailar correlations
._ would lead one to believe. The reason for the scatter in
._: Fig. 17 _hows that the _C---[l coupling in the substi- the previously offered correlations is th_ fact that certain
;_. tuted methanes is only slightly raore strongly dependent substituents possess electronic inte_,ctions, which we
_ on substituer.t el_:ctronegativity than the "_C---H coupling shall term "extra-electronic effects," _ hose presence does
in th_ three-me.nbered cyclics. (%mparing the plots in not contribute measurably to the determination of bond
_ Figs. 17 and I_, it is obvious that of the four types of energies from which electronegativities are derived, but
_ whose presence does provide additional possibilities for
" the propagation of nuclear spin-spin coupling. "lhis mayTable &. Summary o_ couplings constants
mean that in ma_y cases the :-'C_H coupling does not
,.:.. predicted from Fig. 18 directly measure the perce_dz_ge s character in.a carbon
_- bonding orbital when a carbon atom is substituted by
",_ one of the type of ._bstituents capable of "extra-electronic
-r_ R H (.
_.. el_ects." This same conclusion has also been reached by
" Kar-ba_sos (Ref. 58), who suggests that the breakdown
_-. _ x J .... p, _,,., cp, ";.... P' )f the sh.'nple correlation stems from spin-dipole and/or
_' . ! --CH:-- +a.s +S.0 -a.0 eL-_tron-orbit_d contributions to the tff,3---H coupling,
However, Pople's recent theoretical treatment of the
'_ C,H_-- --CH_-- + 8.2 + 4.3 -- 3.0
._i. V'__ +e.s +4.s -_._ coupling between directly bonded atoms suggests that
._ C,H,-- these two corttributions will both be zero ft. one of two
'5, /ch, I coupled nuclei is hydrogen (Ref. 59). On this basis, it
;_ C,H,-- -C-- [ +_._ +_._ -_.S would seem that the deviations from a simple correlation
._'_.,_ \ca, I of '"C--H coupling with s character observed may well
_._ 223
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arise through a Fermi contact mechanism invoh'in_.: elec- seeon,.lary hydroxyl end-groups (SPS 37-24, Vol. IV). T!'[s
trons of substittrent atoms or groups. A theoretical co.,i- fact wa_ est:,blished througll the shl(Iv of the _"F NMR
sideration of this possibility t't)uld be f ,sp,'etra (ff the di:rithlt)n)act.t;_te (DTFA_ esters r_f these
i_lvmers The E_TFA est('rs, which .ire rc_(lily prep_lred
l)eviati:)n from a simple correlation can probably by triflnor, mcet'.'lation x_ith trifluoroacetic ,nh vdride, ex-.
a priori b¢ (.xpected for substitnents with r.-elcctrons, hibit a doul)let '"F fluo'ine sw:ctnml with a splitting of
second and higher row elements, and fluorine atoms in 1.9--2.2 cps (d::pentling on the solvent) .Jt 56.4 Me. The
close proximity to a set of coupled nuclei. Possibly low- fact that t._e members of tire doulllet are not of equal
]x'ing cxel _ , states and/or (I-orbital l)articlpahon con- ".ntcnsitv suggcst._ that the observed ._;truc.'alre does not
tribute to these efl.ects ft.,r second and higher row originate from long range _H-'"F spin-spin c,_upling be-
elements. The nature of these electronic effects ir_ the tween the '"F nuc_ti tff the TFA group and the proton
case of fluorine appears rather obscure t_ve bonds remov,:d. Strong irradiation of the _H spec-
trum at 60 XIc with greater than 10 milligauss of power
failed to remov,_" the dot:blet strnc_lre. The "'F Sl_'ctra
The manr,er in which the relation between coupling of these polyrwi DTFA esters at 94.1 Nlc showed a
constants and electroo_egativity ;,,_s been discussed here doublet splitt;ng of about 3 e_)s (SPS 37-31, Vol. IVy.
could serve as a basis for making a separation between The "'F NMR chen;ical shifts of nut!el are linearly de-
contributions to spin-spin coupling due to fac'tc.rs delx'nd- pendent on field strength so this res,dt together with
ing on bond strength and those derived from several the result from the double resonance experiment tin-
extra-electronic _ fleets: these points are being fnrther equivocally demonstrate the presence of t_vo magnetically
investigated, non-equivalent types of hydroxyl end-groups for these
polymers. We have discussed two possible origius for
these two types of secondary hydroxyl end-groups (SPS
37-26 and .37-24, Vol. IV). First. tile methyl group of the
,../, prop,'l, .re oxide mononler units itdiacent to tile terminal
6 5 3 2 4 _) _ mt,r,omer-roiLs eonld bc ,, or,to the terminal ether link-1_ . . ag,; to give a positional isomerization. In the case of
" IxJsitional isomerization this difference could originate
G. The "F NMR Spectra of the fron_ the several pathways available in the initial polymer-ization steps. Alternately, the do'-d)let '"F NMR signalsTrifluaraocetates O[ I'_ I__r'Oly for these DTFA esters could o,;ginate fron _"various
(Alkylene Ox!des)" eoml,ioations of asym,netric c'arbo-_ atoms i,: the hvo
terminal monomer nnit_ of the two ends of tile p_;lymer
S. t. Monott, D. D. Lawson, and J. D. Inghom chain. In this case the difference in concentration of the
two types of TFA groups in the product from ;.he base-
l. Introducfion catalyzed polymerization of racemie propylene oxide sug-
Studies reported previously (SPS 37-.31, 37-26, and gests ,i small but significant amount of stereoselectivity
in the polymerization.37-24, Vol. IV) have show:l th,_t "F nuclear magnetic
resonance (NMR) spectroscopy can be used effectively to
establish the molecular structure of terntinal hydroxyl We have now distinguished between these two possi-
groups of oolyalkylene oxides. The end-group structure bilities.._n three ways. Previously (SPS 37-26, Vol. IV),
i:; most significant because it is generally the most re- we de_.,'ribed the preparation hi: a polyme.,' of racemic
active cht.m;cal site for polymer modification or degrada- propyiene uxide initiated with sed,;nm n-propoxide. This
iior_, both of which qualify tire applicability of polymers material yielded a TFA t-s/,.-_-w!-,ich exhibited two _"F
for sol,.'d p_;_pell,_nts or spacecraft comt_)nents. NMR peaks (2.1-_.ps splitting) of equal intensity. This
result suggests that the two types of hydroxyl e,_:d-g_'oups
One of the significant results stennning from our prt- present in PPO materials prepared by basic catalysis
viously reported work on poly(propylene oxides) (PPO) originate front the asymmetric carbon atom of the too-
was that these polymers possess two distinct typus of nomcr units. We now wish to describe two additional
experiments bearing on this same problem which lend :'
'_Joint contributima w_th the JPL Polymer Rt,search Secti_m,Protml- further support for this explanation for the two types of
si,m l)ivision, end-groups we have detected in PPO polymers.
224
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2. 19FNMR Spectrum of DTFA of 611. The ix_lymeriz_ltion conditions were adjusted on the
Poly/( + )-t=propylene oxide] basis of recent kinetic studies (Ref. 62) to gke a molecular
If the d_ublet structure observed for the DTFA's of weight of _2000. The DTFA was prepared, and from
the fluorine analysb a molecular weight of 1690 was
race,r, ic PPO liquid polymers arises from the asymmetric calculated. This ester gave a single sharp ':'F NMR signal
ce,.ters in the n.onomer units, apparently one of the two
,,Fig. 19a_ sn!;erimposihle on admixtore with the high-
-,_gnals corresponds to dt and td type end-c',oup diads :qeld member of the doublet of an ataetic PPO-2000
_ nilc the other signal corresponds to 1 ! and ard type
" DTFA e_ter (Fig. 19hi This result firmly establ,ishes that
end-group chads. Confirmation for this explanatio, emdd "F
be obt:i;ned from study of th:" DTFA o_.ol:tieally achve t.e NMR doublet for the secondary TFA esters o pol.y(propylene oxide) arises from the asymmetric center
PPO where v'e would expect to observe a singlet '"F in t3c monomer e,r:...t.;.Tiros Structures I and II[ represent
N.MR signal, la addition, from the optically active the .'I ::':..l c/den(l-group diads which yield TFA esters
polymer uneqmvocal ,dentification of which signal car- ":.;tn -he highest field " F NMR signals, and Structures II
responds to which end-group diad would be obt_,ined, and IV represent the dI and ld diads which fall at lower
Therefore, (-:-)-t-propyl_ehe oxide was prepared, rnagvet;c field.
First. the corresponding c,pticaily active glycol was
H H
obtained, converted to the bromohydrin, and then de- /, el4 /)
h: .Irobrominated to the epox,.'de (Ref. 60). The epoxide n......
0._ I
was _p°hmerized. according_ to the method o.r Price (Ref. HO/_// "_..O / \:./"X / _I 0SOTACTSCD_AD}
.'\C "H
(o1 10 cps (b) CF3_0H I-1 CH 3
y 6"
°" / \\ //o. m
t_) ,i_ %1 / `/
i il " ""
H H
/
H.,,.. H_..,.,.
: :_. \ ,.. % "l
' k i_j_ i/i_ijN _i_ If the chain adds monomer units in the polymerization" _ at both ends ther, Diads III and IV may not be present;,/ H_ --_ we have not yet demonstn.ted to what extent this is the
case.
Fig. 19. a:'FNMR spectra at 56,4 Mc of DTFA esters: (al
poly(/-propylene oxide) in mixture of trifluoroacetic _. Degradation of High-Molecular Weight PPO
acid, benzene, and CF:_CH:O!'I; Ib)mixture It is well known (Hcf. 61) that a ferric chloride-
:_ 180:201 of esters of polyl_-.propylene propylene oxide catalyst is capable of eo-'.verting d,t-
•_ oxide) and a liquid polyld,2-propylene propylene oxide into a high molecular ,:.'eight polymer
T
oxldel (molecular weight 20001 which is a mixture of crystallines and amorphous mate-
in sama _o!ve.-.t system rials. The exact structure of these materials is still in
225 _'
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some doubt. We felt that random deg-adation of such
(o) _ IH o:=J a high m_lecular weight PPO polymer fol|owed by tri-
IO c p $ _ fluoroacetylat_¢-, ol the degradation product and study
! I U
of the '"_ NMR spectrum.- of these esters wouid revedl>,.
! " useful mf,_rm.'-tion concerning the stru_'_ure of theseO.---O <[
"_ " polym,. PPO ers.U Z
O
>- t..)
a: "' A sample of waxy polymer preparexl with a ferric4:[ _0
__ _ chloride catalyst (Ref. 61) was degraded b, boilip_ con-n-
___ centrated hydrobromic acid co give a very viscoas slightly
yellow oil. Trifll:oroacetylation gave a less viscous TFA
ester which exhibited a singlet 'gF signal (Fig. 9_0a)a"-for a
secondary TFA group along with a broader sig, ml (Fig.
20a) _. the _,_'ghtchemical shift position for primau, TFA
groups. The single secondar/ TFA sigual was superim-
posible on adrni>:ture with the high-field member of the
(bl ,2
o _ _ DTFA doublet of a low molecular weight liquid PPO
o m (compare Fig.,,. O_b nd 20e). ]'he broadening exhib,.'ted
o < o <_ il: the spectra show_- in Fig. 20 is due to a small amount
o=u _¢_5 _ o of oaramagnetic iron io,s which could not be removed
_--.._....j !,v _he aqueot, s washings employed in the isolation of
t_ e degradation product.
I . Conclusion
_d_dd_ The thr e result_ described in some detail above dem-cn.:'4_te thai _; " vmmetric carbon atoms present in
the propyle_ ..... e moworacr units are the origin of the
doublet _F _.M£, signals observed for the TFA esters
of the PPO polymers we have studied, We ha_ e identified
i¢1 the high-field member of the doublet as belonging to the
isotactie diad end-group units. Furthermore, our results
suggest that the polymers obtained by felTic chloride
catalyzed polymerization of lacemic propylene oxide are
primarily "sotactic (i.e., chains of all t and all d monomer
units). A recent X-ray study of the crystal sta-acture of
! ___]__ll_ a_-poly(propylene oxide)could not distinguish between
L the latter structure and a syndiotactic structure _Ref. 64).
_!_ It also appears, as evidenced from the inequality of the
concentratior,s of the two types of secondary hydroxyls
•i. " present in the atactic PPO, that a certain degree of
. stereoselcctivity exist in the polymerization of racem,c
._ i propylene oxide with basic catalysts.
'_ ! Thus, using the NMR techniques described above and
_-_ Fig. 20. _"F NMR ._pectra _t 56.4 Mc of DTFA esters: (a} in previous reports (SPS 37.81, 87-26, and 37-24, Vol. IV),
"_i ester of product from hydrobromic acid we have obtained important information, which hereto-
degradation
" cleavage of high molecular weight poly(#', I- fore was unknown or has been the subject of eoosiderable
m prop;-lene oxide) prepared with FeCI,,catalyst in
_ CFsCH_OH;Ib) ester._of liquid polyP, l-propy- :_l'hese frequency"sweep "F spectra were taken with the field fre-
" lone oxide) with ,nolocular weight about queney lock system previouslydescribedin Ref. 63. The lock
- s_gpal was derived f:.c:_: 7-iuc_ added 1,1,2,P,-tetrafluoro--1,2-
" 2000 in same solvent; (el spectrum of mix- dtbroi,oethane whose signal is conveniently dow,field about 700
'¢ Cureof {a) and Ib) cps from the region of interest.
: 226
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controversy, on the structures of one type of poly(alkylene 2. Experimental Mefhods
oxide) polymer. In addition, the technique whic;_ we have The microwave spectrometer which was used in this
developed has proved, from an analytical chemistry study has been described in previous reports (Ref. 69).
standpoint, to be a colwenient means of determining the A 10-mg sample of tht" 2,3-dicarbahexaborane(6) was
relative amounts of various types of hydroxyl end-groups obtained on loan t'rom Professor T. Onak. This sample
present in poly(alkvlene oxides). It appears that this
• - wa_ used as obtained without further purification. Be-
technique should be of significant value _n predicting
cause of the difficulties o_ obtaining this sample, it was
! the reacti_Sty and applicability of these polymers for divided into two aliquot portions, one of which was stored
: propellants and spacecraft materials, for safety. Frequency measurements were made by inter-
i ,._ polation receiver methods, using as standard frequencies)
_ b _ - _ (" _t" _ the harmonics of a microwave multiplier chain which wasf; _ .. controlled with the output signal from an HP Model 104
- " AR quartz oscillator. This oscillator was in turn cali-
brated against a National Atomiehron and the National
H. The Microwave Spectrum of Bure_n of Standard's broadcasting station WWV.
2,3-Dicarbahexa born ne(6)
', 3. Rotational Spectrum
-_ R. L. Poynter and R.A. Beaudet
; To obtain initial predictions of the rotational spectrum,
! I. Introduction esUmates of the bond distances and angles were made
._ using the published data on C.,B,H_ and C2B_Hr (Refs.
;_ The relatively new field of carbon-boron chemistry has 67 and 68). Such predictions indicated that the 2,3-dicar-
:._ shown extensive activity in the past few ),ears. The syn- bahexaborane(6) would be close to a spherical rotor, and
_ thesis of a number o_ relatively new compounds has that there might be considerable trouble in locating the
produced a number of questions concerning their un- and the erientati,,n of the dipole moment._ inertial axes
usual stability and speculatio:_ concerning their geometric Thus, predicted spectra were computed for the molec-
structures and chetnical bonding. These compounds ap- ular dipole moment oriented a2ong each of the inertial
; pear to have carbon and boron bonded together in an axes. For each case, rotational transitions were predicted
unusual fashion. Onak, Williams, and Weiss (Ref. 65) to occur in the 8--40-Gc microwave frequency band.
and Shapiro, Good, and Williams (Ref.. 66) have syn- Furthermore, the predicted spectral patterns were not
• thesized several compounds which have been the subject uniquely different althc, ugh they favored A and C selec-
of recent structural analyses. 2,4 dicarbaheptaborane(7), tion rules so that a cursory study would not allow an.
'! C,_.B_H_,has been studied by Beaudet and Poynter (Ref. immediate choice of the correct type of selection rules.
! 67), while dihydrocarborane, or 2,3-dicarbahexaborane(8) In addition, there would be at lea_t six isotopic species
with an empirical formula C_B,H_, has been studied by of the molecule, with overlapping spectral patterns.
: Boer, Streib, and Lipscomb (Ref. 68). One of the other
: compounds in this i_lteresting series is 2,3-dicarbahexa- A search of _he 18--26-Gc microwave frequency band
butane(6), which has the empirical formula C_B,H_ (Ref. revealed seve','al densely populated groups of absorption _
66). The structures of these two molecules are quite lines. Most of these lines were characteristic of high ] ::
_: different, despite the fact that they both have the same transitions, but a _.w low ] lines with resolvable Stark
number of carbon and boron ato,_ls. Dikydrocarl-_orane effects weie isola_ _. The Stark eJ:ects of these lines
contains two bridge-bonded l_ydrogen atoms with an were then analyzed to determine the most probable J
icosohedral cap of B,C_ consisting of a B apex atom a_d values. Attempts were theo made to correlate these tran.
a five.membered C...B:,ring. On the other hand, the pres- sitions with the differel_t sets of predicted valu.s. 3.'lie
' ent work shows that C2B,H,, has the form of a bipyramid ancertainties in the origi_ml pacameters were such ti:at
with a trapezoidal base consisting _.f a four-membered the molecule could be either _n oblate or a prolate rotor.
_i C,.,B.. ring, and two symmetrically located apex B atoms. Assignment attempts were made for both types of rotors.
; In botb molecules the two carbon atoms are adjacent to These early assignment attempts were singularly unsuc-
each other and located in the base ring. This study was cessful. Therefore, the spectral scanning was extended ..
• stimulated by the de:dre to better understand the physical to both higher and lower frequencies. A set of lines was
' basis for the chemicui behavior of the more elementary finally isolated which could be postulated as belonging to
memhers of this series of compounds, the ] = 1,--0, ] = 2_1, and ] = 3*--2 transitions. Trial '_
!
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choices, which were made nsing lines in the J = 2_,--1set Table 7. Rotational constants for _ix isotopic molecular
and C-type selection rules, were not productive. It was speciesof 2,3-dkarbe._,xaborane(6)
only possible to assign the normal species using B type
selection ;ales. Computations of the other isotopic species Rotationalconstants,Me/see
rotatior,__' constants were then made with approximate spe,i.s
moment co_,'rections determined by using Kraitchman's A B C
equations (Ref. 70). As might be expected, the initial Nar,ol,,,l,% 6162.320 5930.000 5929.410
predictions of the moments of the var,ous isotopic species Ape,2°B 6162.125 6035.;'58 6035.515
Ris,g WB 6277.005 6035,646 5929.415
were considerably in error because of the lack of knowl- Apex'°E,Apex'B 6162.018 6142.819 6142.325
edge of the actual structural configuration. With each RinglUg,Apex'"B 6276.710 6145.600 o.q35.420
assigned isotopic species, the prediction of the next spe- RingI0_,Ring_°B 6395.846 6038.393 6032./,;7
cies rotational moments became easier because of the '
greater certainty in the molecular configuration.
Table 8. Momentsof inertia for six isotopicmolecul©r
As in all boron-containing compounds, two boron speciesof 2,3-dicarbahexabororle(6)
isotopes normally are present: 11B,with a natural abun-
Moments of inerHa, amu-A 2
dance of 81%, and _°B, with an abundance of 19%. Sp*elos
There are four boron atoms in this molecule, and there I,, t_ t_
are nine distinct isotopic forms of tl,e molecules which
occur in the natural state. Assuming that the most abun- Normal,all_B 82.0358 85.2498 85.2582
dant species (containing all a_B atoms) has a relative Apex'°B 820384 83.7560 83.7594
intensity of unity, each of the two singly substituted _°B Ring'oB 80.5370 83.7576 85.2582
species has a relative intensity of 0.5, and each of the Ap,xa°8.Ar)eX'°B 82.0399 _2.2963 82.3029
" Ring _°B, Apex 1°B 80.5408 R2.2590 83 7607
three doubly substituted species has a relative intensity '°s
of 0.125. The triple substituted species, each of which Rina°B,Ring 79.0405 83.'7195 83.7979
has a relative intensity of 0.025, were too weak to observe
and have been neglectefi in this study. The weaker
transitions belonging to the all I*B species are compar-
able in intensity to the stronger transitions belonging to A_
l
the two _°Bsingly substii:uted species, a fact which caused
I
some dit_culties in the assignment procedure. Because ) H
the all _B species had lines with fairly large intensities,
it was possible to study and assign all of the singly and
do'lbly a°B-substituted molecules. This provides addi-
tional information on the bond distances.
. Each of the four boron atoms possesses a quadrupole __H_k_ _,_ ?_ H
;. moment and can produce a splitting of the rot_'ional
"_ transitions into a larger group of lines. In _he present
_*fi_ study, the qua.drupolar splittings were too small to be 8(5) _'_------_i _"_/ _,cobservable, and gave no trouble in the analysis of the
spectrum, ttcwever, these splittings did produce a slight
,*_ broadening of the lower ] transitions. This made it _ec-
t essary to use the I = 3<---2and ] = 4<---3transitions .for r_js (6)
_'_ obtaining accurate rotational constants.
"6, The rotational constants and the corresponding mo-
r_ ments of inertia are given in Tables 7 and 8. H
The hna] molecular structural analysi_ results are not Fig.21. Atomic configurationof 2,3-dicarbahexa-
. available at present. However, preliminary results may be borane(6) (principalaxes are shown by arrowssummarized in Fig. 21, for the normal all _B molecule, for the all _aBisotopicspecies)
228
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.t Bend distances and angies which art" omitted in Fig. 21 Table 9. The mean "til×de moment',s 1.501 - 0.0:3 Debve
. will be given at _ later dote. The shift in molecular units and is oriev.lt:d a!ong the B principal axis. as sh,..vn
•_ principal axes upon i_otopic substi,.'ution is illustrated in in Fig. 21.
_. Fig. :22.
-z:
/ 65-32458
I. Detectionof a Signal on o Paper
Chromatograph
_._. G. I_.Steffensen
._ _ H The use of _-:onductivitv changes to detect separationson a thin-layer or paper chromatograph would be a
b . i _\_--.I/_ '_C131 practical solution to the proble_n of colorless mixtures
_ __ and possible quantitative ,analysis without destr.oy'ing
the cample. A simple te:;t was set up (Fig. 03) to sce it
a_/ _ )'r_ (4) this method of detection was possible. Preliminary" tests
:; _ C without the preamplifier indicated the method would
_" work _,_ a sensitivity equal to or better than e_dst:'ng
_ chemical methods.
_.- To detect the conductivity change a pair of gold wire5
}H _us placed on opposite sides of the chromatograph
_ paper. This was treated as a resistor and placed m a
:: Fig. 22. Orientation of principal axes after a,,gisotopic bridge circuit. A Princeton Applied Ia,:_earch lock-in
_, substitution at Atom B{4I for 2,3-dicarbahexa- amplifier tuned to i kc _.,s used to generate a signal
across the bridge and also to detect tbe signal from the
borane(6l
bridge. This d,_tected slbmal was applied to a strip chart
;_ recorder.
_j 4. Dipole Moment
The molecular dipole moment was determined by
_. analyzing the Stark effect splittings for the M = 0 .Stark
,._' lobes of the ] = 2_.-<--ln and the J = 2_o,-1,.. transi- "]
.:; tions. Linearity of the plot of frequency shift as a function _ _
" of the square of the applied electric field con_rms the
_. negligible effects from the heron nuclear quadrupole il _j " LOCK-INAM[P_IFtER_ ;
'_', moments. The Stark effect absorption cell was calibrated | _ '¢
with OCS immediately before and after the measure- ,----o
•_ ments were made upon 2,3-dicarbahexaborane(6) in order
..j to minimize tem;)erature effects. The _csp.lts are given in ' _ :
Table 9. Dipole moment of 2,3-dicarb_hexaboranel6}
I 2_:_I_,M -_ 0 0.602,."( 10"_ 1.52
20:'-1.,M - 0 _,.019× 10_ _.48 Fig. 23. Experi ntal setup fer paper chromatography i
I 1.50± 0.03(overage) detector l
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Operation o." the scstem, consisted of establishing a ;:r---t--_-,.:i } ___
water flow down the paper and balancing the bridge. _:_:__:._._:=:_
After suitable warm-up for stabilization, a i-_1 sample ___i 1 [ i ___-I_-.L-_
was placed on the paper and its passage recorded. The __
sample conoentration was varied aad the results noted. "----"_e--_. : : :
A 10 -_ 51 te.,_t _ample of CuSO, is detectable and was _____._.__ __
used to det,_-rmioe the limiting sensiti_'i_- of tile method
(Fig. 24). To detect a no-_conducting compound, such as Fig. 24. Passage of a 1-.,zlsample of I0-' M CuS04
methyl alcohol, the carrier water t_nductivitv was ad-
i.usted with NzC] t, a suitable steady-state level. It was all of these methods would probably improve the system
then possible to detect non-,__onducting compounds which performance.
are injected inta the carrier solution. The polarity of the
output signal was opposite to that observed for CuSO,, Although this basic idea appears new. its simplicity
showing that phase detection techniques allow a clear implies that it may amo_mt to a rediscoveG-. A brief
distinction oE the unknown compounds conductivity reia- literature search has not disclosed any prior dLscuss:on,
tire to the cs.rrier conductivity. Various methods of on- however. The application of phase detection methods in
haneing the signal, such as difFerent detector desngns, this work appears to increase sensit:vity by about 100.
paF" r widths, and paper noteldng, could be used. Any or Work is being continued.
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Errata
The following corrections should be noted for SPS 37-30, Vo!. IV: on Fig. 6,
p. 135, resistors R9 and R10 should read 100 n instead of 100K.
!
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XXii. Applied Science
N65-32459
A. A Combined FocusingX-Ray lattice spacing d by Bragg's Law n_ = 2dsin 8, _,here ,zis the reflection order. Various standard a]_alysis pro-
Diffractometer a n d Non- _aures can be used to give a cornlglete structural analysis
dispersive X-Ray Spectrometer of the sample.
for Remote Analysis: _f the incident X-ray has an energ/above the K ioniza-
tion potentia.1 of the elements in the sample then a
A Preliminary Report chemical analysis is also possible. The sample ,,'ill emit
characteristic X-rays which may be m_asured with either
H. W. SchnopperJ A. E. Metzger, R. A Shields,
and K. Das Gupia _ disperswe mr nondispersive instruments. The secondary
emission process is not very efficient b'_2at_e it depends
upon a combination of absorptiozi coefficient an,-] ih, ores-
1. Introduction cence yield. Lunar applications involving the detection of
When illuminated by a suitable source of X-rays, a light elements by the use of fluorescent excitation rather
crystalline sample will scatter this radiation in a way than electron excitation, dictate a low energy ir:cident
which is characteristic of the space lattice of the crystal, beam, and nondispersive analysis.
The scatterer can be in the form of either a single crystal _
or a polycrystalline sample. A variety of instrumentation The instrument to be described is intended to perform
has been developed to handle each case. For purposes of a dual-purpose (elemental as well as mineralogical) analy-
sample identification, the powder method is used most sis consistent with these boundary cenditions: reasonably
commonly. The scattering process is essentially elastic high sensitivity, atomic numbt,r resolution, lat,'ice spacing
and if a roughly monochromatic beam of wavelength ,x. resolution, low power requirements, _apid data accumu-
is used, then the scattering angle O can be related to. the lation, and simplicxty of mechar,ical co:_struction and
JPhys_csDepartment, Corne|l University, Ithaca, New ¥m,:. operation, The primary objective has been the remote
_Department of Nlatex;i.'dS_';ence_ California Institute o_ Tech- analysis of lunar material; however, the instr_mtent, also
nology, Pasadena, California. .may have appl.i_ation in the laboratory.
i
'(i
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2. Choice of Instrumentation (2) Seeman-boh'.m focusing: The source slit, the
The use of a scaled-down version of a standard dif- powdered sample, and the detector slit all lie on
the circumference of the focusing circle.fractometer for space flight was proposed by Dr, W.
Parrish of Philips Laboratories (Ref. 1). This design was In Bragg focusing the det-ctor moves in a circle with
developed to the preprototype stage by Philips Electronic the sample at the center, wllile in t_ae Seeman-Bohlin
Instruments (PEI) of Mount Vernon, New York, and has method the detector moves in a circle with the sample
since undergone further modification at JPL (Ref. 2). At on the circumfel-ence ofthe circle.
one time this instrument was to be used in conjunction
with a fixed chalmel X-iay spectrograph designed by
PEI, to give a complete chemical and structural analysis The PEI instrument uses Bragg focusing. Although this
(Ref. 3). ]he diffractometer, illustrated in Fig. 1, is a approach has been successful in retainirg a high level of
nonfocusing device and operates as follows: A stationary intensity and resolution with only a fraction of the power
line source of X-rays (with suitable divergence colli,_aa- and w_ight required by a laboratory dib'-actometer, the
tion) illuminates a powdered briquet sample located on Seeman-Bohlii_ focusing principle lends itself to more
a rotating axis. A Fhoton detector (proportional counter efflcient power use, a simpler "nechanieal design, arid a
tube) with a narrow entrance slit is mounted to rotate more l'apid analysis, in order to take advax_tage of these
about the same axis; _nd the _zngu!ar motio.n.sof sample poter)tialities, a new instrument based c"_ the Seem.__n-
and detector are correlated in a 1:2 ratio. The angular Bohlinfocusing principle was designed and bre_.dboarded
region of interest is scanned, and diffraction peaks are at JPL.
recorded as changes in intensity versus angle.
The JPL instrument (Fig. 2) is based on a fi_:edsource-
Based on the method oi focasing, diffractometers are sample relationship which allows a simple focusing de-
classified into two categories: sign. The conventional S'.eman-Bohlin op_Acs),ave been
modified, however, by placing a line source directly on
(1) Bragg focusing: The distance from the sample to the focusing circle in a manner suggested, in )957 by
the source slit is equal to its distance from the K. Das Gupta (Ref. 4). This arrangement provides the
detector slit. most efficient utilization of th_ source. The line source of
/ r SAMPLE
// / INHOLDER
,- / /
\
O,,ECTO. X-.A,,00.CE
I \\
< \ \
MOVEMENTARC _" _" _'" N_-8.,_cmOFDETECTOR`-./ k= 1.54J_CuKo
!,_ Fig. I, Scher_aticof PEIdlffracter_eter
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R,-%DIALSOLLERSLIT-'_ . //-SAMPLE IN HOLDER
X-RAY SOURCE_ " I ",. \ "\
. I X "_ \MOVEMENTARCOF DETECTOR
i
.1.7 X 1.832 J, A_K=
Fig. 2. Schemot:'¢ af focusing diffroctometer
the focusing circle is imaged at points appropriate to the 3. Design Cor,_iderations for the JPL Instrument
,.arious k.ttic.e spacings by diffraction f'rom a curved sam- (Diffractome_er Portionl
pie. By means of a simple link,ge, the detector is mad- The requirements of line resolution and i, ltensity follow
to rotate about the center of the foca't circle add point a a qt'asi-exclusion principle; i.e., their ploduct is roughly
narrow receiving slit at the center of the sample. One or a co,_stant. Given a particular de'sign type, the choices of
more fixed t,u,,Lnters obserw the source directly and are instrumental par_ameters which tend to i_crease one will
used for a :_,mdispersive chemical analysis, decrease the other. In practice, a compromise is reached
and this philosophy is applied here.Theadvanta_'"s offered _y the JPL instrument are:
(1) high diffracted beam intensity per power input;
(2,) mecha,leal simplicity by decreasing the number of The angular extension of the image of the sc.urce and
moving assemblies from two to one; (3) light weight; the angular 1;=oiection of the detector entrance window
(4) adaptability to multiple detectors for a rapid dif- determine the. resolution (defined here as D//_D, where
frac(omet'er scan; (5) simultaneuus chemical and diffrac- D is the lattice spacing). These contHbutions are aug-
tion analysis, and (6) adaptability to several nondispersive merited sot, ewhat by vertical dh'elgel_ce (divergence
counters "tuned"_through an appropriate choice of win- normal to t:,e plane of dispersion), various alignment
dow mass and gas fill for optimum spectral response errors, sample penetration, etc. To bes":n with, these
Items 4. 5, and 6 are important innovations for lunar latter effects will be considered negligible on the assnmp-
applica*;on, tion that the over-all resolution required will not be too
237 ,;
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higL. Tl'.ev w_Jl be treated empirically from an experi- This factor of t_o is sigrafieant as it means that, with the
:enta T_ 'K'_vpoint when nec,_a_, s_ne radius for both types of focus-lig, the diffraction
peaks are mnre widely spaced out along the circle in the
Tl-,t oaram,_+._,,......_.J t,_ be h-eai_d ."_e (see Fig. 2): JPL maehiae. Altern:tti"elv,. in order to qive the same
R = the radius of the focal circle spacing, the PEI irt¢crument must h.:, e t_s-i'__L_,e radms
IB lli_'_dt,_'llt _'_ttu :,tl.J_',ia-+tlt _U-'- Ji"it,te,_ityOf t.he j, L ............ ta- _ .... '
ds = the linear extension of the __ourte along the fo_.._.l because of the increased -_car_ceto det_._V,r clistvnee. "fhi_
circle argument is imoo.'-tant _nce the resoiution of either in-
stnlment is detem_ined l:-v extensior_s alung the focal
d/-- the width of the receiving slit
ciroL" which _-annot bc made arbitrarily _nall. Note also,
= the angular posffion of the source with respect to that for a _iven D, as z in,:rt-ases, # increases and _ot 9
the.mmplo decreases. This is important because the finite extension
_. = the was-ete_gth of the incident X-ray beam of the _ample along the focal circle im_:?oses a lower limit
• on the O, hence an upper limit on the D which can be
These parameters are discussed in terms of the disper- ob_rved. Th..cse iimits are eased by- going to a longer
sion and tlm resolution of the instrument. The instrumca- w._._eiength of irradiation.
tM variable is q, the angle from the centc-r of th2 sample
to a diffractio_-_ peak. It can be sho_._. from Fig. 2 that The resolution of the instrt, ment imposes _. l_rnit on the
pree_ion of the D value measurement. For present put-
"t, : 2 (t_ + # - 8/2) = 40 - 8, (i) poses the resolution is defined as D_dD. In the simplest
approximation, D is a function of only "I,and _ given by
where 6 is the Bragg angle of interest correspondi:ig to
a diffraction peak. Thus O i_ given by D : f)(*, _). (8)
Thus,
_D _D
0 = 4 (2) dD = :-_,d_,- +
-_ d2.ce
From Bragg's Law, the lattice spac!ng D is
Substituting from Eq. (2) :.nd Eq. (6)
nJr n_.
D = 2sine -- 2sin [1/4(* + _)]" (3) dD = - D/4[cot#(dw _- d_)]. (10)
s
The dispersion of the instn_meo_ is then
The angular extension of .%e recei_-ing slit along the focal
circle is given by
_ _D _-D nX cos [1/;4 (,r- + _)] nX cos 0
t _'-'_-= 3"-_= - 8 sin: [1/4(* + _)] 8 sin:O" (4_ d/
d* -_ Rsin,k;2' (11)
Since * = a/R, where a is" the circ, mferential distance-
from the center of the sample to the diffraction peak, then
and the angular extension of the source, along the focal
I _ circle is g_ven by
't d_ = ds/R. (12)
[!_ and
":i_i! By diff+;rentiating Eq. (2) and using the last three equa-
_O 1 n_. c_s [I/4(* + _)] D tions, the resolutign can be expressed as
+"-a_/_, = - 8"Rsir _ [1/4(+,+ _)]= - _cotO. (6)
• D l_ )/ '-d_\ tan0I The value of 3D/3a fox th,; PEI instrumei_t is d'D --- - d-_",'-'_ tan 0 = - d"-'O-
?.D D +D (7) .... +/sir, (*/2) +. _ ,,,,, - z_ coto= _. _ .,,,,..
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From Eq. (13_, it is evid_nt tliat high reso:utiop "s +--+ _ _ _ .,. : _ .:.:.,+m_.
co: tnmm'_ _'-rECtOR' ---'---_..._i_llt -_-
achieved wit,i ;arge R. large _ (or >.),asia small d/and ds __._-_ : rt_ [ __- .
_.i_-'-_-:_- ..... _-" '+ C-_"_ +, '
its expe_ed. _tllmll_lFAlrJ_4:-•:+ .. i!lie jl, _, '
e---me.- \ ... ;._- ._. . _.:-,_',
chose.-IAsa firSttortheappr°ximati°n'iastT,Jroe::t:t;'e foi!owi-lg parameters were | ' _ ' " ' _': ': ii_-'+ _-__i " - _" "tP'_ , ,
I + ":.- ' "-. '-'--'"-i_-+_.--+ - _': ,
dl = d._ = ) into: R =..'-_2.7ew (5 in._: _ = 30 deg I, i r ' . , ." . _ I . _
with three possible wa'+'ele:lgths ¢.f qffraction. - _=
'" '\ " ,--...;-_'li +>.. ' ' •
>. = 1.54 A CuKa; 3, = 2.74.-:t TiK.; A = 8.32 A AIK,,. ,' " ' \ +'altlr "1 .... , 3
\
+. _'. \: ,llml". -iv ' i , +,i
Table 1 lists some of LL.eproperties of the iP._strument .-,,
_ith these parameters. " _ . ' _t _i..._..ddll_'- --_
• " _'C ___ - ' '
: ,'- _z_i,.t-I,,_. . , -
,o,.., ,o,o,o.,.+0.,,>,.+o<+.,al+d "eiolution$ •. , ),,,_I_.,. i'
%
CuK l "IF. ! AIK .Ill, * i
+., ,,.o,,.,,,o.o,,,,.. ,o..,,,,.,1o.2,., _:.-::++ ,""
- _++ ., ::: _.._.:-:..,+"-_.-__ .... +
.., ,,1 1'-"1o.o_+!_.,Io.>_,,I ""°"" _,_:-,.*-'._ ....." -i_ ,'
,+o.,,+,,r.+ - - . i._,lo.om,,..s.+,,+i o.m_- __. - - _+"..--m,t._
163.-_ D3.3 -- I -- 1.71 i O.OOSl I 5.18 ] C,.0155 333 l _'+_ _+. + I ":: t;I_leJ_'TI_ flJOE
_o,+.+s,., _ i _ ,.,o.o-++91.++,'o.o,,,,+ i _._.. +:'. "''_
I ,,.+.oi ,,.3 _ _ _,,+,_o.oo,,_,. o.oos, _++->+ "i_,,-+.+_a:-- -
The thre : wavelengths show some overlap in D value _":,"--"---->;'_<_._;D_:+:+:+_";"+"_'..' -' -'__l_t:_ _;;,r_:+_:"" "+':
.-._.- . :. _,_ - . . • _ - _ . :_ . . .
. .:- _-_-_++_ . . . + - +. . r++-;.-..+:.,,-. _..
range,, fh<" el,oice of TiKa seems to bc a reasonable _,_.-'_'_+ __._
compromise bet,veen the range of D value to be covered :';"" " :: '_":_ ..... __-_"_: '"" " _:+:.;.,-:. _" : ._'.++ " , , t . +-a "-_:+-+_;4-_-;+-_-.+,
and the cutoff at low +9. :'-.,-, -- --7,-.... <-, _llr_"llllm._,+-" +f+,_'_-: '+_
4. Results '-_-$;_<r'-}--j_'_P _'' -- ' ."_'_,:-'?:i
The '.,leadboard instrnment shown in Fi;.+. 3 was +.on- "-.:C':_,. < _._'-?._']
" -->:-"+,_.- --,. _'ti_ IBii_,, L_.+.:-'.;_+,_•
strutted using the resil|_s outlined in the pre,. "_us sections - "_+;' ,-, ,-, ' _, ,,/ __
:'-,.., , .... __.++i Blur+' -_!_._
as a guide. The aluminum plate on which'it decidediSmounted.to '_ " " " " '""_ / "'i __+: '
also provides shielding protection. ,, ,. _i_",, +',:,:'++ "..+ '-_+' r ' . t _ ,,1 '_+
1
make all preliminary alignments and rr,_+.'trcments using ,!;g:.<#:::_,-I , j+ +,</j ,, ;_+ ,_ .;?_/_,_
quartz as a standard• This material has a _ealtl, of dif- ,_;>.,.m..,: , _ , '.- (-_ ,,_+'4_II _ +:+.
fraction structure. Although the instrument w_+ planned +,s'.,_+.+_+'++L_,_..++ ' • , ,'.,_v, , ,+:+',3"'+-:_'r'lll k"
for a Ti target tube, the long time required for procure- :,__.._t_eil+m . ' • ._,_ _ .,. ' • "_l_.-
ment made it necessary to use a Cu target tube in the _+_+¢,..._"_st,_.,'. , ,) ........ ' ,.+:,_._.+:++._+D _,:
prelimina W work. A Cu tube, identical in constructz'on Fig, 3. Breadboard of combined "
to the one used OU the PE[ instrument, was used even diffraciometer-spectrometer '.-
i
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though this nl(.-'_,n/. a loss of the low angle region. How- radial So]ler sli+ was installed to give a better definition
evtr, thi_ n.aJe it lJossibte to make a more direct o3m- to the line focus, and scatter slits were used to eliminate
parisan with :he perfor.nanoe of the PEt ;nstrulner.t. cxtraneo_;s signals A xariable _Sdth recei_.ng slit ,.ould
be use._ t,._ "arv resolution. _ntensity. a.ad signal-to-noise
The initial resuhs indicated a rather as3.-mmetric line ratio
shape, poor resolution, unsatisfactora" intensity, and a |ow
signal-to-noise ratio. Fortunately, the inst,_'me_.t was pro- A systet:mtie apprt,_ch to ali_'.r.ment :.'as developed -
_Sded with _u_c,.'ent flexibility, and these faults were as testing proceeded. Th," cause ef -'anous u11des_rabh-
quicldy con'ected. A large part ol _l.e troubie was cured .;eatures -in a diffracto_;tam cot'-!d be established and
by c_ntrolling the heam divergence in the plane p_-- COlrecte:J.
pen( 1 :ular to the plane of dispersimJ _ith Soller slits. A
Aftcr a period of initial testip.g, a co:npr,'h,'nsive stud)
-- -vas made to compare the JPL instrument a-ith t;ie PEI
and standard ]zboratory diff-actometers. Tabl:-s 2, 3, 4,
Table 2. Operating conditions
.:. : 5 summarize these results. The focusing diffrav-
[I]_': , sco,- tor.ut-:._ ha_ been operated :,t th_e vah, es of recei,_ing
r..._, v°,- _ur- I,m*a, Retei,- slit width (dl). A 400-mesh quartz sample was used in
t i _" "i
tobdifffactometer Ij Cu ! 40 I 1_ C.003
Scintillation
(Nocelcol l ; ' I The inr:reased in'_-nsit:. with a receipting silt of 0.014 iv..
PEIdiffmctometer I Cu 25 ! Pro_,;o,ol 0.S I 0.0O6 , sacrifices too much resolution to be acceptable. 3 slit
(P-aO) I I ! _idth ol 0._._)8i.. ,-nay bca good c_mpromi-e. Fig. 4 is
F,mi., i C_ 2s , P,op,,tlonol , 1_0.004 'dilfradomele: I 0.008 the focus +,gdiffracto aeter scan for dl = 0 005 .;u., Fig. 5
0.m_ is the ditiraction _:_u by the laboratory instrument.k
Table 3. Intensity, _ounts/sec
_uofl_ peak, 1 L_borotory PEI Focusing cli/ffoclometnr
i++o..,._ +,=ooo,i ]10"1(26.6 ] [ 1020 4.550 8,200 I 10,400 12,200
I 01"'_16"4) / 147 345 830 1,390 2,0201,2_0,) 2_2 s20 i_oo 1,_o I 2._
_0_ +_2_ j 10+ 2s_ +30 l z2o I 1.28o
Table 4. $ignal-t¢-noise
Quorlz F,,_', I La_oratory PEI F_cuslng diffractom_tet
de,j .[ dif_ractometer diffraciom_ter dl _ 0.004 in+ d| _ 0.008 in. dl _ 001/, in
I I01 l 100 60 41.0 26 16
J 1_01(3+.,,) 17.3 8.s 1o.+ 9._ 8.2
; _121 (50-1) 38.0 I J, 30.8 27.4 I 21.2
, 203 19.4 11.3 23.0 24.0 I --_
+
t
:. Yable 5. Resolution (half-width}
+ [ tQuortz peek. I Laboratory PEI Focu$i,tgdiffro¢to-nete¢_deg I diffmctom.t.r diffmctom.t., dl::OOO4in d_:O.OO, ir. dl::OOl.,inl ,0, i (_, _) r, , ;_. 0.18 0.18 0.29 0.42 C.61
I [+ I I -'_: (36 41 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.2_ I 0.32,121+_0.1., .i.-. ._ .1, .2", .-'+0L__2'1_°°)._ O.lS 0._8 0.,8 ____. 0.2_ 0.28
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tARGET: CU, FILTER:Ni
TUBE CURRENT" 0.01ornp;TUBE VOLTAGE. 40 kv
COUNTER: SCINTILLATION, BOO v 8
PHA: BASE, 3.0, WINDOW,16.0
SCANSPEED: I .deg/min 7 5,,,t)CHART SPEED. I/2 in.,/min;:3CALE. 200
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Fiy. 4. Quartz scan with focusing dif_'actometer breadboard
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Fig. 5. Cauartzscan with laboratory diffrac_o_._eter
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EXCITATION:CuKaRADIATIONAT25 kvANDI mr,
DETECTION: NEON-I/4 m=lMYLARPROPORTIONALCOUNTER
, : • .. = . * , •
"' '_ ! "i ' , air ,., ' -.'
':h'! " "* S,
, . f" S , . O- .
i
DUNITE90WDER G_tANITEPOWDER
Fig. 6. Nondis_ersive spe¢tro with combined diffrac_ometer-spectrometer breadboard
The result_ have confirmed the design expectations, scattered radiation passing through the detector can be
Poor performance at the qaa_tz 101 peak is due to use of reduced by irnpr wements in shielding.
Cu radiation instead of Ti, as previously discussed.
The low angle limit of scan of the JPL diffractometer
bread'.nard ,_ 21 d_g (20), which for _tanium radiation
The teasibility of nondispersive elemental analysis has corresponds to a D spacing of 6.5 .h. This compares with
beeo di._cussed in SPS 37-31, Vol. IV, pp. 27,3-277. In this a scanning limit of 7 deg and a D spacing of apt_uxi-
design, the nondispe_ive spectrometer shares a common mately 10 A for the PEI diffractometer, if the region
X-ray tube and high voltage supply with the diffractom- abdv,: 6 5 A is c,,nsidered su_ciently important geologi-
eter. It requires, in addition, a system of pulse height ca!ly: it may be possible tc. scan up t_ 15 A with the
analysis for energy discrimination. The spectrometer is softer radiation from an a['.m,iaum target (Table 1).
capable of detecting all elements present as maj._,c con-
stituents frorr atomic number 11 (Na), and lfigber. Reso- A further significant feat_,re must be noted. The focus-
lution of adjacent elements is difficult bat can be assisted ing diffractometer is scanned by moving only the detector.
by the use of selective absorp',i,:,_ filters. Fig. 6 shows two It is possible to mo_mt a number of detectors, say eight,
contrasting nondispersive spectra for elemental analysis on the focusing circle, ea_, ode cover/ng a portion of
obtained with the combined .'nstrument. the scanning range with so_ae overlap with its neighbor•
The detectors would scan simultaneously. The normal
scanning time for the JPL instrument is less than hal_ that
of the PEI instrument (Table 2) Thc combination of mul-
5. Futura P/on_ tiplt, detectors and faster scanning is expected !oailow the
ft_' ,,_ing diffractometer to obtain a pattern in approxi-
The installat;on of a Ti taxg_=t will be accomplished inanely one-tenth the time requi_ed by the PE[ :Sffrac-
soon. It is exp,'cted that this wii! hiapre:'e t.i:.: re:_luuon tometer. These same features, plus the intensity ratit_ of
of the quart:: lines by putting them in a more favorable three in favor of the JPL design, would provide an
angular region (Table 1). The _pper region of the D energy (watt-hour) savi_ag in spacecraft powc_ of a factor
spacing range will be extended a_d the low angle region, of thirty.
where sample scattering is excessive (Fig. 4), will be
avoided. Preli_ainary tests indicate that the line intensity The autho,'s wish to thank N. L. Nickle for _roviding the standard _"
will remain high. It al_o is expected that the quantity of diffractometer scan.
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A. Low-Noise Amplifiers Vol iv, p. 147 and 37-29, Vol. IV, p. 191). The rzdio
telescope was used to observe the 90-Ce te:nperat_rc,
C. r. Stelzried, W. V. T. Rusch and M. S. Reid _ of the Moon during the December 30, 1963 eclipse
(SPS 37-26. Vol, IV, p. 181) and the most recent eclipse,
I. 90-Gc Millimeter Wave Work, December 18, 1964. The_e experiments were ioint effolts
c. r. s,e|z,ioa,,na w. v r. Ru,ch by personnel frora ]PL and the Electrical Ergmeering
The o_jective of the millimeter wave work is to in- Department of the University _)f Southern California.
v ._tigate millimeter wave components and techaiqucc to
a_certai,, the future applicabilit3, of this frequency range a. RadJometer-waveguide ealE,rations. Data from the
to space ,_mmunications and tracking. This involves the 71 obs0rvations of the Moo"_ during the tota 1 hmar
development of instrumentation for accurate determina- eclipse on the night _f December l&-19, j o_ have been
tion of u ser_ion loss, VSWR, power and equivalent noise reduced (SPS 37-32, %'ol. IV, p. 243). rhe data redtlctions
temperature of passiv_ elements, and gain and bandwidth were made relative to the gas tube. Fig. 1 is a block
of aetiw_' elements at millimeter wavelength. Obse_a- diagrant of the millimeter radiolneter. The "hot" loads
tions of the Moon taken during the total lunar eclipse on are temperature-controlled with mercury thermostats.
the night of December 18-i9, 1964 have been reduced
and the data presented. The equivalent noise tempera_lre A breakdown of the waveguide losses i:, shown in
of the calibrating noise source has been measured. Fig. 2. The terminations have measured thermal tempera-
In order to bdng together stab of-the-art millimeter tures T, and T= The ambient temperature is To. The
waw.; circuit elements and evaluate their use in a system, waveguide losses (power ratio) are:
a radio telescope ,-onsisting of a 80-in. antenna and a L,, = Loss from T, with t,:mperature distribution
superheterodyne radio'ueter have been built (SPS 37.28, from T, to T,,.
'On leave of ab._ence _rnm National Institute for Telecommunica- L=_ "= l.oss from T., _ith temperature distributir.,, _,
tions Research, Joh'.uluesburg, South Africa. from T... to T,,. _.
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/- M ANUAL
' FEED / WAVEGUIDEY/
SWITCH 1
" ._.," F;_';E_G;_E,I j , ' i 1
TERMINATIG_NI; k V I - -I " - ! i
[ ..,o,..11v:,r '
L_
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,.  TRU, NTOT,ON
LOS * ATORj
"] i AMPL'FIERI
RFCORD!NG 1_ PHASE J DETECTOR _-_ IF
DETECTOR
INSTF" JHENT"TION ] - I____ I [ s
Fig. i. Millimeter radiometer
/ HORN La = Lo_s from the horn wath co.ztan* tempemtuxeT_ to the output of the waveguide switch.
The equivalent noise temperature differ, ace (T_ - T_)
at the output cf the waveguid z'.vttch due tL, T= and T,,
LA accounting for the waveguide I(sses and assuming a
linear temperature distribution in L, and L:, is (Ref. 1)
a,, I-T--] (G -- T_) = T (T= - To) L=,L-T__.2L-_,]db)
- (T, - To)L,'T-E,.-_gb)J" (1)/
•/ The losses were measured _4th the 90-Gc iusertion loss
;/_ OUTPUT OFWAVEGUIDESWITCH test set (Ref. 2) to be
i_!i Fig. 2. 90-G¢ radiometer w=veguide losses L,, = 0.169db,_ .3_ db
]_ L,: = Loss from T_ with constant temperature T, to ! _.,= 0.156d}
the output of the waveguide switch. L== : 0.376 db
-o L== = Loss from 7"2 w_:th constant temperaturc To to Sub._tituting into F.q. (1):
the output of thr waveguide switch. ('_2 - T':) = 0.9009T_ - 0.9053T_ + 0.00863To. (2)
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The "hot" wa.eguide tern:inations were used to deter- The results of three separate evaluation veqnences are
mine the equivalent noise temperatt, ro of u:e noise source given i:l Table 2. The a;'erages an:t standard deviations,
defined at tile ouhmt of tile wa_eguide _v,;tch7 The c, are indicated I)v (late and test number. The standard
rctar3." vane precision zttenuator, sbmvn in Fig. i b_Lv._en deviations are not :d_ected bv the test number but drop
th." side arm of the 10-db directional coupler al;d the significantly with the later dates. This could be because
noise _'mreP, ,va_ set to 1O db for both the eelipse r.wa::- of increased care l)eing taken v ith the manual wavegmde
uremzq',s and tbe subsequent calibrations. Tile ",at'" switch, rad!c, mcter, and test sequence. Sigrfifleantly lower
load¢ each have two separate mercu W thermostats. The _tand:trd deviatio.,,:, Listed by test number, would indicate
calibrations xw,re made with the nominal "'hot" load tern- an error ii- the thermal temperatures. The over-all aver-
peratures given in Table 1. The temperatures were age determined f_u,n the daily average weizhte : b2.-tlJe
checked with thermocouples dl,cing the calibrations. The sqaare of the probable error is 126OK. Tllis calibration is
rad'omete:- output for the calibrations was displayed on dd;ned at the output t_f the waveguide switch. The meas-
a digital paI-_.r recorder. The digital recorder uutput tFed Moon temperatures also will be defin, d at this tmint.
difference (T"- T{) (digital, average) due to switching To obtain the .Moon brightness temperature, account
the radiometer between T_. and T_ was determined by ,nust be taken of L._, ai_mospheric lr ;, Moon diameter,
averaging the sequence of 10 measurements,- each of and antenna gain and beamwidtt:. Th ,e effects are under
which consisted of appro.dmately 10 cout:ts wi'd: I0 sec investiEation.
between counts. The output due to the gas tube T_:
(digmal, average) was determined in the same _¢a.v. by
tt,rnmg tile gas tube on and off sequentially. The equiva- 2. Equi,.calent Noise Temperature of o Precision
lent nois_- t('mpe:ature of the noise source defined at the Waveguide Microwave Termination,
waveguide s_it(-h output is: c. T Ste,zraed and h_ 5. Reid
a. Summary. _ equivalent input noise tem.perature
T.,:(OK) = Te (digital, average) derivation for a cryogenic cooled waveguide termination
is reviewed in this article.'.Th.e tRects of barome.tric pres-
(r" - Tp (_K) " "
> _r_ - T_)(digital, average) " (3),. acx:ountSUre'ambientv.iti_hetemperatUreealibe-ttionandformulafrequencyare take into
T' = T" + a-P + b.xTo + c. :
Tob;c 1. Identification ef "hot" load tempera|ures The terms are defined and derived in the text. Ac_._unt
is taken of both dielectric and waveguide wall oanduc-
i rest iqa_.nt,_ication [ Ntarninal temperotwe. _g tion losses in the frequency term."* I r, 1 r: A de cription is giw:n of a co pact, precision WR-430
1 40 [ 95
I 2 40 145 waveguide liquid nitrogen cooled termination to be usedi 50 I 145 primarily in the laboratory for calibration and evaluation
4 [ so [ 95 of traveling wave maser amplifiers. E, _.tails are given of theI
"iable 2. 90-Gc radiometer noise source evaluations
Tx, OK --7-_
I Te_t No. 12-ate
- T A'le_'_ '.
J._auary 27, 1965 JanuQry 26, 1 _65 | _'-bruary "i, 1955
.-4.
I 136.11 1199 | 12&2 128.3 7.114 I
2 ,1 .1 ,a0.4 124.s s.60 I
1,
4 12g.9 135.7 123. I 126.5 6.49 l "L
Avert_ge ! 25. I 121.5 127.3 " 124 5 :
124,6 _ I
r_ 10.15 8.86 I 2.63 ---- ]
: 2_7
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calibration techniques. _ he insertion lo,.s measurements r"/r" = loss tv.agent
of the waveguide components are mad._' to a probable [c cutoff frequency = c
error on the order of 0.0001 db. :_a
o. Introduction. Cwogenic cooled microwaw: termina- c = prop._g,a'ion velocity 7-_3 X 10_''cm see
tions are us_J to calibrate the ]ow-noise receiving systems t = ,d)eratilg frequency
:n use at Goldstone. These caiibratlons are used i the
radar-radio astronomy observation :nd spacecraft track- Differenfiatit,g witl, re.tract to [ (a,:suming -." _' con-
ing missions to determine system sensitiv_tT', and also "_'n stant over ._ small frequency range and dividing by a_)
data interpretation. Calibration precision and long-term
stability are prime requirements for the termination. I(_c-)"-2]d_ (1[ (6_
c'Calibrati°nthe°ry'The'quivalentinl)utn°isetem" ad /(fy / f.perature T" for a transmission li e of Ion zth l with an L _ I'- .J
arbitrary temperature J;_..__hution T/. (x) anJ los.-:L indc-
pemteut of temperature with a termination at a tempera- Similarly for the wall losses for a rettangular wave-
ture "1"is (Ref. 1) guide operated in the TE_., mode (SPS 37-32, Vol. IV.f:T' = Te--'z _ 2a e....... TL (x) dx (1) p. 247)
where __da_= )\77) _ ktc], --. (7_
x = distance from termination a, ] oV(k% - 1]a attenuation constant _ -/.\ "] J
L (db)
2M- lOlog,.e --0.23026L (db) The calibrated termination eqtuvaient noise tempera-
ture can be presented to a good approximation assuming
With a linear temperature distribution from I" to T,, and small transmission line losses in the form
loss L_ on the first section of the transmission lil,e and a
T" _ T" + a_xP -. b_xi', _ c_X[ (8)
constant temperature distribution T,, and loss L_. in the
second section of the transmissior, line where
(L, -- 1) 10 log,,,C] P = 760 + .xPT'= "l --(T,,- T) I - "L f_-,I£ _-fbS .J" (2)
- . T,, 273 _XT,,
With :mall losses, this can be approximated to good f = f, ± Af
accuracy by
" :rod
T' ----T + 0.23026 (T,, - T)
T (_60,j L,,T" + T(760) # [273- " _
7." . (db) + L. (db) --" (db: a = wessure coefficient of cryogenic F.quld (°K-ram tig)
b=L,,
-- (_-k)_(dl:) -- k (db) L: ('.lb)]. (3, c :- {0.23028) [2T'3 - T (760)j "I/L'"[. (db) + (L.)_ (u.u,'_']f,, kkY],, -,Eq. (3) can be written
A rectangular waveguide operated in the TE,, mode has < __ k
dielectriclosses given by(Bef 3) i(f,,) _, (db) _-(L:),(db)
k,.: '_¢'-"' "\f'"
i' "a= 2[1 -- (ft. f)q'e (5' (/f'' (_): I
J where , ,('ji') 6 -_I.
t [(;:Y]k -- 2,-ff0,,)'' 2 -- 1
2,:_,8
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with an operating life of 5 hr without tile termination. Tile
T(T6ti. :- cryogenic hquid temperature at 760 nLm corresponding operating life with tile termination in-
[ig {+K) stalled should approach _everal hour_. A coaxial termi-
nation is used to insure that the load ciement is at t},c
temperature of tile cryogenic liquid. It is possible to ha,e
_L,)_, db) = component of loss L, due to dielectric some heating of a waveguide tednination due to infrared
radiation and conduc'i_ e hcati.g. Tl-_c aluminum qlount-
(I_:),t (db) :- component ()f loss L: due to dielectric "rig plate wili be heated to maintain a constant tempera-
P- ture on this _-,>rtion of the wa_oguide and to pre_ent
_L.), (dbl = component of !:)ss L, due to wall condt_- cooling and pGs_d)le dew formation.
tion losses
_L:), (,tb) = c:mlpo:wnt of los_ L: due to ",_allconduc- Since the insertion loss measurements are particularly
tion lo_ses important in the equis alent noise temFerature evaluation,
considerable el.fort has been expended to achieve maxi-
L, /l_\: mum accuracy. The ni_ertion loss is determined (Ref. 2)
L --- .-3-(db) -- L.(db) - [k)-6- (db) L.. tdb) by measuring the differenct !_ siznal level due to the
nnlmown, qhe calibration heads (l'lg. -,) .... ii,a_t.tl to
produce the reference signal level and the unknown is
f.. = nominal evaluation frequency il,sertcd betv'een the heads to produce tile difference
_;.gnal level. Tile heads are matched w,th a reflectometer
tur, ed with a precision WR-430 wavegtzide ,,liding termi-d. WR-430 waveguide l_quid nitrogen cooled termina-
tion. A coml-,act precision WR-430 waxeguide liquid nation. This process is repeated a number of timc_ and
nitrogen cooled t,,rmination is under construction for use an average taken. Statistical inethods may be acplied It)
in calibrating low-noise receiving systeins. The principal the data to e',timate measurement errors. The VSWR
components are shown in Fig. 2. ,tnd described here. This looking into each head is betier t};an 1 C05. In a series
termination should be especially useful for maser ampli- of measuremeuts, the first ar:d l.,st measurements arc not
tier evaluations in the laboratmy Tl_e 5-liter Dewar has equally weighted when an a, erag¢' is taken of _he differ-
ences. A better w,:v to ave;age th(. sequenct of u'easure-
ments can be derived, dsing the least-squares method
,._. ,_ :..: (Hcf. 4). If a constant L,2 is added to each po_er level
.... "........ , " - :-" " _":_ measurement with the unknown diseonuccted and the
• .1
,NCHES (".: / .
Fig,2. WR-430 waveguide liquidnitrogencooled
termination asserably and Dewar Fig. 4. Calibratie, n heads of insertion hiss test set
249 }.
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same zonstallts subtracted from each power level mea-- number is chosen as the origin so that the summation
sarem,ent with the unknown connected, the standard devi- of all odd powers of x is zero. Then
ation ¢r o_. the measurements from the best-ft straight
li_.e, a + bx is _ y _ y
(,7)-'= o y ; .S, --u-b't -'- _ ,Y.-T" -a-bx _, Y _"Y (137
m _:-
m-I m-.-1
(m
where b = -_ ._xg
"kn
/.X-
o = the odd measurements (unknown disconnected)
e = the even measurements (unknown connected) The probable errors of the data pou'ts are
m -- total numLer of measuremeots
T -.o - b._)
Differentiating with respect to o, b. and E equating to PE_,. = 0.67-15 _ (m .2]_._ 1
zero, (14)
Iz., .... a -- OX
"2 y :-.,--b_: =0-.-E y--T-,,--b_ eE_,-o.6745,/'_,u--3 ..... )
- _ (m - 1).2- 1(:) (:)Y.x y_-T--a bx =0-'_., y-S---a--bx
° ' [ The probable error of _, the mean insertion loss, is found
( 2-F ) _ ( : )_ pointsbYexpanding L in t,:rms of the coefflcients of the '*and summing (Ref. 4, p. 229) to be
aata
y _ -a -bx 0 - y- -a--bx
(i0)
./ (ee.,,o)-' ffE,,_):
-E _ eEr : _(,r:_ -_;2 _ (m - 1)2 (15)
..... am ,-bEx= Ey [2
I
I Ecs. (13), (14), anct (15) have been pt-cgrammed for
L(Ex-Ex_+aEx+bE.:"=Exu > (li)
"z \ o , / ( " the 1620 computer = and are used with the inser_2on lossmeasurements data reduction. If the probable errors in
L:a+ bg_x--Xx_=(Y_y- Y.y)} Eq. (14)are significantly differe'_t, a fault is indicated
"-" \ o , r \ o _ ]1 in one of the transmission line eom,ections. The probable
errors given by Eqs. (14) and (15) are due on_,y to the
Solving for L, randcm measurenaent errors and do not indicate bias
or nonlinearity errors.
E 't rn Vx
Several sets of measurements were made on various2:-:.;' E.r E x:
waveguide sections for the calibration of the cooled ter-
!/- Y 1 x - z, x) mination. Each transmission line section (Part Nos. 226
: _ = 2 (12) and 239) shown in Fig. 3 was measured, ::s well as a
. - 1 m _ x section of copper v,aveguide (Part No. 240), and various
__ _,x - _x_ _x Y.x-' combin,fioos of Nos. 239 and 240. The insertion loss of
/ Nos. 226 and 239 is fundamental to the calibration of the
- m l ('qx - _x) cooled termination. No. 2,t0 was examined so that a sill-
\ o cone grease fihn and a Mylar window could be evaluated
in conjunctioa with No. 0-,39.
In this solution the values of x are the measurement
numbers which are equally spaced. A simplification can :Lois Busch of JPL programmed the 1620 computer for the inser-_4
be made for this situ:ttion if the middle measurement tion loss measurement data reduction.
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No. 2:26 is a _tainless str'J WR-430 -waveguide see- On each unknowr., 5 sets of 11 meast,r,:ments were
tiny 4.3 in. long. It h_ 5.wall thickness of 0.025 in. and made. After ,'v,:ry set, the match of each cal:bration head
_oppev plating and gold flash on the ir,side of 0.000120 was d,ecked and corrected if the "VSWR became 1.005
and 0.003010 in., respectively. It is filled with a half- or w-_zse. The flanges of the calibration he,<ts and of tile
wavelength piece of polystyrene foam. The VSWR of unknown were lapped after eve D' set as well. A'_. of
this • _._'_ . .se_,]m is less than 1.005. "{'he polystyrene wil,dow the wave_uide flanges were pinned, e:(cept the stainless
is reqmred to prevent moisture condensation which will steel section, No. °-296.
fecm on thin membrane wit.daws. No. 2.39 is a 4.0-in.-long
brass waveguide section with ,-_ ]rridite ptute..'- No. 240 Table 3 shows a typical insertion loss measurement set
is a 4.0-in.-long copper waveguide section, take, .,n Part No. 239. This table is also the format of
the computer output. The first column lists the readings
The followinginsertionlossmeasurementswerem,:de: taken The y values are these ratios converted to
dccibela by
Part Nos. 226, 239, and 240 alone.
Part Nos. 9-.,39and 240 in combination, y = --20 iog_,,R. (16)
Part Nos. 239 and 240 with a 0.001-in.-thick Mylar win- Th_ third column shows the difference of each y value
de_wbetween them. from the stra:ght line tic, and the last column is the inser-
_on loss il: dec bels for each pair of readir:gs. The prob-
Part Nos. 239 and 2.t0 with a thin silicone grease film on able errors fro.n Eqs. (14) and (15) also are shown.
their mating flanges.
The averages for the five sets of independent measure-
Tab_le3. Inseaion loss measu,-oments: Set No. 1 at ments for Pa,t No. _39 are shown in Table 4. "2he mean
2295 ,,_c; W_-133 waveguide section: Paa No.239 insertion los_ for eac_-_set L,: through _._, is sho:v__ as "well
as the best--at streigl-,t line constant; az:d the probable
Differencefrom InseeionI.s, errors of the odd and even y values, and, finall:, tee
Rot/o, R y, dE stralght-llne fit, L. dEu_ x 1,3-_ probable e,'ror of the mean ins,q-lion loss of each set.
0.99558 0.03_476 --0.6689 0.002'9 The weighted mean of the ins,:rtion loss is then fou_,d
0.99526 c.041268 0.2622 0.00271 witt., the t'robable error of eac=h set uxed as a v.teighting
099557 a.038563 0.3430 c.00183 factor, and the grand mean L, is shown in _a_,,e b. A
0.995.'1.6 0.040395 0.3'142 0.00270 nonweighted mean, L._,,of L, through E_ also is shown
0.99567 0.037691 0.3953 0.00105 in Table 5, with the associated probable error. "['he aver-0.99555 0.038738 - 2 4190 0.0C253
0.995s4 0.0_6208 -0 _oa- o.om92 age measured insertion loss of each se _ is sk,own graph-
J995;? C-U-_27 I -o._049 ono262 ically, with a horizontal bar. in Fig. 5. The associated
299592 0£35510 I -0.0641 0'3017, probable errors £re shown as vertical lines. The grand0.0 7254 - 0 0526 .0 2700e'9572 wmghted mean I., and its probable error are shown.
0.99603 0.034551 J 0.0295
Straight-!ineconstor,ts: o = 0.0380db b- --0.00462rib/No, Measurement time is approximately 3 hr for the five
Meaninsertio,,loss. [ _- 000232db sets of readings required for a grand mea-,,
Probuble errors. P(7., 7_ 0 00026 db
PEy, _ 0.00020 db Tfl_)le 5 summarizes tll_; various insertion loss measure-
PEg.z 0.00014db merits. It may be seen that the weighted insertion loss
Table 4. Mean :,nserti.)n lossof waveguide Part No. 239 at 2295 Mc
M_n ins_r2ion Straight-line constants Probabl_ err:...
Set hi:,. loss L',db a b PEy_., db PEy,, db PE_, db _,-
1 0.00232 _..0380 -- 0.000462 0.000262 0 09020 0.00014 _.
2 0.00259 0.0327 -- 0.000044 0.000240 0.000109 0.00011
J__
, _ 3 0.00227 0.0321 --0.000021 0.000157 O.(YJO175 0,00010
I
r l 4 0,00229 0.,3319 -- 0.000080 0.000167 0 000066 0.00C,07
5 0.00249 0.0294 --0.0_0266 0.000169 0.000094 0.00008i
i_ 251
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Table 5. Summar t' of insertion loss measurements at 2295 Mc
L/_ertion Ios._ Probable error of _, Insertion loss Probable error of _:,
Description _, db _lb X 10 .4 L_, db db "4. 10 .4
Po_! Nu. 226, WR-430 slain- 0.00689 0.40 0.00689 0.26
less ste,,/ waveguide section
P_rt No. _39, WR-430 orass 0.00239 0.42 0.00239 0.42
waveguide section
Port No. 240, WR-430 copper 0.00123 : 40 0.00126 0.34
waveguide section
Sum of Port Nos. 239 and 2a0 0.003_2 0.5,; 0.00365 0.,.;4
Part Nos. 23_ and 240 0 00J61 0.47 0.00360 0.34
in combination
Part Nos. 239 and 240 with 0.00422 0.45 0.00423 9.34
Mylar window
Port Nos. 239 and 240 with 0.00355 0.35 0.00349 0.35
slilcono grease ---- f
oz_r_-[-_ -_--]--_---[--_---_--[-_-. _ 0.58 × 10-* db. This figaare of 0.00362 db must be com-[---_--$--L--I i t -_ : : -p--b---.' ,L-_, pared with the measured value of the insertion loss of| I I I _ i I , !
o.oo26_--[ I i _ -T--%' --V- .... ,_-Z --- _---j--_' Nos. 239 and 240 in combination, which is 0.130361 db-
[[ I _[_.]___--_ '____ : I ,--2--- a differer, ce of 19 -_ db. It must be noted that the differ-[ [ _ I i ' [ [ ; ence in _.. values is 5 ,'< 10 -_ db. The probable errors Of
00GZS ' ' _--'-_' .... _--
-_ _--_ .--'-_---t--{ , _ ! , , I the :urr'.s are somewhat higher than the probable errors
i ! 1 : ! , , { i : I ___
_- , { h ----X---w_-- -, , of the ,:ombinations, as expected.
I ', I : i I ! _____Li I - !
_ _- _ _-_--_r--_ [ ! I [ -_ Tl,e theoretical insertion loss for No. 240 (copper wave-
c, ] : -I- i " '_ : I ] I ; ! [ [ guide._ in. long) i_ (Ref. 5) 0.00091 db. This theoretical
_" o_oz3F--;-t------_.- _-_-q- ._---q---'---n _ "
5 ! : : . ' T ' l " , / va]:.'.e does not account for surface roughness and metal
_ | I -_--- ----,--4--__-_--_| I ', _ I I . : " , : impurities and nonhomogenity. A correction estimate for
"_ 0oo_: _ _-_---4--4----_--_ _- -_--_ surface roughness increases the insertion loss bv 15%
,_ i -_-'-i' .... _--+--_=--r,, , ," ,,.......j_ _ (Ref. 6) to 0.00105db. Thisagrees with ourmeasure-!ooozl ] ; ! I__J__i. I ! I I ment within 0. 0618 db.
0 t 2 4 5 6 7
MEASUREMENTSET NUMBER Part No. 240 was then used in conjunction with _o. 239
Fig. 5. Insertion lossmeasurements of Part No. 239 to evaluate a 0.00l-in.-thick Mylar window. Tbis material
at 2295 Mc is presentiy under consideration as an aclditional window.
Table 5 shows that the e._.cess insertion k'xq clue to the
Mylar window zs 0.00061 db with a probable cn-cr of
_ is very close to the nonweightcd insertion Io;s _..,, and 0.65 X 10-_ db.
differs at the most by only a tew parts in 10_. The prob-
able errors of _ and L., ar_ essentially the same which A thin silicone grease fihn is required between the
ia expected a._ Jming only ra_adom measurement errors, flange:_ of the waveguide sections of dissiinilar metals
If the prohahle error cf T_.,was appreciably greater than in the cooled termination. This film helps prevent c-,ro-
L:, bias errc, rs wouh._ t)c i_adicated for some of the indi- sion wlfich, with time, changes the insertion lc_-
vidual sets hence the calibration of the termination. The ell . ,_:
a silicore grease _Im between the flanges of Nos. _)
"flee insertior, l,_,s uf the brass wave_uide section ao.d 2_0 was invcstigated. The results, prcsente_
No. 239 i.; .,hewn to be 0.00239 db with a probable error Table 5, show that: (1) the effect of the film on the i_,._,
of 0.t2 X I0-' dh ,nd the insertio._ loss uf the copper tio:a loss i_ negligible, and (2) the insertion loss apI.'ears
• section No. "240 is 0.30]23 db with a probable error ot to drop whei; the grease is added. The lower insertion
0.40 .'< 10 * dh The sum of these two inscrtkn; tosses is loss in (2) me,, be apparent, and explainc_.! by the spread
0.00362 db with their probable errors combined as of the wobable errors. On the other hand, the effect may
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be real and the insertion loss lower owing to the high '°'U- _' r [ [
the qange faces arid thus decreasing the teat(ante. The .... _---- ,"_ ..............
average of the probable errors of the measured values ] i ,
o r L_ from Table 5 is 0.42 )K 10-L 1' t '
It may be concluded, therefore, that i_. statistieM _] _ :methods are used with a sufficient number of observa- .----
' ilfions, and if the measurement procedure is carried out !
as described in this report with the indicated precautions, _ ,o'_----_ -_
_hen insertion loss can be measured with a pxob,_hle error _-
of 0.4 X 10-4 db. This does not include i-he bias aad non- o i _ i
random errors. It is anticipated that the WR-430 wave- _ !
guide liquid nitrogen cooled termination can be caJi- _ , ;
brated to at, over-all accuracy of better than 0.1°K. _"
Z
" i ! i :
" 2} -
R65 32 6 : \:1
B. Solid-State Circuits ..........
R. Brontner 6 _ :
: :
1. Summary _ i -_, ..q
Some insulated-gate held effect transistors (IGFE'D i '
imve been tPsted to determine their potential use as 2 , -1---2
voltage-controlled re._lstors. A voltage-tunable filter using :
the_e devices has been constructed and tested. I
,02 ........ _ l
-4 " -O -I ) -16 -20 -24
2. TestResults GATE-TO-CHANNELVOLTAGE,v
Fore- IGFET, Type 2N3609 (GME),' have been ob- Fig. 6. Dynamic channel resistance versus gate ¢eitage
tained for experimental purposes, fhe 2N36(YJ consists
of two isolated IGFET in a TO-5 package; they are
P-channel devices that operate in the enhancement mode. where r,a, was taken to be the higher of the two resistance
Each unit was checked to deterrnipe the variation t,f dy- wdues, A plot of tracking error ver::us gate-to-,han2.el
nanfic channel re..,istance versus control voltage for each voltage is sl'_own in Fig. 7. As can be seen, tracking is
-'.L2N3609 and the degree of tracking between the two fairly good above --5 to -6 v ,ff control voltage. This
halves of each o.mt. A typical curve of dynamic ch'mnel corresponds to a typical resistance range of about 300 9.
resistance versus gate-to-channel (eontrtl) voltage is minimum to _ maxi:nmn of 2.5 t(_ 7 ko depending on the
sho_qt in Fig. 6, Threshold voltage fell between --3.0 individual unit.
and -3.5 v for all units, and the dynamic r-sistance
could be varied from well over 10 M_ to app_oximateiy Using the re,"ults nf these t,.sts, two milts having ap- j,
300 t. The tracking error of each unit was ,-alct,lated proximately the same resistance versus volt:_.gc ..harac- "2
f:'om the dynamic resistance (r,h) of each Imlf nsing the tcristics were t.,sed to cunstruct a parallel-T filter, the _
relati reship: schematic of which is shown in Fig. 8. The four samples _'i
on hand comprised two fairly well matchcd pairs. The ,_,.!
reh I -- rrh 2
tracking error - "_.10()_; l-Mg. resistors in the gate circuit., were introduced to '"
r,_,., minimize the ('fleets of channel-to-gate capacity. Since ,
the construction of an IGFET is essenticlly that of a
_C'eneal-Micro Electronics. Inc., Santa Clara. Calif. capacitor, care inust be taken to prevent static charge;
253 t_"
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aoF ....... _ , - ................. :win building ,it) on its gate; failure to take proper pre-
, 1% •_,, ca,ltions can ea.,ilv result in the e trucUon of the tran-|
'_- ......... terminals prevents such a static charge accumulation.
/ l
i:] i (;sing variot, s vahu.'_ c;f capacitors in the filter. tuning
.-1 It', ranges of more th-av _()0:1 were qb:ep,'ed, and usable
'°[- ...... !!1- : characteristics were obtain-d ai frequencies as high as
_ _"-..i ! 5Me. It proved desirable to use _ load impedance oi a
[4 - level nmch higher than the i:ighe-t dynamic channel
, ;I .>:- 2N3609 resistance that was expected over the tuning range of the
[ ]j /'/: UNIT 4 filter. With an appropriate set of capacitors, as _hown in
,zlL___ _d_____ [ Fig. 8, the response of the filter wa_ measured with the
I If : filter tuned {o 500 and 50 kc. The response curves, nor-
_" I 9.[ _ 2N3609O
E , l' ,/_ ! UNIT 3 realized to the center frequencies are shown in Fig.
_" Ii},,r i ,_aO
Z L i ' -- i ...................
- I l,l , 2- ZN._SOS I °__----_bo ,_ soo._
< . - - -. -"-_. .......... ..>._'/50 kc ----/ ......
8>----._-' _--_---L 1 g ! -,
: " ' - \ /I xJl -'i- ZN3609 i a -2o1....................
I l li',_ _ UNIT2 i _ ' \ /61 l'.rl ___u _5 i ', /r--- ,_ , -- i--- '_-'-oi ........ _ ...........
/ I' I - i : I _ _I| if! ' , i : , 1I " | I : ; i _ __j Sz-4oi!...................
_,, --- --_-,---------" Fig. 9 Filter ;'esponseat 50 and 500 kc2{_---
, ',_. .' ,..-'"I i c_-.._._..._
0 -4 -8 -m -,o -2o -z,_ 62GATE-'t0-CIIANNELVOLTAGE, v I'I '/
Fig. 7. Tracking error versus g,ate ",Mrage
½o, -o. _,. Optical Communications
o.oo._,_," "' Components
W. H. Wells
; l'Ar'i !tIMD. = 1. VariableQOptJcalResonatorsHavil<_,TiltedMirrocsfor Far Infrared L(_ser
I C0,ffROL
Imai i IMa i_'0_ / VCLT_GE The ,t,,dv of opticalresonator:nodes,reportedprevi-+ o,a_iy in _.PS 37-29 and 37-30, Vol. IV. has been eom_ ,
" 2i_. " _ pieted. The purpose ,','as to find the shape frequency, (
gQ2 l g(l_ and output coupling of _he normal modes of an opti_al l
' ] resonator :,nnsisting of two qlted plane miirors. The
L______(._-.--.4-----..)p_ pertine_,t Inodes are thin fringes, close to the pair of
opD>.,ing mirror edges, that are spread farther a,part by
C.OO,uf o0ol M the tilt. This resonator is espec;"l!v suited fur hatereept-
Fig. 8. Voltage-'luna:Me paralleI-T filler big a molecular beam with optica, gain ra tire far infrared
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and fol [),t)%idintr, an oscillatton with ot,_put coupli:}g, in to an accur,,c_ ot _2_ fo: n - 0. l. and :2. To this ae-
the fJr:n ._f radiation, which spills ow.r q)e edge (;f the curacy. G is independent of n.
si,,)rter mirror.
"I'_plcal amplitude distributiovs for "I"LM,, modes were
l'rexious studies found the !owe_z orde: .,lo(.h's. i.e.. show, in the earlier reports. As examples of higher order
TEM . for tilt angles Ivqvir:.,2 frt:,n 3 to 2C{ net gain modes. }':gs. 10 and 11 show the amplitudt" distribntions
pcl 1,,_._ .j :-t-ath ,,:t-ill,d_c.;_ t},_ sh.:)kl. This ga,n require- I" (Y_'Iifor the third mode (TE.M_ _.with fl : !o : :rod !o
ment i._Oae sam,..::; tile percentage of Dower ti-at leaves
the resonah,r pe} pass between mirrors. Now. ,vitll the i2; _ _ ....... [
aid of an impro;ed computer program, there ha_e heen [ I , i i
found all of the first thro_ modes for eigl;t values of I _ !
;_ :-" tl(', A)'-" '')=-I'llirror sepai_tiG,,,, ._ tilt angle, IO _.! ---_. ---_-- '._--/ _ ,•\ = _ave!ength) a.,ySng from 10-' to I0 ' The TEM, i i --_
and TEM. modes have gains only very :;!igl,tl:. higi,er [ [ ] \ ' ; '
" _ol ! ,.-- I I \ ;
tha:, the TEM.. The more inters'sting results are mode u_'F_ j- t--7" '-------t--_,---_---_----, -- i
sh'.,pesan_lfreq'dellcvshifts. AscoHldbel..xpecte(Lthe _ _!_./!_
• _ _ _ ! 1
IE\l: ,nod,: has two hright lringes that straddle the posi- ._ _ ____
tion of the _ingle TEM.. fringe. Sin,ilarly, the TEM-. node _ __s .....
has three fringes that straddle thosc of th,- TEMp. !n all
casts there a._. man- small intensity maxima f, rther
diffraction from the ,:dge (side !obe:j i ' i '. h •
L-_I ' : ......To descl:l)e the fr,.'qtn::,.,-v shifts, it is convenient to 02 __. I '_
(-,,,-Ader.. an imaginary.. t:z.:asver,;e mode that corresponds ,[ ; ,_ _._)_ . ,
to the hmitir, g n_vs of geometric :q)tics which to_ch the o[ i
(mt,)t,t <dge of the sh,wter mirror, bounce off tl.e l.anzer o o! o.2 0.3 0.4 o.5 0.6
"_.,,rror at m,nna! inddep.ce, and then return to the out-
• oJ.edge. "|'be various h)ngitudinal modes that _s!low this Y
r,,v would have fre:_lueneies that are multiph s of c 2b. Fig. 10. Amplitude distrihot:on of IEM., mode with
tlw r,.'ciprocal t:f the tinge a light pulse rec.uircs for a fl = 1.00 ;,( 10-% G - 1 = 3._ */., 8 = -- 0.064 rad
rmmd trip. The freq_:encies of real modv_ will be referred
to this value. They are all slightly higher sin_,e real fringes _,zs ; "r : ;
occupy a firatc width back from the edge where the !
spacing het,v,,-, mtrrors is slightly less. _'he frequency I I I
d_ift fer each m(xle is giwm by _oo k-------_. ------4---_v---! :- ........
.af 2t) 2,-. ' o.r_ -- -----7 .......
transs.crse mode is propagated through one round trip o._ _.........
,,:. tit ,'en mirrors by means ('_ the standard integral of
Hnvge,.-Fresnel scalar diffraction theory. The frcquencv
... .
shift Of i)'l ["",_ 1110(1(' is St) 1)rOxinlately describ,?f] 1)_.' the oz._ _-_'----- '_ ---4-_-_
t'mpffieal fortmd : ! t !.R I LL,!v, k•", m.; _o0.3)(n + 1) ;'4 ' _''--(d.%)_;T4-_-n:-2_-) o _ ,,0 0.5 IO 15 20 25 30 35
h,r small n (say 0 to 3) and for tl., rang,: '0 - _ fl-_:"10 '. Y ,_
The threshokt gains fit the empirica_ %rm Fig. 11. _kmplitude di_trlhution of TEM= mnat with
(G - 1) (lC_'l;) _300fl 4- 700,o /s -- 1.0C X 10 -_, G -- 1 = 39.9%. 8 = 2.44 rad
,_
:- 255 _,
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30
I 3 4 5 6 7 8 I0
=ooB
Fig. 12. (G -- 11/t 4 as a function of B for cal..ulating required gain
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As before, y = 2tax A. a dinlensionless measure of dis- tht graphs of I,l, (y)l, and estimated their maxima.
tanee from the mirror's edge. These two modes ha;w Fig. 14 also gives ttle extent of appreciable power in the
threshold gain requirements of 3 and 40_. re.',peetively, modes in the form of a quantity czdled tile "'i_}tercept."
All gains and frequency shifts as functions of fl arc su:n- In all cases, it happens th.-.t the trailing edge of the inner-
marized in Figs. 12 and 13 which are plots of (G -- 11 /3 most fringe is ahnnst linear (with fine structure) on an
and (_ 4 4 8) (n -:- D, respectively. The shat_'s of modes amplih_de plot of l'l, (y) I (quadlatie intensity drop-off).
are summarized in Fig. i4 which gives pusitiu,ts uf the The intcrce],f is the point where a straight-edge 6t to this
centers of ti_e main fringes of the three mod_.-_ as o time- slope intercepts the y axis.
tion of ft. Scatter of points represents lack of plecisio_; in
defining the quantities plotted, not the accuracy of solu- The .':ucc'essful computer progran'- is a slight modifica-
tion of the eigenvalue problem. The positions are given tion ,.ff the interference method discussed in SPS 37-.30.
in units of yfl-E. = 2.=a':'.t hb '_x, beca,ls._ tile pos!tions are Vol. IV. Tile mathen,atical procedure corresponds to a
ap#roximately stationary when express,.d in this modified
dimensionless form. The positions pAulted are not the %Vlley Bunton of JPL programmed th& problem for the IBM
maxima of Iq, (:i)[, since this function is complicated by 7090, and mod'fied the l)rOg_;ull for the various cxmvergence
fi_,e strueturt. ;nstead, _te sketched smooth curve3 over tech_:iques.
] ' : ?
,.
5 _.-.,__Oz_-:__ • ' ....0"-_ F.....
6 0 I
.-.o------'----- .z FOaTEUo___D ..... 4----4
9 : ?l
I
; FOR TEM_ i , I
I 2 3 4 ,_ 6 7 S 9 i0 "
_oep
Fig. 14. Principal f_i._,gepositions I,iolid linesl _nel _rlter¢_pts Id_shed linesl to_ TEM,,,TI:_, _nd TEM. modes _$
fon¢lion of fl; I -= int_,'cepl; Y..,., -: position _f successive inten$it_ moxim_
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t_ .,"" ;" -. ..,a,,,Pl,, ii
simple physical idea. Light extracted from one a_irror is D. A nte n n a s {o r Sp u ce
superimposed upon light extracted one round trip later
(time 22_/c), but with a phase shift introduced so that a Communicot;ons
troublesome mode is eliminated by destructive interfer-
ence, leaving only the desired mode• A. Ludwig
I. Gain Loss Calculations
Formally, a round trip ot the light corresponds to one
iteration of the basic integral equa_on for light diffrac- a. Summary. The change rate of gain loss due to phase
errors with respect to frequency is investigated as a func-
tio:l from the mirror: tion of total gain loss. Upper limits on this slope are pre-
dicted and related to physical deformations in the system.
_ K (y, s) ,I,, (s) ds = A,I,i_ 1, (1) b. A',,ahjds. The gain efficiency of a radiating aperture-
.tyro antenna .is, ,in general, a function of frequency. This
whereK=expj[_(y_s)+_ _] depel,,lonee can arise due to the amplitude distribution• over the system varying with frequency, or beeaus_ of
physical deformations which generally have a more
severe effect as frequeacy increases. An interesting ques-
When a normal mode is found, ,I,, = ,I,,_,, and A is the tion concerns the rate at which loss may vary with fre-
complex eigenvalue which gives G and 8 the required quency. Usually phase effects will predominate, and we
gain and frequency shifts (in units of c/2b) of the mode: will consider this component of loss only.
(8)v_r3 Consider a radiating system which has a resultant
A = GeJ------F (2) phase at the point of maximum gain of a deg. Assume
that there is some effect which causes a certain percentage
of energy to change phase with respect to the remainder
Now consider the (open-ended) integral operator of the energy, by an angle B (Fig. 15). The resultant am-
plitude r is given by
When A'= A,, the eigenvah, e of the ntli mode, this
operator gives zero when it operates on the nth eigen-
functio_l ,I%. Therefore, we used it as an annihilation
operator with various values of A' to eliminate trouble-
some modes from an arbitrary function. The resulting
function then became the starting function for the normal i o
iterative process Eq. (1). For example, in finding a TEM._
mode tim annihilation operator was applied with three Fig. 15. Effect of phase ,trot
v_.lues of A', namely the eigenvalues of the TEM,. TEM,,
and TEM_ modes. Higher modes decayed rapidly upon The lass in decibels with respect to the in-phase condi-
iterating Eq. (1) because there was hot room for all tion B = 0 is given by
their fringes to fit on the range of integration (corresponds
to a strip mirror of restricted width). Of course, tim a2 + 2abcosfl + b2-
eigenvalues were not known exactly, especially the TEM._ L = 10 logto a_ + 2ab + b _ db (9)
values that were beyond the scope of the program. Never-
and
theless, reasonable guesses could be made from the
semisuccessful programs discussed previously, and by bL 2absinB
extrapolation. Where there was considerable doubt, the _-'_ = -4'3429a_ + 2abcos/3 + b_ db/rad. (3)
annihibtion operator became a "suppression" operator
and was applied repeatedly tmtil the undesired modes Values of dL/8[3 versus L ar,_ shown in Fig. 16 for v._ous i-
were reduced by factors of 10 -'_to 10-', values of b and/_ where the restriction a* + b 2 = 1 has
nn i _ ",,,,,,_ ---,,-,mum ,, ,,, _,m,j_ n I _ _ P
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been imposed. It is .seen that there is a limit on 7L/2f3 for c. Multimode horn study. Multimode ho.n research is
a given loss, corresponding to the worst-case cumbi_lation concerned primarily with: ¢1) the determination of maxi-
of b and ft. Thus, for exalnple, a system with a 1-db mtm_ performance potentially available from multimode
1,oss relative to zero pha_e loss car, not vary more than feedllorns, and (2)the ,-alization of this performance.
21,'idb. rad change in/3.
The question of optimum perfmmance may also B,:
Suppose that physically tl:e phase error is caused l)v a approactwd usin_ spherical _ ave theory. It can be shown
path-length error of X in. between one portion of the that the maximum order, N, of spherical wav(, which may
energy and th-" remainder of the energy. Then eminate from a given object which can be enclosed in a
sphere of radius R, is given by N < kR where k is the
X 2.-rX free-space propagation constant (SPS 37-24, Vol. IV,
/3= 2_7 - _'t _4)
-- c pp. 150-154). Fig. 18 is a plot ot the maximdm effi(.iency
available from this limited number of spherical waves
?L _ ?/3 ?L __2r.X 7L (5) versus D/X, tim diameter of the obicct in free-space wave-
?[ _"[ ?/3 c ;fi lengths. It is seen that '.'t is theoretically impossible to
reach 100_ efficiency with a feed system of any type, of
_L X ?:L finite size (with the assumption ()f N < kR). The comhi-
f _ = 2_. -- -- (6)?'[3" nations of spherical modes yieldb:g maxi'mum efficiency
for au i!lumination edge half angle of 15 deg are show1,
Fig. 17 shows [(SL _'[) v_'-_us L foc various values of X ,_. in Fig. 19 for N = 15 and N = 25, corresponding to
The value of Fig. 17 is the ability t9 determine m.nh,n]:r_ D ,_ of 4 7 and 8.0, respectively.
physical errors which must be preseot to produce a given
slope [(_L ?/) at a given loss L. For example, lhree 100
points have been plotted from a 22-Gc gain calculation
(SPS 37-33, Vol. III, p. 69). The two points at 1 5- and
3-db loss are theoretical, based on a surface with a full 9o
r
p_th length erior of 0.052 and 0.080 in. RMS dcx iation [ I
from a 1)erfect paraboloid, respectively. The minixmnn 8o .... L__ ___J_____
physical error predicted from Fig. 17 is 0.10 and 0.12 in., iS-deg ILLUMINATION
respectively. This relates ,,veil to the assumed RMS since _ EDGEANGLE
to produce a RMS of 0.052 in. The third pullet is based on )-"
experimental data, and indicates a minimum error of u
_ 60
0.41 in. in'the system. ___ 60-deg ILLUMINATON
• LI_
EDGEANGLF5o
= { i2. Antenna Feed Research _ I I
a. Summary. The theoretical limits on the perf(mnance _ 4o ..... 1 _----
of multimode feed horns are investigated, an(l the cur- __ ! :.
rent state-of-the-art in experimentally realized multimode -
hoIlt patterns is presented, so
b. Introduction. The performance of a pacaboh)idal an- 2o
tenna is quite sensitive to the ilhmnnation provided by
the antenna feed systt m. Feed eflqcicncy is conventionally
_o
defined as the ratio of gain provided I)y the given system
to the gain if the at)ertdrc were tmiformly ilhnninate(t.
A major purpose of antenna feed research is to increase o ]0 2 4 6 8 I0 |2
feed efficiency, thereby i_erea_ing the gair_ of a giw'n FEEDSYSTEMDIAMETER,wavelength1
antenna. Ol,e approach to this end is the multimode horn, t
a feedhorn utilizing the radiation [,_atterns of higher order Fig, 18. Theoretical limitation on efficiency versus f
wavcguide modes (SI'S 37-19, Vol. IV, pp. 190-196). feed system diameter
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I0 N=I5 (-_//X_471 N=25 (O/X_ 8.0) .
o ;
+ /•_ -'°I0- !WI-
_ -2oJ
-30
30 60 90 0 30 60 90
ILLUMINATION ANGLE, dog
iiiFig. 19. Sphericol wove functions; best N-term fit to uniform " .dm,notlon
-- E-PLANE
¢_ -IG! ,
"_ _ ":_._.....
-3_-.. _ ..... ,\
',I, I , ia' 'P' !Li ',, ^
0 30 60 t_O 0 _ 60 !lO 0 30 60 90
I',L,UMINATION ANGLE, deo
Fig, 20, Optimum theoreticot pot'tems_multimode _,oni¢ol horn
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To determine maximum performance available from Tile optimum two-mode pattern elosely resemhles the
multimode horns, linear combinations of radiation pat- pattern of the dual-mode horn cunently in use as a JPL
terns of _/lindrical waveguide modes, for D. ,_ apertures feed (Ref. 7).
of 4.7 and 8.4, were inpot to a computer program which
(letermines efficiency (SPS .137-26,Vol. IV, pp. 2ffL208). Realization of good tluee- and four rood(; horn patterns
The combinations were then emp;_ieally optimized. Opti- has been the subject cf research effort for some time. A
mum two-, three-, and four-mode patterns are shown in tri-mode horn with good eflqeiency has l,cen previo,_.ly
Fig. 20. The resemblance between the spherical:Lode and realized, (SPS 37-26, Vol. IV, pp. 207-208) hut -_ ,
multimode hot,, dual- and four-mode optimum p,,tterns efficiency maximizing at an dh,mim.'ion angle of 24 (a--.¢,.'
is q.tite st,'iking, and illustrates the fact that a multih_ode ranch too wide for ]PL Cassegrainia:_ systems. ,mcentJ,
horn is an excellent means of realizing the theoret:.r'al a four-mode born with good patten_s has been obtaine'.:l.
maximun-,s predicted by spherical wave theory. Fig. 21 shows the four-mode horn amplitude and phase
I 'i I J7
e_o \r 1
,o J"" "--- /
i \ /\ I ./\ I
_; \\ /
-J I _. L I I "
-.---- --- ____J_" H-PLANE
o.... 7- ---_--=---" ::_'vQ.
_O
-4o I [ , I -- ,
30 24 18 12 0 6 la 18 24 30.
D,A
-I0 .......... l
.", -H-PLANE
'_ _ -_ - PLANE
!i t ' "
_ -_o ....... 1 -----+ .... +
I I 1i
180 150 I:>0 90 60 30 0 30 6"} 90 120 150 IgO
ILLUMINATION ANGLE, dig
:: Fig. 21. Four-mode horn, experimeatal amplitude and phase patterns
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Fig. 22. Four-mode theoretical optimum pattern compared to exper/mental poffem
patterns, and Fig. 22 shows a superposition of the realized if the phase patterns of the horns were uni/ornl. Fig. 24
four-mode pattern and the optimum (calculated) four- shows the efficiency after s(-_ttered patterns fron, the
mode pattern. The only appreciable difference between hyperboloid have been calculated us,;ng a JPL-developed
the realized and the optimum pattern lies in the spillover computer program (3el. 8). Vertex blockage loss has been
-- region. Unfortunately this difference is enough to cut the included in the _alues given in Fig. 2.4 based on the JPL
e_eieney to the point where the usefulness of the horn Advanced Antenna System design. It is seen from this
is debatable; the broadened pattern would require a sub- figure that the four-mode horn provides an increase in
reflector subtending a 17-deg half-illumination angle, efl2ciency of approximately 4'g over the du_l-mode horn.
whereas the current JPL systems _utilize a 14t/-,-deg sub- Because of the high cost of large parabo|oidal antennas,
i reflector. Effoi_s to narrow the pattern by the usual means a 4_g increase in et/icien(.y may nut be economically in-
_- of increasing the horn aperture size have been unsuccess- significant. The physical cop.figuratioP, used to produce
"! ful. Apparently the phase error across the aperture is so the patterns shown in Fig. 21 is sho_vn in Fig. 9-,5.The
severe at this size that increasing the aperture causes existing model works at 9550 Me. It Js empirically known
f more broadening due to phase error than narrowing due that this design is narrow band (about 50 Mc) and very
: to the larger size. The same aperture phase _rror is almost sensitive to the physical configuration.
certainly also the cause of the increased spillover.
: It is felt that the four-mode patterns might be improved
Fig. 23 summarizes the effieieneies of the patterns dis- by extending the horn with a length of cylindrical secti,,n
cussed so far. Patrerns are evaluated on the basis of of the end of the horn, thus pr(-'sum_.;fl', reducing the
optical reflection from a hyperboloidal subreflector with phase error across the aperture, tlo,veve:-, this will also
approx.imately a 15-deg edge angle. The tri-mode horn affect relative mode amplitudes and phasing, probably re-
was sealed from a $4-deg angle to a 15-deg edge angle, quiring readjustmt,lt of the mode generating sections.
It is now clear that this scaling is not easy to achieve in
practice, and pattern degradation d(_es occur due to in- In any case, aa al._solute upper limit on the perforni-
creased apertt,re phase error. Therefore the values given ante which could be obtained in this manner is that of
for the tri-mode are artificially high. The dashed areas the optimum four-mode horn, at)out 10_ better than the
1 above the tri- and four-mode horns represent effici_'ney existing dual-mode horn. A reali:_tic limit, taking into•
.q
! zs4
4
M • , I ! li_ I: ' i i I, I
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Fig. 25. Four-made ham physical canfiguration
tl. Conc_._n. Upper limits on pezformanc, e potel,tially pote,tially ideal. A four-mode horn pattern has been
available from muitimode horns have been defi.',ed, it experimentally reali:'._<! yielding an eflkiency 45 above
has bee,, show,l that the_e pen"orman_, maxima approach die best existing JPl. feed and 7g below the theoretically
very elosely theoretical limits for any type of fe_cl de,4ee optimum pattern. It is felt that an additaol_al 45 might
of the same size, showing that eoni_,l feedhurns are be obtained with further rescatch effort.
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XXlV. Communications Systems Research:
Mathematical Research
"1165-32464
A, Hadamard Mcltricesof 2.Oescrimio,oftherhre_Clos,_s
Order 20 There are exactly three dist;uct classes o_f Hadamard
matrice_ of order 20, if matrices equivalent under permu-
M. Hail, Jr3 tat'_'t;_ of rows or columns or change of sign of rows or
columns are considered in the same class. These three
1. Introduction classes are labeled class Q, class P. and class N (Figs.
la a recent summary, Baumert reviewed the conhection 1, 2, and 3).
between ttadamard matrices and orthogonal codes for
space telemetry (SPS 37-29, Voi. IV, pp. 21,3--214). It is Class Q contains the matr;x derivable from the quad-
useful to know how many different classes of these matri- ratic residues modulo 19. Clr.ss P conic_ins the matrix
ces of given order there are; class refers to permutation which can be constructed flora GF(9) as "_special case of
of rows and columns, and changing the sign of entire Paley's general constructio:_ (Ref. 1) for orders 2(1 + p'),
zows and columns. These transformations leave the code :',here p" is a pri:ne pov er and p" -=- 1 (mod 4). The
unchanged for the purposes of error probability, but matrix of order 20 constzucted by Williamson in Ref. 2
they can change the self-synchronizing properties. Thus, is also in this class. Cla,s N is a new class not previously
the best self-synchronizing ortho_onal cod,_ of given order known. Each of the tlarec classes possesses a symmetric
can be more easily found if the equivalence classes are representative, and so each is its own transpose class.
known. This discussion describes the v.ork done to show
that there are exactly 3 classes of Hadamard matrices of "
size 20. The classes are found explicitly. 3. Seorr.h Pretc, dures
1At the California institute of Technology, performing work sup- The searcJ', for all Ha',iamard mataices of order 20 is
ported by the Jet PropulsionLaboratory. greatly .acJatated by the fact that it can be shown that t
t
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l -_ 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1_ IZ 1_ 14 15 16 17 18 19 ZO l Z 3 4 o 7 8 9 10 |t IZ 13 14 :? 16 17 18 19 ZU
1 1 1 1 1 _-_ / l 1 1 1 1 I l 1 1 1 1 [ l 1 t 1
-_ ) [1 1 1 1 1 1 1 .... [ ...... 2 1 ] 1 1 : 1 l 1
,,111 ! l 1 - - - i I 1 l l ]
4"1 .... l l ! t I ! I I .... -ll l l l [ -[ l
- 1 [ 1 l I , .... 1 I 6 - I - - I 1 I _ - ! I - - t 1 - - I I
8 I - - - l I 1 I - I I I I
_oll - - L i i - i ll I 1 l l lo]- - i i - lj] , - : l J 1 ll1 | - l 1 l 1 I I - 1 1 - 1 l 11 1 . I . . I l | ! 1
15 - i J - - l l - [ t l - l l 15 -j_. - -, . 1 l 1 l l l 1
1 - - l 1 I - ! - 1 1 - I ; 17 - - 1 1 - l ! 1 ! 1 1 1
I 1 1 1 I 1 | l
.... 18 - - - I I -. I I - I I I ] I !
l-i-]l-I I 1 1 I ! 19 - I I - - - I l l I i ]
I l l l l l l 20L__J I I L_-j- l l I 1 1 l l
Fig. 1. Class Q Fig. 2. Class P
ff any three rows are put into the standard form: _ -, 3 ( 5 6 7 _ 9 :0 . _z _3 _4 t5 _6 _7 _8 :_ z0
(writing - for -l as a convenience) _z , , , _ , , ,_-_ , , , l_ _ , , z
Z I 1 I 1 1 1 l 1 .........
11 1 1 1 111 1 1 (1) 4 ..... 11 l I I
ii111 I1!11 5 I - - - Ill l - - 1 l - -
6 - 1 - - 1 t . . l 1 - - _ 1 1
7 - = 1 =
1 1 ° i
then there is exactly one more row which can be put - - t i ! _1 _ _ _
in the form, s _ _-__ __ , - - __ __ __ _1 - -
o 1 - I ' - 1 1 1
1 I _1_1-_1 _ .... (_) ,o--l,- ,.,, , , ,
along with the three rcws of (1). Also, any three of the,; H - _ - - _ _ - _ - _ _ _
four rows determines the fourth in this manner. 'I'; .. • _ " _----- ----2_ _ " i _ _ _ t13 - - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
row quadruples are very useful. The twenty rows ot .r.
14 1 1 - I 1 1 1 1
H_o break up naturally into five disjoint quadruples as
may be seen in the representatives of classes Q, P, N. _s _ _ _ " _
i 16 1 1 I l 1
) 17 1[ I l 1• 1 1 - 1 1
: This finding contrasts somewhat with Ref. 3, where it _s I - I l I I l l
• . was shown that there are five classes of Hadamerd ma- _ . _. _ _ , _ _
trices of order 16. Theoretical considerations make it plau- z0 _ _ _ _ _
,_ i sible to expect moro classes of Hadamard matrices of
-. order n when n _-_0 (mod 8) thm_ when n ---ffi-4 (mod 8). Fig. 3. Class I_'
With the four rows of (1) and (2) to begin with, it is A total of twenty-two completions of these eight row
not difficult to show that a second disjoint quadruple may starts w_re found, which inc!uded all possible matrices
be taken to form rows 5, 6, 7, 8, and that, to within equiv- to within equivalence. "l_ais was not difficuIt, but it was
alence, there are only three possible eight row starts, time c_nsuming. Showing that these were equivalent to
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one of Q, P, N and that Q, P, N are inequivalent was we can also express y_ algebraically ,as,
more difficult. This last was accomplished, by a study of
the patterns of row quadruples, under the action of known r.y,: = _ 2-' a,,k+,-t
automorphisms of these matrices. _
Such numbers always lie in the "aterval 0 _< yk < 1. ByMore details will be published in a ,IPL report.
making r a random choice, the iqitial value y, is com-
pletely r,.ndorn. But once y,, is specifed the remainder of
" the sequence (yk) is deterministic. We often find it con-
5 - venient to work with a transformed set of numbers
_ 2 4 6 5 rather than yk. Specifically, let a = {a_} be the _+_wkl-
sequence corresponding to a by a_ -'=-(- 1)a, and define
B. Further Investigation of
Random Numbers = 2-, ....
t=l
R. C. Tousworthe It is easy to verify that wk and yk are related by
1. Introductien wk = 1 - 2-" - 2yk
In Ref. 4, &e author derived a method foi the gener-
ation of ra.qdom numbers which results, on the average, Tim result contained in the work eite.q, i_ repeated, her_
in a pseudostochastic series as good as the best known for reference:
t_,day. "rhere were several conditions placed upon the
parameters of generation that were necessary to the Theorem: If {ak} is a (0, 1) binary sequence generated
analysis of the numbers produced. I_ is natural to ask by an nth degree maxi,:_d-length linear rectusion rela-
if the limitations placed upon pa,'ameters are necessary tion modulo 2. if re,- (q, 2" - 1) = 1 and q > L,
to the production of good sequences of random numbers yk = O. akq-_ ak.-.. "'" a_,_-_is the binary expansion of a real
or are they merely needed to effect an algebraic analysis, positive nu,nber in the interval [ 0, 1), and if t,.'_is a real
This article analyzes this question, and ;eaches the con- number in the interval (--1, +1) related to yk by
cltision that ff the parameters are not limited as specified,
:c_ = 1 - 2yk - 2 -L, then averaged over all possible
the degree of randomness in the generated sequence is
degraded, sometimes to a very high degree. (assumed equally likely) initial values y. (or wo),
(1) The mean v_lue t_ of the sequence {wk)
2. Random Numbers Generated by Linear o-,
Recurrence Modulo 2 t, = -o-. _1_.- 2-'_"__.. 0
" \1 - 2--/
Let a =: {ak} be the (0, 1) sequence generated by an '-_
nth-degree maximal length linear recurrence relation and variance a:
modulo (rood) 2, as described in Ref. "4, and define a set
1 ,_ , F l/1 - 2-_L'_ (1 -- 2-L) ' _
of numbers of the form _'-'= -_- + 2-' L-_,_ ) 1 -- 2-" }_
y_. = O. aqk+,-_aqk+,-..,"' a,:, ,-n. (base 2)
\l-e-,,]j 3
where r is a randomly chosen integer, 0 _ r < 2" - 1,
(2) The sample autocorrelatiel, function, defined by
Physically, the sequence {ak} can he .viewed as an in-
finite stream of O's and l's, and the y_ are generated by ^ 1 _-_ _..
R(_t) =- ]. W_ tCk+m
taking L tuples ,every q di_ts, as • " _ _:_ _,
I*--L =:4-->[ I+- q = 6----_1 has as its mean vah, e R(m), given by I!
...0 1 1 0 : 011010 0010011... i,
"_,--'_ _" _ R(m) = -2-" i/1 - 2-L'_ ,_ 0 i
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for nonzer,, integral values of [ m [ less than over all initial start'ag values Yo (or wo) of the sequence.
(p - L)/q. The variance of R(m) about R(m) is For convenience, s,_'tp = 2" - 1.
bounded by 1 .v t, ,',
^ 1 1 R(m) =E I'R(m)] = p-_ _ _ _, 2 -"+u'1[ ] ......var [R(I_,)] < 1 7L (211 _l.i-i_/. .-_- p-1
_ Olqk_r-t (lq(k+ni)+r-u
(3) Thc relative numLer of times T that y_ falls in the ,_0
interval for which the first d positions of the binary _ _"= Eo-(t* u)
expansion are fixed, i.e., a neighborhood of length t:t ._:_
2 -e in the interval [ 0. 1), has mean value
>,, GLP,-__ra:._.+,,,j
[f] [ 1 -1T = E = Z_ 1 + (2.- l- --Z] and so far, no restriction has been placed on q, L, and n.
One of the fundamental properties of a maximal-length
1 ](1--_) _- 2-e linear sequence a is+_[g(o)-_ F
for any number N of points y_. The variance of T 1 _-I ( + 1 if v _ 0 (mod p)
is bounded by t'_"_ a_ a ...... t 1
.... v _ 0/mod p)
p
var[,_] <_II__ 1 1[1 2 1 1' (2 _ - 1----_ _ -t- (2 . 1--'-__ 4.-'_ Thus, in the equation for Rim), the last um can be
replaced by unity whenever qm + t - u _-- 0 (mod p)
(4) The relative number of times T that (yk, Yk-12, """, and by - 1/?: otherwise. For a particular fixed m, there
b'k-z.) falls in the interval of the unit M-cube for is at most one pa_; (t, u) such that qm + t - u -_ 0 (m,d
which the first d, positions of the binary expansion p), and because u, t < L < p, it is po;sible that no t
of yk+h is fixed, i,c., in a 2e, X 2 -e_-X "'" X 2-a._ or u satisfies the condition. We are interested primarily
interval in the unit M-cube, has as a mean value in the first "few" values of m, so let us restrict our atten-
tion to m <__(p - L)/q (which is ordinarily quite a large
( 1 ) number anyway). In this case the bracketed sum in R(m)T=E(_')=2-ca, +.... %)\l-k_,. is lonlywhen m > 1 and u - t = qm < L - 1, so
_ 1 < m <__(L - 1)/q. As a consequence, when q > L the
. 2___1(._0)._.__}/,,/l\ _ 2-(a,+'C-+" ...e_ bracketed sum is never 1, ancl the first pate of 2 in the\-- /
theorem res, dts. However, in the case L _- q there may
for' any number N of points (yk, Y_-t2,'"" Y*-Iu), be values of u and t such tLat the bracketed sum is 1,
provided 0 < 12 < "" < I, < n/q - 1. The and this results in the general formulation
variance of T is then bounded by (1 o-r,.L-,o,,)] L
[_] 1 [1 _1 [ i ] I R(m)= t:[2-q .... _ -k, if l< m<var < -_- -_. -k 1 + _-_--]- _ 4--N- if m > Lqi
" where i el< 2/p. This result is general_ and does not
. ¢i 8. ¢,orrelatian Prop6rties depend on any relation hetween q, L, and n. [But m _<
_:_I It is quite eas) to verify that part 1 of the theorem (p - L)lp].
"" almve follows even if q is aot relatively prime to 2_ - 1,
rvgardless of the valne of q and L. However, the other The sample autocorrelation function is a function of r
._ three resu!ts of the theo,,'em do depend on the relations and is itself a random process; its mean-squared calue
betwecf_ q, L, and n. for m _ 0 is
Consider first R(m), the sample autocorre]ation func- E[lq_(m)] = _ _ _._ _2 -('+_+"_) _,,,,is
tion. Its mean value/:_(m) is obtained by averaging i2(m) t..... , , , s-,
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where/_t,,i, is defined by which is to follow. We. shall count the relative number
of times the M-tuple y = (ya, Yk-c., '", Y_-IM) lies in an
m,,i; = _ _ar.kq-t _r_,_......_-,, a,,.__, a,n,,,,,_ ; arbitrary given 2 -'/, X '" X 2-'_.,_interval. Let the initial
r _} 0.(_ _2 ...k=, _=, positions :- the binary expansion of yk_ be ' '
1 G,,Z, e_ifori - 1, 2, ..', ;;l, where eaeh d, .< L. Whenever
"= N---Th=_2"Ll', q(1. I; ,) < d;,. the numbers yk-tj and yA_b+i have an
1 V_.2, 1 _ cerlap- t..:t is, the fir.;t dj - (lj - 1j_,) = b_ binary
cannot be equidisiributit.n in this case, and in fact, the
The latter two terms in the product are, by the cycle distributiJn is nonzero only in those intervals such that
-' , " is thes,'une as _ ... Jand add property of maximum-length linear sequences, (e'_, __., ." tbj,) (e,,__b,, , e,0. *
1 By same q(lj - lj_,) > ttj for all i and j,
if i i + mq (rood P) the token. if
ct.q t-k).t-_ ct-.,.t.k,;,,,,_.t , ( a"W-h)*"'-' otherwise and if, in addition, ql _f + d,_r< n, equidistribution does
result. (See Ref. 4). "
in which v... depends only upon t, i, j, and m. The entire
product takes the value unity in only two cases: (1) both The remaining case that we must consider is that for
u_t-Fmq (rood p) and i_i-_-mq (rood p), or (2) which q(l_- l,_;) >_ d_ for all i and j, butqc_+du>n
_:_a__v... + q(l - k) (rood p). In the t_rst case, _,_ = 1; In the remainder of this section we shall assume that this II
in the second, assuming that (1) is not also in effect, there is the case.
are at most (q, p) values of k tot each I which satisfy the
conditions. So t*,,,,_ is bounded bv
Define a Boolean function g(x) = t.-,rH'Xx,".', Xl_q+dll) as
_. < (-_------_)-- follows:
i
--_ if Xliq+_ = e_
We can separate the summing process for E[R:(m)_] g(x)= fori = L'_,'" Mandi= 1,z, ...,d,
into two parts: over those (t, u, i, j) giving (1) above and
the remainder. This produces the boand 4-I otherwise
If we let the Boolean function variables be
[ti.-'(m)] < [a(.,) - ,]_ + 6",'._')_N
:Xt _ aqk+r-t "
By this, it is easy t,- see that the variance of our samp_.e then -/e = g(x) = - 1 whenever y ties in the proper inter-
•toeorrelation function is val; otherwise ,/a =: g(x) = 1.
var[R(m)] <. (-q_----_)+ e_ The relatwe number of times T tbat an M-tuple y falls :"
in the specified interval is thus
The wdue of ] _-] is less than 2/p and, for practical pur- ::
poses, can be neglected. _ = 1 F., _ _ 1 _4
4. Distribution Properties We eau use the transformed equation (Fef. 4) to ex-
Carefully following the proof in Ref. 4, part 8 of the press -/a
theorem follows fer every d < L < n without restriction ",
on q. Thus, the numbers w_ (or y_) are "white" and uni- "/_ = _ G(_) av._.: .-. a %(,,d._qk+r-ql y-dt:
formly distributed. * By the cycle-and-add property, products in the summand
Now wo cmMder the distribution of (y_, y_.=..,,""", y_.-=_) are
f ql_+dM
-vhere we order 0 < l_ <l: < lu for convenience. Part I iff(x) divides _ stx _4 of the theerem states that these numbers lie uniformly _, .'q_.a_
distributed on the M-cube when q(l_t + 1) _< n and a q .c_ ,._.4,, i a'+'(') otherwise." q > L. Let us relax these constraints for the treatment !
.!
1 =7_ '
" , . _'_:D_- e
_;,_. *4.._,G:.... _.-._,;:_'_-,_ "i",.:_'_-_'_r__'_.'.:._-,:'.,-_.-:
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i
q Ill+rill ]1Now ifwe denote S = s; f(x)d_-cides _ s_x_ , as some of these are relaxed, one can conclude thei_t _ following:
we have the result (1) If (q, p) _ 1, only part 4 of the theorem is affected,
Yt = _ C(s) + _C(s) %t .... _,, and this ordy to the extent
s£$ s£_
(q__) 4
_e erwtedvalueof_ isnow vat[_(m)] < _ + _, wh'_re[S] < p'-V
T = E -----_ ,._ I l(2) Generally, for I _< .Im ] ..I P- L
- o o 1 + c(s) + g(O;
R(m)=
of course, 0 is always in S. Excluding this element, m "> L
, --q
, S' = S- {0}; andusingC(0) = 1-_1-'_,+_++d.,.
9
- ½ " thI,I<=. Inadao , abevehol .
Thtls, the relat_"e frequenq_ T depends on the interval (3) The distribution is not uniformly distributed unless
: bei:lg tested [i.e., the choice of g(x)], so the distribution qlx + dy <_ n and q(l i - lj-_) >_ d, for all i, j. In
is not necessarily uniform, fact, the distribution lies conceatrated in intervp_.
ei ...
• _. such that (e', e_ ,-", e_,,;_ = ( j..,,., , e_,) when-
ever the latter condition fails. If only the formel
5. Conclusions condition fails, ,-{istributi6n depends u,,.mn which
_: In order that all the restdts of the theorem be true it is interval we scrutinize and which polynomial f(x)
i necessary that all the stated hypotheses be true. However, generates {a_}.
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XXV. Communications Systems Research:
Information Processing
A. Onto Finite State ac o there is a finite collection S of states, a finite inout alphabet
A and output alphabet B. Also defined are two functions,
E. C. Posner ,_ and g,,_vhieh yield respectively the output symbol and
next state for the given input symbol and present state.
This article continues the discussion ,m finite state The fun,__tions4, and 4/can also be thought of as being
machines previously reported in SPS 87-32, Vol. IV, defined on all input sequences of given length n, in the
pp. '9_%'2.59.Here onto machines are considered, that is, sense that 4, and q, give respectively the output sequence
machines that have every output sequence arise from and the final state for a given input sequence and initial
some input sequence. It is shown that if eve_ output state.
sequence ,arises from at most a bounded number of input
sequences, then the machine is onto; th'_"converse is due In this article, A _ilI be taken equal to B; that is, the
to D. Blackwell. input and output alphabets are the same. Usually in appli-
cations A and B are the set {0, 1}, although this assump-
tion is not needed here. Another case of interest in the
1. Introduction DSN is when A = B and has 3'._elements, the 32 teletype
A finite ctatc machine i_ defined as an abstraction of characters. Cases in which A a:ad B do not have the same
the behavio- ,,_, digital machine such as might be found number of elements can arise in -coding theory, where B is
ih tb.: Deep Space Network (DSN) C,r signal generation a set of codewords which mad' be smaller than a set of
al',d processing. The key part of the definition of a finite received words.
state machine is that the machine can read the input tape
in one direction only, and it produces an output which is
2. Irreducibility; no longer available to the machine. Thus a finite state
! machil_e is more specialized than a "general purpose corn- The concept of an irreducible machine is needed. A
puter," and yet the concept includes many types of "stored finite state machine is called irreducible if and only if
[ program controllers" used throughout the DSIF. given two states there is an input of some length which
J " sends th.efirst state as initialstate onto the second as final
r
: The rigorous abstract definition of a finite state machine state; this langnage isborrowed from the theory of Markov
is _ound on p. '257 of SPS 37.32, Vol. IV. Inform,qlly, chains.
273 ._,
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D. Blaekwell (Ref. 1) proved the followieg: let M be k so large that the probability of not getting fl in k trials
an onto finite st_te.,madli,ae in wldch A -- B. Thex_ the is less than (1 - 1;q') k < e.
number of inverse images of any output sequence of any
length whatever is bounded by s -_,where s is the number But the probabilit T of _t getting/3 at least once in
of states, k ta'ials is less than the probability of there being no/3 any-
where in l]w. sequence of n symbols, where each symbol
It is easy to prove that if there is any bum:d, then the is chosen independei_tly with probabilit 3, 1/q. Hence,
bound is s -_.For if some output _ had more than s: inverse there is an n so large that the- probability 6f not having
images, then there would be tw,_ states S_ and S._.and two a B in n symbols is also les> than _. Since every sequence
distinct input sequences a_ and f_._.whose lei_gths are _he of length n in this model has the same probability., we
length of/3, such that the output sequence is B and the can make a nonprobabilistic statement: if n is sufficiently
final state is 3z ff the initial state is S, and the input is large, fewer thzn eq" of the q" sequences of length, n fa_l
either at or o..,.For there are s-"pairs (S,, S._), ,1so .,,at one of to contain the m-length sequence t, for e an arbitrary
them must occur hvice as initial and final _tates giving/3 positi-_e number, and given m.
as an output By irreducibility, a, and a._ can be extended
so as to produce the same output/3' and final state S, Now suppose tl,e class of output sequences is contained
starting from initial state S, with different inputs a_ and in the set of sequevees not containing/3; that is, let/3 not
and _. For there is an input 3' such timt 7 brings $2 to St. be an output. Then fewer than Eq" sequences of length n
Let 8be the output; then/3' =/38, ,__--- n,y, a.'.,= a_-/. are outputs. Furthermore, a given input sequence yields
at most s outputs, since there is an output for each initial
Now fhere are 2_ inputs of the form ct, a_._,...,u_,,i_=l,2, state. Since there are q" input sequences, some output
(1 < J -< l). Furthermore, all these are distinct and each sequence occurs for more than 1/se input sequences.
gives an output (/3')t when the initial state is S_. This Since e is arbitrarily small, 1/se is unbounded. Therefore,
contradicts the assumption that the size of the number of .;f the sizes of inve=se images are bounded, M is onto.
input sequences with a given output sequence is bounded. This proves the theorem.
Hence, if there is a bound for an irreducible machine,
then a bound is the square of the number of states. The upshot of this result is that for irreducible machines
in which A and B have the same number of elements.
ontc_less is equivalent to the property that the number
3. Boundedness Implies Ontoness of inverse images of any output sequence is bounded by
In this section, the converse of Blackwelrs result will s_-,the square of the number of states. If an irreducible
machine with the same input and output alphabet is
be pr._ved, desired which produces a certain output for t different
Theorem: Let M be a finite state machine in which the inputs and yet can produce any" output, then s _- (t) _.
This result m.ay be of use in machine design.input and output alphabets are identical. Let M be ir- r -., _ ,. -- °
reducible. Then if the size of the set of input sequences
producing a given output sequenee is bounded, the N 6 5- 3 2 4 6 7 ..
machine is onto.
Proof: Let the size of the alphabet be q, which clearly
may be assumed gt,,atcr than 1. Let/3 be an m-tuple not
the output starting from any initial state. We shall show B. Generalized Barker Sequences
that the number of seq,.,ences of length n composed of
elements of A which do not contain /3 is an arbitrarily S.W. Golomb and R. A. Scholtz t ,_ 7,1 _" _ 7small fraction of the total number of sequences n of
length n. A generalized Barker sequence is a finite sequence {a,)
of complex numbers having an absolute value 1 and pus-
This fact will be proved probabilistically. We may sessing a con'elation function C(r) satisfying the con-
suppose n is a multipie km of m, the length of/3. Consider straint ic(,)I_<1,r _- 0. Classes of transformations leaving
the random process consisting of choosing with equal"
probability 1/q = one of the q= sequences of length m. tPrepared under put'chase order 951076 with the Electrical Engi- "_
Repeat this experiment k times. Given e > 0, there is a neering Department, University of Southern California. I
2"74 _';--_'
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!C(T)[ invariant are exhibited. Constructions for general- for all r. hi particular, since ' e....... '"- ' = 1, we ha;e
ized Barker sequcnees of various lengths and alphabet i C,(r) ! = I C.,(r) [ for all r. as well as _v_ [ = [u, I by
sizes are given. Sextic Barker sequences a:-e investigated virture of E" t. (1). As a special case. if " Ur i -- 1 for all r,
and examples given for all lengtlas through thirteen. No transformatior., (1) takes a ge_:eraJized E, rker sequence
theoretical limit to the .ength .f sextic seqmmces has of length k into another generalized Barker sequence of
been found. These sequences ge_;eralize to polyphase length k.
modulated radars the binary Barker sequences used in
certain biphase modulated radars for range gating.. Further we observe that the somewhat re.ore general
_/,_'/e_'L' transformation
1. Introduction .........
r_=..e _ (:3)
A 13arker sequence (Ref. 2) is a sequence {a,} of +l"s
and - l's of some finite length k such that the correla- where a and x are any real numbers, x -_ 0, also preserves
z--_ I C_! = ! u. and I C,.(r) ! = "C,,(r) I. Finalh', the trans-
tion functioa ('(r) defined by C(r) = _ a_ a,_ satisfies •
• formation e_ = u,-_,._, which merely r,_r.ls the sequence• 1
:C(_;'= 1 for r_0. In this di._eussion consider "generalized baekwa,-ds, clearly preserves the Barker propert3", as does
Barker sequences" {a,} of finite length k, where the terms the tramformation u _ =--u * (where the asterisk again
a, are allewed to he com_.plox numbers of absolute value 1, denotes complex conjugation).
where correlation is now the Hermitian dot product
k-7"
C(r) = _-_ a,a*,, (z* denotes the complex conjugate In snmmary, there is a group of 4m-' transformations,
• , each of which t,,kes m-phase Barker sequences into m-
of z), and the same restriction 'C(r). < 1 for r =/: 0 is ira- phase Barker sequences. As generators of ttfis group, we
posed. We will exhibit a class of transformations which may take the two order-2 transfonnations of time reversal
leave the absolute valve of the correlation fimction un- and complex co_Jjugation and the two order-m trans-
altered, so that, in particular, gcneralized Barker se- formations of constant multiplication by t and progressive
quences are changed into other generalized Barker multiplication by successive powers of . where _ = e"-_'',''.
sequences. \\.e examine the effect of these transforma-
tions on the original (±1) Barker sequences and on four-
valued (-+-1, _i) Barker sequences; and then exhibi_ 3. Specific Examples
construetioos for generalized Barker sequences of a if we take m = .9 in Eq. (1) then the sequence (u,, u.,
variety of lengths and all possible alphabet size °.. Finallv, ~ "
• u.,, u,: -', uk) is changed i:,to (u,, -u.., u, -u_, '-',
we observe some very interestin_, facts about sextic (-1)h-_u_._ In particular, this transformation changes
Barker sequences, including that they have occurred for ordinary binary Barker sequences into other such _e
_. i lengths tested (i.e. for k _<_18) and could conceivably
occur for all possible sequence lengths, quences, though nothing ,'erv startling is obtained in this
way. Taking m :- 4, the sequence (u_, u.., u:,, ua, "", uk)
is changed into (u_, iu.e, --U.,, - iu_, """, F"qtx). In partieu-
,_ 2. Ba:ker-Prezerving Transformations lar, this transformation sets up a one-to-o._e correspond-
• ence between ordinm'y (binary) Barker sequences and
Let {u_} he a _Oml?lex-vahmd sequence of leng:h k. four-symbol Barker sequences (the symbols being -+- 1_h -I"
'! and let its m,tnt:c_._eianun function C,,(r) = ,S_]U,:'_'_ . We :__ i) in which real and imaginary terms alternate. This
_ correspondence is illustrated in Table 1 for binary Barker
define a new complex-valued sequence {_} of length k seqt.':nces of all known lengths. [From the results o r
as follows: Starer and Turyn (Ref. 8) there are no other binary
:_i----Z l-;arker sequences of odd length, and the possibility of
t_ = u_e '_ (1) other such sequences of even length seems quite remote.]
where m is any nonzero integer. Then we obserw', that Another description of the correspondence is that be-
the autocorrelation function C,.(r) of {v,} satisfies tween successive terms in the binary sequence there is a
. _:._ ___ _.... _ _+,_ transition of either 0 or 180 deg, while between successive
* =v_v_._ _ u,e " u*_ e ,,, terms in the alternating quaternary sequence, there is a
'=_ _-' transition of either 90 or 270 deg. We let 0-deg transitions
h.--, -...,_ -:_i_ : correspond to 90-deg transitions, while 180-deg transi-
= z_ u* u,.,e .... e-";_',, C,,(r) (2) tions correspond to 270-deg transitions, re,.pectivel_,, lr:l
t
....
.... _ •', , ,';,d"_."_._k_'l_]k_q:.,'. '*/'' _ ,ll_'i;_:'.,c•" .-i" " .'::.:" "0..... ._-_.
i_ ¢' ." .. ' ,'P .%" .,_,, ,'*.'_ ; _ ', "_ L o , ." ..,._;..._ -o_ ., _ ' "-,e.,,._-_" ._..,, :..-,_...'. .... .. :. _.'-, .
',:_ ti, : L_--_", .... , v r "--..,,&,_",.,".... .e,.,_ _. _._,• " . ".- ' ,.Z'.,-_'-¢.'-_,_,': L"-_ _'_ y. {
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t
]'able 1. Correspondence between binary and "gates in reverse order. Since reversal of order and con-
alterncting quaternary Barker sequences ju_sation of elements are both elementary symmetries
which pre,serve Barker correlation, nothing e:;s_ntially
Length k binarysequence new has been obtained. However, the transformation
with m--4 yields a very different sequence from the
1 +t original. For example, wheleas the original sequence had
2 +1, +1 one run of length 3 and two runs of length 2 each, the
a +1, +1, -1 transformed sequence has ot,e rtm of length 3 but only
4 ]-1,+1, +_, -,l one run of length 2. Also the original sequence has its
5 +L +1,+1, -,l, +1
run "_f length 3 _t the end, wl:,"rc,ts the transformed se-
z -_-_, ', 1, +,l, -I, -1, +_, -1 quence has its longest ru:a near ,'he middle.
13 -F1, -t-1, _1, -_-,l, -_,l,--1,--I, q-,l, +1, --I, -[-1,--1, 4-I
It may be mentioned ill passing that, despite its title,
ouote,.*ry So,k.,,_q,ence Ref. 5 contains no examples of qua,ernary Barker codes,
11 +1
2 -+I, +_
3 +,, +;, +i 4. General Alphabets
4 +1, +i, --1, +. L_t p = e_-_'_/_,and define Lhe alphabet A, to be the set
5 +1, +i, -I, +i, +1 {1. p, p'-',p_, • , p__}. For subsequent convenience, we
7 + l, +;, -,l, +_, -,,, 4-;, +,l also define ,7 = pl ;n-1_/_1, the lowest power of p whose
11 +1, +i, -1, +e, -1, -;, -w, +i, -!, +i, +1 phase angle is at least 180 deg.
We ask the general q,,,_'stion on the existence of Barker
sequences as follows: "For a given sequence of length k,
It is interesting to note that the quaternary alternating what are all the values of n such timt a Barker sequence
Barker sequences of odd leugth are all palindromic (i.e., of length k can be constructed from the alphabet A,?"
read the same forward and backward), thus evidenci6g
a symmetry which is obscured in the binary representa-
In Table 3, we answer this question compietely for
fion. k = 1,2,3,4,5 by exhibiting constrllctions which work for
all n >_ 2. A couple o_:simple observations will assist theNext, we consi(_ 'r a quaternary Barker sequence of
reader in verifying that the out-of-phase correlations are
length 15 (Ref. 4) which is not equivalent to _. binary indeed < i.
Barker sequence. In Table 2, we see such a sequence,
together with its transforms corresponding to m = 2 and
m = 4. (1) The; sum of 2 unit vectors lies within the uni _.(:'rcle
if and only if the angle between these vectors is
We observe that the effect of the m = 2 transformation between 120 and 0,40 deg. (In particular, 1 + n lies
: " within or on the unit circle for '1 _ 2, with the
! is to replace the orig;val terms by their complex conju- tightest squeeze when _7= 3. p -t- 7;lies within or on
_ the unit circle e_:cept, when _7 = 1,2,4, with the
i Table 2.. Transformations on a _uaternary tightest squeezes when _7= 3 and 6.• Barke sequence
(2) The sum of _qunit vectors lies within the unit circle
'_'_ Orls_nolsequ,nce if and only if there is no semicircle properly con-
taining all three vectors. (In particular, since the
]-1o --], I I, _;, --i, --1, q-i, --i,- i, q-,l, -J-i, "_-i, q-I, +1, +i sets 1, ,_, '7* and 1,._, ,7each defy containment within
• Transformw,h m= 2 a semicircle, the vectors 1 + ,_ + '7* and i *t- ,, +
do not extend be_,'oud the unit circle.) Fma,ly, we
-]-I, -t-I, "_',10--1, "-i° +1, q-i, +1, --i, --1, -i-i, --i, -FI, --1, -]-1 may observe that 1 + p -{--'7 ?t- '7* lies outside the
unit circle for n--= 1,2,4: on the unit circle for
Transform with m = 4 n = 3,5,6; and within the unit circle for n _> 7. (In
_. fact, this vector sum decreases in magnitude to 'r q-i, --i, --1, q-l, --i, --1, --i, --,l, --;, +1, --i, q-I, -l-l, q-i, --I
_,_ zero as n increases t,,) infinity.)
2"/6 i-
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Table 3. Construct;onfor gene_cffzed Barker sequences for all lenqths up to 5 and all alphabet sizes greater than 1
k Sequence Correlation function Which n ?
1 1 1 oil n _'_ I
1,1 2,1 all n _ 1
3 1,1,r/ 3, _, _-_,._ olin _.2
4 1, 1,_.1 4,1 "J- "q -}- 'q*, I -]- 7,1 alln _Z_=2
..... } olJ n _ 25
_1, 1,p,r/,p i (5,1 -[- ._ "J- _7 -]- r/*, 1 _-pff-'q,p-{-'q,P _all ..... p, 1,2,4
A simple necessary and sufficient condition for the 5. The Sexti¢ Alphabet
sum of four unit vector_ to lie within the unit ,-irele has There is strong evidence to indicate that a Barker
not been found. However, the following two nece._sa-/
sequence of length 6 can only be achieved over an alpha-
conditions are sharp, bet A,/or which n is a multiple of 6. Moreover, the sixth
roots of unity (with zero adjoined) have remarkable
(1) The four vectors must not be contained within an arithmetic x,hich is partially closed under add':tion, as
arc of less than 2 cos-:(1/4) _ 151 deg. well as closed under multiplication.
(2) No three of the four vectors may be contained In Table 4, we see the present state of knowledge con-
within an arc of less than 180 deg - cos-a(1/4) _ eerning binary, ternary, quaternary, and sextic Barker
104.5 dcg. sequences. The appropriate earlier references for these
eases are: binary (Ref. 3), ternar) (Ref. 6), and quater-
For the case k = 6, it has long bc_, known that there nary (Ref. 4). However, these c;,ses have all been re-
is no binary Barker sequence. An exhaustive search has checked. In Table 4 a bl.::k i ldicates that no such
shown that there is also no generalized Barker sequence
of length 6 for alphabet sizes of _3,4, or 5. However, the Table 4. Comparison of th._ s_.¢uences available from
following example using the alphabet A,_ has been found the alphabet A :, A:,, A4, and A6
1, 1, e, -1,1, -e
n
k 2 3 4 6
where e = e_'/'_. The correlation values for this sequence
are 6, e"-,e_, ea, e '_,e4. 1 t-" P" _,_ ._
2 tl ,'J tJ tJ
Except for the Barker'-preserving transformations dis- 3 u" _P u*' ;.*'
cussed earlier, this example is unique. However, in one of 4 _ m* u,' 1,_
its transformed avatars, it takes the form 5 _ u,s tJ
6 t,_
1, e,-1,1,-e,-f
I for which the correlation values are 6, - I, - l_ 1, - 1, - 1. 8
9 M _'
A Barker sequence is called palindromic if the se- lo P'
quel,ce reads the same forward and backward, except 11 _ _
for at most a real constant factor. Clearly the eorrela.ion 12
function of a palindromic s_quenee is real. We have 13 _' _
observed that there are sextic palindromic sequences of _4 _'
every length through 9, none of length !.0 and one of _ u"
length 11, 1_._
277 "
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s(quence exists, while a question mark means that the ' C. Weights of-CyclicCodesq'aestion has not yet been exhaustively searched. We see
tI.at for lengths k = 6, 8, 10, and 12, there are no ex- G. Solomon
amples of binary, ternary, or quaternary sequences, but
that sextic examples exist, as follows: A new formula is presented for the wei_zht or nuinber
of ones in a binary cyclic code The form,la allows quick
computation cf the error-correcting prol.erties of a large
S,_ --: 1, 1, _, -l, 1, -e class of codes.
S_ --- 1, 1, ¢ 1, -_, E, -1, _* 1. Introduction
In tile past few years, coding theory has witnessed the
$1o-- 1, 1, -e, -1, -e*, -e, -1_ e*, -E*, -_ discovery of new classes of p,'actical codes of a highly
algebraic nature. These code._ are easily encodable and
St,_ = 1, 1, e, 1, _*, -_*, -_*, -e, 1, -e, e, -1 their error-correcting procedure is a sequence of easily
mechanizable algebraic operations. These codes (Ref. 7)
(Bose-Chaudhuri, cyclic, polynomial, shift register... ) use
Examples of lengths 6, 8, and 10 we:'e first discovered by the shift register device both as part of the systematic
the authors. Examples of length 12 were found in a corn- encoding as well as for che multiplication operations in
o" ¢_ "puter search conducted by Harold Fredricksen. Of these, the asso_lated amte fields. While certain group code_ can
only S,. is unique up to Barker-preserving transformations, be characterized by specifying the encoding and decod-
This is one of several facts supporting the .highly tentative ing procedures in terms of certain polynomials and field
conjectnre that sextic Barker _equences exist for all se- parameters, there arc many cases for which the precise
quence lengths, in ._harp co:;trast to the binary ease error-correcting properties of these codes (i.e., the l aini-
(Ref. 3). That is, the search routines indicate that sextic mum weight of all nonzero vectors of a code) are not
known. Indeed, the distribution of weights of a code is
examples may become more numerous as the sequence
x_otknown in general.length increases.
To be specific, for n odd, let A be an), (n,.l;) gl oup
code, i.e., a k-dimensionol subspace of V,,(F), the vector
6. Sequences of Leng'.!i 7 space of dimension n over the field F of two elements.
The case of sequence length 7 has been settled defini- The weight of a vector a = (a,) e A, w(a), is defined to
tivclv, as shown in Table 5, which augments Table 8. be the number of a_ equal to 1,.A classical cc,dilag theory
problem is to determine the error-correcting properties
of the code A, i.e., the minimum weight of all nonzero
Table 5. Sequences of length 7 vectors in A. We ale want to know tb.e values of the
weights actually occurring fc.r all words in the code, and, •
k Sequence Correlntionfunction Remarks in fact, sometimes we even need the number of vectors
having a given weight. This cotinting problem _ this ., _
7 1, l, 1, --1, --1, 1, --1 7,0, --1,0, -1,0, --1 AIIcv,rn n looked-for formula "_ranalytic expression for the weigt_t ,
of a vector in terms of the parameters which characterize
1, I, fl, fl, 1,/J, I 7, 2 (1 + u), 2+ u + fl, Alloddn> 1 the code _ is made interesting by the fact that our code
2 + u, 1 "_ u, I + fl, | except5 & 7 operations ave all modulo (mud) 2, whereas ti_e weight
• I
Where u ---- fl + fl" as wetl as function is integer-yarned.
large even nI I
We present _n this discussion an explicit expression for
.,¢
Here/3 is an element of A,, with a phase angle between the weight of a vector w(a) --='_-'f2i(a)2L The ['_ are ex-1=o
120 deg and r - e_s-*(8/4) -_ 1881,'' deg. Not e,_ly are pressed as a function of several variables. These variables
ther_ no 5" or 7 ti' roots of unity witJt phase angles in this are the parameters in the general representation of cyclic
range but an __xhaustive search has shown that there are codes in Mattson-So!omon (Ref. 8). The coefficients of
no Barker sequences of length 7 over A5 or At. the formula are obtained by using elementary field
278 _"i_,_
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operations in the cyclic group of the n 't' roots of unity. The coefficient of x:' on the left side uf the equation is
i': has been known for some time. We obtain here an [tt
expre_:.ion for i'... Using this expression, we obtain gen- equal to _,2')" If we examine the right-hand side of the
eral results for weights occurring in certain cyclic codes, eqnation, we set' that the coefficient of _:' can only arise
The method is extendable to 1", and the hig:,er F's; from multiplyint: the w,x:' term by (N -- 1) oo.es. Since
l'.givesinformationaboutthe number of code wc,rd: ( )of give'a weight. The higher order F's are left for a sub- this i, a formal identity, we have ._tI = tci. This proves
sequent issue of this summary. Lemma 1. We thus have our weight formula for a
vector n,
2. The Binary Representation of the u'._t_)= L I"..,(a)2' .
Weight Vector _=_
Let a = (a,,, a:. --" a,__) be "_binary n-tuple. If w is We shall express the l_.:i(a) as functions of t]_e coel_-
he number of cues in a, then the following equations are cients of the .Matt._:o,t-S,_lo:',lon polynomials for cyclic
rue codes.
[': = __,,, o. = . 1 3. Replesentation of Cyclic Codes
( ,_,) Let A be an (n,k) cvelie code gererated bv the recur-r-. :- __, a,aj =--- _ " ",1
sion rule _ uia,.: = 0, whose associated polynom.;al is
i=0F_. = i,<,:- ,:.....<i._ aita,..,'", ai_ _ . re.] [(x) = _ u,x i._u,d;'. To ,:very. code word a e A is asso-
----i [mod 2) i=o n-i
ciated a polynomial g,,(x) = T'_ c'xi, with _e foUowing
F_ = 0 t>w. i:o
properties. Let fl be a fixed primitive n t_ root of unity.
The weight of a. w(a), is given ._ndyadic form uniquely Then
.v
bye_. IG2' where N = flog:n]; and, as usual, tt'i = 0 (1) If a = (a,,,a,, .-., a,__)daen g., (Bi) = a_;
al
or i. The following lemma is crucial. (2) The ci are given by the Reed formula
n-1
Lem'na: If _ ic,2 i is the cyadic expansion of w, then ci = S-_a, 13-'_ • i = O, l, .. ", n - 1.
('9mou 2. That is, w, = F.,.tr: _ 2' " Thus, the cj are contained in the field containin,_n-i
the n ::' roots of unity.. Note c,,= _ai =w(a) rood 2;
Proof: We expand the polynomial (1 + x) '_in two dif- _:o
ferent ways also,
(! -e x)_ = (1 + x)"'_; ; c._._= c_ all i.
(:]) cj = 0 if [(fli) _0; i.e.. the only c_ that can enter in
.V
_[,u,_i] xi = I'_'l(i + x, ..... g,,,x, ,,re those, such that/,fl,) ---:0;i-. (4) If a = (a,, o_. ..., a,_,) is given by (g,(x)0, g,,(x) =
cjx j. then the cyclic shift of a, "/"a = (a,, a.., -..,r
= (1 "" w,r.):' a .... a:.) is given by gr_([3j) when gr._(x) -- _ c_[3; x j.
Thus, shifting a vector is equivalent to multiplying
' " each cj by/F.
le
/T ...... (5) If f(x) = [,(x)[..(x),.... [,(x) where f,(x) is irreducible
= II (1 + to, x- );but w: =tci so
.... over F, then there arc r independent variables c,,
in g(x), tAft 'i) = O, [j3 ''_)=_ 0, ] 4= k, ,and ga(x) can
,, / _,\ . '.]-_ be written l
F.( ;)x,= +.:,x") ..',i,,, _ ,-,, g,,(x)=Trc, t. -r ..., !
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Here Tr(a) denotes the trace of a. given by Tr a The coefficient of c_cj is given by _ (x'yS+x_yg.Now
z-: It= a" where m is the degree of the irreducible ___ x_y_ _- x'y" = __, xiy '. Thus the conditions x <:. y is
j=o x.v r _ t,
polynomial over F with a as a root. replaced by tile mo,'e general condition x --#-y. To o'.-alu-
ate the sum _ x'y ', we need to l_now the following:We note that t'w c,, term corresponds to th( z_..I/
(x + 1) factor in [(_.), er the all-ones vector. Note n-I
c,, = 1 implies the weight if a is odd. "I'hu._ ever:- _ yJ = 0 mdess i = 0 (a well-known result).
odd _ eight vector a is the sum el" the all-one vector i_
and an even-weight vector. Thus we have Thus,
(6) The odd weight vectors can be computed from the _ yi = _ _yS) + x i = xi, whenever i -,-#0.
even-weight vectors, w_,_by taking n - w_.,. Thus, y_, v":_
we need only devise our formula for even-weight
factors. Therefore
g -"y'= E Z -"'-- E - X
.r_at :r_-i _.'/ : ,r'-= i _-n=l
4. ]P.(a) as Functions of c_
.v _ = 0ifi + i_0modn
We have tc(a)
_ r.,i(a)2', N = [log:n], w(a) _- 0 = n = 1 (in F) if i + i _ 0 mad n.
mad 2. Now
Therefore we have the theorem
r.,..,): X ail,'",ai_i,
I1< i_<<i=i __h-I iI-I
._. ."77"
= y: r: = E = E c_,
i-I I-!
= P(c)pg,, -" ", cLoi), which is a polynomial iu c's.
Since w(Ta} = w(a), and since Pro2ert T (4) of Section 8 6. Corollaries t.f the IL_Formula
above holds, we have Corollary 1. Let A be a cyclic code generated by [(x). If,
P(cs_, cj._,, "", c:.i) = P(_J, c_x , _&"cj: ,'", t8&" cL,, ). for every y such that/(y) = 0, we have [(./-') =# O, then
1"..for the code A is 0.
So
,:t_-" i, _---0 mad n. This sum-of indices property is Proo[: Note that c_ corresponds to [(/3i) -=0. Thus, ci and
essential in the formula for r:. c__ are never simultaneously nonzero by .h.ypothesis.
5. Computation of r._(a) Co:ollary 2. If to(a) _---2 (mad 4), then r__(a)= 1.
WeevaluateF:(a) inourformula, andusingthisvalue, Proo,.i,=(w ) (4m +_) (_ + 1)we obtain .,;ome nev, results about cyclic code . =: z
Theorem: = (2m + 1) (4m + 1 _ 1 mad 2.
'_ (n-I)/2
_ r:(a) = _ cl c_,. Corollary 3. All cyc!ic codes A with I':(A) = 0 have
"t _ even weights w which arv multiples of 4.
1"roof:
%' l":(a) -- L_, a aj = _ g_(B')g_(/3:) : Corollary 3'. All cyclic codes A with P:(A) = 0 of length
<J _-'i n v_:5 (mad 4) have only weights _ 0 or 8 (mad t) occur-
_i Let : = B', Y = B _ say, where _ < .q if i < _. Then we ring. Similarly, if n _ I (4) and F:(A) = 0, only weights
"_' have _- 0 el 1 (mad 4) cam occur.
r.-(a) = (_ c,x_ c_x_ 7. A General Theoremon Woights
\i:t / _i-I /
= = E Y_c,c_x'y_. Theorem: Every vector in the classof [p, (p + I)/2]
• ,_ i,j cyclic codes, where p_--1 (mad 8) and x_4-1=
280
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t
(x --- 1) [,,(x) f:'x) where/,,(x), and f:(x) are i, reducible Let A be as defined in the pre 'iou'; parac, xaph, and let
of degree (p ._ _.,_.,o has weight _ 0 a _mz.d-_. B represent a dictionary, having N n-svrr,bol. r-ary words,
b, = (B'_, t3'.. "" ,/t_). The Knonecker production diction-
l'ro,_[. It can be shown that V_.(a) is for even-weight arv A x B is dcfin,'d as
words in these codes. The details art' omitted.
fl_B a_B," ....... . ¢t_,,B
The last theorem, when applied to the- _........ : .'7=!---
(2:3.12_ ,'ode (Ref. 7. p. 70L proves that the code is triple- fl_B (F.B. - ........ , (t_ B
t.lror-(.orr_.ctina For the Bose-Chaudhnri bound says
that ill(_'l'flllll;" " "l][ll_lweiKht• of c'ode words is at least 5. Now A x B = (2)
5 _-: 2' tk so 7 is the minimnm possible odd weight. And
no words ol .',qzht 6 occur. _!nce 6 :_- 0(4). This weight of
7 is attained, since tl_e sphere oacking bound says tlu_t
the minimum weight is at ,:,;zt 7. Other proofs of this _t_/B _ta.. B, " ........ , fl,UB
result have be"n given by computer search, as well as bv
projtetive geomt try methods (A. Oleaso:_: unpublished). The dictionary A x B, then has MN words of length me,
hut the ptvscxtt ;?roof is the shortest known, a typical word having the form
_', b;. _. b,. "" • . a _,,,b., (:3)
N 65 -- 32"lr_'h/-I_ where
s. i j .....:.I,_ = a_ ± f_,. % + B'_, , .; -: ._,,, (4)
D. The Index ot: Cornnrno Freedom the addition being t;:ken modulo r. The distance proper-
in Kronecker Product Code ties of Kroneck, r product codes art" ,,,ell known. In this
article we ar_ concerned with the index of comma free-
Dictiona ries dam of sucia _-odes which is considered later in Section 2.
J. J. S_fffler
The index of comma freedom is a meaningful measure
This article relates the comma-free properties of ff.e when the code in question is to be used over the r-a-..
kroncck,r product of two linear codes to the comma-free .,ymmetric channel.
prop,'rties of th,, constituent codes. These relations are
us('ful in ,luickly produchlg codes with special comma- Another application of the codes defined above, l',ow-
frceproperties, ever, might be in the generation of phase-codes. Here if
the v'h symbol of the i" word of the _ode is a o'_, it is
1. Introduction represented by the wave,Corm (2)"= cos [,,,t + (_a_.)/r].
L(.t A be a dictionary having M m-s,nnbol words In this ca,;e the number of compoi_cnts which two code
a_ --- flJ_, fl_, ." , ct:,,, the symbols fll bchlg elements of an words have in agree:7,ent ceases to be of prime concern.
r-ary field. The dictionary is said to imve an index of Ratqe_'. it i_ the correlation bctaveen thes_ code words
comma freedom d,,,(A) if m - d,,,(A) eq, ta]s tho maxiraum that is d_c measure. Thus, in Section _ we consider the
number nf zeros in the m-tuple
: nmximum correlation that can occur between any tree
• . code word of a Kronecker product dictiom, ry and any
_. , .... /t -- ft3'., flit ,
'Ifl'-' - a_:, (_' fl_".... _'"-_..... " "-: overlap word. This is the analogue of the inde._ of comnm
(1) freedom for phase codes.h }t j, j_ _. i-, I
-- __ fl,, , .(ll _ ('I'm-I- _ , . . , ¢Im (1 I_1 )
where, the maximization is to bc taken over all values of
2. The L:dex of Comma Freedom
,' t, ]_, i'_ and of l _: 0 modulo m. Thus, a,,_t_/is a measure
: of the difierence between avy code word overlap and any Theorem. 1: Let A denote a dictionary with m-symbol
true dictionary code word. r-ary words a_ = (a{, ,d. • • •, a!,,) and B a dietioaary of?
281
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r,-s_mbol r-ary words b, = (B',, ft.: ,''', fl'.). Let M,(i,I) where d_ (x) = {7 if x # p Rearrangim 3 terms,-,,.c havebe the maximum number of times any one of the r ff =-p
symbols of tile alphabet occurs in any i-tuple obtained
by subtracting the I s.vmbol s,lffix of the i" wo, d in A M 4.B(i,i,t) = max _ _. _ d. [(a_, -- ask'tern_..,)
from "..he I symbol prefix of any word in A, where tile " _,1,4, _ .;_-z m.-k-_
two words need not be different unless l -----0, modulo m, ,,-kill
and let N.,(i,l) be i,lenti_allv defined except for the inter- * (#_ fl,,_,.__,)] + _ _'-]dp [(a_
change of the words "prefix" and "suffix." ,..... ", ,-"
': ,)+(n_ n,.D] (6)Let M_(i,k), N.(i,k), M._.B(i,I,t), and N.,..(i,i,t) be simi- - %-i-- - . •
larly defined in terms, respectively, of the dictionary B
and the Kronecker product dictionary A x B. But, unless k _ 0 rood n,
max _ dp [(a_ s, 'fl, ,:- _,,_,,__,,_,)+ (. - n._(__.,)]
Then i_,#_,p_,=,-k., (7)
_m max < M _(i,k)
max [ M t.n (i,i,t ) +Nt=n (i.#,rnn - t)] _<max -t i,ki,i,t " " -
(5) and
• . -- j= __ i.X[M._(;,k) N_t,,n-k)],nr_,laX[Ma(l,l ) + Na(i,m /)]!" max Ed o [(aS a,,-,m-,,) + (fl_ fi_'.k)] <Ns(i,n--l_).
iz,12,p it= i
Proo[: Consider the maximum number M.t.s(i,gt) of (3)
times any symbol of the alphabet can occur in the
Consequently. if k _ 0 mod n;
t-tt, p.e formed by subtracting the last t =: In * k symo
bol_ of the ran-symbol word of AxB M.4.B (i,Lt=In+k) _ (I+1) Mn (i,k) + lNs(i,n-k)
(9)
_( + _i,_{+ __'.," .'q + _;,,_ -_n;,'",
A similar argument establishes that, ff k --_0 rood n,
NA.B (id, mn-- t) <_ (m -- l) NB(i,n-- k) -F (m - l- 1) VIB(i,k),
from the corresponding symbols of any overlap word (i0)
(i_ and i_ can be any integer from 1 to n, #_ and i= any
integer from 1 to m) Consequently, if k _ 0 mod n,
' %+," + flk_,,_.... - aS'l.,+ ft.," as't+_-_......p_, ",a_s' + ft.," a__ M.L_ (i,i.t) + Na_n (i,j, mn- __ (I+ 1)M_(i,k)
+ iNn(i,n- k) + (m- l)Nn(i,n- k)
_. + (m - 1 - 1)M.(i, k) = m[M.(i,S:_ -F N.(i,n--l-)]
By definition (t.,.s
t _ If both l _ 0 mcd m and k ----0 mod n, then t _- 0 rood ran;= max _. d_ [(a_, + fl_)- 'a s:
M,_._ (i,#,t) i.,/_p{ .... i _:.__+, t _-o.-.+, and the "ovcrlap" word is actually a true word. If
_']] k _ 0 mod n arid l _ 0 mod m, it follows from Eq, (6)
that
: + n,,_<._,>)] -t- d; [(a'. + fl_,)
t_=l-l+l : #i m
M,,..(i,/,t)= .ma_._ E d,[(,,_- ,,,,._,,,_,>s_+ (n
-- il 1
- _m, + n,,+_)]
i t ,,....4> -- fl_:)] <nM.(I,I). (12)
t
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Similarly, Similarly, tile dictionaries (D x D) x D, (D x D) x (D x D),
etc., have indicics of comma freedom bounded by
N,,,,(id.m,l-t'_ =-- .max. _"._ dp [(u_. -- cth,..,j_* ([3fi
X_,l:.p _:l _.:i d ., _ s
-/3;..)]_<,N,(i,,,,-l) (_a) ,t,/> s'.
respectively: and ix', general, it is possihlc to generate a
Thus. if t _ 13mod ran, dictionary havin_ ,_'_"-symbol words such that
max _M ,_,(i,i,t ) -r N.t,_(i,/,mn-t)l _ max )'max mt U _k_O d.,-'">_ s""- 1.
[M,:(i,k) + N_(i,n-l,'], max n [M.t(j,l) + N t(j,m--1)3}, Corollary .."" If the code dictionaries A and B form/'_=0 groups of m -- and n - tuples, respcetively, over s me
finite field and if A contains the m-taple 11 .... 1 and
(14) B the m-tuple 11 .... 1 (e.g., if each group is generated by
a pol>nomial which is divisible by the polynomial x - 1),
_ nieh was to be proved, then
Corollary I: Let A be a dictionary of r-ary m-symool ,l..,,,_>min [md,,, nd,,,] (17)
words and B be a dictionary of r-ary n-symbol words; and
where d:,, and d, are, respectively, the indicies of commalet M,(i,1),N_(j,l). M_(i,k) and N,.(ik) be defined as in
Theoreln 1. Then the index of comma freedom d,,,, of the freedom of the dictionarie_ A and B. and d,,, is the index
Kronecker product dictionary AxB is bounded by of comma freedom of their Kronecker product A x B.
Proof: If A contains the m-tuple 1l .... 1, then
d.,.>min{m_ mini.kI n- MR(i,k)- Nn(i,n-k)l , nk_O • m - I
d,,,(A) min t , h= ... ",. - E d,,(_,- _,,.;/
z,l_,l._.,l_Ot ,.,
mill[ !}j,l nt -- 31/(i,l) - N.,(i,m--l) (I5)
" ,...... z. ' J: _ 0-8)l_o - _; ,I,,(-:-_,._,,,,_,.)_
|
t',_oh This follows immediately from Theorem 1 upon _here
observ.ng that the index of comma freedom d, of a die- 1l x = 0
; tionary D of s-symbol words is bounded by d,(x) = 10 x _ 0
minF 1 Changing the second index of summationd_,>/ ,,,t _ - Mo(,,.t) - Nn(v,s--t) (16)L _1
t -/: O
min j" ,,,_r
d,,,(A) = i,/,,/.,,l_.0.1n, - }-,,.,d_, (a[, - me,'_)
'" Note dmt, from Theorem i, the ind.:x of comma free-
dom of dictionaries, which are Krouecker produce:, of -- _ d,, (a_,: -- "_,-c,,,-_)
Kroneclzer products, ear. also be bour ded. Suppose, in par- ,.-_
"_' ticular, that D is a dictionary of s-symbol words and that (19)
= mill | m - I
,,,t I,U,,(,,"4-_M,,(_.s--_) _;s- 1. . "
t 74-Ok J i
- E d°(_,:-., +/_,)t_F_ till-l)
Then d., _> 1, .q,., the index of comma freedom of the dic- "-t
J
tionarv D x D, is bounded by The last step fo'lows from the obst "vat,on that if a, 't
d,,.. I> s = (a';,. a! ,". ct:.) ,s in A, then so is a 4- b = (a', +/3,
"-_283 ,.
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a'__+ fl, "" , a,i,, 4 /J) for any element fl in tlm field over Proof: Tile result follows immediately from the defini-
which the group is defined. Therefore. tions:
rain ( "- _ __,d,,,(A) = i I -'m - max s,_) _ max z.., p _,_(Lh,l,I,-, + p,,,(t...,l,1..,h nln--t)
I
m- I n-k
&'-'(_:.:- 'q.-,,,,-,, i,k ,,, -- .w,t,J) - M.(i,,,,- l_ G _E% ' (v" a_ _*
._ v'l It 1
lv-O
Itl-l-IThis, combined with Eq. (15) of Corollary. 1 proves the -'- _ -,,,_8_' (T/.__,.J_8h__:,,,,)*.
result. "=_ ;'-"-a- _
,,Again, notice that the Kronecker product of tavo die- + "d. 8_ ,t'/,,- ..... _,-, 8_"-,.4,)*
tionaries contains the constant all-ones vector if the ........ _ "-""
original dictionaries both contain the ati-ones vector. The
property of Corollary o therefore, also propagates; tim + __, _ 7_.8,_,('/ ....... ,) fl;_.k)*
relationship holds for Kronecker products of dictionaries ...... l., _,=_
which are themselves Kronecker products.
m - 1 n - l;
= _ y_./.,s,_, _ i8_,_*\Jr+l/ _ _ k n,/,/
l'=l _t-!
3. Maximum Word.Overlap Correlation
m - l - lWhen correlation rather than distance is the measme, + _ 'Y_.tr,.-t+,/f"J'_* _,i _/8"_-(,,-_-_,_*
it is possible to obtain results s,milar to thc..3 of Section 2. ':' _':"-_"
Theorem 2: Let A be "a dictionary of m-symbol r-ary + _ "/_.(Y,.-o,,-t-,-,) _ 8, _8_,:_o,__,)*
y) . 1 • • • I':m-I _l- rl-h-1words as { _ r..,, , y,J,,} and B be a dictionary con-
taining n-symbol ,'-ary words bi = {818_'., ..- , 8'} where ,,__.
ml%l his . I=lforall_,v, iandi. Ifp.,(i,,j,,l)isde- + ,t_(7,,_,,,,_,,) _8', , . - }i
1'-II1-l+1 _/:1fined as the correlation between the first l symbols of as_
and the last l symbols of
:: p _(j,j,,m-- l) ps_,(i>i.n-k) + &t(],jhnl- l- l) p_(i..i,k)[ ± "7m._,_.,(1,,/...,1)= . s, s-._ (Y...,-.)
_=' q- p* (i_,j,l t-_*(i.>,i,k) + o.*(j.2,j,l)pn(i,i_..n-k).
and ps (i,,i.., k) is similarly defined, then the correlation
between the word
The result is proved.
" .s ...... i 7_ i ,./_ _ ... _ _,Y__[,_,__,, , _,_.. _,," _',,v4s,,... ,v.....
of the.' Kronecker product dictionary A x B and the over- Theoret,. 3: If max [p._(j,j,,I)! _ Ip _(l)l
_: _ h._p word j,j_
x
_, ', s_,..,, . " _t'. " " _ "i '-'i=[pdk)J,and max io.,..:(i,i,,#,#,,t)[• * YI*I _h'-t'Yli, i ''' vl.i ,, YI+_8i , """ max iplltG, i,_/t
i,i, i,i,,j,#,
•" " ... _....... a_:
,Y,!:a,',',v_,:_d, ,Y_'_,,,Y__',", ,W., -:-=[_,,,(t)i,then
is given by _.l,,+ (i,i,,j,j,.t) _- * (i.,,i,j..,j,nln--t)
P.,(hl,, --l) &,(i,i,,n- k: + &t(j,j,,m --l- 1) p*(i,,i,k) l&'""(/)l + ]P.,(""/)]G(n- k_]
, + _.*(idd-',-i) p*(i..,i,k) + &*(j..d,l) ps(i,i..,n -k) -4 ioa(m--t-l)ll + 1..,(1+)l!.Ak)I
< wheret --=,,t+k. +
7
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Fur-_i}or,
IllttX
t ) e,.,,t% + [e.,,,(mn--t)!{ _ maxt:/-o
i m,,x ,.a.
) k#okt"P,,(k3i',-[e,,(,,-k):) ' lglo (:P"(/'q- i°-'('n-l)')i (2:2)
• Proof:!p•,.,,(f)}+ %.,(.,,,-t)';
= .m.!x ir,(i.i,.m-l) p.(i.i,.n-k) + f,,(i.il.m- l-- I) o* (i,d.k)!z,z>I,1
4- max , , (j.,i.l ,_l) p;_/(i._,,i,k)a_o* (i,.j,l) p,,(U.,,n-k)!
' i,L,,j,j: O, _ . ' _ _
lllax , gla-- .
i,i,/.i, IPt(J'J"m--l) 'p.(i.ipn-k)i, -'- L:_.I./,''}P'(BJPm--l--1)liPl_(i'i_'k)}
. max ,.p,(i,j..,,l=l)ifoti.i .k): _ max b,(j,j, 1_ it,,(; i,,n-k";,i_,,j,j: . . - • " i,i._..j,j: ". "-"..... :_
= ',.,(,,,-l_lio.,(n-k)l..,, . . + .e,('n-l--1);IP,,(ld{.,. ...  ip,(l+i,io.(k)!-.-Ip,(l)l•o,,(n-k)[ ;
ITI;1X
_._X=O
ma._! . ,, -' ,(,,,-Z-1)_,,,(a;{_-l,,,(Z_'-_;%(k)i -_I,,(Z>_t_,,(,,-10]l (_'3)_ k 4_,,(_.,-l_..;,(n--k).  'o_, ,
i_ In -_k_=O
;._ _ mr., ! o,,(,,--k) _ o,,(k) -" ----- p,(k) 4---- o,(,>-k) [Io,(",-l)l + Io,(/)[]L--.-7- m ,,, ',, ';_ t k_O 1 0
• /1'V +:,,,/<)'7 +
;_ k:_O lv-._O "
g.
,3 IS
e_ Theorem '_ ' proved.
Thus, again, "a-, have tt sit, ration in which the de,.ired preperty in dictionm'ies i.;
cons-'n ed in their Kz(;necker product.
_. Si,:eeR_.{,,,,.,,(0-'-,,.,:,:(,,,,,-t)}
{
.: _ }p,,,,(t) + O,,,,("'u - t)' (24) ,
_:, <_ ',o.,,,('5.-'-.[_,.,.,,(,,,,_-t)]
.>
l)oth the real part and the absohtte value of maximum correlation betwee_ any
code word and anv overlap word of tim Kronecker product dictionary are also _,'
q bounded.
(
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A. Minimizing VCO Noise Effects Th's article presents a model for VCO noise which
agrees well with ,".',t observed behavior of some actual
in Phase-Locked Loops VCOs it also shows ihat an overdamped loop is p;efer-
able to an underdamped :!oop. Depen(,i, g on measured
R.C. Tauswo'rthe parameters, the optimum band,vidth can then be computed•
1. Infrodudion
One of the limiting factors goverrJng the design of 2. Func;amenfal Loop Behavior
ha;row-band phase-locked devices _ the. phas_:_noise Using a l'near theory of the phase-locked loop (Ref. 1_,
inherent in the output of the vohage controlled oscillator t{.e output phase is (Fig. 1)
(VCO). This noise, which appears as random fluctuations,
[ r:-,.,',qdrift, etc.,is sometimes referred to as"oscillator instability." _(t)= &O')O(t',+ + L---S;--a,_(t)However, the ter "instabili .ty" in oscillator context u;u-
! ally refers to frequency deviatimas• Whereas the quandt3'
i of concern in phase-locked-loop theory is (naturally) phase in which the quantities above are dehned as follows:
: d.wiations• 0(i) -- output phase f,mction
O(t) = input plucse flmcfion
One well known clmracteristic of loop bandwld,n is that
the outpui noise clue to noise in the VCO goes up as band- L(s) --= overall closed loop phase zcsponse ftmction
width goes down; whereas for output Jloise due to inpnt d
noise, the opposite is hue. Thus, there is an optimum P = -_' the"Heavi'_'de °perat°r"
i bandwidth for the loop• But there aye also other effects: n(t) = input noise trans!:_ted to baseband
at a given loop bandwidth, the loop damping behavior
, can be optimized; and one may also expect these answers A = rms input signal power
to change a,.cording to which type of spectral law the n,(t) = the equivalent VCO phase noise referred to a
VCO noise folluu,_, unit-gain VCO input.
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i 8 + n(t i.OOPF_LTER _ _ : "
L@)= .
' --- ::_ " + s _ 4riB.i
) ..
i I That part of the output phase dre to-"noise" rams h_
VCO n, lt)
_" I/$ _ _ variance
• dr,
Fib. 1. lln=-ar model of phose-tockecl loop v .
i : showing VCO noise present - where S._.¢(/_) is file s!_ctral density (Ref. 2) of the VCO
" : noise (referred to its input), k _sBoit_zmann's constant, and
i More specifically, the loop response L(s) is given by T is the et_eetive input noise te.n_perature_" :
I
s+ AKF(s) =- 3. ThP Effects of VCO Noise
where K is the total open loop gain, and:F(s) is the loop There are several faetor_ wh,-'cL,rontribute to the _,pec-
filter. For the purposes of this analysis, we sha!! assume tr_ makeup of n.(t). The hvo most in)portPnt terms -vhieh
that AK • 1and that F(s) takes the much-used form logicaily., as well as in practice, make up S,_,_(io,) are
(1) white no'se (such as thermal no;se, _ecnerated ir, resist-
" I + ,.. anee and :euum tubes in the oscillat,:,r'_aput circuit,
F(s) - 1 q: r,.s and (2) noise with a 1/[ spectrum (as discuss, d in Ref. 3)
then L(s) tak_ the fore: associated with the transist6rs,, varaetor diodes, carbon
resistors, etc. This svgg-ests that the equivalept VCO input
L(s) -- 1 + r-_ noise has a spectrum of the fore- .
I" 1 .
1 + 1".-s+ _/_ .,-
-' s,, .di_) = ,v,,,._ .%N..
It is also convenient to aeflne a ratio r
AK1"_ Of course, the 1/f law cannot extend completely dov, n
r - - to zero frequency (oth..,r_Jse thele wou_.d be infini_ noise
power generated); rather, it only extends ('logan to some
It is qoite straightforward to show that the loop band- small frequency _. However [1-L(s)]/s has a zero at the
width- BL, defined as origin which nullifies the necessity, of having to evaluate e.
Insertion of the above expression i_.to that for o_ yiekis
 I1 [:BL = _ L(]_.) d_ the following:
, ." kTB,. [r_-l'_ N_,. N,,.
':. *' is approximately o-"- A_. + _,'-'_r-]-B_- + g(_) -B_-
i B_ -r+l
; 4r.j ' The ftmction g(r), shown in Fig. 2, is given by
_'*_i! that critical damping occurs ,or r = 4, and that for r <4e clamping factor ¢ is approximately (r+ 1)-0 Vr-2 +
• lb rr _(r-4)] '_ In _q ," > 4k,-z-- J -
g(r)= -_- r = 4
'This bandwcdt',,s not the sameas the "eq.ivalent noiseband- (r+1)2 [_'2 r--_]
idth" as defined by Davenport and Root, (Ref. "2), who define it -- tau-: r / ,_
BL aS dot_blyinfiniteintegral divided by ! L(i_) n",,,,,-.,,' 8 [ r' (4--r)] '_ " "
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Note that Lhe expression for ,F exLibits the t_havior its best ve.lue: Straightforwardly, BL is,Ltle soiution to the
we referred-to earlier: "namely, that-there is some opti- equatim_
mum way to pick BL and r, dependlng on the VCO noise
. , (.,., -spectral density. _'he constant_ Nor and N1, can be evalu- A-N .... •} BLated by measurements cP. the vCO sueh-a:; those appear- B_: - 0.148 _ - - C.774 = 0
ing, for example, ia fief. 4.
C" _ "-
5, An Example
4. Opt';mization of B, and r . Just to see how a t';lpieal design should _ made, let
As rho_al in Fig. _,'_there is quite a broad range of r us ass-me that we have parameter.,
Co: which g(r) is fairly constant and nearly equal tc its-_
minimal value of 0.3872 at r --- 5._-_._o.A quite useful r.,nge A-" :
--- _3X 10_
to use this ar_pro.ximafion fcr g(r) is from about r = 3 to -_ =- kT
r = I0. Outside this region g(r) is increasing, dras_Scally
when r < 3 and more slow!y _or r > 10. :' . No, = 0 _
"- -= L .- . ..! | ' " " N,_ = 0.08oZ , , T l,• : ; i J
- f t i The first of these, is typical Co: an Earth-spacecraft lia.k -
..... ' ! l i at the distance of Mar% while the _,alues of N,_ and N_,:
\ ' i - i I I _ haw. been approxirr._ated from vco r_ords in .aef. 4.
- N 1 ! t i -L..___L_] The bezt value of Bh is, therefore,
_o_o _ i I _ , I f ! " '
_l ! ! i I i i I "
I ' _IN_MUU• 0_75 AT, - 5.Z ' I "BL =
, , : , I I | i I
O._-5_ UNDF.RDAMPED LOOP _ OVERDAMP_D LOOP ---_ "-_ "1_--_
I 1 . - = 1:3cps
O' 1 Z 3 4 5 5 7 8 9 I0
r • ZA'r22/ri and the optir._t,m loop .transfer functic,a is
Fig. 2. Relat,ve conhibulion of 1If VCO noise to
1 + 0.154s. "- :,'-
r.lo_ed-loop _,utput jitter, as o function of r Lo_ i..... (s) = I + 0.151_"+ 8.88 X 1()-=_:
On the _ther hand, the coefficient of N,,., i.e., (r+ 1)/8r,
is monotone decreasing for all r, asymptotically approach- These parameters also produce a phase deviation of "
ing the va].-e 0.1"9-5as r becomes infinite. However, for r = 2.5 X 10--_rod = 1.48 deg rms _ -_larger t;,an 5 or 6, for most practical purposes, we can _
easily use the value 0.125 with little eousequence. '_"
As a conclusion, then, we see that the opti_um value 6. Conclusion -;
3
of r lies to the right of 5.22 and pro!?.obly is less than 10, Perhaps it should be mentione:_ that designs of t]ds .::
_f any N,. component is present at aE. In fact, the differ- type are most w_lid for oscillator "¢lean-t,p" loops, space- :.:
enee between _ ............ '-' and _t-"for any r between 5 and craft trac]dng loops, and situations where the tone to be .-
10 is inconsequential insofar as _r. is concerned. The same tracked is v.ery pure. Design of the ground receiver taack-
statement cannot, however, be made for r<4 (an under- ing loo 1, would prob[:bly not use this analysis since its -:
damped loop). Thus we may take a value of r = 7 as loot. mu_t track phase deviations imposed on the carrier _'
being practically as good as .%_t........ regardless of the by the noise in the spacecraft system. There are uther
other parameters. (This reasoning removes the necessity considerations, ,also, which must be made, such as fre-
for differontiating e" to find the exact value of ro,t.) quency acquisition interval, lock-in time, and dopple.r .... ,
traeking rate. This disct_ssion should be treated merely as
W_ can now use this value of r, differentiate .z" with a guide to determining what the ideal bandwidth is from
respect to B_, equate the zero, and solve for B_, to find a minimol noise point of view,
1965022809-361
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:_ which will enable the design engineer to a_,'_ at theB.optimdl Desi "of one-Way "oest"choiceo_u_linkparameter;.
- and Two_Wc_.y:Coherent
CGmmuniCationLinks _i)Totalpower radiated onup-linkF,
(.2) Single-sided noise_ special density N_ at velai_cl_
W. C. t indsey
(3) Up-link data rate co, = T_
Ii, the design of one- or _vo-way communication links (4) Vehicle carrier _aeking loop bandwidth BL_- "_,-
(or n-step l;_ks for that matter), the design engineer
usually h_s at his disposal a set of basic communication (5) Up-link modulation hadex mt = P,_/P1
par_..'neters and t_nstraints which determine and affect and also the eor.'e_ponding down link parameters P,,
the performauce of the overall system. In SPS 37-32, Vol... N,__, _: = T_, B,._, and m__= P_,_/_':. We shall then
IV, and Ref. 5, a theory Nas presented which specified deterrnine that value of ra.(n = 1, _) which minimizes
the unoptimized performance of an "n-.,_ep'> communi- the probability of error PE(n) (n = _, 2) say Pea(n), for a
=cation network (Ref. 6); these basi_" _omrnunieation fixed:total power P,(n = 1, 2) and for a fixed data-rate-
pafarneters were introdu_;d for several _y'stem con- to-eariSer tracking loop bandwidth ratio, say ff_n/Bt..
figurations. It was-shown, among other things, that the (n = 1, 2). This design technique will be given in the
performance -haracteristic for a coherent two-way ,:.3m- form of a mdversal set of system design curves.
mtmicat_on li._k (of the Mariner type) posses, es an
irreducible error probability which depends on the ad .....
ditive noise on the up-link. No attempt, however, was I. Review of the Basic Mode| =
made at optimizing system performance with respect t6 -
variations in the design parameters,- e.g., ,_dnimiziag the We assume that we have available a set of signals,
error probability by selecting optimum values f_r the: say xk(t) (k :'- 1, 2), which are used to phase modulate
-.qroduktion indices.' -an RF carrier. The relative cross-correlation between
_-- tb.is signal set is givell by
In this article we consider the communication li,k " 1 /-r_
depicted m Fig. 3 (Ref. 5) and specify design treods- x = _Jo xL(t) x_(t)dt
I " /sir
• -- 1 -r- --i ,
I^... I ill / Y(,I I CROSS.L._ ro oEc,s,o,
I_'_'_ '_ r- / _---ICORRELATORFF" DEVICE '_
" " I _ I !
•,,I,) _IREFERE,CEL - I - I / li • "
.... _1 rRAN-_._-J-!TTE_I I I I..-_ ] SUBCARRIEli
- -'--_ I - I / SYNC . _\
is,
--1 - -_ i ,,,.,ER_-q "_
TO OECISlON_._ CROSS L._.__1_ } " ,-., I . I / "_"
DEVICE _ CORRELATORr'_l_l '_, I /(t)l _ ._-/ .... I I I I¢ltl i . I , . I
i ._d I / I " L __A vco I _ _
'.,O_C,RR,ER. I I 1 , __ --1-----1 7--- <_:/
s,<,,c . r _-CEff-"-7I _ _ I"" l I ':<
,,L,'ER_,<, I.,/- ! "'l 'll,,i , V ,
L_ ' VEHICLE a
vco! --''''' ,
-- I
REFERENCESYSTEM I VEHICLE SYSTEM "-'_l
Fig. 3. Two-way ¢ommuniciltion link
=so ,_
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where E is the common signal energy _ here *
"- h(_,) (2)
-- l_,.(t)i_-at ,:,
I itk=O¢_= 2 ifk>0
and i'_ is thc durat_-'n of each signal. For transmission of
negativeiy correlated sig.nals (PSK/PM) X = - l, and and Ik(x) is the modified Bessel function of order k and
xk(t) = ±: 1. Yor tile transmission of or*hogonal signals argument x. It is quite apparent that any attempt to find
x = O, x,(t) = 0 al_d x2(t) = 1; however, iv this ease the the value of m, which minimizes Ps(n), by differentiation
transmitted waveforrn nmst be of tt_e form immediately presents formidable difficulties. However,
the surface generated by this equation can be easily
((t) = _ sin ot + X[ff(f-----m_-Pxk(t) cos ,at; x = 0 studied on the IBM 7090 computer. In the next seetion
we shall present the results obtained by this method.
which is a bit more difficult to gene_a'e than is
2. Design Characteristics
_(t) = _¢2mFPsin {°,t 4-, [c_s-_m] x.rt_'_,j, A = - 1 A careful study of the parameters involved in Eqs. (1)
and (2) leads one to the conclusion that by fixing a_ and
for the PSK/PM waveform, the data-rate-to-loop-bandwidth ratio, the error rate Ps(_)
versus "modulation index" m = P,./P (using R, as a run-
nmg parameter) characteristic serves to illustrate contours
Without belaboring the mathematical details, whicli on the surface of P_:(n). Since P_:(n) will reach a minimum
are not of great interest here, we specify the probability value for some 0_m_l, the optimum m and error rate
that our detector will err. This probability, as a function w:1! he clearly depicted.
of link position, is given by Tc illusi,-ate the results graphically, we consider the
1. f" Io [[a_ + m_ _...R2exp (/_-)1] one-way link performance characteristic, i.e., a_ = _.Pe.(n)
Io_a0 Io _.' _) _ d_.. Fig. 4 represents the P_(n) versus m characteristic. Notice•I0 that tiffs characteri_,qc assumes its minimum value at
m = mo_t...... and increases to one-half on either side of
f_ 1 exp(_X__2)dx (1) ,,:.opt....... This interesting behavior may be explained as_o,_ V_ follows: For :n<o;r ....... the tradeoff betw en power in
the carrier a_.:l power in tLe data is overexpended in the
where data, and the performance of the carrier tracking loop
suffers. For m>mopt_ ..... the tradeoff between power in
P..,Tb.,_(1- X) 2P_ 25_.. the carrier and power in the data is ovcrexpended in the
R, = No_. ; Q_ - No_BL, ; 8o - Br,__(1- X) carrier so dmt the performance of the demodulator suf- ;o
fers at the expense of a smaller phase error in the carrier ;o
% tracking loop. _"
Fig. 5 represents the performance of the ground re-
ceiver. In this case we have set the signal-to-ngise ratio
If we let m approach infinity (n = 1)and drop all sub- in the vehicle carrier trackiog loop at 9 db. This corre-
scripts on the remaining variable in Eq. (l), we have
sponds to a tTpical Mariner design near threshold, i.e.,
the performance of the deteetor in the vehicle. F_arthor, communication at the greatest range expected. The be-
it may be shown that Eq. (1) integrates to havior of P_:(n) versus m is similar to that obtained for
the .me-way link. The mNm difference is that for large
F_(n) = 1 -- rn'-. exp - l-m?,) )_ values of R the P_.(n) versus m eharaetexSstie exhibits a
_o bottoming behavmr which is due to the presence o_addi-
tive noise on the up-link. These results serve to illustrate
(_l)_,_th_+t(n)( 1 _4k_)__i_IR_(i_m_,_]t the deleterious effects which are introduced by demandingthata tw -way link be est blished for transmission of i
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tc.',emetry data. 1[ be_er ro,_te ta take ,_'sto use a clean Similar design characteristics for coded one-way and
ca.Tier reference in the vehicle when telemetry data are coded two-way links would be of inter_ st. Preliminary
desLred. It seems, therefore, that in _]ae engineering an results indicate a very interesting phenomena at the end
effort to deve]op such a system_ ;vou.'d be of interest, points m = 0 and m = i, whL"h is not noticeable in the
performance of binary links.
Finally, Figs. 6 and 7 repzesent the optimized per;orm-
ance of the link. These curves were extracted from Figs. 3
through 5 by taking that va]ue of P_(n) fc_ which 3. Subopt_mum Design
m = mop,,,.,_ and pF ,ring the result versos R = PTJN_ In the preceding sections we elected to b_e the system
for a fixed a and a. Using those results the design engineer design on attaie.ing the minimum error probabili_, by
can predict the performance ef a one-way er two-way link selec_ag that value of m which yielded the minimum
given the link parameters; alternatively, he may carry error rate give;a a fixed total power, system noise tern-
out a particular design given the required performemee pertttre, and data rate. Another design criterion (which i_.
conslzaints, not as difficult to carry oot) is to select that value of m
294
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Comparing the' two different methods of design giver'. Jo°
a part._ct, lar set of desigm constraints, indicates that t_,- _ = 5
value ,.,fm which maximizes tile sig_.al-to-noise rati,,
yields a value at m which is slightly larger than the valu,: 8 = 2.____
of m wh:ch minimizes tile error probability. These curves at
should prove quite useful in check;ng a particular design
in-I ............
using experimental methods. '" t
%
4. Performanceof One-Way Coded Links _ /- 8 = iJ
,--. /
In this secUon we present preliminary results relative . 5
to the problem of desig;fit;.g a coded telemetry system _oz Io
which, commnnicates information to the receiver in blocks _ --- leO
of n bits per message stored at the transmitter. Briefly, _
depending on the ,.'nformation to be sent, one of 2" words _ t /_ co
(orthogonal) is used to phase modulate tke RF carrier __
1
during a time period of nTb seconds. The demoG:dator ]s
file cross-correlator, type and computes the _-onditional rcr3
probability that a particular mess,_ge was sent, given the __
output y(t) of the ean'ier tracking loop. The decision _
device then examines all the correlator outputs and
selects that message which corresponds to the maximum
correlator output. [
i(y 4
Specifically, the design trends are determined as be- _ \ i
fore; i.e., the average error probabilit T is computed as a ' i/ i
ftmction of the modulation index for various values of ]
the parameter _. From these characteristics the minSm,tm
error probability is plotted as a function of the total I
transmit_e'_l e;,ergy-per-bit-to-noise ratio. D _o p._ _oo Jooo
Fig. 9 .',hows these results fur n = 5; i.e., the signaling to°
.dphabet consists of :32orthogonal coOe words for various Hg. 9. Optimizt.d pe_orrnance chore cteristics
values of _. For values of 8 < n --=5 the assumption that for one-way coded links In = 51
the cosine of the pha_e error remains constant might be
snspect. If, however, it is assumed to be constm, t the rate-to-loop bandwidth ratio Lq/BI. to be equal to or
results art; shown in Fig. 9 for 8 --- 1 On the other ha_d, greater than the number of bits per code word. This
given the fact that the phase error varies ever the word constraint and its -imLolicaLon:: will be explored in the
length then it is the author's conjecture that the result nexl_pl_ i _ ,provides a lower bound on the performance of the system ,.__ 5 3 2 _ 7 2
(Fig. 3). Variations of tile phase error during tim(; inter-
vals on the order of nT_, seco::ds is analogous to the
problem encountvred in fast-fading communication ehan- C. Probabilities of Overflow cand
nels. This is a particularly difficult problem to model Error in Coded Phase-Shift-Keyed
and treat analytically. At fl_e other extreme, i.e., wt,ere
with uentialthe phase. ,'n'o," is eo,,stant over nr,, seconds, the problem ystems beq
is analogous to that eneo,mtered in determining the per- i-_ecodin,.,
formance of corn:nun;cation links which ale disturbed by
the slow-fading pheno.ncna and additive noise. Conse- I. Jacob, "2) 2_ %['7 _--
quently, in carrying out any particular design where '(
orthogonal codes are to l,.'"used as a means of conveying A coded binary ph;tseisnift-keyed (PSK) system, in
infer-nation, it s,?em., aecessary to constrain the data- which sequential decoding is normally performed in real
t
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time bin- occasiona!ly off-line, is corisidered for use over 2. System Efficie_lcy
an additive Caussian nois-chann(1. Both the probability The Par_'to e,,4)onent (_ of Eq. (2) affects the rate
of an undeeodab!e block and the probability of unde- [thruugh Eq. (:_'_l and thereby the achievable value of
tected error in :t ,:!eeoc!_3 block are ,tetermined to be EJE, ..... Large exponents a are achieved only at a cost
L_ss_han 10 -_ when tile energy utilized per bit is &8 db of increased energy-per-bit Eb. Plots nf E_,/E_,.... versm"
above the minimum .4atbv the infinite-bandx_4dth channel the storage param-ter/3 for several values of ,', are pro-
capacity. Mter accounting for a 0.5 db degradation to sented in Fig. 10. The cur,e ¢1= 1 corresponds to the
permit word and dee_oJer synchronization, an advantage curve for operation at Ro presented in SPS .37-32, Vol. IV,
remains ever a system using biorthogonal signaling (but p. 305. For _ < 1 the expected number of computations
no further coding) of 4.3 db for ;32 biorthogonaJ signal= oalenmted from Eq. '2) is infinite.
and 2.3 db for 10:'.4 biorthogonat signals. _In both bi-
orthogonal ca_es, optimum receivers are assumed with a
woM error probability of 10-._.) Thus, this systcat has B[[ _ - .... T-T--_T_ ' I I
- I I I BITS/PSK
signal-to-noise advantages over biorthogonal t_,. ] _:_ iv=, 5 ' WAVEFORM
"_ s [ ?iy_ / ---F _......... -} 1 '
}
t1. Introduction _ 4 ..... t -(/ //12_"-'- 7"
In the analysis of sequentially-decoded systems, two 4 L4_-._..-/. - -.
parameters are of central importance, the probability dis-_ if 1 1"6J/'/ - -I- "_L-7-OWi-RBOUND(3 db): '_
tribution of computation time F, and the probability : 1.8@/--_ .....
• i l I I I
of error per bit e,: (SPS 87-32, VM. IV, p . 305-_q06). It I -- _ T ! I l i i I ++ __+ I !
new appears that both can be expressed in terms of , z ,*+. + _o zo 4o 60 _oo
Gallager's function Eo (H (ReL 7), specialized to chan- _, STORAGE BITS/INFOF,MATIONBIT
nels with input symmetry, A input letters, Q outp,-t let-
ters: and probability q,, of channel transition from input Fig. 10. Efficiency of caded PSi( system with 3-hit
i to output j quantized detection and sequential decodin._
for several _,aluesof _he P,::_to exponent a
Eo,p) --=- In q,, ,. (_)
3. Probability of Overflow
In particular, sufficient (but not conclusive)attalysis has Assume, as it] SPS 37-32, Vol IV, pp. 303-_306, a
now boon comp_eted cp upper and lower bounds (Refs. buffer capable of storing 4003 words, each of/3 bits, and
•+, 9) to indicate that the probability F,.(L) that the mean a decoder capabh: of perfurming 25 computations during
computatio,-per-bi+ is greater tha..: L is of Par&o form the time interwd betweeu successive information bits.
Thun the probability of buffer overflow, assuming an
F_(L) = L-% L > > 1, (2) initially empty buffer, is just the probability that tim
number of computations exceeds _ ><"4000 =-: 10'_,which
is equal tu
where the Parbto exponer:t a is related to the rate R, (in
natural units) by F:, (10 '_)= 10 '_" (5)
R¢ --- E+ (a)/a hats/channel use. (;3) The prol)ability P,, that a block of 1000 bits cannot be
decoded without an overflow is approximately
For the range of rates ,+,tinterest, it also appears that for
most codes P_: is conservatively bounded by Po _ 1000 F,.(10 '_)= 10......
h"
P_ < rain e -T"'[_:° _o)-pc4 , (4) or :_+
p _ 10-:_ , a --- 1.2 _+
;-,,..._ (6) _,
: wht, e K i° the convolutional coder constraint length. ! lO-'_ , a = 1.6. +
:: 297 :,
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Thus maintainil;g a satisfactorily small probability of °"sV _ '
overflove sets a lower limit to a and hence _o EJEb ....... | ]
It appears, however, that a Po of 10 .3 or even larger - E (^; ! II
rnigl',t be acceptable in a system that permitted storage, ? _' _
rather than discard, of undecoded blocks. Additional o._0 .... I 1
factors of 10t_) in time-to-decode might then be tolerable, ! [
avd the probability that a block would not be completely '._ |
decoded might then be reduced to 10 -'_or smaller. In such o.,2 ,. T---q
a case, a = 1.2 would be an acceptable expJnent. From I |
Fig..tv, wc vu_crve that ct = 1.2 can be achieved with R_ .... /| L
EJEb ..... = 3.8 db and fl = 21 storage bits/information o,o---- -1-----I, l---
bit (fl = 21 implies a rate R equal to 1/7; --i.e., 7 chan- [ !Ii
nel symbols per information bit--and 3-bit quantization). 008 ' _-----_- .....
An improvement of ½ db could be achieved if a = 1.0 Eo o*) [
were acceptable (operation at computational cutoff rate l I [/
Ro), while only a 0.1 db degradation occurs with oo6 t
I
a = 1.2 ff fl is decreased to 15 (rate equal to 1/5). i [
/
0.04 ----L ..... _--I
4. The Eo(p;Curve Eo(e"-:._R, !
",w
The setofparametersa = 1.2,jC__=2,1,Eb/Eb.....= 3.8 oo2 l
db isachieved with a signal-energy-to-noise-power-
density ratio E/No for each PSK wavefcrm equal to
o I
O:qf 05 LO L5 20 25 3.0
E _ REb _ R • Eb/N_._o E_ .... Z[E0(:'_-P'R,]/Re p
No N_ E .... _,/No No
Fig. 11. Exponent ct_rvefor the discrete memoryle$_
or channel defined by transition probabilities
of Table 1
E j = lOloglo 1N---_"_b _- + ,3.3db + 10 log _0([lh 2) 5. Error Prob,Jbility Exponen:i
The exponent in the errer probability bound of Eq. (4)
= - 8.45 db + 3.8 db - 1.59 db _ - _ db. cal_ be obtr, ined from Fig. [1 by a geometrical construc-
- (7) tion, as shown. The line from the origin to Eo(c0 has slope
Eo (a)/o = R_, by Eq. (3). The iuter:.ection of the _traight
line with the abscissa, p = I is the rate R_, in this case
When E/No -= -6 db, the casc_vle of roodulator, than- equal to 0.1o4 nats or (0.104/0 6,97/ =-- ]./6.7 bits, which
nel, and quantized detector (see Fig. !5 of SPS 37_32, is close to the rate R -- 1/7--bits/cha_nel :_ymbol ex
Vol. IV, p. 304 for details) can be represented by the pccted. The diserepancy is duc to the roundoff to -6dbin
i : transition probability diagram of T,_ble. 1. The resulting r:;q. (7) in the value of E/No at which R :: 1./7 i:_achieved.
E,, (p) curve is presented in Fig. 11.. The maximum value of lEo (pI - t,R,.] i'; achieved by the
• "Cable1. Trcmsltionprobr_bility diagram, _/No : --6 db
:i_ I 0 O' O" 0'" 1'" ;" '," I
" I0 [ L 01695 0.22280 0.26025 0.26025 0.16110 I 0.06170 091675 0.00020
1 j 0.('0020 0.01675 0.06"70 0.16110 0.2C025 i 0.26025 [ q.:.2280 [ 0.01695
L....--._ .a-..-..--.--. _ _ I .I." J.......
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value of p. say"p% at which a line of slope R, is tangent to
E. (p), as shown. This maximum, lEo (p*) - p*fl,.], can --b/ ,,.., ,"e'lue"f'"" _.e¢o...,n__,...
D. _ ,-1 n ;,._! r_ rl;n wifh
dndals:., he read directly as tim u = 0 intercept of the tangent _lorl'nogon¢ll /-klpnc2 Del"
line. Li;t Decoding
--j
Finally, leo (p*) - p*B.¢] /R_ is ubtained by th, con- '. ,o¢ob, 3 _- _/" "/
struction shown in the figure and has value 0.'20. Thus, M-ary biorthogonal modulation and list decoding is
the bound of gq. (4) becomes considered for use with convolutional encoding and se-
Be -t 5 -0.-_ quential decoding on a coherent additive Gaussian noise
" channel. Performance is found to be degraded from that
I 0.7 X 10-_ , K = 48 achieved with binary phase-shift-keyed (PSK) modula-
= 0.6 X 10-_ K --- 60 tion and 8-bit quantized detection (SPS 87-32, Vol. IV,
' " pp. 308-406). The preceding article entitled, "Probabili-
.55 X 10-" , K = 72 . ties of Overflow and Error in Coded Phase- hift Keyed
(8) System with Sequential Coding" extends the analysis of
the binazT PSK system. /_LqExperimental evidence (Ref. 10) as well vs certain ann- )
lyrical work (Ref. 11) indicates that most blocks in which 1. The Sysier'J
e.rrors occur require so much computation that they :,_re
essentially undeccdable anyway. Thus, the probability of in SPS 57-3"2, Vol. IV, p. 303, a communication system
an mldetected error is smaller than the bound of Eq. (8), 5s evah;ated. It consists of a concatenation of eonvolu-
perhaps much smaller, tional coder, binary PSK .,_.._-a,,1-_-__...,.,,coherent additive
white Gaussian noise, cb.annel, correlation detector with
amplitude-quantized output, and sequential decoder. As-
6. Conclusion sumiT:g operation at the computational cutoff rate Ro of
the sequential decoder, the ratio E#Eb ...... and the
Both the probability of an undecoded block and the storage-per-bit fl were determined as parameters of sys-
probability of an undetected error in a block appear to tern bandwidth (i.e., of energy per PSK waveform), where
be less than 10 -5 when a convolutional coder with con- Eo is the energy used per information bit transmitted;
straint length of 60 or larger is used together with a PSK E_..... = Noln 2 is the minimum value of Eb determined
modulator, 8-hi1 quanrized detector, and a sequential by the channe.l capacity of an infinite bandwidth additive
decoder with provision for occasional noi_real-time de- white Gaussian noise channel; and fl is the number of
coding. The required energy-per-bit is only 3.8 db above bits of storage required in the sequential decoder per
the absolute minimum. However, assurnmg that the data informatmn bit. in particular,
are divided into blocks of .t000 infozTaation bits and that
1
decoder resetting and word synchrorOzation require 100 fl = --R7 log_ Q (l)bits to be "wasted," an additional _- db must be added to
the energy used per information bit, producing the final where Q is the number of qutmtizer !cvels at the detector
value of Eb/Eb .... = 4.8 db. Biorthogonal signaling with output.
optimum reception and a word error probability ')f lti-"
requires EJEb.,,,, = 8.6 db, if M = 82 biorthogonal We here consider the use of an M-ary biortbogoaal
signals are used; and EJEb.,,_,, :--6.6 db, if M = 1024 signals aignal modulator in place of the PSK modulator. A co-
are used. This latter number appears to be an upper bound herent correlation detector is again' used; but now, fol-
to the values of M for which optimum reception can be lowing reception of each biorthogonal signal, an ordered
implemented for biorthogonal coding, list 05 the L most likely signals (signals with largest
correlation) is provided tbe decoder. Since loga M bits is
The analysis reported here is not numerically right, sufficient to store each member of the list and since I/R,,
' but it is intended as a guide for experimentation. The biorthogonal signals are transmitted per bit of informa-
l
: value of (_, K, r, and E_, together with the choice of a ti_,n (assumiug operation at rate Ro bits/channel use), we F.
; code, ctm be tested by computer simulation. The pro- now have _,
i gramnfing of a general purpose computer as a decoder L
i appears quite feasible for data rate.s under 100 bits/see. /3 = _ log_ M storage bits/information Bit. (2)
299 _
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Fig. 12. Efficiency of M-signal bic, rthogonal modulation operating with seque_:t=al d_od_r,g and list-of-L do_ecflon;
(alht --- 4,(blM = 8, lclM = 16]
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Fig. 12. Effici '._¢yof M-sign¢=l bi,jrthogona! mod,,lation operating with sequ_,ttial decoding and list-of-L de:ecfion;
(d) M = 32,(e) M = 64
t
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E, then the energy-per-hit Eb at rate Ro is Q-' = _- r-- exp -- yi-l w + i
Eb = E/Ro. (8)
1/
ses ' ' [e, c -" ,r,, '"\o.. _V. p. g0S xv_ found th"t the PSK - ,_, -. •
modulator and :3-bit quantized correlation detector pro-
vided v_lues of EJE_ .... wfthin V_,db of the minimum where
poss;.ble for operation at Ro v-hile using moderate band-
width ai3j a value of/3 in tile order of 15. The substitution e,7' (11)= 2_['v e -t: dt
of biorthogcnal signals is intended to achieve a decrease V,_J,,
in 3 for a given EJEb ,,i,,. The hope wa_ that by using
lz-ger signal alphabet:, part of the reception burden and
could be transferred from decoder to detector, permitting
decoder simplification. In every, ease considered, how- erfc (y) --- I -er[ (y). (5)
ever, binary modulation proved preferable.
Ia terms of these probabilities, Ro for list-of-L decoding
it shouId be noted that biorthogonal rpodnlation is can be _Titten
superior to orthogonal modulation for the system con-
sidered. No_ only is th_ s'.'gnai structure more efficient R,(L) = log_M -- 2log._. (V'_, + vQ-')but a_so a detector outp_:_ list of size M/2 suffices to pro-
vide eomp!ete information about the ordering of ilI bi-
orthog.snal sig,lal correlations, whereas a list of size M-1 + .t/r {1 - _ _Q,-_ Q__)}?is required fox"orthogonal signals. ,, (ilf-2L) ,
2. Analysis 1. < L < M- - -T" (6)
Let Q, i < i <" L, be the probability that the trans-
mi.Vtcd biorthogonal sigr.al apFears in the i th position in
the list of detector outpats. T_-,; s, Q_ is the probability 3. Evaluation
that exactly (i- 1) nontransm_:?:--' _.iTaals have a la:'ger Eq. (2)-(6) were programmed _n a dig ml computer tar
correlation with the received signal than does the trans- [M
/r, itteg signal. Let Q-i be the probability that the negative ?,it ==4, 8, 16, 82 and 64 and L = 1, 2, ..., min, _--_-_,8
c;. the transmitted signal appears :'; on the list. It is easily _
shown that, for ill biorthogonal signals of energy E and for a range at values of l-_--_-° . The results are presented in
for white noise with double-sided spectral density No/2, Fig. 12 as plots of Eb/E_ ....... vs ft. x,a,'eobserve that in no
case does the performance match '.hat of PSK mod,dation
(fl_./-1)f= 1 i (/-_'_z i with3-bitdeteetorquantizatic,_;namelvE_/Eb ..... -.'3.5Qi = 1 --_ exp - Y -- _1' .. / db with .8 :-- 15. We conclude that with sequential decod-ing, use of biorthogonal modulation and list decoding is
.u inferior to PSK rnodulation and S-bit qu;_ntization on a
[e#c (y)] '-_ [er/(y)] " dy, • coherent additive Gaussiao noise cham_el.
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A. Capacitor Sterilization Test Crc,pB. ,,145.,p,,,mens.ten,m,,t,,('-
cycled three hint's, each cveh' consisting of :36 hr at
Pro_rcim 145_c follou,,d by 24 hr at 2,-5:C: Group C. consisting
of 45 speci:ne.,s, is temperature-c.vc]ed six times under
K. Stern tlw .,.,me cohdition.', as t:,qse for Croup B: Group D.
In compliance with the NASA polio; (;f steril;;.in_ r)l cons!sting of 15 specmeqs, i_ temperatvrc-cyc!ed six
• - time¢ under the sam.. conditmns as those for Group B.
spacecraft having a possibility of planeta._ impact an
•.,xtensive electro.it c,)mponent steri!izMion test pro- A_ter temperatme cycling, parametric measuremeats
gram is under way at jPL. The primary cl-jective of this for :'apacitanee, :':issipation factor, and insulation resist-
progxam is to establish a steriliz'-lti(w parts list (IPL
an,:" are compared x_ith the initial test result_ and ana-
Speci_eation ZPP-2D10-SPL_ that tabulates tile electronic lyzed for significant changes. Ail test groups are then
component parts capable of withstanding several 3(,-hr subjected lo a 10,000-hr hie test to simulate the long
periods of non-operational st,,rage at 145 C without flight peliotls of planetary missions. During this life test,
significant degradation@Secnndary ohjcctives are to study Groups A, B. and C are operated at maximnm rated DC
&.rating effects, compare vendor quality, and nerform voltage and tempe rature. Group D parts are stored at
analyses on long-term failure modes...\ goneral discus- maximum rated temperature, non-operational. Grou,, B
sion of the component parts sterilization program was (:3 cvcl('_) and Group C (6 cycles) are compare(1 ,xith
previously plesented in SPS 37-'30, Vol. IV, pp. 279, 28f.. Group A (control group) at speci[ic periods during the i
A summati(m of the capacitor sterilization test pro,gram i:' life test to detect significant parametric changes. Also, f
presented here. "" the "catastrophic" failures are monitored dzqly during ,
"" ihe test. _.
Faeh of thc :'h'cted mamdaeturers" part t3q')es is divided
into f(,,,r groups. (;roup A, consisting of 45 specimens. Upon complelion of the 10,000-hr life te,;t, Crottp D is
is not te'nperaturc-cych-I and is the control group; removed frum temperature storage and, in ('onjunctmn
3O5
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wffh Group C is .,ub]etted to ma:,imum rat¢.d DC volt- S,did tantalum dich'ct.-ic As a r,sult of steril,:ation.
a_e and te.np,.'rature for an addihonal 2.5()-hr ]ife-tes_ t}:- insulation reqstan_e at certaiv te>t cedis dec_'rea_ed
period. The pprposc of testin,z Gr(uq) I3 is to _imuiate 1,: a factor of lO. Aft,:r liX) hr of Iitc te._ting at rated DC
co.Miti(,n._. :vhcrc fliEht equiptn,mt is iu_,)',ved in ex- volta,ze and temperature, flit. ihsu]o.tioli resistance of
tended non-, rational-t_ pe li'iir, r, iOIl.',, b{'illE tl;Ttlod (Ill these test code:, increased to the values ol,_t'rv_ d prior to
ren,ott'lv at or near its destination. Gr,lup C is int!:Mod stcrilizati,)n. !Itvv,,ver. at th,. ,,).lilt' time ,,everal catas-
,,._ a t:mtrol group operated at m-tximvn rated I)C _.;It- trophic faihlres occurrt.d in (mr- of the test cod('s whost-
age and temp-rature to simulate an ( xt(.nded operati(mal insulation resistance was atfected ];x sterili/atiov,, where.
miss.ion, as the first catastr,,phic failures of the test codes tin-
.u, :ted by sterilization "_ccurred alter 4(K)0 hr. -kfter
S(_)0 hr of lift' testing, tilt" {{st c'edes affected by steril-
1. Description of Test Items ization had only a sli_htl.x g,eater number of catastropt, ic
A :fiat of 4200 capacitors representi:-,.g 2S distinct types fail,res.
of tilt, following dielectrics was s,:lected for the test pro-
gram: ceramic (medium K style..', i)oreelain, glass, mica Although this exidence is incohclusivc, it would ap-
(dipped >t.vleL solid tantahna foil tauZalum, l;aper/ pear that solid tantalum capacitors whose insulation
plastic: and .Mylar. Prior to o.deffpg tile units, the pur- resistance is sL_zniflea'_tly decreased as a result of steril-
pose of the :;teriliz_tion test pro;gram was explained to ization are more likely to lie{free c:_.tustrophic faihues in
each capacitor manufact,lrer whose parts were selecO'd a shorter time when stressed at rated DC voltage
for cvaluaqon. Therefore. each manutaeturer had the and temperature. However, test eodes whose insulation
same opportunity to subn,it 'premium" capacitors with resistance was unalfeeted t): st(,l,lization produced czttas-
the best capal)ilitws of meetin,.Z the (,!)i_ctivt-s of tiffs trophic failures after 4000 hr of lift" and became pro-
test program. In addition, tile mamffacturers were re- gressively worse tln,iu,gh S000 hr. prol'ably due to
quired to l,urI_-nt each capacitor tar ".2350hr at maximum wear-(iut caused by stressing at nmxinnun rated DC
rated DC voltage and temperature pxior to slfilmwnt. ,.oltage and tc'mperature. In an attempt to reduce tilt
numl)cr of catastrophic failures aPd to isolate the effec.
of sterili;'ation from nornsal wear-out, a retest (;f soli,l
2. Sfatus of Test Program tantah:m usiw._ a volt,tge/temperature type of matr,.x
The capac'itor phase c,f tilt" program ix nearing com- will soon be initiated.
pleqon; the test was initiated on July 15, I_J6.3, and is
expected to lie completed I)5" June 15, 1965.
4. Future Tests
a. Continuation of li[,' _.c'sting. In order to acquire use-
3. Test Conclusions _ ful inforn,at,on regardin_ the wear-out 1)ehavior of
a. Effect of sterilization. '__he dielectrics most signifi- specific dieleetrics under l(,r,_er ',.rm operatil_,¢ lift' con-
eantl'/affected by sterilization temperatllre cycling were ditions, the following {tit'" _,i( t/p+'s will be tested for
the ¢'eramic and solid tantalum types, ap. additiona! _,?,00hr" ceramic (medium K style;, porce-
lain, glass, solid tantalum, rod tantalunl, and Mylar.
Ceramic dieh'ctrw. The capacitance and dissipation
factor (if the ceramic i'llelectric inereased as a resalt of b. Retes! of new specimen._. 1t i_ planned to retest new
stcrilization. Hoxxever, d',:ri_2g {ha ";(h°ff)-hrlifo test at rated specimens of certain dMectrics ,:,ing .[PI, specifications
DC voltage and temperature, the capacitance and dis- for proc'uremtnt in order to test the elleetiveness of this
sipation factor decreased gradually and apl)roximated method of procurenwv, t in providing ,)roduet iml)rove-
the value,; ol)serv_ ' 1)eft,re sterilization. The temporary ment. The new spt-ci:nen: to be tested are: ceramic
increase in capacitance and dissipation factor resulting (medium K style), porcelain, glass, solid tantahun, foil
f_om sterilization is pr(i1)at,ly acceptalile, t)roviding tile tantalun), paper/plasti(:, and Mylar. In addition, a
circuit al)plications permit a maximum eapaeitance ill- voltagt'/teml)erature matrix will lit, used tar this retest
crease (ff 20% and a m_'xmmm dissipation factor value to deternfine the po_sil)ihty at extending the time to
of ,.°5q,. at 1 kc. wear-out by means of derating.
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